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As a political scientist, I am familiar with these election models and I have  
been saying for some time that the Democrats will win 
the presidential election this year. 
 
Nonetheless, the other day a Republican reminded me that despite the fact 
that  
Anne Richards was a popular governor in Texas, and 
despite the fact that our political science models would have predicted her  
reelection, George Bush Jr. beat her. 
 
While Bush may be going through a rocky stretch right now, some in my 
academic  
field have suggested that there are enough unique 
factors surrounding this election to confound these electoral models.  For  
example, it is difficult for these models to quantify the 
moral indignation surrounding the Clinton administration and how this may be  
projected on to the Gore ticket.  While our models do 
well in predicting the electoral effects of scandal, the Clinton scandal is a  
qualitatively different type of scandal, unprecedented 
at the presidential level.  We simply don't know 
how it will effect voting.   In addition, our models do not quantify how 
badly the GOP wants this election.  Not since the Republicans mobilized 
behind  
William McKinley, have the elites in the GOP focused 
all of their money, campaign resources, and sheer determination on one  
candidate.  The outcome of the GOP primary process was 
determined 5 months before it began. 
 
Taken all together, it is my own judgement that this election will be a very  
good test as to whether campaigns really matter. 
 
Joe Aistrup, Ph.D. 
Director, Docking Institute of Public Affairs 
jaistrup@fhsu.edu 
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We do know how this will affect voting. It affected voting in 1998. 
 
In 1998, Democrats gained House seats - the first time a party in control of  
the White House has done so since 1934. After the 
Judiciary committee's vote on about October 8, Democratic candidates began to  
climb in many polls around the country. Candidates 
like Schumer in NY, Davis in CA and others turned tight races into 
landslides.  
I think the indignation ran in the other direction. 
 
Look. Voters did not like the President's actions. But they did not think 
they  
were impeachable and they reacted to the GOP efforts 
to do so accordingly. 
 
 
> For example, 
>      it is difficult for these models to quantify the moral indignation 
>      surrounding the Clinton administration and how this may be projected 
on  
to 
>      the Gore ticket.  While our models do well in predicting the electoral 
>      effects of scandal, the Clinton scandal is a qualitatively different  
type 
>      of scandal, unprecedented at the presidential level.  We simply don't  
know 
>      how it will effect voting. 
> 
 
 
 
jaistrup@fhsu.edu wrote: 
 
> As a political scientist, I am familiar with these election models and 
> I have been saying for some time that the Democrats will win the 
> presidential election this year. 
> 
> Nonetheless, the other day a Republican reminded me that despite the 
> fact that Anne Richards was a popular governor in Texas, and despite 
> the fact that our political science models would have predicted her 
> reelection, George Bush Jr. beat her. 
> 
> While Bush may be going through a rocky stretch right now, some in my 
> academic field have suggested that there are enough unique factors 
> surrounding this election to confound these electoral models.  For 



> example, it is difficult for these models to quantify the moral 
> indignation surrounding the Clinton administration and how this may be 
> projected on to the Gore ticket.  While our models do well in 
> predicting the electoral effects of scandal, the Clinton scandal is a 
> qualitatively different type of scandal, unprecedented at the presidential  
level.  We simply don't know 
> how it will effect voting.   In addition, our models do not quantify how 
> badly the GOP wants this election.  Not since the Republicans 
> mobilized behind William McKinley, have the elites in the GOP focused 
> all of their money, campaign resources, and sheer determination on one 
> candidate.  The outcome of the GOP primary process was determined 5 
> months before it began. 
> 
> Taken all together, it is my own judgement that this election will be 
> a very good test as to whether campaigns really matter. 
> 
> Joe Aistrup, Ph.D. 
> Director, Docking Institute of Public Affairs jaistrup@fhsu.edu 
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<!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en"> <html> &nbsp;  
<br>We do know how this will affect voting. It affected 
voting in 1998. <p>In 1998, Democrats gained House seats - the first time a  
party in control of the White House has done so since 
1934. After the Judiciary committee's vote on about October 8, Democratic  
candidates began to climb in many polls around the 
country. Candidates like Schumer in NY, Davis in CA and others turned tight  
races into landslides. I think the indignation ran in 
the other direction. <p>Look. Voters did not like the President's actions. 
But  
they did not think they were impeachable and they 
reacted to the GOP efforts to do so accordingly. <br>&nbsp; <blockquote  
TYPE=CITE> <pre>For example, &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; it is 
difficult for these models to quantify the moral indignation  
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; surrounding the Clinton administration and how 
this may be projected on to &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; the Gore ticket.&nbsp;  
While our models do well in predicting the electoral 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; effects of scandal, the Clinton scandal is a  
qualitatively different type &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; of 
scandal, unprecedented at the presidential level.&nbsp; We simply don't know  
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; how it will effect 
voting.</pre> </blockquote> 
 
<br>&nbsp; 
<p>jaistrup@fhsu.edu wrote: 
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>As a political scientist, I am familiar with these  
election models and I <br>have been saying for some time 
that the Democrats will win the presidential <br>election this year.  
<p>Nonetheless, the other day a Republican reminded me that 
despite the fact <br>that Anne Richards was a popular governor in Texas, and  
despite the fact <br>that our political science models 
would have predicted her reelection, <br>George Bush Jr. beat her. <p>While  
Bush may be going through a rocky stretch right now, 
some in my <br>academic field have suggested that there are enough unique  



factors <br>surrounding this election to confound these 
electoral models.&nbsp; For example, <br>it is difficult for these models to  
quantify the moral indignation <br>surrounding the 
Clinton administration and how this may be projected on to <br>the Gore  
ticket.&nbsp; While our models do well in predicting the 
electoral <br>effects of scandal, the Clinton scandal is a qualitatively  
different type <br>of scandal, unprecedented at the 
presidential level.&nbsp; We simply don't know <br>how it will effect  
voting.&nbsp;&nbsp; In addition, our models do not quantify 
how <br>badly the GOP wants this election.&nbsp; Not since the Republicans  
mobilized <br>behind William McKinley, have the elites in 
the GOP focused all of their <br>money, campaign resources, and sheer  
determination on one candidate.&nbsp; The <br>outcome of the 
GOP primary process was determined 5 months before it began. <p>Taken all  
together, it is my own judgement that this election will 
be a <br>very good test as to whether campaigns really matter. <p>Joe 
Aistrup,  
Ph.D. <br>Director, Docking Institute of Public 
Affairs <br>jaistrup@fhsu.edu</blockquote> 
</html> 
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Subject:  Voter registration  data 
 
Thanks to all of you who responded to my questions.  Your responses were very  
helpful. Linda 
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FYI: Interesting study. 
The 32nd Annual Phi Delta Kappa/Gallup Poll of the Public's Attitudes Toward  
the Public Schools (June 2000), by Lowell C. Rose and 
Alec M. Gallup http://www.pdkintl.org/kappan/kpol0009.htm 
 
 
 
Mark Richards 
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This may be of interest to some of you since it deals with survey research  
methodology.....I found  on the National Science Web 
site. 
 
Dick Halpern 
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Program Announcement 
 
NSF 00-147 
 
DIVISION OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC SCIENCES 
DIRECTORATE FOR SOCIAL, BEHAVIORAL, AND ECONOMIC SCIENCES 
 
DEADLINE(S) : 
December 1, 2000 
November 30, 2001 
 
[Image]  NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
 
                                  [Image] 
 
   The National Science Foundation promotes and advances scientific progress  
in the United States by competitively awarding grants 
and cooperative agreements for research and education in the sciences,  



mathematics, and engineering. 
 
   To get the latest information about program deadlines, to download copies  
of NSF publications, and to access abstracts of awards, 
visit the NSF Web Site at: 
 
                             http://www.nsf.gov 
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                      SUMMARY OF PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Program Title: Research on Survey and Statistical Methodology 
 
Synopsis of Program: The Methodology, Measurement, and Statistics (MMS)  
Program in the Division of Social and Economic Sciences 
invites research proposals that further the development of new and innovative  
approaches t= o surveys and to the analysis of survey 
data. Although proposals submitted = in response to this announcement may  
address any aspect of survey methodolog= y, priority will 
be given to basic research proposals that are interdisciplinary in nature,  
have broad implications for the field in general, and 
have the greatest potential for creating fundamental knowled= ge of value to  
the Federal Statistical System. Potential topics for 
consideration include basic research on survey measurement issues, data  
collection procedures, technological issues related to 
survey design, methods for small area estimation, and statistical approaches  
for the analysis of survey data. 
 
Cognizant Program Officer(s): 
 
   * Cheryl L. Eavey, Program Director, Methodology, Measurement, and 
     Statistics, Room 995, telephone: 703.292.7269, e-mail: ceavey@nsf.go= v. 
 
Applicable Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance (CFDA) Number: 
 
   * 47.075 --- Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences 
 
ELIGIBILITY INFORMATION 
 
   * Organization Limit: None 
   * PI Eligibility Limit: None 
   * Limit on Number of Proposals: None 
 
AWARD INFORMATION 
 
   * Anticipated Type of Award: Standard Grant 
   * Estimated Number of Awards: 3-7 
   * Anticipated Funding Amount: NSF anticipates reserving $600,000 in 
     FY2001 and $600,000 in FY2002 for this activity, pending the 
     availability of funds. 
 
PROPOSAL PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS 
 
A. Proposal Preparation Guidelines 
 



   * Proposal Preparation Instructions: Standard Preparation Guidelines 
        o Standard GPG Guidelines apply. 
 
B. Budgetary Information 
 
   * Cost Sharing Requirements: Statutory Cost Sharing (1%) is required 
   * Indirect Cost (F&A) Limitations: Not Applicable. 
   * Other Budgetary Limitations: Grantees may be invited to participate = in 
     a two-day annual meeting in the Washington DC area to report on thei= r 
     activities and interact with other grantees and agency staffers. 
     Budget requests should include travel funds to accommodate that 
     possibility. 
 
C. Deadline/Target Dates 
 
   * Letter of Intent Due Date(s): None 
   * Preproposal Due Date(s): None 
   * Full Proposal Due Date(s): 
     December 1, 2000 
     November 30, 2001 
 
D. FastLane Requirements 
 
   * FastLane Submission: Full Proposal Required 
 
   * FastLane Contact(s): 
        o Gail D. Williams, Staff Associate, OAD/SBE, e-mail: 
          sesfl@nsf.gov. 
        o FastLane Help Desk, telephone: 1.800.673.6188, e-mail: 
          fastlane@nsf.gov. 
 
PROPOSAL REVIEW INFORMATION 
 
   * Merit Review Criteria: National Science Board approved criteria appl= y. 
 
AWARD ADMINISTRATION INFORMATION 
 
   * Award Conditions: Standard NSF award conditions apply. 
   * Reporting Requirements: Standard NSF Reporting Requirements apply. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Methodology, Measurement, and Statistics (MMS) Program in the Divisio= n  
of Social and Economic Sciences, in collaboration with 
a consortium of federal statistical agencies represented by the Interagency  
Council on Statistical Policy (ICSP) and the Federal 
Committee on Statistical Methodology (FCSM), invites research proposals that  
further the developme= nt of new and innovative 
approaches to surveys and to the analysis of survey= 
 
data. Although proposals submitted in response to this funding opportunit= y  
may address any aspect of survey methodology, priority 
will be given to basic research proposals that are interdisciplinary in  
nature, have broad= 
 
implications for the field in general, and have the greatest potential fo= r  
creating fundamental knowledge of value to the Federal 
Statistical System= =2E Because methodological problems often require  
knowledge and expertise fro= m multiple disciplines, 
collaborations are especially encouraged among the relevant sciences,  
including the social sciences, linguistics, cognitive science, 
statistics, computer science, and economics. 
 
This announcement invites proposals for the second and third year of a three- 
year competition. An earlier Research on Survey 
Methodology competition, held in FY99, resulted in the funding of four  
projects (six awards). That awards list is available on the 
MMS home page at http://www.nsf.gov/sbe/ses/mms/start.htm. 
 
II. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
 
The Federal Statistical System faces the challenge of gathering relevant and  
reliable data for the next decade and beyond. 
Researchers should thin= k creatively regarding the development of methods 
for  
survey research in th= e 21st century. For example, 
the potential for conducting surveys via the W= eb raises a host of important  
methodological questions; issues of nonrespons= e 
affect the validity and reliability of survey data; and methods are neede= d  
for handling multimedia databases. 
 
Basic research on survey measurement issues, data collection procedures,  
technological issues related to survey design, methods for 
small area estimation, and statistical approaches for the analysis of survey  
data ha= s the potential to greatly benefit the Federal 
Statistical System in particular and the conduct of surveys in general.  
Potential topics for consideration include but are not 
limited to: 



 
Measurement Issues: 
 
   * Decision approaches for determining new data needs and eliminating 
     data items that are no longer needed. 
   * Calibration of and adjustment for measurement errors. 
   * Measurement of complex social concepts such as disability, labor for= ce 
     attachment, poverty, and income inequality. 
   * Measurement of complex social indicators such as Gross Domestic 
     Product (GDP), the Producer Price Index (PPI), or the Consumer Price= 
 
     Index (CPI). 
   * Measurement of rare and elusive populations and sensitive topics by 
     network sampling and other methods. 
   * Statistical models of survey measurement errors based on theories fr= om 
     the social and behavioral sciences. 
   * Investigation of rotation group bias and its effects on household an= d 
     establishment surveys. 
 
Questionnaire Design: 
 
   * Improvement of procedures for designing and pretesting questionnaire= s 
     for household and establishment surveys. 
   * Interviewing inflexibility and the conversational aspects of designi= ng 
     questionnaires. 
   * Designing questionnaires that are more understandable to respondents= 
=2E 
   * Assessment of error and cost effects by data collection mode. 
   * Investigations of the cognitive aspects of survey response heuristic= s 
     such as forward telescoping, context effects, anchoring effects, and= 
 
     seam effects. 
 
Survey Technology: 
 
   * Methodological issues associated with web-based surveys. 
   * Graphical editing and data imputation. 
   * Providing greater access to complex data such as geo-coded data in 
     spatial displays while assuring confidentiality protection. 
   * Data extraction and exploration techniques. 
   * Methods for linking designs of population and establishment sample 
     surveys. 
 
Analytical Issues: 
 
   * Innovations that address and overcome reasons for nonresponse. 
   * Integration of information across government surveys. 
   * Creative uses of administrative records to supplement surveys. 
   * Analysis of longitudinal data. 
   * Linking data and metadata. 
 
Small Area Estimation: 
 
   * Improving uncertainty measures for small area estimates. 
   * Investigating and improving robustness properties of small area 
     models. 
   * Allowing for uncertainty about sampling error properties (e.g., 



     uncertainty about variances) in small area modeling and estimation. 
   * Using generalized linear models (GLIM) applied to unit level data fr= om 
     complex surveys in doing small area estimation. 
   * Reconciling small area estimates for different levels of aggregation= 
 
     when different information is available at those different levels. 
 
INFORMATION ON PARTICIPATING FEDERAL STATISTICAL AGENCIES 
 
The Interagency Council on Statistical Policy (ICSP) consists of the head= s  
of the 14 largest statistical agencies and is chaired 
by the chief statistician of the Office of Management and Budget. It was  
formally established by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 
to discuss and determi= ne statistical policy issues. The Federal Committee 
on  
Statistical Methodolo= gy 
(FCSM) consists of experts from within the Federal Statistical System who= 
 
consider methodological issues of importance to the statistical system. T= he  
Federal Statistical System includes 10 agencies that 
have statistical activities as their principal mission and about 60 agencies  
that carry ou= t statistical activities in conjunction 
with other missions, such as providing services or enforcing regulations. 
 
Proposals may include the direct participation of ICSP/FCSM agencies.  
Consortium agencies include: 
 
Department of Agriculture 
 
   * National Agricultural Statistics Service 
   * Economic Research Service 
 
Department of Commerce 
 
   * Bureau of the Census 
   * Bureau of Economic Analysis 
 
Department of Education 
 
   * National Center for Education Statistics 
 
Department of Energy 
 
   * Energy Information Administration 
 
Department of Health and Human Services 
 
   * National Center for Health Statistics 
 
Department of Justice 
 
   * Bureau of Justice Statistics 
 
Department of Labor 
 
   * Bureau of Labor Statistics 
 



Department of Transportation 
 
   * Bureau of Transportation Statistics 
 
Department of Treasury 
 
   * Statistics of Income Division, IRS 
 
Other Agencies 
 
   * Social Security Administration 
 
 
III. ELIGIBILITY INFORMATION 
 
The categories of proposers identified in the Grant Proposal Guide are  
eligible to submit proposals under this program 
announcement/solicitation= =2E 
 
 
IV. AWARD INFORMATION 
 
NSF expects to fund three to seven awards, with an approximate duration o= f  
one to three years, and an expected award range of 
$60,000 to $125,000 pe= r award per year. NSF anticipates reserving $600,000  
in FY2001 and $600,000= 
 
in FY2002 for this activity (with the expected contribution evenly divide= d  
between NSF and the participating federal statistical 
agencies). Addition= al funds beyond the anticipated yearly total of $600,000  
may be provided by federal agencies with special 
interests in particular research topics. Fo= r example, the U.S. Census 
Bureau  
has indicated that additional funds may b= e 
available for research on methods for small area estimation. Given the 
limited  
funds available, investigators are not encouraged to 
include significant expenses for direct data collection in their budgets. 
 
 
V. PROPOSAL PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS 
 
A. Proposal Preparation Instructions 
 
Full Proposal Instructions: 
 
Proposals submitted in response to this program announcement/solicitation= 
 
should be prepared and submitted in accordance with the general guideline= s  
contained in the NSF Grant Proposal Guide (GPG). The 
complete text of the= 
 
GPG (including electronic forms) is available electronically on the NSF W= eb  
Site at: http://www.nsf.gov/cgi-bin/getpub?nsf012. 
Paper copies of the GP= G may be obtained from the NSF Publications  
Clearinghouse, telephone (301) 947-2722 or by e-mail from 
pubs@nsf.gov. 



 
Proposers are reminded to identify the program announcement/solicitation  
number (NSF 00-147) in the program 
announcement/solicitation block on the= 
 
NSF Form 1207, Cover Sheet For Proposal to the National Science Foundatio= n.  
Compliance with this requirement is critical to 
determining the relevant proposal processing guidelines. Failure to submit  
this information may delay processing. 
 
B. Budgetary Information 
 
In accordance with Congressional requirements (see GPM 330), NSF requires= 
 
that each awardee share in the cost of research projects resulting from  
unsolicited proposals. For purposes of NSF, proposals 
submitted in respon= se to this announcement/solicitation are considered  
unsolicited. The awardee= 
 
may meet the statutory cost sharing requirement by choosing either of two= 
 
alternatives: (1) by cost sharing a minimum of one percent on the project= ;  
or (2) by cost sharing a minimum of one percent on the 
aggregate costs of= 
 
all NSF-supported projects requiring cost sharing. 
 
The minimum one percent statutory cost sharing requirement discussed abov= e  
need NOT be entered on Line M of the NSF Form 1030. 
 
Other Budgetary Limitations: Grantees may be invited to participate in a two- 
day annual meeting in the Washington DC area to report 
on their activities and interact with other grantees and agency staffers.  
Budget requests should include travel funds to accommodate 
that possibility. 
 
C. Deadline/Target Dates 
 
Proposals submitted in response to this announcement/solicitation must be= 
 
submitted by 5:00 PM, local time on the following date(s): December 1, 2000  
November 30, 2001 
 
D. FastLane Requirements 
 
Proposers are required to prepare and submit all proposals for this Progr= am  
Announcement through the FastLane system. Detailed 
instructions for proposal preparation and submission via FastLane are  
available at: http://www.fastlane.nsf.gov/a1/newstan.htm. For 
FastLane user support, ca= ll 1-800-673-6188. 
 
Submission of Signed Cover Sheets. The signed copy of the proposal Cover 
Sheet  
(NSF Form 1207) must be postmarked (or contain a 
legible proof of mailing date assigned by the carrier) within five working  
days following proposal submission and be forwarded to 
the following address: 



 
National Science Foundation 
DIS =96 FastLane Cover Sheet 
4201 Wilson Blvd. 
Arlington, VA 22230 
 
 
VI. PROPOSAL REVIEW INFORMATION 
 
A. NSF Proposal Review Process 
 
Reviews of proposals submitted to NSF are solicited from peers with expertise  
in the substantive area of the proposed research or 
education project. These reviewers are selected by Program Officers charged  
with th= e oversight of the review process. NSF invites 
the proposer to suggest at t= he time of submission, the names of appropriate  
or inappropriate reviewers. Care is taken to ensure 
that reviewers have no conflicts with the propose= r. Special efforts are 
made  
to recruit reviewers from non-academic institutions, 
minority-serving institutions, or adjacent disciplines to that principally  
addressed in the proposal. 
 
Proposals will be reviewed against the following general review criteria  
established by the National Science Board. Following each 
criterion are potential considerations that the reviewer may employ in the  
evaluation. These are suggestions and not all will apply 
to any given proposal. Each reviewer will be asked to address only those that  
are relevant to the proposal and for which he/she is 
qualified to make judgements. 
 
     What is the intellectual merit of the proposed activity? 
     How important is the proposed activity to advancing knowledge and 
     understanding within its own field or across different fields? How 
     well qualified is the proposer (individual or team) to conduct the 
     project? (If appropriate, the reviewer will comment on the quality o= f 
     the prior work.) To what extent does the proposed activity suggest a= nd 
     explore creative and original concepts? How well conceived and 
     organized is the proposed activity? Is there sufficient access to 
     resources? 
 
     What are the broader impacts of the proposed activity? 
     How well does the activity advance discovery and understanding while= 
 
     promoting teaching, training, and learning? How well does the propos= ed 
     activity broaden the participation of underrepresented groups (e.g.,= 
 
     gender, ethnicity, disability, geographic, etc.)? To what extent wil= l 
     it enhance the infrastructure for research and education, such as 
     facilities, instrumentation, networks, and partnerships? Will the 
     results be disseminated broadly to enhance scientific and 
     technological understanding? What may be the benefits of the propose= d 
     activity to society? 
 
Principal Investigators should address the following elements in their  
proposal to provide reviewers with the information necessary 



to respond fully to both of the above-described NSF merit review criteria. 
NSF  
staff= 
 
will give these elements careful consideration in making funding decision= s. 
 
     Integration of Research and Education 
     One of the principal strategies in support of NSF's goals is to fost= er 
     integration of research and education through the programs, projects= , 
     and activities it supports at academic and research institutions. 
     These institutions provide abundant opportunities where individuals 
     may concurrently assume responsibilities as researchers, educators, 
     and students and where all can engage in joint efforts that infuse 
     education with the excitement of discovery and enrich research throu= gh 
     the diversity of learning perspectives. 
 
     Integrating Diversity into NSF Programs, Projects, and Activities 
     Broadening opportunities and enabling the participation of all 
     citizens - women and men, underrepresented minorities, and persons 
     with disabilities - is essential to the health and vitality of scien= ce 
     and engineering. NSF is committed to this principle of diversity and= 
 
     deems it central to the programs, projects, and activities it 
     considers and supports. 
 
A summary rating and accompanying narrative will be completed and signed = by  
each reviewer. In all cases, reviews are treated as 
confidential document= s. Verbatim copies of reviews, excluding the names of  
the reviewers, are mailed to the Principal 
Investigator/Project Director by the Program Director. In addition, the  
proposer will receive an explanation of the decision to 
award or decline funding. 
 
B. Review Protocol and Associated Customer Service Standard 
 
All proposals are carefully reviewed by at least three other persons outside  
NSF who are experts in the particular field represented 
by the proposal. Proposals submitted in response to this  
announcement/solicitati= on will be reviewed by a multidisciplinary panel 
consisting of scholars from= 
 
the relevant sciences. Mail reviews may be solicited at the discretion of= 
 
the MMS Program Director. Proposals deemed meritorious also will be ranke= d  
for their potential value to the Federal Statistical 
System by the Survey= 
 
Research Subcommittee of the FCSM, which will include one representative from  
each participating agency. Final programmatic 
recommendations will b= e made by NSF staff, in consultation with  
representatives from the Survey Research Subcommittee of the FCSM. 
 
Reviewers will be asked to formulate a recommendation to either support o= r  
decline each proposal. The Program Officer assigned to 
manage the proposal's review will consider the advice of reviewers and will  
formulat= e a recommendation. 
 



NSF will be able to tell applicants whether their proposals have been 
declined  
or recommended for funding within six months for 95 
percent of proposals. The time interval begins on the proposal deadline or  
target da= te or from the date of receipt, if deadlines 
or target dates are not used by= 
 
the program. The interval ends when the Division Director accepts the Program  
Officer's recommendation. 
 
In all cases, after programmatic approval has been obtained, the proposal= s  
recommended for funding will be forwarded to the 
Division of Grants and Agreements for review of business, financial, and  
policy implications and= 
 
the processing and issuance of a grant or other agreement. Proposers are  
cautioned that only a Grants and Agreements Officer may 
make commitments,= 
 
obligations or awards on behalf of NSF or authorize the expenditure of funds.  
No commitment on the part of NSF should be inferred 
from technical= 
 
or budgetary discussions with a NSF Program Officer. A Principal Investigator  
or organization that makes financial or personnel 
commitment= s in the absence of a grant or cooperative agreement signed by 
the  
NSF Gran= ts and Agreements Officer does so at its 
own risk. 
 
 
VII. AWARD ADMINISTRATION INFORMATION 
 
A. Notification of the Award 
 
Notification of the award is made to the submitting organization by a Grants  
Officer in the Division of Grants and Agreements. 
Organizations whose proposals are declined will be advised as promptly as  
possible by t= he cognizant NSF Program Division 
administering the program. Verbatim copies= 
 
of reviews, not including the identity of the reviewer, will be provided  
automatically to the Principal Investigator. (See section 
VI. A, for additional information on the review process.) 
 
B. Award Conditions 
 
An NSF award consists of: (1) the award letter, which includes any specia= l  
provisions applicable to the award and any numbered 
amendments thereto; (= 
2) 
the budget, which indicates the amounts, by categories of expense, on whi= ch  
NSF has based its support (or otherwise communicates 
any specific approva= ls or disapprovals of proposed expenditures); (3) the  
proposal referenced in= 
 
the award letter; (4) the applicable award conditions, such as Grant General  



Conditions (NSF-GC-1)* or Federal Demonstration 
Partnership (FDP)= 
 
Terms and Conditions * and (5) any NSF brochure, program guide, announcement  
or other NSF issuance that may be incorporated by 
reference = in the award letter. Cooperative agreement awards also are  
administered in accordance with NSF Cooperative Agreement 
Terms and Conditions (CA-1). Electronic mail notification is the preferred 
way  
to transmit NSF awards = to organizations that have 
electronic mail capabilities and have requested such notification from the  
Division of Grants and Agreements. 
 
*These documents may be accessed electronically on NSF's web site at  
http://www.nsf.gov/home/grants/grants_gac.htm. Paper copies may 
be obtain= ed from the NSF Publications Clearinghouse, telephone (301) 947- 
2722 or by e-mail from pubs@nsf.gov. 
 
More comprehensive information on NSF Award Conditions is contained in th= e  
NSF Grant Policy Manual (GPM) Chapter II, (NSF 95-26) 
available electronically on the NSF web site at http://www.nsf.gov/cgi- 
bin/getpub?gpm. The GPM is also for sale through t= he 
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office (GPO), Washington= ,  
DC 20402. The telephone number at GPO for subscription 
information is (20= 
2) 
512-1800. The GPM may be ordered through the GPO web site at  
http://www.gpo.gov. 
 
C. Reporting Requirements 
 
For all multi-year grants (including both standard and continuing grants)= ,  
the PI must submit an annual project report to the 
cognizant Program Officer at least 90 days before the end of the current  
budget period. 
 
Within 90 days after the expiration of an award, the PI also is required = to  
submit a final project report. Approximately 30 days 
before expiration, N= SF will send a notice to remind the PI of the  
requirement to file the final project report. Failure to provide 
final technical reports delays NSF review and processing of pending proposals  
for that PI. PIs should examin= e the formats of the 
required reports in advance to assure availability of required data. 
 
NSF has implemented an electronic project reporting system, available through  
FastLane. This system permits electronic submission 
and updating = of project reports, including information on: project  
participants (individu= al and organizational); activities and 
findings; publications; and other specific products and contributions. PIs  
will not be required to re-enter= 
 
information previously provided, either with a proposal or in earlier updates  
using the electronic system. 
 
 
VIII. CONTACTS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 



General inquiries should be made to the Research on Survey and Statistica= l  
Methodology  Program: Cheryl L. Eavey, Program 
Director, Methodology, Measurement, and Statistics, Room 995, telephone:  
703.292.7269, e-mail: ceavey@nsf.gov. For questions related 
to the use of FastLane, contact, 
 
   * Gail D. Williams, Staff Associate, OAD/SBE, e-mail: sesfl@nsf.gov. 
   * FastLane Help Desk, telephone: 1.800.673.6188, e-mail: 
     fastlane@nsf.gov. 
 
 
IX. OTHER PROGRAMS OF INTEREST 
 
The NSF Guide to Programs is a compilation of funding for research and  
education in science, mathematics, and engineering. The NSF 
Guide to Programs is available electronically at http://www.nsf.gov/cgi- 
bin/getpub?gp. General descriptions of NSF program= s, 
research areas, and eligibility information for proposal submission are  
provided in each chapter. 
 
Many NSF programs offer announcements or solicitations concerning specifi= c  
proposal requirements. To obtain additional information 
about these requirements, contact the appropriate NSF program offices. Any  
changes in= 
 
NSF's fiscal year programs occurring after press time for the Guide to  
Programs will be announced in the NSF E-Bulletin, which is 
updated daily = on the NSF web site at http://www.nsf.gov/home/ebulletin, and  
in individual program announcements/solicitations. 
Subscribers can also sign up for NSF= 's Custom News Service  
(http://www.nsf.gov/home/cns/start.htm) to be notifie= d of new funding 
opportunities that become available. 
 
 
                   ABOUT THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
 
The National Science Foundation (NSF) funds research and education in mos= t  
fields of science and engineering. Awardees are wholly 
responsible for conducting their project activities and preparing the results  
for publication. Thus, the Foundation does not assume 
responsibility for such= 
 
findings or their interpretation. 
 
NSF welcomes proposals from all qualified scientists, engineers and 
educators.  
The Foundation strongly encourages women, minorities 
and perso= ns with disabilities to compete fully in its programs. In  
accordance with Federal statutes, regulations and NSF policies, 
no person on grounds of race, color, age, sex, national origin or disability  
shall be excluded fr= om participation in, be denied 
the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or  
activity receiving financial assistan= ce from NSF (unless 
otherwise specified in the eligibility requirements for = a particular  
program). 
 
Facilitation Awards for Scientists and Engineers with Disabilities (FASED= 



) 
provide funding for special assistance or equipment to enable persons wit= h  
disabilities (investigators and other staff, including 
student research 
assistants) to work on NSF-supported projects. See the program  
announcement/solicitation for further information. 
 
The National Science Foundation has Telephonic Device for the Deaf (TDD) and  
Federal Information Relay Service (FIRS) capabilities 
that enable individuals with hearing impairments to communicate with the  
Foundation about NSF programs, employment or general 
information. TDD may be accesse= d at (703) 292-5090, FIRS at 1-800-877-8339. 
 
The National Science Foundation is committed to making all of the information  
we publish easy to understand. If you have a 
suggestion about= 
 
how to improve the clarity of this document or other NSF-published materials,  
please contact us at plainlanguage@nsf.gov. 
 
                  PRIVACY ACT AND PUBLIC BURDEN STATEMENTS 
 
The information requested on proposal forms and project reports is solicited  
under the authority of the National Science Foundation 
Act of 1950, as amended. The information on proposal forms will be used in  
connection with the selection of qualified proposals; 
project reports submitted by awardees will be used for program evaluation and  
reporting within the Executive Branch and to Congress. 
The information requested ma= y be disclosed to qualified reviewers and staff  
assistants as part of the proposal review process; to 
applicant institutions/grantees to provide or= 
 
obtain data regarding the proposal review process, award decisions, or th= e  
administration of awards; to government contractors, 
experts, volunteers and researchers and educators as necessary to complete  
assigned work; to other government agencies needing 
information as part of the review proce= ss or in order to coordinate  
programs; and to another Federal agency, court = or party in a 
court or Federal administrative proceeding if the government i= s a party.  
Information about Principal Investigators may be added to 
the Reviewer file and used to select potential candidates to serve as peer  
reviewers or advisory committee members. See Systems of 
Records, NSF-50, "Principal Investigator/Proposal File and Associated  
Records," 63 Federal= 
 
Register 267 (January 5, 1998), and NSF-51, "Reviewer/Proposal File and  
Associated Records," 63 Federal Register 268 (January 5, 
1998). Submissio= n of the information is voluntary. Failure to provide full  
and complete information, however, may reduce the 
possibility of receiving an award. 
 
Pursuant to 5 CFR 1320.5(b), an agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a  
person is not required to respond to an information 
collection unless it displays a valid OMB control number. The OMB control  
number for this collection is 3145-0058. Public reporting 
burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 120 hours  
per response, including the= 



 
time for reviewing instructions. Send comments regarding this burden estimate  
and any other aspect of this collection of 
information, includin= g suggestions for reducing this burden, to: Suzanne  
Plimpton, Reports Clearance Officer, Information 
Dissemination Branch, Division of Administrative Services, National Science  
Foundation, Arlington, VA 22230= , or to Office of 
Information and Regulatory Affairs of OMB, Attention: Des= k Officer for  
National Science Foundation (3145-0058), 725 - 17th Street, 
N.W. Room 10235, Washington, D.C. 20503. 
 
OMB control number: 3145-0058. 
NSF 00-147 
--------------99CC40B079AB42C12944B2F7-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Sat, 02 Sep 2000 23:42:03 -0400 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
From: dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
Subject: Research on Survey and Statistical Methodology 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"; format=flowed 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by usc.edu id UAA17320 
 
This may be of interest to some of you since it deals with survey research  
methodology.....I found  on the National Science Web 
site. 
 
Dick Halpern 
 
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2000/nsf00147/nsf00147.txtTitle:  Research on 
Survey and Statistical Methodology 
Date:   August 31, 2000 
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Program Announcement 
 
NSF 00-147 
 
DIVISION OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC SCIENCES 
DIRECTORATE FOR SOCIAL, BEHAVIORAL, AND ECONOMIC SCIENCES 
 
DEADLINE(S) : 
December 1, 2000 
November 30, 2001 
 
[Image]  NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
 
                                   [Image] 
 
    The National Science Foundation promotes and advances scientific progress  



in the United States by competitively awarding grants 
and cooperative agreements for research and education in the sciences,  
mathematics, and engineering. 
 
    To get the latest information about program deadlines, to download copies  
of NSF publications, and to access abstracts of 
awards, visit the NSF Web Site at: 
 
                              http://www.nsf.gov 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
                       SUMMARY OF PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Program Title: Research on Survey and Statistical Methodology 
 
Synopsis of Program: The Methodology, Measurement, and Statistics (MMS)  
Program in the Division of Social and Economic Sciences 
invites research proposals that further the development of new and innovative  
approaches to surveys and to the analysis of survey 
data. Although proposals submitted in response to this announcement may  
address any aspect of survey methodology, priority will be 
given to basic research proposals that are interdisciplinary in nature, have  
broad implications for the field in general, and have 
the greatest potential for creating fundamental knowledge of value to the  
Federal Statistical System. Potential topics for 
consideration include basic research on survey measurement issues, data  
collection procedures, technological issues related to 
survey design, methods for small area estimation, and statistical approaches  
for the analysis of survey data. 
 
Cognizant Program Officer(s): 
 
    * Cheryl L. Eavey, Program Director, Methodology, Measurement, and 
      Statistics, Room 995, telephone: 703.292.7269, e-mail: ceavey@nsf.gov. 
 
Applicable Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance (CFDA) Number: 
 
    * 47.075 --- Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences 
 
ELIGIBILITY INFORMATION 
 
    * Organization Limit: None 
    * PI Eligibility Limit: None 
    * Limit on Number of Proposals: None 
 
AWARD INFORMATION 
 
    * Anticipated Type of Award: Standard Grant 
    * Estimated Number of Awards: 3-7 
    * Anticipated Funding Amount: NSF anticipates reserving $600,000 in 
      FY2001 and $600,000 in FY2002 for this activity, pending the 
      availability of funds. 
 
PROPOSAL PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS 
 



A. Proposal Preparation Guidelines 
 
    * Proposal Preparation Instructions: Standard Preparation Guidelines 
         o Standard GPG Guidelines apply. 
 
B. Budgetary Information 
 
    * Cost Sharing Requirements: Statutory Cost Sharing (1%) is required 
    * Indirect Cost (F&A) Limitations: Not Applicable. 
    * Other Budgetary Limitations: Grantees may be invited to participate in 
      a two-day annual meeting in the Washington DC area to report on their 
      activities and interact with other grantees and agency staffers. 
      Budget requests should include travel funds to accommodate that 
      possibility. 
 
C. Deadline/Target Dates 
 
    * Letter of Intent Due Date(s): None 
    * Preproposal Due Date(s): None 
    * Full Proposal Due Date(s): 
      December 1, 2000 
      November 30, 2001 
 
D. FastLane Requirements 
 
    * FastLane Submission: Full Proposal Required 
 
    * FastLane Contact(s): 
         o Gail D. Williams, Staff Associate, OAD/SBE, e-mail: 
           sesfl@nsf.gov. 
         o FastLane Help Desk, telephone: 1.800.673.6188, e-mail: 
           fastlane@nsf.gov. 
 
PROPOSAL REVIEW INFORMATION 
 
    * Merit Review Criteria: National Science Board approved criteria apply. 
 
AWARD ADMINISTRATION INFORMATION 
 
    * Award Conditions: Standard NSF award conditions apply. 
    * Reporting Requirements: Standard NSF Reporting Requirements apply. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Methodology, Measurement, and Statistics (MMS) Program in the Division of  
Social and Economic Sciences, in collaboration with a 
consortium of federal statistical agencies represented by the Interagency  
Council on Statistical Policy (ICSP) and the Federal 
Committee on Statistical Methodology (FCSM), invites research proposals that  
further the development of new and innovative 
approaches to surveys and to the analysis of survey data. Although proposals  
submitted in response to this funding opportunity may 
address any aspect of survey methodology, priority will be given to basic  
research proposals that are interdisciplinary in nature, 
have broad implications for the field in general, and have the greatest  
potential for creating fundamental knowledge of value to the 
Federal Statistical System. Because methodological problems often require  
knowledge and expertise from multiple disciplines, 
collaborations are especially encouraged among the relevant sciences,  
including the social sciences, linguistics, cognitive science, 
statistics, computer science, and economics. 
 
This announcement invites proposals for the second and third year of a three- 
year competition. An earlier Research on Survey 
Methodology competition, held in FY99, resulted in the funding of four  
projects (six awards). That awards list is available on the 
MMS home page at http://www.nsf.gov/sbe/ses/mms/start.htm. 
 
II. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
 
The Federal Statistical System faces the challenge of gathering relevant and  
reliable data for the next decade and beyond. 
Researchers should think creatively regarding the development of methods for  
survey research in the 21st century. For example, the 
potential for conducting surveys via the Web raises a host of important  
methodological questions; issues of nonresponse affect the 
validity and reliability of survey data; and methods are needed for handling  
multimedia databases. 
 
Basic research on survey measurement issues, data collection procedures,  
technological issues related to survey design, methods for 
small area estimation, and statistical approaches for the analysis of survey  
data has the potential to greatly benefit the Federal 
Statistical System in particular and the conduct of surveys in general.  
Potential topics for consideration include but are not 
limited to: 
 



Measurement Issues: 
 
    * Decision approaches for determining new data needs and eliminating 
      data items that are no longer needed. 
    * Calibration of and adjustment for measurement errors. 
    * Measurement of complex social concepts such as disability, labor force 
      attachment, poverty, and income inequality. 
    * Measurement of complex social indicators such as Gross Domestic 
      Product (GDP), the Producer Price Index (PPI), or the Consumer Price 
      Index (CPI). 
    * Measurement of rare and elusive populations and sensitive topics by 
      network sampling and other methods. 
    * Statistical models of survey measurement errors based on theories from 
      the social and behavioral sciences. 
    * Investigation of rotation group bias and its effects on household and 
      establishment surveys. 
 
Questionnaire Design: 
 
    * Improvement of procedures for designing and pretesting questionnaires 
      for household and establishment surveys. 
    * Interviewing inflexibility and the conversational aspects of designing 
      questionnaires. 
    * Designing questionnaires that are more understandable to respondents. 
    * Assessment of error and cost effects by data collection mode. 
    * Investigations of the cognitive aspects of survey response heuristics 
      such as forward telescoping, context effects, anchoring effects, and 
      seam effects. 
 
Survey Technology: 
 
    * Methodological issues associated with web-based surveys. 
    * Graphical editing and data imputation. 
    * Providing greater access to complex data such as geo-coded data in 
      spatial displays while assuring confidentiality protection. 
    * Data extraction and exploration techniques. 
    * Methods for linking designs of population and establishment sample 
      surveys. 
 
Analytical Issues: 
 
    * Innovations that address and overcome reasons for nonresponse. 
    * Integration of information across government surveys. 
    * Creative uses of administrative records to supplement surveys. 
    * Analysis of longitudinal data. 
    * Linking data and metadata. 
 
Small Area Estimation: 
 
    * Improving uncertainty measures for small area estimates. 
    * Investigating and improving robustness properties of small area 
      models. 
    * Allowing for uncertainty about sampling error properties (e.g., 
      uncertainty about variances) in small area modeling and estimation. 
    * Using generalized linear models (GLIM) applied to unit level data from 
      complex surveys in doing small area estimation. 
    * Reconciling small area estimates for different levels of aggregation 



      when different information is available at those different levels. 
 
INFORMATION ON PARTICIPATING FEDERAL STATISTICAL AGENCIES 
 
The Interagency Council on Statistical Policy (ICSP) consists of the heads of  
the 14 largest statistical agencies and is chaired by 
the chief statistician of the Office of Management and Budget. It was 
formally  
established by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 to 
discuss and determine statistical policy issues. The Federal Committee on  
Statistical Methodology 
(FCSM) consists of experts from within the Federal Statistical System who  
consider methodological issues of importance to the 
statistical system. The Federal Statistical System includes 10 agencies that  
have statistical activities as their principal mission 
and about 60 agencies that carry out statistical activities in conjunction  
with other missions, such as providing services or 
enforcing regulations. 
 
Proposals may include the direct participation of ICSP/FCSM agencies.  
Consortium agencies include: 
 
Department of Agriculture 
 
    * National Agricultural Statistics Service 
    * Economic Research Service 
 
Department of Commerce 
 
    * Bureau of the Census 
    * Bureau of Economic Analysis 
 
Department of Education 
 
    * National Center for Education Statistics 
 
Department of Energy 
 
    * Energy Information Administration 
 
Department of Health and Human Services 
 
    * National Center for Health Statistics 
 
Department of Justice 
 
    * Bureau of Justice Statistics 
 
Department of Labor 
 
    * Bureau of Labor Statistics 
 
Department of Transportation 
 
    * Bureau of Transportation Statistics 
 
Department of Treasury 



 
    * Statistics of Income Division, IRS 
 
Other Agencies 
 
    * Social Security Administration 
 
 
III. ELIGIBILITY INFORMATION 
 
The categories of proposers identified in the Grant Proposal Guide are  
eligible to submit proposals under this program 
announcement/solicitation. 
 
 
IV. AWARD INFORMATION 
 
NSF expects to fund three to seven awards, with an approximate duration of 
one  
to three years, and an expected award range of 
$60,000 to $125,000 per award per year. NSF anticipates reserving $600,000 in  
FY2001 and $600,000 in FY2002 for this activity (with 
the expected contribution evenly divided between NSF and the participating  
federal statistical agencies). Additional funds beyond 
the anticipated yearly total of $600,000 may be provided by federal agencies  
with special interests in particular research topics. 
For example, the U.S. Census Bureau has indicated that additional funds may 
be  
available for research on methods for small area 
estimation. Given the limited funds available, investigators are not  
encouraged to include significant expenses for direct data 
collection in their budgets. 
 
 
V. PROPOSAL PREPARATION AND SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS 
 
A. Proposal Preparation Instructions 
 
Full Proposal Instructions: 
 
Proposals submitted in response to this program announcement/solicitation  
should be prepared and submitted in accordance with the 
general guidelines contained in the NSF Grant Proposal Guide (GPG). The  
complete text of the GPG (including electronic forms) is 
available electronically on the NSF Web Site at: http://www.nsf.gov/cgi- 
bin/getpub?nsf012. Paper copies of the GPG may be obtained 
from the NSF Publications Clearinghouse, telephone (301) 947-2722 or by e-
mail  
from pubs@nsf.gov. 
 
Proposers are reminded to identify the program announcement/solicitation  
number (NSF 00-147) in the program 
announcement/solicitation block on the NSF Form 1207, Cover Sheet For 
Proposal  
to the National Science Foundation. Compliance with 
this requirement is critical to determining the relevant proposal processing  
guidelines. Failure to submit this information may 



delay processing. 
 
B. Budgetary Information 
 
In accordance with Congressional requirements (see GPM 330), NSF requires 
that  
each awardee share in the cost of research projects 
resulting from unsolicited proposals. For purposes of NSF, proposals 
submitted  
in response to this announcement/solicitation are 
considered unsolicited. The awardee may meet the statutory cost sharing  
requirement by choosing either of two 
alternatives: (1) by cost sharing a minimum of one percent on the project; or  
(2) by cost sharing a minimum of one percent on the 
aggregate costs of all NSF-supported projects requiring cost sharing. 
 
The minimum one percent statutory cost sharing requirement discussed above  
need NOT be entered on Line M of the NSF Form 1030. 
 
Other Budgetary Limitations: Grantees may be invited to participate in a two- 
day annual meeting in the Washington DC area to report 
on their activities and interact with other grantees and agency staffers.  
Budget requests should include travel funds to accommodate 
that possibility. 
 
C. Deadline/Target Dates 
 
Proposals submitted in response to this announcement/solicitation must be  
submitted by 5:00 PM, local time on the following date(s): 
December 1, 2000 November 30, 2001 
 
D. FastLane Requirements 
 
Proposers are required to prepare and submit all proposals for this Program  
Announcement through the FastLane system. Detailed 
instructions for proposal preparation and submission via FastLane are  
available at: http://www.fastlane.nsf.gov/a1/newstan.htm. For 
FastLane user support, call 1-800-673-6188. 
 
Submission of Signed Cover Sheets. The signed copy of the proposal Cover 
Sheet  
(NSF Form 1207) must be postmarked (or contain a 
legible proof of mailing date assigned by the carrier) within five working  
days following proposal submission and be forwarded to 
the following address: 
 
National Science Foundation 
DIS - FastLane Cover Sheet 
4201 Wilson Blvd. 
Arlington, VA 22230 
 
 
VI. PROPOSAL REVIEW INFORMATION 
 
A. NSF Proposal Review Process 
 
Reviews of proposals submitted to NSF are solicited from peers with expertise  



in the substantive area of the proposed research or 
education project. These reviewers are selected by Program Officers charged  
with the oversight of the review process. NSF invites 
the proposer to suggest at the time of submission, the names of appropriate 
or  
inappropriate reviewers. Care is taken to ensure that 
reviewers have no conflicts with the proposer. Special efforts are made to  
recruit reviewers from non-academic institutions, 
minority-serving institutions, or adjacent disciplines to that principally  
addressed in the proposal. 
 
Proposals will be reviewed against the following general review criteria  
established by the National Science Board. Following each 
criterion are potential considerations that the reviewer may employ in the  
evaluation. These are suggestions and not all will apply 
to any given proposal. Each reviewer will be asked to address only those that  
are relevant to the proposal and for which he/she is 
qualified to make judgements. 
 
      What is the intellectual merit of the proposed activity? 
      How important is the proposed activity to advancing knowledge and 
      understanding within its own field or across different fields? How 
      well qualified is the proposer (individual or team) to conduct the 
      project? (If appropriate, the reviewer will comment on the quality of 
      the prior work.) To what extent does the proposed activity suggest and 
      explore creative and original concepts? How well conceived and 
      organized is the proposed activity? Is there sufficient access to 
      resources? 
 
      What are the broader impacts of the proposed activity? 
      How well does the activity advance discovery and understanding while 
      promoting teaching, training, and learning? How well does the proposed 
      activity broaden the participation of underrepresented groups (e.g., 
      gender, ethnicity, disability, geographic, etc.)? To what extent will 
      it enhance the infrastructure for research and education, such as 
      facilities, instrumentation, networks, and partnerships? Will the 
      results be disseminated broadly to enhance scientific and 
      technological understanding? What may be the benefits of the proposed 
      activity to society? 
 
Principal Investigators should address the following elements in their  
proposal to provide reviewers with the information necessary 
to respond fully to both of the above-described NSF merit review criteria. 
NSF  
staff will give these elements careful consideration 
in making funding decisions. 
 
      Integration of Research and Education 
      One of the principal strategies in support of NSF's goals is to foster 
      integration of research and education through the programs, projects, 
      and activities it supports at academic and research institutions. 
      These institutions provide abundant opportunities where individuals 
      may concurrently assume responsibilities as researchers, educators, 
      and students and where all can engage in joint efforts that infuse 
      education with the excitement of discovery and enrich research through 
      the diversity of learning perspectives. 
 



      Integrating Diversity into NSF Programs, Projects, and Activities 
      Broadening opportunities and enabling the participation of all 
      citizens - women and men, underrepresented minorities, and persons 
      with disabilities - is essential to the health and vitality of science 
      and engineering. NSF is committed to this principle of diversity and 
      deems it central to the programs, projects, and activities it 
      considers and supports. 
 
A summary rating and accompanying narrative will be completed and signed by  
each reviewer. In all cases, reviews are treated as 
confidential documents. Verbatim copies of reviews, excluding the names of 
the  
reviewers, are mailed to the Principal 
Investigator/Project Director by the Program Director. In addition, the  
proposer will receive an explanation of the decision to 
award or decline funding. 
 
B. Review Protocol and Associated Customer Service Standard 
 
All proposals are carefully reviewed by at least three other persons outside  
NSF who are experts in the particular field represented 
by the proposal. Proposals submitted in response to this  
announcement/solicitation will be reviewed by a multidisciplinary panel 
consisting of scholars from the relevant sciences. Mail reviews may be  
solicited at the discretion of the MMS Program Director. 
Proposals deemed meritorious also will be ranked for their potential value to  
the Federal Statistical System by the Survey Research 
Subcommittee of the FCSM, which will include one representative from each  
participating agency. Final programmatic recommendations 
will be made by NSF staff, in consultation with representatives from the  
Survey Research Subcommittee of the FCSM. 
 
Reviewers will be asked to formulate a recommendation to either support or  
decline each proposal. The Program Officer assigned to 
manage the proposal's review will consider the advice of reviewers and will  
formulate a recommendation. 
 
NSF will be able to tell applicants whether their proposals have been 
declined  
or recommended for funding within six months for 95 
percent of proposals. The time interval begins on the proposal deadline or  
target date or from the date of receipt, if deadlines or 
target dates are not used by the program. The interval ends when the Division  
Director accepts the Program Officer's recommendation. 
 
In all cases, after programmatic approval has been obtained, the proposals  
recommended for funding will be forwarded to the Division 
of Grants and Agreements for review of business, financial, and policy  
implications and the processing and issuance of a grant or 
other agreement. Proposers are cautioned that only a Grants and Agreements  
Officer may make commitments, obligations or awards on 
behalf of NSF or authorize the expenditure of funds. No commitment on the 
part  
of NSF should be inferred from technical or budgetary 
discussions with a NSF Program Officer. A Principal Investigator or  
organization that makes financial or personnel commitments in 
the absence of a grant or cooperative agreement signed by the NSF Grants and  



Agreements Officer does so at its own risk. 
 
 
VII. AWARD ADMINISTRATION INFORMATION 
 
A. Notification of the Award 
 
Notification of the award is made to the submitting organization by a Grants  
Officer in the Division of Grants and Agreements. 
Organizations whose proposals are declined will be advised as promptly as  
possible by the cognizant NSF Program Division 
administering the program. Verbatim copies of reviews, not including the  
identity of the reviewer, will be provided automatically to 
the Principal Investigator. (See section VI. A, for additional information on  
the review process.) 
 
B. Award Conditions 
 
An NSF award consists of: (1) the award letter, which includes any special  
provisions applicable to the award and any numbered 
amendments thereto; (2) the budget, which indicates the amounts, by 
categories  
of expense, on which NSF has based its support (or 
otherwise communicates any specific approvals or disapprovals of proposed  
expenditures); (3) the proposal referenced in the award 
letter; (4) the applicable award conditions, such as Grant General Conditions  
(NSF-GC-1)* or Federal Demonstration Partnership (FDP) 
Terms and Conditions * and (5) any NSF brochure, program guide, announcement  
or other NSF issuance that may be incorporated by 
reference in the award letter. Cooperative agreement awards also are  
administered in accordance with NSF Cooperative Agreement Terms 
and Conditions (CA-1). Electronic mail notification is the preferred way to  
transmit NSF awards to organizations that have 
electronic mail capabilities and have requested such notification from the  
Division of Grants and Agreements. 
 
*These documents may be accessed electronically on NSF's web site at  
http://www.nsf.gov/home/grants/grants_gac.htm. Paper copies may 
be obtained from the NSF Publications Clearinghouse, telephone (301) 947-2722  
or by e-mail from pubs@nsf.gov. 
 
More comprehensive information on NSF Award Conditions is contained in the 
NSF  
Grant Policy Manual (GPM) Chapter II, (NSF 95-26) 
available electronically on the NSF web site at http://www.nsf.gov/cgi- 
bin/getpub?gpm. The GPM is also for sale through the 
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office (GPO), Washington, DC  
20402. The telephone number at GPO for subscription 
information is (202) 512-1800. The GPM may be ordered through the GPO web 
site  
at http://www.gpo.gov. 
 
C. Reporting Requirements 
 
For all multi-year grants (including both standard and continuing grants), 
the  
PI must submit an annual project report to the 



cognizant Program Officer at least 90 days before the end of the current  
budget period. 
 
Within 90 days after the expiration of an award, the PI also is required to  
submit a final project report. Approximately 30 days 
before expiration, NSF will send a notice to remind the PI of the requirement  
to file the final project report. Failure to provide 
final technical reports delays NSF review and processing of pending proposals  
for that PI. PIs should examine the formats of the 
required reports in advance to assure availability of required data. 
 
NSF has implemented an electronic project reporting system, available through  
FastLane. This system permits electronic submission 
and updating of project reports, including information on: project  
participants (individual and organizational); activities and 
findings; publications; and other specific products and contributions. PIs  
will not be required to re-enter information previously 
provided, either with a proposal or in earlier updates using the electronic  
system. 
 
 
VIII. CONTACTS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
General inquiries should be made to the Research on Survey and Statistical  
Methodology  Program: Cheryl L. Eavey, Program Director, 
Methodology, Measurement, and Statistics, Room 995, telephone: 703.292.7269,  
e-mail: ceavey@nsf.gov. For questions related to the 
use of FastLane, contact, 
 
    * Gail D. Williams, Staff Associate, OAD/SBE, e-mail: sesfl@nsf.gov. 
    * FastLane Help Desk, telephone: 1.800.673.6188, e-mail: 
      fastlane@nsf.gov. 
 
 
IX. OTHER PROGRAMS OF INTEREST 
 
The NSF Guide to Programs is a compilation of funding for research and  
education in science, mathematics, and engineering. The NSF 
Guide to Programs is available electronically at http://www.nsf.gov/cgi- 
bin/getpub?gp. General descriptions of NSF programs, 
research areas, and eligibility information for proposal submission are  
provided in each chapter. 
 
Many NSF programs offer announcements or solicitations concerning specific  
proposal requirements. To obtain additional information 
about these requirements, contact the appropriate NSF program offices. Any  
changes in NSF's fiscal year programs occurring after 
press time for the Guide to Programs will be announced in the NSF E-Bulletin,  
which is updated daily on the NSF web site at 
http://www.nsf.gov/home/ebulletin, and in individual program  
announcements/solicitations. Subscribers can also sign up for NSF's 
Custom News Service (http://www.nsf.gov/home/cns/start.htm) to be notified of  
new funding opportunities that become available. 
 
 
                    ABOUT THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
 



The National Science Foundation (NSF) funds research and education in most  
fields of science and engineering. Awardees are wholly 
responsible for conducting their project activities and preparing the results  
for publication. Thus, the Foundation does not assume 
responsibility for such findings or their interpretation. 
 
NSF welcomes proposals from all qualified scientists, engineers and 
educators.  
The Foundation strongly encourages women, minorities 
and persons with disabilities to compete fully in its programs. In accordance  
with Federal statutes, regulations and NSF policies, 
no person on grounds of race, color, age, sex, national origin or disability  
shall be excluded from participation in, be denied the 
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity  
receiving financial assistance from NSF (unless 
otherwise specified in the eligibility requirements for a particular 
program). 
 
Facilitation Awards for Scientists and Engineers with Disabilities (FASED)  
provide funding for special assistance or equipment to 
enable persons with disabilities (investigators and other staff, including  
student research 
assistants) to work on NSF-supported projects. See the program  
announcement/solicitation for further information. 
 
The National Science Foundation has Telephonic Device for the Deaf (TDD) and  
Federal Information Relay Service (FIRS) capabilities 
that enable individuals with hearing impairments to communicate with the  
Foundation about NSF programs, employment or general 
information. TDD may be accessed at (703) 292-5090, FIRS at 1-800-877-8339. 
 
The National Science Foundation is committed to making all of the information  
we publish easy to understand. If you have a 
suggestion about how to improve the clarity of this document or other NSF- 
published materials, please contact us at 
plainlanguage@nsf.gov. 
 
                   PRIVACY ACT AND PUBLIC BURDEN STATEMENTS 
 
The information requested on proposal forms and project reports is solicited  
under the authority of the National Science Foundation 
Act of 1950, as amended. The information on proposal forms will be used in  
connection with the selection of qualified proposals; 
project reports submitted by awardees will be used for program evaluation and  
reporting within the Executive Branch and to Congress. 
The information requested may be disclosed to qualified reviewers and staff  
assistants as part of the proposal review process; to 
applicant institutions/grantees to provide or obtain data regarding the  
proposal review process, award decisions, or the 
administration of awards; to government contractors, experts, volunteers and  
researchers and educators as necessary to complete 
assigned work; to other government agencies needing information as part of 
the  
review process or in order to coordinate programs; 
and to another Federal agency, court or party in a court or Federal  
administrative proceeding if the government is a party. 
Information about Principal Investigators may be added to the Reviewer file  



and used to select potential candidates to serve as peer 
reviewers or advisory committee members. See Systems of Records, NSF-50,  
"Principal Investigator/Proposal File and Associated 
Records," 63 Federal Register 267 (January 5, 1998), and NSF-51,  
"Reviewer/Proposal File and Associated Records," 63 Federal 
Register 268 (January 5, 1998). Submission of the information is voluntary.  
Failure to provide full and complete information, 
however, may reduce the possibility of receiving an award. 
 
Pursuant to 5 CFR 1320.5(b), an agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a  
person is not required to respond to an information 
collection unless it displays a valid OMB control number. The OMB control  
number for this collection is 3145-0058. Public reporting 
burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 120 hours  
per response, including the time for reviewing 
instructions. Send comments regarding this burden estimate and any other  
aspect of this collection of information, including 
suggestions for reducing this burden, to: Suzanne Plimpton, Reports Clearance  
Officer, Information Dissemination Branch, Division of 
Administrative Services, National Science Foundation, Arlington, VA 22230, or  
to Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs of 
OMB, Attention: Desk Officer for National Science Foundation (3145-0058), 725  
- 17th Street, N.W. Room 10235, Washington, D.C. 
20503. 
 
OMB control number: 3145-0058. 
NSF 00-147 
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X-Lotus-FromDomain: CSU 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Message-ID: <85256950.001A8BB9.00@notesmail1.csuohio.edu> 
Subject: Pres. Elec. predictions by States 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Disposition: inline 
 
 
 
I am trying to locate State by State survey predictions of  the current  
presidential election. Any help will be appreciated. 
 
Best, 
 
Sid 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 4 Sep 2000 11:58:55 -0400 (EDT) 
From: Philip Meyer <pmeyer@email.unc.edu> 
X-Sender: pmeyer@login8.isis.unc.edu 



To: AAPOR list <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: response rates 
Message-ID: <Pine.A41.4.21L1.0009041155500.27886-100000@login8.isis.unc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
   Earlier this year, someone posted a link to a table that shows the effect  
of low response rates in surveys. It was a matrix with 
different response rates on one axis and different assumptions about the  
degree of difference in the nonrespondents on the other. 
Who can show me how to retrieve that? 
 
==================================================================== 
Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 
CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
==================================================================== 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 4 Sep 2000 09:17:35 -0700 (PDT) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Pres. Elec. predictions by States -- Reply 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0009040913530.27131-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
Date: Mon, 4 Sep 2000 00:49:56 -0400 
From: s.kraus@NotesMail1.csuohio.edu 
Reply-To: aapornet@usc.edu 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Pres. Elec. predictions by States 
 
I am trying to locate State by State survey predictions of the current  
presidential election. Any help will be appreciated. 
 
Best, 
 
Sid 
 
******* 
 
  Sid, 
 
  This is almost two days old--sorry that I haven't found anything more 
  recent. 
                                                -- Jim 
******* 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
                Copyright 2000 The New York Times Company 



            __________________________________________________ 
 
           http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/p/ 
                                 AP-Political-Map-States.html 
 
                September 2, 2000 
 
          STATE-BY-STATE ELECTORAL ANALYSIS 
 
            Filed at 12:22 p.m. EDT 
 
                By The Associated Press 
 
            Here's a look at the 50 states in the battle for 
            electoral votes in the presidential campaign. 
            List includes the number of electoral votes in 
            each state and an analysis based upon poll 
            results and interviews with more than 100 
            Democratic, Republican and independent analysts. 
 
            -- ALABAMA (9). Solid Bush. 
 
            -- ALASKA (3). Solid Bush. 
 
            -- ARIZONA (8) Lean Bush. Sen. John McCain's home 
            state will be tough for Gore to crack. 
 
            -- ARKANSAS (6) Tossup. President Clinton's home 
            state is turning Republican. 
 
            -- CALIFORNIA (54) Lean Gore. Bush yet to make 
            major financial investment in this must-win state 
            for Gore. 
 
            -- COLORADO (8) Lean Bush. Democrats not 
            targeting. 
 
            -- CONNECTICUT (8) Lean Gore. Adding native son 
            Sen. Joseph Lieberman to ticket gives Gore the 
            edge for now. 
 
            -- DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (3) Solid Gore. 
 
            -- DELAWARE (3) Tossup. State has voted for 
            winner in every presidential election since 1948. 
 
            -- FLORIDA (25). Tossup. While Bush toys with 
            Gore in California, the vice president is making 
            a play for Florida. Bush brother Jeb is governor. 
 
            -- GEORGIA (13). Lean Bush. South tough for Gore, 
            but Clinton could energize blacks. 
 
            -- HAWAII (4). Solid Gore. Republicans say 
            they've got shot, but state still Gore's to lose. 
 
            -- IDAHO (4). Solid Bush. 



 
            -- ILLINOIS (22) Lean Gore. Polls give Gore 
            slight edge, though both campaigns spending 
            millions. 
 
            -- INDIANA (12) Solid Bush. Little evidence that 
            Gore will break traditional GOP hold. 
 
            -- IOWA (7). Lean Gore. Democrats say race closer 
            than public polls show. 
 
            -- KANSAS (6) Solid Bush. 
 
            -- KENTUCKY (8) Lean Bush. Gore reduces ad buy, 
            but advisers say negative attacks soon to come. 
            Tobacco, coal issues hurt Gore. 
 
            -- LOUISIANA (9) Tossup. Clinton won state twice, 
            but Bush looks strong. 
 
            -- MAINE (4) Tossup. Home of Bush family retreat, 
            but both campaigns say race is close. 
 
            -- MARYLAND (10) Lean Gore. Poll gives Gore edge 
            after Democratic convention. 
 
            -- MASSACHUSETTS (12) Solid Gore. Bush doesn't 
            even want to debate in the state. 
 
            -- MICHIGAN (18) Tossup. Poll shows Gore moves 
            into tie as unions warm to Democrat. 
 
            -- MINNESOTA (10) Lean Gore. Post-convention poll 
            shows Gore pulling away from Bush. 
 
            -- MISSISSIPPI (7) Solid Bush. 
 
            -- MISSOURI (11) Tossup. Close Senate race makes 
            this presidential bellwether state one of the 
            hottest spots in American politics. 
 
            -- MONTANA (3) Lean Bush. Could soon be solid 
            GOP. 
 
            -- NEBRASKA (5) Solid Bush. 
 
            -- NEVADA (4) Lean Bush. Democrats hinge hopes on 
            late-breaking issues, such as nuclear waste 
            dumps. 
 
            -- NEW HAMPSHIRE (4). Tossup. Poll shows race 
            tied in state that handed Bush big primary 
            defeat. 
 
            -- NEW JERSEY (15). Lean Gore. Traditional 
            battleground turning Democratic, but not out of 
            Bush's range if he buys ads. 



 
            -- NEW MEXICO (5). Tossup. Both campaigns say 
            it's a dead heat. 
 
            -- NEW YORK (33). Solid Gore. Hillary Rodham 
            Clinton's Senate race getting all the attention. 
 
            -- NORTH CAROLINA (14). Lean Bush. National 
            Democrats say they've got a shot; local party 
            officials are not as optimistic. 
 
            -- NORTH DAKOTA (3) Solid Bush 
 
            -- OHIO (21) Tossup. Republican polls show Bush 
            well ahead; Democrats say Gore has edge. Call it 
            a tie. 
 
            -- OKLAHOMA (8) Solid Bush. 
 
            -- OREGON (7) Tossup. Toughest of West Coast 
            Democratic states for Gore to hold. 
 
            -- PENNSYLVANIA (23) Tossup. Poll gives Gore 
            lead, but momentum isn't enough to move state out 
            of battleground category. 
 
            -- RHODE ISLAND (4) Lean Gore. No polls, but 
            analysts give vice president edge. 
 
            -- SOUTH CAROLINA (8) Solid Bush. 
 
            -- SOUTH DAKOTA (3) Solid Bush. 
 
            -- TENNESSEE (11) Lean Gore. State turning 
            Republican, but it's still his home. 
 
            -- TEXAS (32) Solid Bush in his home state. 
 
            -- UTAH (5). Solid Bush. 
 
            -- VERMONT (3) Lean Gore. ``Take state back'' is 
            GOP rallying cry, a likely futile one at that. 
 
            -- VIRGINIA (13) Solid Bush. 
 
            -- WASHINGTON (11) Tossup. Green Party candidate 
            Ralph Nader could hurt Gore. 
 
            -- WEST VIRGINIA (5) Lean Gore. Coal and steel 
            workers upset with Gore, but state only votes 
            Republican in GOP landslide years. 
 
            -- WISCONSIN (11) Tossup. Democratic state giving 
            Bush a long look. 
 
            -- WYOMING (3) Solid Bush. 
 



            __________________________________________________ 
 
                Copyright 2000 The New York Times Company 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
 
******* 
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MIME-Version: 1.0 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
             (C) 2000 Reuters Limited. All rights reserved. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      http://news.excite.com/news/r/000904/15/campaign-bush-remark 
 
 Updated 3:56 PM ET September 4, 2000 
 
 
      Bush insults reporter who wrote critical articles 
 
 
 NAPERVILLE, Ill. (Reuters) - George W. Bush, who has promised to bring a  
new  
tone of civility to politics, displayed little warmth 
for a reporter  Monday, whispering to his running mate that the journalist 
was  
a "major  league asshole." 
 
 The Republican presidential nominee was unaware his microphone was live  
when  
he leaned over to Dick Cheney at a Labor Day rally 
and said,  "There's Adam Clymer, major league asshole from the New York  
Times." 
 
 Cheney responded, "Oh yeah, he is, big time." 
 
 Bush was unhappy with a series of articles by Clymer that were critical  of  
the Texas governor's record in Austin. 
 
 Bush, whose bid for the White House has been based largely on "changing  the  
tone" in Washington, told the rally in the Chicago 
suburb that it was  "time to get some plain-spoken folks" in the nation's  
capital. 
 
 Later, Cheney was asked by a television producer if "calling people  names"  
was part of the campaign. 



 
 "I won't respond to it," Cheney said of the question. "The governor made  a  
private comment to me." 
 
 Bush's spokeswoman, Karen Hughes, said the remark was "a whispered aside  to  
his running mate." 
 
 "It was not intended as a public comment," she said, adding, "It was a   
reference to a series of articles the governor felt was 
unfair." 
 
 The campaign of Bush's Democratic rival, Vice President Al Gore, was  quick  
to respond. 
 
 "We hold virtually all members of the Fourth Estate in the highest regard   
and we believe they should be part of the democratic 
process day in and  day out," spokesman Chris Lehane said.  -- REUTERS 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
             (C) 2000 Reuters Limited. All rights reserved. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
******* 
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  My thanks to AAPORNETter Nick Panagakis for suggesting these new data 
  from Labor Day weekend polls conducted in five states. 
                                                  -- Jim 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                     Copyright 2000 Los Angeles Times 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
          http://www.latimes.com/wires/20000904/tCB00V0634.html 
 
 Monday, September 4, 2000 
 
      State Polls on Presidential Race 
 
      By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
 
      Some state polls on the presidential race from Labor Day weekend.  When  
results don't total 100 percent, the remainder favored 
other  candidates, didn't know or refused to answer. 
 



      ALABAMA (9 electoral votes) 
       -George W. Bush, 48 percent 
       -Al Gore, 36 percent 
      (Bush led 52 percent to 28 percent in May) 
 
      INDIANA (12 electoral votes) 
       -Bush, 47 percent 
       -Gore, 38 percent 
      (Bush led 54 percent to 36 percent in March) 
 
      NEW JERSEY (15 electoral votes) 
       -Gore, 39 percent 
       -Bush, 32 percent 
      (Gore and Bush were virtually even before the conventions, Gore led 
       by 12 points in a Quinnipiac poll taken just after the conventions) 
 
      OHIO (21 electoral votes) 
       -Bush, 49 percent 
       -Gore, 43 percent 
      (Bush held a similar lead in polls taken just before the 
       conventions) 
 
      RHODE ISLAND (4 electoral votes) 
       -Gore, 54 percent 
       -Bush, 23 percent 
      (Gore led 39 percent to 25 percent in February) 
 
------- 
 
      The Alabama poll of 407 registered voters was taken Aug. 28 -31 by  the  
University of South Alabama for the Mobile Register 
and has an error  margin of 5 percentage points. 
 
      The Indiana poll of 600 registered voters was taken Aug. 24/27 by   
Market Shares for The Indianapolis Star and had an error 
margin of 4  percentage points 
 
      The New Jersey Gannett poll of 430 likely voters was taken Aug.  24/27  
and has an error margin of 5 percentage points. 
 
      The Ohio mail poll of 2,778 randomly selected registered voters was   
taken from Aug. 25 through Friday by The Columbus 
Dispatch and has an  error margin of 2 percentage points. 
 
      The Rhode Island poll of 438 likely voters was taken Aug. 26 -30 by   
Brown University for The Providence Journal and has an 
error margin of 6  percentage points. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                     Copyright 2000 Los Angeles Times 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
******* 
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To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Doug Henwood <dhenwood@panix.com> 
Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" ; format="flowed" 
 
Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive Review, keeps a running 
tally of national and state polls on his website, at 
<http://prorev.com/amline.htm>. 
-- 
 
Doug Henwood 
Left Business Observer 
Village Station - PO Box 953 
New York NY 10014-0704 USA 
+1-212-741-9852 voice  +1-212-807-9152 fax 
email: <mailto:dhenwood@panix.com> 
web: <http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html> 
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To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Pres. Elec. predictions by States 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
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Content-Type: text/plain 
 
 
there's a Hotline newsletter that has all the polls done nationally and  
statewide -- that might help you determine how the 
candidates are doing.  I don't think there are predictions yet -- wait til it  
gets closer to the election. 
 
Susan 
 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From:     s.kraus@NotesMail1.csuohio.edu  
[SMTP:s.kraus@NotesMail1.csuohio.edu] 
> Sent:     Sunday, September 03, 2000 9:50 PM 
> To: AAPORNET 
> Subject:  Pres. Elec. predictions by States 
> 
> 
> 
> I am trying to locate State by State survey predictions of  the 
> current presidential election. Any help will be appreciated. 
> 
> Best, 
> 
> Sid 
> 
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Subject:  KIIS (UKRAINE)  Omnibus October survey 
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This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
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 ******************************************** 
 Vladimir Paniotto, Director of KIIS 
 (Kiev International Institute of Sociology) 
 Milchakova 1/18, kv.11, Kiev-253002, UKRAINE 
 Phone (380-44)-463-5868,238-2567,238-2568 (office) 
 Phone (380-44)-517-3949  (home) 
 Fax (380-44)-263-3458, phone-fax 463-5868 
 E-mail: paniotto@kmis.kiev.ua 
 http://www.kiis.com.ua 
 ********************************************* 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: KIIS Omnibus Survey <omnlist@kiis.com.ua> 
To: Omnibus List Members <omnlist@kiis.com.ua> 
Date: 31 =C1=D7=C7=D5=D3=D4=C1 2000 =C7. 16:02 
Subject: KIIS Omnibus survey 
 
 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
The Kiev International Institute of Sociology informs that between 2nd --16th  
October, 2000 it will conduct an omnibus survey of the 
adult = population of Ukraine. 
 
Closing Date for Questions: 
22nd September, 2000=20 
 
Results Available: 
26th October, 2000 
 
Costs per one question: 
 
Closed (pre-coded) question (one variable in SPSS) or closed 



(pre-coded) question with multi-choice selection ( up to 5 variable in 
SPSS): 
  Full sample      $260 
  Half sample      $130 
 
Closed (pre-coded) question with multi-choice selection (k variables in =  
SPSS, k>5) 
  Full sample      $260 + $50*(k-5) 
  Half sample      $130 + $25*(k-5) 
 
Open-ended question 
  Full sample      $460 
  Half sample      $240 
 
Closed question in the battery of 3 and more questions 
  Full sample      $190 
  Half sample      $110 
 
Discounts: 
  For clients who will purchase more than 10 questions - 10% discount; 
  For clients who participated in one of the previous omnibus - 20% =  
discount. 
 
Demographics included: 
sex, age, education and place of residence (oblast, urban or rural).=20 
 
Other demographics: 
ethnicity, socio-economic status, income, language, religiousness and = size  
of settlement.=20 
 
The cost of every additional demographic question is $55 for 2,000 =  
respondents sample and $30 for 1,000 sample=20 
 
 
Please find more details in the attached files ('!index.htm' is the main one,  
the rest are illustrative of types of questions) or on 
our www-site http://kiis.com.ua/?omnibus 
 
 
Contacting us is very simple 
You can easily get in touch with us via email, phone or fax or visit us = in  
person.=20 
 
Contact person re Omnibus survey: 
  Natalia Kharchenko, 
  Deputy Director of KIIS 
 
Our Phone and Fax numbers: 
(380-44) 463-5868=20 
         238-2567 
         238-2568 
 
Our mailing address 
  8/5 Voloshska St., Kiev, 04070, Ukraine 
  P.O.Box 92 
 
Our electronic mail 



  omnibus@kiis.com.ua 
 
 
Vladimir Paniotto 
Director of KIIS 
 
*************************************************** 
Report problems to: <mailto:omnibus@kiis.com.ua> 
Check the Omnibus web page: <http://kiis.com.ua/omnibus/> 
 
To unsubscribe, click here:  
<mailto:omnlist@kiis.com.ua?subject=3DUnsubscribe_Omnlist> 
*************************************************** 
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content=3D'"MSHTML 4.72.3110.7"' name=3DGENERATOR> 
</HEAD> <BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff> <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> <DIV><FONT  
color=3D#000000=20 
size=3D2><BR>&nbsp;********************************************<BR>&nbsp;= 
Vladimir=20 
Paniotto, Director of KIIS<BR>&nbsp;(Kiev International Institute of=20  
Sociology)<BR>&nbsp;Milchakova 1/18, kv.11, Kiev-253002, = 
UKRAINE<BR>&nbsp;Phone=20 (380-44)-463-5868,238-2567,238-2568  
(office)<BR>&nbsp;Phone=20 (380-44)-517-3949&nbsp; (home)<BR>&nbsp;Fax 
(380-44)-263-3458, phone-fax = 
 
463-5868<BR>&nbsp;E-mail: <A=20  
href=3D"mailto:paniotto@kmis.kiev.ua">paniotto@kmis.kiev.ua</A><BR>&nbsp;= 
<A=20  
href=3D"http://www.kiis.com.ua">http://www.kiis.com.ua</A><BR>&nbsp;*****= 
****************************************</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV> <DIV><FONT  
color=3D#000000 size=3D2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV> <DIV><FONT 
face=3DArial size=3D2><B>-----Original = Message-----</B><BR><B>From:=20  
</B>KIIS Omnibus Survey &lt;<A=20 
href=3D"mailto:omnlist@kiis.com.ua">omnlist@kiis.com.ua</A>&gt;<BR><B>To:= 
=20 
</B>Omnibus List Members &lt;<A=20  
href=3D"mailto:omnlist@kiis.com.ua">omnlist@kiis.com.ua</A>&gt;<BR><B>Dat= 
e: </B>31=20 
=C1=D7=C7=D5=D3=D4=C1 2000 =C7. 16:02<BR><B>Subject: </B>KIIS Omnibus=20  
survey<BR><BR></DIV></FONT>Dear Colleagues,<BR><BR>The Kiev 
= International=20 Institute of Sociology informs that between 2nd<BR>--16th  
October, 2000 = it will=20 conduct an omnibus survey of 
the adult population of = Ukraine.<BR><BR>Closing=20 Date for  
Questions:<BR>22nd September, 2000 <BR><BR>Results = 
Available:<BR>26th=20 October, 2000<BR><BR>Costs per one  
question:<BR><BR>Closed (pre-coded) = question=20 (one variable in SPSS) or 



closed<BR>(pre-coded) question with = multi-choice=20 selection ( up to 5  
variable in<BR>SPSS):<BR>&nbsp; Full=20 
sample&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; $260<BR>&nbsp; Half=20  
sample&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; $130<BR><BR>Closed (pre-coded) = 
question=20 with multi-choice selection (k variables in SPSS,  
k&gt;5)<BR>&nbsp; Full = 
 
sample&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; $260 + $50*(k-5)<BR>&nbsp; Half=20  
sample&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; $130 + 
$25*(k-5)<BR><BR>Open-ended=20 question<BR>&nbsp; Full  
sample&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; = $460<BR>&nbsp; Half=20 
sample&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; $240<BR><BR>Closed question in the =  
battery=20 of 3 and more questions<BR>&nbsp; Full = 
sample&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;=20 
$190<BR>&nbsp; Half sample&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;=20 
$110<BR><BR>Discounts:<BR>&nbsp; For clients who will purchase more than =  
10=20 questions - 10% discount;<BR>&nbsp; For clients who 
participated in one = of the=20 previous omnibus - 20%  
discount.<BR><BR>Demographics included:<BR>sex, = age,=20 education and place 
of residence (oblast, urban or rural). <BR><BR>Other = 
 
demographics:<BR>ethnicity, socio-economic status, income, language,=20  
religiousness and size of settlement. <BR><BR>The cost of 
every = additional=20 demographic question is $55 for 2,000 respondents 
sample  
and $30 for = 1,000=20 sample <BR><BR><BR>Please find 
more details in the attached files = ('!index.htm'=20 is the<BR>main one, the  
rest are illustrative of types of questions) or = 
on=20 our<BR>www-site <A=20  
href=3D"http://kiis.com.ua/?omnibus">http://kiis.com.ua/?omnibus</A><BR><= 
BR><BR>Contacting=20 
us is very simple<BR>You can easily get in touch with us via email, = phone 
or  
fax=20 or visit us in person. <BR><BR>Contact person 
re Omnibus = survey:<BR>&nbsp;=20 Natalia Kharchenko,<BR>&nbsp; Deputy  
Director of KIIS<BR><BR>Our Phone = and Fax=20 
numbers:<BR>(380-44) 463-5868=20  
<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;=20 
238-2567<BR>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; = 238- 
2568<BR><BR>Our=20 mailing address<BR>&nbsp; 8/5 Voloshska St., 
Kiev, 04070, = Ukraine<BR>&nbsp;=20 P.O.Box 92<BR><BR>Our electronic  
mail<BR>&nbsp; <A=20 
href=3D"mailto:omnibus@kiis.com.ua">omnibus@kiis.com.ua</A><BR><BR><BR>Vl= 
adimir=20 
Paniotto<BR>Director of=20  
KIIS<BR><BR>***************************************************<BR>Report= 
=20 
problems to: &lt;<A=20  
href=3D"mailto:omnibus@kiis.com.ua">mailto:omnibus@kiis.com.ua</A>&gt;<BR= 
>Check=20 
the Omnibus web page: &lt;<A=20  
href=3D"http://kiis.com.ua/omnibus/">http://kiis.com.ua/omnibus/</A>&gt;<= 
BR><BR>To=20 
unsubscribe, click here:<BR>&lt;<A=20  
href=3D"mailto:omnlist@kiis.com.ua?subject=3DUnsubscribe_Omnlist">mailto:= 
omnlist@kiis.com.ua?subject=3DUnsubscribe_Omnlist</A>&gt;<BR>************= 
***************************************</BODY></HTML> 
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PEhUTUw+PEhFQUQ+PFRJVExFPktJSVM8L1RJVExFPg0KPE1FVEEgY29udGVudD0idGV4dC9o 
PEhUTUw+PEhFQUQ+dG1s 
OyBjaGFyc2V0PXdpbmRvd3MtMTI1MSIgaHR0cC1lcXVpdj1Db250ZW50LVR5cGU+DQo8TUVU 
OyBjaGFyc2V0PXdpbmRvd3MtMTI1MSIgaHR0cC1lcXVpdj1Db250ZW50LVR5cGU+QSBj 
b250ZW50PSJNU0hUTUwgNS4wMC4yNjE0LjM1MDAiIG5hbWU9R0VORVJBVE9SPjwvSEVBRD4NCjxC 
T0RZIGFMaW5rPSM1NjcwYmIgYmdDb2xvcj0jZTZlYmVlIGJnUHJvcGVydGllcz1maXhlZCBsaW5r 
PSM1NjcwYmIgdG9wTWFyZ2luPTAgDQp2TGluaz0jNTY3MGJiIG1hcmdpbmhlaWdodD0iMCIgbWFy 
Z2lud2lkdGg9IjEwIj4NCjxTQ1JJUFQgbGFuZ3VhZ2U9SmF2YVNjcmlwdD4KCmlmIChkb2N1bWVu 
dC5hbGwpIHsKCmRvY3VtZW50LndyaXRlKCc8c3R5bGU+Qk9EWSB7YmFja2dyb3VuZC1pbWFn 
dC5hbGwpIHsKCmRvY3VtZW50LndyaXRlKCc8c3R5bGU+ZTp1 
cmwoImltYWdlcy9iYWNrZGllc2VsLmpwZyIpO30gPC9zdHlsZT5cbicpOwoKfQoKPC9TQ1JJUFQ+ 
DQoNCg0KPFNDUklQVCBsYW5ndWFnZT1KYXZhU2NyaXB0PgoKdG9wLmRvY3VtZW50LnRpdGxlPSdL 
SUlTIE9tbmlidXMgU3VydmV5JzsKCgoKZnVuY3Rpb24gb3BlbldpbihmaWxlTmFtZSwgd2R0aCwg 
aGdodCkgewoKICAgd2luZG93Lm9wZW4oZmlsZU5hbWUsICduZXdXaW4nLCAndG9vbGJhcj1ubyxk 
aXJlY3Rvcmllcz1ubyxtZW51YmFyPW5vLHN0YXR1cz1ubyx3aWR0aD0nK3BhcnNlSW50KHdkdGgp 
KycsaGVpZ2h0PScrcGFyc2VJbnQoaGdodCkpCgp9Cgo8L1NDUklQVD4NCg0KPGgyPktJSVMgT21u 
aWJ1cyBTdXJ2ZXk8L2gyPg0KDQo8RElWIGlkPWFubm91bmNlbWVudD5UaGUgS2lldiBJbnRlcm5h 
dGlvbmFsIEluc3RpdHV0ZSBvZiBTb2Npb2xvZ3kgaW5mb3JtcyB0aGF0IA0KYmV0d2VlbiA8Rk9O 
VCBjb2xvcj0jNDQ1ZGEyIGZhY2U9IiI+MjxTVVA+bmQ8L1NVUD4gLS0xNjxTVVA+dGg8L1NV 
VCBjb2xvcj0jNDQ1ZGEyIGZhY2U9IiI+MjxTVVA+bmQ8L1NVUD4gLS0xNjxTVVA+UD4g 
T2N0b2JlciwgDQoyMDAwPC9GT05UPiBpdCB3aWxsIGNvbmR1Y3QgYW4gb21uaWJ1cyBzdXJ2ZXkg 
b2YgdGhlIGFkdWx0IHBvcHVsYXRpb24gb2YgDQpVa3JhaW5lLiANCjxBRERSRVNTPk91ciBhZGRy 
ZXNzIGFuZCBwaG9uZSBudW1iZXJzIGFyZSA8QSANCmhyZWY9Imh0dHA6Ly9raWlzLmNvbS51YS9j 
b250YWN0dXMuaHRtIj5oZXJlPC9BPiA8L0FERFJFU1M+PC9ESVY+DQo8SDQ+VGhlIGNsb3Nl 
b250YWN0dXMuaHRtIj5oZXJlPC9BPiA8L0FERFJFU1M+PC9ESVY+DQo8SDQ+c3Qg 
d2F2ZTo8L0g0Pg0KPFAgY2xhc3M9aW5kZW50PjI8U1VQPm5kPC9TVVA+IC0tMTY8U1VQPnRo 
d2F2ZTo8L0g0Pg0KPFAgY2xhc3M9aW5kZW50PjI8U1VQPm5kPC9TVVA+PC9T 
VVA+IE9jdG9iZXIsIDIwMDAgDQo8SDQ+U2FtcGxlOjwvSDQ+DQo8UCBjbGFzcz1pbmRlbnQ+Miww 
MDAgcmVzcG9uZGVudHMgYWdlZCAxNiB5ZWFycyBhbmQgb2xkZXIsIGxpdmluZyBpbiBVa3JhaW5l 
LiANClNhbXBsZSBpcyBiYXNlZCBvbiByYW5kb20gc2VsZWN0aW9uIG9mIDIwMCBzYW1wbGluZyBw 
b2ludHMgKHBvc3Qtb2ZmaWNlIA0KZGlzdHJpY3RzKSBhbGwgb3ZlciBVa3JhaW5lIChpbiBhbGwg 
MjQgb2JsYXN0cyBvZiBVa3JhaW5lIGFuZCBDcmltZWEpLiBUaGUgDQpzYW1wbGluZyBwcm9jZXNz 
IGNvbnNpc3RzIG9mIHJhbmRvbSBzZWxlY3Rpb24gb2Ygc3RyZWV0cywgYnVpbGRpbmdzIGFuZCAN 
CmFwYXJ0bWVudHMgaW5zaWRlIGVhY2ggcG9zdC1vZmZpY2UgZGlzdHJpY3QuIFRoZSBsYXN0IHN0 
YWdlIGlzIHRoZSByYW5kb20gDQpzZWxlY3Rpb24gb2YgcmVzcG9uZGVudHMgZnJvbSBob3VzZWhv 
bGRzLiA8QlI+PEJSPg0KPFAgY2xhc3M9cmlnaHQ+PEVNPllvdSBjYW4gZmluZCBtb3JlIGRl 
bGRzLiA8QlI+PEJSPg0KPFAgY2xhc3M9cmlnaHQ+dGFp 
bHMgb24gS0lJUyBzYW1wbGUgaGVyZTxBIA0KaHJlZj0iaHR0cDovL2tpaXMuY29tLnVhL3NhbXBs 
ZS5odG1sIj4mZ3Q7Jmd0OyZndDs8L0E+PC9FTT4gPEJSPjxCUj4NCjxUQUJMRSBiZ0NvbG9y 
ZS5odG1sIj4mZ3Q7Jmd0OyZndDs8L0E+PSNj 
ZWQ5ZWQgYm9yZGVyPTAgY2VsbFBhZGRpbmc9NSBjZWxsU3BhY2luZz01Pg0KICA8VEJPRFk+DQog 
IDxUUj4NCiAgICA8VEQ+PFNUUk9ORz5PdXIgc2FtcGxlIGhhcyBtb3JlIHJlc3BvbmRlbnRz 
IDxUUj4NCiAgICA8VEQ+IGFu 
ZCBtb3JlIHNhbXBsaW5nIHBvaW50cyB0aGFuIA0KICAgICAgYW55IG90aGVyIHNhbXBsZSBmb3Ig 
b21uaWJ1c2VzIGluIFVrcmFpbmUsIGl0IGlzIHJlcHJlc2VudGF0aXZlIG5vdCBvbmx5IA0KICAg 
ICAgZm9yIFVrcmFpbmUgYXMgYSB3aG9sZSBidXQgZm9yIHNlcGFyYXRlIHJlZ2lvbnMgYW5kIGdy 
b3VwcyBvZiByZWdpb25zLiBJdCANCiAgICAgIGluY2x1ZGVzIGFib3V0IDEsMzUwIHVyYmFuIGlu 



dGVydmlld3MuPC9GT05UPiANCjwvU1RST05HPjwvVEQ+PC9UUj48L1RCT0RZPjwvVEFCTEU+DQo8 
UCBjbGFzcz1pbmRlbnQgDQp0aXRsZT0iVGhlIG51bWJlciBvZiBzYW1wbGluZyBwb2ludHMgaW5m 
bHVlbmNlcyBncmVhdGx5IG9uIHRoZSBzYW1wbGUgZXJyb3IgKGlmIGZvciBleGFtcGxlIGZvciBj 
bHVzdGVyIHNhbXBsZSBvZiAxLDAwMCByZXNwb25kZW50cyBhbmQgMTAwIHNhbXBsaW5nIHBvaW50 
cyBzYW1wbGUgZXJyb3IgaXMgNSUsIHRoZSBzYW1wbGUgZXJyb3IgZm9yIHRoZSBzYW1lIDEsMDAw 
IHJlc3BvbmRlbnRzLCBidXQgMjAwIHNhbXBsaW5nIHBvaW50cyBpcyAzLjUlKSI+WW91IA0K 
IHJlc3BvbmRlbnRzLCBidXQgMjAwIHNhbXBsaW5nIHBvaW50cyBpcyAzLjUlKSI+Y2Fu 
IGNob29zZSB0byBidXkgaGFsZiBhIHNhbXBsZSAoMSwwMDAgcmVzcG9uZGVudHMpIGZvciBsb3dl 
ciBwcmljZSBhbmQgaXQgd2lsbCANCmJlIGRvbmUgYWxzbyBpbiBhbGwgMjAwIHNhbXBsaW5nIHBv 
aW50cy4gDQo8UCBjbGFzcz1pbmRlbnQ+PEVNPjxGT05UIHNpemU9LTE+VGhlIG51bWJlciBv 
aW50cy4gDQo8UCBjbGFzcz1pbmRlbnQ+PEVNPjxGT05UIHNpemU9LTE+ZiBz 
YW1wbGluZyBwb2ludHMgaW5mbHVlbmNlcyANCmdyZWF0bHkgb24gdGhlIHNhbXBsZSBlcnJvciAo 
aWYgZm9yIGV4YW1wbGUgZm9yIGNsdXN0ZXIgc2FtcGxlIG9mIDEsMDAwIA0KcmVzcG9uZGVudHMg 
YW5kIDEwMCBzYW1wbGluZyBwb2ludHMgc2FtcGxlIGVycm9yIGlzIDUlLCB0aGUgc2FtcGxlIGVy 
cm9yIGZvciB0aGUgDQpzYW1lIDEsMDAwIHJlc3BvbmRlbnRzLCBidXQgMjAwIHNhbXBsaW5nIHBv 
aW50cyBpcyAzLjUlKTwvRk9OVD48L0VNPiANCjxIND5DbG9zaW5nIERhdGUgZm9yIFF1ZXN0aW9u 
czo8L0g0Pg0KPFAgY2xhc3M9aW5kZW50PjIyPFNVUD5uZDwvU1VQPiBTZXB0ZW1iZXIsIDIwMDAg 
DQo8SDQ+UmVzdWx0cyBBdmFpbGFibGU6PC9IND4NCjxQIGNsYXNzPWluZGVudD4yNjxTVVA+dGg8 
L1NVUD4gT2N0b2JlciwgMjAwMCANCjxIND5Db3N0cyBwZXIgb25lIHF1ZXN0aW9uOjwvSDQ+DQo8 
VEFCTEUgYm9yZGVyPTE+DQogIDxUQk9EWT4NCiAgPFRSIGJnQ29sb3I9I2NlZDllZD4NCiAg 
VEFCTEUgYm9yZGVyPTE+ICA8 
VEggd2lkdGg9IjYwJSI+VHlwZSBvZiB0aGUgcXVlc3Rpb248L1RIPg0KICAgIDxUSCB3aWR0 
VEggd2lkdGg9IjYwJSI+aD0i 
MjAlIj5GdWxsIHNhbXBsZSBjb3N0PC9USD4NCiAgICA8VEggd2lkdGg9IjIwJSI+SGFsZiBz 
MjAlIj5GdWxsIHNhbXBsZSBjb3N0PC9USD4NCiAgICA8VEggd2lkdGg9IjIwJSI+YW1w 
bGUgY29zdDwvVEg+PC9UUj4NCiAgPFRSPg0KICAgIDxURD48QSBjbGFzcz1pbnQgaHJlZj0i 
bGUgY29zdDwvVEg+amF2 
YXNjcmlwdDpvcGVuV2luKCdjbG9zZWQuaHRtbCcsNTAwLDM3MCk7Ij5DbG9zZWQgDQogICAgICAo 
cHJlLWNvZGVkKSBxdWVzdGlvbjwvQT4gKG9uZSB2YXJpYWJsZSBpbiBTUFNTKSBvciBjbG9zZWQg 
KHByZS1jb2RlZCkgDQogICAgICBxdWVzdGlvbiB3aXRoIG11bHRpLWNob2ljZSBzZWxlY3Rpb24g 
KCB1cCB0byA1IHZhcmlhYmxlIGluIFNQU1MpPC9URD4NCiAgICA8VEQgYWxpZ249bWlkZGxlPiQy 
NjA8L1REPg0KICAgIDxURCBhbGlnbj1taWRkbGU+JDEzMDwvVEQ+PC9UUj4NCiAgPFRSPg0K 
NjA8L1REPg0KICAgIDxURCBhbGlnbj1taWRkbGU+JDEzMDwvVEQ+ICAg 
IDxURD5DbG9zZWQgKHByZS1jb2RlZCkgPEEgY2xhc3M9aW50IA0KICAgICAgaHJlZj0iamF2YXNj 
cmlwdDpvcGVuV2luKCdtdWx0aWNoLmh0bWwnLDUwMCwzNzApOyI+cXVlc3Rpb24gd2l0aCAN 
cmlwdDpvcGVuV2luKCdtdWx0aWNoLmh0bWwnLDUwMCwzNzApOyI+CiAg 
ICAgIG11bHRpLWNob2ljZSBzZWxlY3Rpb248L0E+IChrIHZhcmlhYmxlcyBpbiBTUFNTLCBr 
ICAgIG11bHRpLWNob2ljZSBzZWxlY3Rpb248L0E+Jmd0 
OzUpPC9URD4NCiAgICA8VEQgYWxpZ249bWlkZGxlPiQyNjAgKyAkNTAqKGstNSk8L1REPg0KICAg 
IDxURCBhbGlnbj1taWRkbGU+JDEzMCArICQyNSooay01KTwvVEQ+PC9UUj4NCiAgPFRSPg0K 
IDxURCBhbGlnbj1taWRkbGU+JDEzMCArICQyNSooay01KTwvVEQ+ICAg 
IDxURD48QSBjbGFzcz1pbnQgDQogICAgICBocmVmPSJqYXZhc2NyaXB0Om9wZW5XaW4oJ29wZW4u 
aHRtbCcsNTUwLDMwMCk7Ij5PcGVuLWVuZGVkPC9BPiBxdWVzdGlvbjwvVEQ+DQogICAgPFRE 
aHRtbCcsNTUwLDMwMCk7Ij5PcGVuLWVuZGVkPC9BPiBxdWVzdGlvbjwvVEQ+IGFs 
aWduPW1pZGRsZT4kNDYwPC9URD4NCiAgICA8VEQgYWxpZ249bWlkZGxlPiQyNDA8L1REPjwvVFI+ 
DQogIDxUUj4NCiAgICA8VEQ+Q2xvc2VkIHF1ZXN0aW9uIGluIDxBIGNsYXNzPWludCANCiAg 
DQogIDxUUj4NCiAgICA8VEQ+ICAg 
IGhyZWY9ImphdmFzY3JpcHQ6b3BlbldpbignYmF0dGVyeS5odG1sJyw1MDAsMzA1KTsiPnRoZSBi 
YXR0ZXJ5PC9BPiBvZiAzIA0KICAgICAgYW5kIG1vcmUgcXVlc3Rpb25zPC9URD4NCiAgICA8VEQg 
YWxpZ249bWlkZGxlPiQxOTA8L1REPg0KICAgIDxURCBhbGlnbj1taWRkbGU+JDExMDwvVEQ+PC9U 
Uj48L1RCT0RZPjwvVEFCTEU+DQo8SDQ+RGlzY291bnRzOjwvSDQ+DQo8VUw+DQogIDxMST5G 
Uj48L1RCT0RZPjwvVEFCTEU+DQo8SDQ+RGlzY291bnRzOjwvSDQ+DQo8VUw+b3Ig 
Y2xpZW50cyB3aG8gd2lsbCBwdXJjaGFzZSBtb3JlIHRoYW4gMTAgcXVlc3Rpb25zIC0gMTAlIGRp 
c2NvdW50OyANCiAgPExJPkZvciBjbGllbnRzIHdobyBwYXJ0aWNpcGF0ZWQgaW4gb25lIG9mIHRo 
ZSBwcmV2aW91cyBvbW5pYnVzIC0gMjAlIA0KICBkaXNjb3VudC4gPC9MST48L1VMPg0KPEg0PkRl 
bW9ncmFwaGljcyBpbmNsdWRlZDo8L0g0Pg0KPFAgY2xhc3M9aW5kZW50PnNleCwgYWdlLCBlZHVj 
YXRpb24gYW5kIHBsYWNlIG9mIHJlc2lkZW5jZSAob2JsYXN0LCB1cmJhbiBvciANCnJ1cmFsKS4g 



DQo8SDQ+T3RoZXIgZGVtb2dyYXBoaWNzOjwvSDQ+DQo8UCBjbGFzcz1pbmRlbnQ+ZXRobmlj 
DQo8SDQ+T3RoZXIgZGVtb2dyYXBoaWNzOjwvSDQ+DQo8UCBjbGFzcz1pbmRlbnQ+aXR5 
LCBzb2Npby1lY29ub21pYyBzdGF0dXMsIGluY29tZSwgbGFuZ3VhZ2UsIA0KcmVsaWdpb3VzbmVz 
cyBhbmQgc2l6ZSBvZiBzZXR0bGVtZW50LiA8QlI+PEJSPlRoZSBjb3N0IG9mIGV2ZXJ5IGFk 
cyBhbmQgc2l6ZSBvZiBzZXR0bGVtZW50LiA8QlI+ZGl0 
aW9uYWwgDQpkZW1vZ3JhcGhpYyBxdWVzdGlvbiBpcyAkNTUgZm9yIDIsMDAwIHJlc3BvbmRlbnRz 
IHNhbXBsZSBhbmQgJDMwIGZvciAxLDAwMCANCnNhbXBsZSANCjxIND5Gb3IgeW91ciBjb252ZW5p 
ZW5jZSwgPEEgY2xhc3M9aW50IA0KaHJlZj0iaHR0cDovL2tpaXMuY29tLnVhLz9jYWxjIj5oZXJl 
PC9BPiBpcyB0aGUgb25saW5lIGNvc3QgY2FsY3VsYXRpb24gDQpwYWdlPC9IND48L0JPRFk+PC9I 
VE1MPg0K 
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PGh0bWw+DQo8aGVhZD4NCjx0aXRsZT5QcmUtY29kZWQgcXVlc3Rpb24gIHdpdGggbXVsdGkt 
PGh0bWw+Y2hv 
aWNlIHNlbGVjdGlvbjwvdGl0bGU+DQo8bWV0YSBodHRwLWVxdWl2PSJDb250ZW50LVR5cGUi 
aWNlIHNlbGVjdGlvbjwvdGl0bGU+IGNv 
bnRlbnQ9InRleHQvaHRtbCI+DQo8L2hlYWQ+DQoNCjxib2R5IGxpbms9IiM1NjcwQkIiIGFs 
bnRlbnQ9InRleHQvaHRtbCI+DQo8L2hlYWQ+aW5r 
PSIjNTY3MEJCIiB2bGluaz0iIzU2NzBCQiIgYmdjb2xvcj0iI0U2RUJFRSIgbWFyZ2lud2lkdGg9 
MTAgbWFyZ2luaGVpZ2h0PTEwIHRvcG1hcmdpbj0xMCBsZWZ0bWFyZ2luPTEwPg0KPGgyPlByZS1j 
b2RlZCBxdWVzdGlvbiAgd2l0aCBtdWx0aS1jaG9pY2Ugc2VsZWN0aW9uPC9oMj4NCjxwPkl0J3Mg 
YSBxdWVzdGlvbiwgd2hlcmUgYSByZXNwb25kZW50IGNhbiBzZWxlY3QgYW55IGFsdGVybmF0aXZl 
IChpLmUuIG11bHRpcGxlIGNob2ljZSBpcyBwb3NzaWJsZSksIHdoaWxlIGV2ZXJ5IGFsdGVybmF0 
aXZlIGlzIGEgc2VwYXJhdGUgdmFyaWFibGUgaW4gU1BTUywgZm9yIGV4YW1wbGU6DQo8aHI+DQo8 
c3Ryb25nPkhhdmUgeW91IGV2ZXIgaGVhcmQgYWJvdXQgc3VjaCBwcm9kdWN0cyBhczo8L3N0cm9u 
Zz4NCjx1bD48Zm9ybT4NCiAgICA8aW5wdXQgdHlwZT0iQ2hlY2tib3giIG5hbWU9ImRyaW5rIiB2 
YWx1ZT0iY29jYWNvbGEiIGNoZWNrZWQ+Y29jYS1jb2xhPGJyPg0KICAgIDxpbnB1dCBuYW1l 
YWx1ZT0iY29jYWNvbGEiIGNoZWNrZWQ+PSJk 
cmluayIgdHlwZT0iY2hlY2tib3giIHZhbHVlPSJiYXNzY29sYSI+YmFzcy1jb2xhPGJyPg0K 
cmluayIgdHlwZT0iY2hlY2tib3giIHZhbHVlPSJiYXNzY29sYSI+ICAg 
IDxpbnB1dCB0eXBlPSJDaGVja2JveCIgbmFtZT0iZHJpbmsiIHZhbHVlPSJwZXBzaSIgY2hlY2tl 
ZD5wZXBzaTxicj4NCiAgICA8aW5wdXQgdHlwZT0iQ2hlY2tib3giIG5hbWU9ImRyaW5rIiB2YWx1 
ZT0ic3ByaXRlIiBjaGVja2VkPnNwcml0ZTxicj4NCiAgICA8aW5wdXQgbmFtZT0iZHJpbmsiIHR5 
cGU9ImNoZWNrYm94IiB2YWx1ZT0iZmFudGFfbyI+ZmFudGEgb3JhbmdlPGJyPg0KICAgIDxp 
cGU9ImNoZWNrYm94IiB2YWx1ZT0iZmFudGFfbyI+bnB1 
dCBuYW1lPSJkcmluayIgdHlwZT0iY2hlY2tib3giIHZhbHVlPSJmYW50YV9sIj5mYW50YSBsZW1v 
bjxicj4NCjwvZm9ybT48L3VsPg0KDQo8aHI+PGJyPg0KPGEgY2xhc3M9ImludCIgaHJlZj0i 
bjxicj4NCjwvZm9ybT48L3VsPg0KDQo8aHI+amF2 
YXNjcmlwdDp3aW5kb3cuY2xvc2UoKSI+Q2xvc2UgdGhpcyB3aW5kb3c8L2E+DQo8L2JvZHk+DQo8 
L2h0bWw+DQo= 
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PGh0bWw+DQo8aGVhZD4NCjx0aXRsZT5QcmUtY29kZWQgcXVlc3Rpb248L3RpdGxlPg0KPG1l 
PGh0bWw+dGEg 
aHR0cC1lcXVpdj0iQ29udGVudC1UeXBlIiBjb250ZW50PSJ0ZXh0L2h0bWwiPg0KPC9oZWFkPg0K 



DQo8Ym9keSBsaW5rPSIjNTY3MEJCIiBhbGluaz0iIzU2NzBCQiIgdmxpbms9IiM1NjcwQkIiIGJn 
Y29sb3I9IiNFNkVCRUUiIG1hcmdpbndpZHRoPTEwIG1hcmdpbmhlaWdodD0xMCB0b3BtYXJnaW49 
MTAgbGVmdG1hcmdpbj0xMD4NCg0KPGgyPlByZS1jb2RlZCBxdWVzdGlvbjwvaDI+DQo8cD5J 
MTAgbGVmdG1hcmdpbj0xMD4NCg0KPGgyPlByZS1jb2RlZCBxdWVzdGlvbjwvaDI+dCdz 
IGEgcXVlc3Rpb24sIHdoZXJlIGEgcmVzcG9uZGVudCBjYW4gc2VsZWN0IGFueSwgYnV0IG9ubHkg 
b25lIGFsdGVybmF0aXZlIGZyb20gdGhlIGxpc3Qgb2Ygb3B0aW9uczoNCjxocj48c3Ryb25nPldo 
YXQgaXMgeW91ciBmYXZvdXJpdGUgY29sb3VyOjwvc3Ryb25nPg0KICAgIDxicj4NCjx1bD48Zm9y 
bT4NCiAgICA8aW5wdXQgbmFtZT0iY29sb3VyIiB0eXBlPSJyYWRpbyIgdmFsdWU9InJlZCIgY2hl 
Y2tlZD4mbmJzcDtyZWQ8YnI+DQogICAgPGlucHV0IG5hbWU9ImNvbG91ciIgdHlwZT0icmFk 
Y2tlZD4mbmJzcDtyZWQ8YnI+aW8i 
IHZhbHVlPSJncmVlbiI+Jm5ic3A7Z3JlZW48YnI+DQogICAgPGlucHV0IG5hbWU9ImNvbG91 
IHZhbHVlPSJncmVlbiI+Jm5ic3A7Z3JlZW48YnI+ciIg 
dHlwZT0icmFkaW8iIHZhbHVlPSJibHVlIj4mbmJzcDtibHVlPGJyPg0KICAgIDxpbnB1dCBuYW1l 
PSJjb2xvdXIiIHR5cGU9InJhZGlvIiB2YWx1ZT0id2hpdGUiPiZuYnNwO3doaXRlPGJyPg0KICAg 
IDxpbnB1dCBuYW1lPSJjb2xvdXIiIHR5cGU9InJhZGlvIiB2YWx1ZT0iYmxhY2siPiZuYnNwO2Js 
YWNrPGJyPg0KICAgIDxpbnB1dCBuYW1lPSJjb2xvdXIiIHR5cGU9InJhZGlvIiB2YWx1ZT0iZHMi 
PiZuYnNwO2RpZmZpY3VsdCB0byBzYXkNCjwvZm9ybT48L3VsPg0KPGhyPg0KPGJyPjxicj4NCjxh 
IGNsYXNzPSJpbnQiIGhyZWY9ImphdmFzY3JpcHQ6d2luZG93LmNsb3NlKCkiPkNsb3NlIHRoaXMg 
d2luZG93PC9hPg0KPC9ib2R5Pg0KPC9odG1sPg0K 
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PGh0bWw+DQo8aGVhZD4NCjx0aXRsZT5CYXR0ZXJ5IG9mIHF1ZXN0aW9uczwvdGl0bGU+DQo8 
PGh0bWw+DQo8aGVhZD4NCjx0aXRsZT5CYXR0ZXJ5IG9mIHF1ZXN0aW9uczwvdGl0bGU+bWV0 
YSBodHRwLWVxdWl2PSJDb250ZW50LVR5cGUiIGNvbnRlbnQ9InRleHQvaHRtbCI+DQo8L2hlYWQ+ 
DQoNCjxib2R5IGxpbms9IiM1NjcwQkIiIGFsaW5rPSIjNTY3MEJCIiB2bGluaz0iIzU2NzBCQiIg 
Ymdjb2xvcj0iI0U2RUJFRSIgbWFyZ2lud2lkdGg9MTAgbWFyZ2luaGVpZ2h0PTEwIHRvcG1hcmdp 
bj0xMCBsZWZ0bWFyZ2luPTEwPg0KDQo8aDI+QmF0dGVyeSBvZiBxdWVzdGlvbnM8L2gyPg0KPHA+ 
QmF0dGVyeSBvZiBxdWVzdGlvbnMgaXMgdGhlIHNhbWUgcXVlc3Rpb24gd2l0aCBkaWZmZXJlbnQg 
b2JqZWN0cyBvZiBlc3RpbWF0aW9uLiBCZWxvdyBpcyB0aGUgZXhhbXBsZSBvZiAzIGJhdHRlcnkg 
cXVlc3Rpb25zOg0KPGJyPjxocj4NCjxzdHJvbmc+U2hhbGwgVWtyYWluZSBhbGxvdyBmb3Jl 
cXVlc3Rpb25zOg0KPGJyPjxocj4NCjxzdHJvbmc+aWdu 
IGludmVzdG9ycyAgdG8gYnV5IGluIFVrcmFpbmUuLi48L3N0cm9uZz48YnI+DQo8dGFibGUg 
IGludmVzdG9ycyAgdG8gYnV5IGluIFVrcmFpbmUuLi48L3N0cm9uZz48YnI+Ym9y 
ZGVyPSIwIj48Zm9ybT4NCiAgICA8dHIgYWxpZ249Im1pZGRsZSI+DQogICAgICAgIDx0ZCB3 
ZGVyPSIwIj48Zm9ybT4NCiAgICA8dHIgYWxpZ249Im1pZGRsZSI+aWR0 
aD0iMTUwIj4mbmJzcDsNCiAgICAgICAgPC90ZD4NCiAgICAgICAgPHRkIHdpZHRoPSI0MCI+eWVz 
DQogICAgICAgIDwvdGQ+DQogICAgICAgIDx0ZCB3aWR0aD0iNDAiPm5vDQogICAgICAgIDwvdGQ+ 
DQogICAgICAgIDx0ZD5kb24ndCBrbm93DQogICAgICAgIDwvdGQ+DQogICAgPC90cj4NCiAg 
DQogICAgICAgIDx0ZD5kb24ndCBrbm93DQogICAgICAgIDwvdGQ+ICA8 
dHIgYWxpZ249Im1pZGRsZSI+DQogICAgICAgIDx0ZCBhbGlnbj0ibGVmdCI+PGI+MSkuLi5i 
dHIgYWxpZ249Im1pZGRsZSI+DQogICAgICAgIDx0ZCBhbGlnbj0ibGVmdCI+PGI+aWcg 
cGxhbnRzPC9iPg0KICAgICAgICA8L3RkPg0KICAgICAgICA8dGQ+DQogICAgICAgICAgICA8 
cGxhbnRzPC9iPg0KICAgICAgICA8L3RkPg0KICAgICAgICA8dGQ+aW5w 
dXQgdHlwZT0iUmFkaW8iIG5hbWU9InBsYW50cyIgdmFsdWU9InllcyIgY2hlY2tlZD4NCiAgICAg 
ICAgPC90ZD4NCiAgICAgICAgPHRkPg0KICAgICAgICAgICAgPGlucHV0IG5hbWU9InBsYW50cyIg 
dHlwZT0icmFkaW8iIHZhbHVlPSJubyI+DQogICAgICAgIDwvdGQ+DQogICAgICAgIDx0ZD4N 
dHlwZT0icmFkaW8iIHZhbHVlPSJubyI+DQogICAgICAgIDwvdGQ+CiAg 
ICAgICAgICAgIDxpbnB1dCBuYW1lPSJwbGFudHMiIHR5cGU9InJhZGlvIiB2YWx1ZT0iZGsiPg0K 
ICAgICAgICA8L3RkPg0KICAgIDwvdHI+DQogICAgPHRyIGFsaWduPSJtaWRkbGUiPg0KICAg 
ICAgICAgICA8L3RkPg0KICAgIDwvdHI+ICAg 
ICA8dGQgYWxpZ249ImxlZnQiPjxiPjIpLi4uVFYgY2hhbm5lbHM8L2I+DQogICAgICAgIDwvdGQ+ 



DQogICAgICAgIDx0ZD4NCiAgICAgICAgICAgIDxpbnB1dCBuYW1lPSJ0dmNoIiB0eXBlPSJyYWRp 
byIgdmFsdWU9InllcyI+DQogICAgICAgIDwvdGQ+DQogICAgICAgIDx0ZD4NCiAgICAgICAg 
byIgdmFsdWU9InllcyI+DQogICAgICAgIDwvdGQ+ICAg 
IDxpbnB1dCBuYW1lPSJ0dmNoIiB0eXBlPSJyYWRpbyIgdmFsdWU9Im5vIj4NCiAgICAgICAgPC90 
ZD4NCiAgICAgICAgPHRkPg0KICAgICAgICAgICAgPGlucHV0IHR5cGU9IlJhZGlvIiBuYW1lPSJ0 
dmNoIiB2YWx1ZT0iZGsiIGNoZWNrZWQ+DQogICAgICAgIDwvdGQ+DQogICAgPC90cj4NCiAg 
dmNoIiB2YWx1ZT0iZGsiIGNoZWNrZWQ+DQogICAgICAgIDwvdGQ+ICA8 
dHIgYWxpZ249Im1pZGRsZSI+DQogICAgICAgIDx0ZCBhbGlnbj0ibGVmdCI+PGI+MykuLi5h 
dHIgYWxpZ249Im1pZGRsZSI+DQogICAgICAgIDx0ZCBhbGlnbj0ibGVmdCI+PGI+aXJs 
aW5lczwvYj4NCiAgICAgICAgPC90ZD4NCiAgICAgICAgPHRkPg0KICAgICAgICAgICAgPGlucHV0 
IG5hbWU9ImFpciIgdHlwZT0icmFkaW8iIHZhbHVlPSJ5ZXMiPg0KICAgICAgICA8L3RkPg0KICAg 
ICAgICA8dGQ+DQogICAgICAgICAgICA8aW5wdXQgdHlwZT0iUmFkaW8iIG5hbWU9ImFpciIg 
ICAgICA8dGQ+dmFs 
dWU9Im5vIiBjaGVja2VkPg0KICAgICAgICA8L3RkPg0KICAgICAgICA8dGQ+DQogICAgICAg 
dWU9Im5vIiBjaGVja2VkPg0KICAgICAgICA8L3RkPg0KICAgICAgICA8dGQ+ICAg 
ICA8aW5wdXQgbmFtZT0iYWlyIiB0eXBlPSJyYWRpbyIgdmFsdWU9ImRrIj4NCiAgICAgICAgPC90 
ZD4NCiAgICA8L3RyPg0KPC9mb3JtPjwvdGFibGU+DQo8aHI+DQoNCjxicj48YnI+DQo8YSBj 
ZD4NCiAgICA8L3RyPg0KPC9mb3JtPjwvdGFibGU+DQo8aHI+DQoNCjxicj48YnI+bGFz 
cz0iaW50IiBocmVmPSJqYXZhc2NyaXB0OndpbmRvdy5jbG9zZSgpIj5DbG9zZSB0aGlzIHdpbmRv 
dzwvYT4NCjwvYm9keT4NCjwvaHRtbD4NCg== 
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PGh0bWw+DQo8aGVhZD4NCjx0aXRsZT5PcGVuLWVuZGVkIHF1ZXN0aW9uPC90aXRsZT4NCiAg 
PGh0bWw+ICA8 
bWV0YSBodHRwLWVxdWl2PSJDb250ZW50LVR5cGUiIGNvbnRlbnQ9InRleHQvaHRtbCI+DQo8 
bWV0YSBodHRwLWVxdWl2PSJDb250ZW50LVR5cGUiIGNvbnRlbnQ9InRleHQvaHRtbCI+L2hl 
YWQ+DQo8Ym9keSBsaW5rPSIjNTY3MEJCIiBhbGluaz0iIzU2NzBCQiIgdmxpbms9IiM1Njcw 
YWQ+QkIi 
IGJnY29sb3I9IiNFNkVCRUUiIG1hcmdpbndpZHRoPTEwIG1hcmdpbmhlaWdodD0xMCB0b3BtYXJn 
aW49MTAgbGVmdG1hcmdpbj0xMD4NCg0KPGgyPk9wZW4tZW5kZWQgcXVlc3Rpb248L2gyPg0KPHA+ 
SXQncyBhIHF1ZXN0aW9uLCB3aGVyZSBhIHJlc3BvbmRlbnQgY2FuIGV4cHJlc3MgYW55IGhpcyBv 
ciBoZXIgdGhvdWdodCB3aGljaCBjYW5ub3QgYmUgZm9yZWtub3duIGJlZm9yZWhlYWQgYW5kIHBy 
ZS1jb2RlZCBpbnRvIGNlcnRhaW4gYWx0ZXJuYXRpdmVzLCBmb3IgZXhhbXBsZToNCjxocj4NCjxz 
dHJvbmc+V2hlbiBJIHNheSAnY29tbXVuaXNtJywgd2hhdCBhc3NvY2lhdGlvbnMgZG9lcyB0 
dHJvbmc+aGlz 
IHdvcmQgYXJpc2UgaW4geW91ciBtaW5kOjwvc3Ryb25nPg0KPHVsPjxmb3JtPg0KICAgIDx0ZXh0 
YXJlYSBuYW1lPSJjb20iIGNvbHM9IjM1IiByb3dzPSIzIiB3cmFwPSJWSVJUVUFMIj4NClRoaXMg 
cmVtaW5kcyBtZSBvZiB5b3VuZyBWb2xvZGlhIFVsaWFub3Ygd2l0aCBjdXJseSBoYWlyIGJlY2F1 
c2UgSSBmaXJzdCBoZWFyZCB0aGlzIHdvcmQgd2hlbiBJIHdhcyBhZG1pdHRlZCBpbnRvIHRoZSBP 
a3RpYWJyaWF0YS4uLg0KICAgIDwvdGV4dGFyZWE+DQo8L2Zvcm0+PC91bD4NCjxocj4NCjxi 
a3RpYWJyaWF0YS4uLg0KICAgIDwvdGV4dGFyZWE+DQo8L2Zvcm0+cj48 
YnI+DQo8YSBjbGFzcz0iaW50IiBocmVmPSJqYXZhc2NyaXB0OndpbmRvdy5jbG9zZSgpIj5D 
YnI+bG9z 
ZSB0aGlzIHdpbmRvdzwvYT4NCjwvYm9keT4NCjwvaHRtbD4NCg== 
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Date: Tue, 05 Sep 2000 08:58:00 EDT 
From: RobertH877@aol.com 



Received: from RobertH877@aol.com 
      by imo-r13.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v28.15.) id 5.74.2c09690 (15892) 
       for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 5 Sep 2000 08:58:01 -0400 (EDT) 
Received: from  web41.aolmail.aol.com (web41.aolmail.aol.com [205.188.161.2])  
by air-id08.mx.aol.com (v75_b3.11) with ESMTP; Tue, 05 
Sep 2000 08:58:01 -0400 
Subject: Re: Pres. Elec. predictions by States 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Mailer: Unknown 
Message-ID: <74.2c09690.26e647d9@aol.com> 
 
The very best source of state by state polls is Thepollingreport.com. Very 
up- 
to-date. Unfortunately, the state level polls are for 
subscribers only. 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 05 Sep 2000 10:18:13 -0400 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
Subject: Too Much Corporate Power? 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="=====================_6538074==_.ALT" 
 
--=====================_6538074==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
Too Much Corporate Power? is Business Week's cover story in their September 
11 issue....now on the newsstands. The article is based on the findings of 
a recently conducted Harris poll dealing with public attitudes toward Big 
Business, HMO's, political influence of big companies, etc. The story 
itself is not yet on-line but if you want an advance look the issue is on 
the newsstands. 
 
Some of the interesting findings: 
    * 72% agree strongly or somewhat that business has gained too much 
power over too many aspects of American life 
    * Less than half agree strongly or somewhat that what is good for 
business is good for most Americans 
    * Only 18% (good and excellent) believe that HMO's are serving their 
consumers well. 
    * 73% believe that big business executives get paid too much. 
    * 74% believe that big companies have too much power in influencing 
government policy, politicians and policy makers in Washington 
    * 74% agree with Al Gore's sentiments expressed at the Democratic 
convention with respect to his criticism of "big tobacco, big oil, big 
polluters, pharmaceutical companies, HMO's...etc." 
The article is worth reading for its analysis, conclusions and the issues 
that it raises. To quote Daniel Yankelovich " There's a yellow light 
flashing now and (business execs) better pay attention" 
 
Dick Halpern 
 



 
***************************************************************** 
Richard S. Halpern, Ph.D. 
Consultant, Strategic Marketing and Opinion Research 
Adjunct Professor, Georgia Institute of Technology 
3837 Courtyard Drive 
Atlanta, GA 30339-4248 
rshalpern@mindspring.com 
phone/fax 770 434 4121 
****************************************************************** 
--=====================_6538074==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
 
<html> 
<i><u>Too Much Corporate Power</u></i>? is Business Week's cover story in  
their September 11 issue....now on the newsstands. The 
article is based on the findings of a recently conducted Harris poll dealing  
with public attitudes toward Big Business, HMO's, 
political influence of big companies, etc. The story itself is not yet on-
line  
but if you want an advance look the issue is on the 
newsstands. <br> <br> Some of the interesting findings: 
<ul> 
<li>72% agree strongly or somewhat that business has gained too much power  
over too many aspects of American life 
<li>Less than half agree strongly or somewhat that what is good for business  
is good for most Americans 
<li>Only 18% (good and excellent) believe that HMO's are serving their  
consumers well. 
<li>73% believe that big business executives get paid too much. 
<li>74% believe that big companies have too much power in influencing  
government policy, politicians and policy makers in Washington 
<li>74% agree with Al Gore's sentiments expressed at the Democratic 
convention  
with respect to his criticism of &quot;big tobacco, 
big oil, big polluters, pharmaceutical companies, HMO's...etc.&quot; 
</ul>The article is worth reading for its analysis, conclusions and the 
issues  
that it raises. To quote Daniel Yankelovich &quot; 
There's a yellow light flashing now and (business execs) better pay  
attention&quot;<br> <br> Dick Halpern<br> <br> 
 
<br> 
<font size=1  
color="#0000FF">*************************************************************
* 
***<br> 
Richard S. Halpern, Ph.D. <br> 
Consultant, Strategic Marketing and Opinion Research <br> Adjunct Professor,  
Georgia Institute of Technology <br> 3837 Courtyard 
Drive <br> Atlanta, GA 30339-4248 <br> rshalpern@mindspring.com <br> 
phone/fax  
770 434 4121 <br> 
******************************************************************</font></ht
m 
l> 
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========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 05 Sep 2000 14:01:05 -0400 
From: Frank Rusciano <rusciano@rider.edu> 
Subject: [Fwd: Digital recording/transcription of interviews] 
To: "aapornet@usc.edu" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Message-id: <39B534E0.287AB808@rider.edu> 
MIME-version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.72 [en]C-CCK-MCD {RIDER}  (Win95; I) 
Content-type: MULTIPART/MIXED; 
BOUNDARY="Boundary_(ID_3S9vpyHM8eI8XTWXZmLZ5A)" 
X-Accept-Language: en 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
--Boundary_(ID_3S9vpyHM8eI8XTWXZmLZ5A) 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit 
 
Fellow AAPORneters, 
 
A few weeks ago, I asked whether there was any software for transferring  
digitally taped interviews directly to text on the 
computer. Unfortunately, the consensus seems to be that the technology isn't  
there yet.  Since so many people expressed an interest 
in the responses, though, I am forwarding Richard Rands's comments, with his  
permission, on the subject. 
 
Frank Rusciano 
 
--Boundary_(ID_3S9vpyHM8eI8XTWXZmLZ5A) 
Content-type: MESSAGE/RFC822 
 
Return-path: <rrands@cfmc.com> 
Received: from CONVERSION-DAEMON by enigma.rider.edu (PMDF V5.2-31 #37528)  
id  
<01JT9ODTSPN400110R@enigma.rider.edu> for 
RUSCIANO@enigma.rider.edu  (ORCPT rfc822;rusciano@rider.edu); Tue, 22 Aug 
2000  
11:07:00 EDT 
Received: from hermes.rider.edu (hermes.rider.edu [192.107.45.99])  by  
enigma.rider.edu (PMDF V5.2-31 #37528)  with ESMTP id 
<01JT9ODTDXIC0010RP@enigma.rider.edu> for  RUSCIANO@enigma.rider.edu (ORCPT  
rfc822;rusciano@rider.edu); Tue,  22 Aug 2000 
11:06:59 -0400 (EDT) 
Received: from CONVERSION-DAEMON by hermes.rider.edu (PMDF V5.2-32 #37528)  
id  
<01JT9OEQ2R7K0004V1@hermes.rider.edu> for 
RUSCIANO@enigma.rider.edu  (ORCPT rfc822;rusciano@rider.edu); Tue, 22 Aug 
2000  
11:07:43 -0400 (EDT) 
Received: from mail.cfmc.com (main.cfmc.com [206.15.13.129]) 
 by hermes.rider.edu (PMDF V5.2-32 #37528) 
 with ESMTP id <01JT9OEPAW5E0004YZ@hermes.rider.edu> for   
RUSCIANO@enigma.rider.edu (ORCPT rfc822;rusciano@rider.edu); Tue,  22 Aug 



2000 11:07:43 -0400 (EDT) 
Received: from rrands-W98 (rands-w95.cfmc.com [206.15.13.172]) 
 by mail.cfmc.com (8.8.7/8.8.7) with SMTP id IAA03408 for  
<rusciano@rider.edu>; 
 Tue, 22 Aug 2000 08:05:52 -0700 
Date: Tue, 22 Aug 2000 08:05:47 -0700 
From: Richard Rands <rrands@cfmc.com> 
Subject: Re: Digital recording/transcription of interviews 
In-reply-to: <39A1E6F6.98132298@rider.edu> 
X-Sender: rrands@pop.cfmc.com 
To: rusciano@rider.edu 
Message-id: <4.1.20000822074541.0091e2e0@pop.cfmc.com> 
MIME-version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 4.1 
Content-type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
References: <3985C760.27DF7BF4@rci.rutgers.edu> 
Original-recipient: rfc822;rusciano@rider.edu 
 
Hi Frank, 
 
CfMC has a product called Sound Survent that supports digital recording and  
playback with our Survent CATI system.  We have been 
watching the Voice recognition software situation very closely to determine  
when we can link an automatic transcription package to 
the system.  We have been told by those who are most knowledgeable in voice  
recognition, that there are two significant problems 
involved.  First, the vocabulary required for such a system is far too much  
for the current state-of-the-art.  Most voice 
recognition systems on the market, such as airline reservation and ordering  
systems can work because they have very limited 
vocabulary to accomodate. The second  problem is that digital recording from  
telephone interviews has such a loss of signal to noise 
ratio, the ability to handle normal conversations is almost impossible.  They  
are upbeat and keep promising that in a few years it 
will be possible.  But as far as we can tell, there is nothing on the market  
today that will take a sound file and convert it to a 
text file. 
 
If you would like to speak to some of our clients who use Sound Survent, I  
will be happy to supply you with some contacts.  They are 
currently transcribing the files using a feature in the system that lets data  
entry people play back the sound files with 
start/stop/pause/backup/forward capability as they listen and type. 
 
Richard Rands 
President 
Computers for Marketing Corp. 
San Francisoc 
> 
>Has anyone had any experience with using digital recorders and the 
accompanying 
>transcription software for interviews?  I was wondering if there is a 
>reliable recorder and software setup that one can use to record an 
>interview, and then have the results automatically transcribed on the 
>computer in a Word file (or some other easy to edit format).  Since I 
>don't know if all AAPORneters would be interested in this (or probably 
>know about it already), you can reply directly to 



>me. 
> 
>Thanks, 
> 
>Frank Rusciano 
>email at rusciano@rider.edu 
> 
 
 
--Boundary_(ID_3S9vpyHM8eI8XTWXZmLZ5A)-- 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 5 Sep 2000 15:44:00 -0400 
From: "Arumi, Ana Maria (NBC)" <AnaMaria.Arumi@nbc.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0) 
 
It seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen Research  
polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic 
dialer and a robotic voice ("press one for yes") for their work! Probably not  
a great idea to promote these! 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Doug Henwood [mailto:dhenwood@panix.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
 
 
Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive Review, keeps a running 
tally of national and state polls on his website, at 
<http://prorev.com/amline.htm>. 
-- 
 
Doug Henwood 
Left Business Observer 
Village Station - PO Box 953 
New York NY 10014-0704 USA 
+1-212-741-9852 voice  +1-212-807-9152 fax 
email: <mailto:dhenwood@panix.com> 
web: <http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html> 
 
 
      Because e-mail can be altered electronically, 
      the integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 5 Sep 2000 16:57:24 EDT 
From: HOneill536@aol.com 
Received: from HOneill536@aol.com 
      by imo-d09.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v28.15.) id 5.a2.91ce27d (4259) 
       for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Tue, 5 Sep 2000 16:57:25 -0400 (EDT) 
Message-ID: <a2.91ce27d.26e6b834@aol.com> 
Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 



Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Mailer: AOL 4.0 for Windows 95 sub 106 
 
amen! 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 5 Sep 2000 19:27:35 -0400 
From: "Editor" <editor@PollingReport.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
References: <74.2c09690.26e647d9@aol.com> 
Subject: Re: Pres. Elec. predictions by States 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200 
 
> The very best source of state by state polls is Thepollingreport.com. 
 
Can't quibble with the characterization of our site, but please note that our  
URL is www.pollingreport.com (no "the"). 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 6 Sep 2000 09:19:00 -0400 
From: Jim Lepkowski <Jimlep@isr.umich.edu> 
To: "AAPORNET (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Job announcement 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Please forgive repetition due to multiple postings of this job announcement  
... 
 
     The Survey Research Center (SRC) of the University of Michigan plans to  
make a tenure-track open-rank appointment to an 
interdisciplinary Program in Survey Methodology.  The program is located in  
two sites: 1) the SRC in Ann Arbor, Michigan, and 2) the 
Joint Program in Survey Methodology, a consortium of the University of  
Maryland, University of Michigan, and Westat, Inc., located 
in College Park, Maryland.  This appointment will be located in the Michigan  
group sited in Ann Arbor. 
 
     The Survey Methodology Program scientists conduct research on survey  
methods, provide direction on innovation in research 
techniques used within SRC, and provide graduate and postgraduate teaching in  
survey methodology. The graduate teaching instructs 
both JPSM students at the University of Maryland and University of Michigan  
students through distance learning technology.  This mix 
of teaching, innovation in survey practice, and research varies across  
scientists in the program but averages about .33 time in each 



of the three domains. 
 
     The appointment is in the area of social science-based survey  
methodology.  Successful candidates are expected to be pursuing a 
research program in one or more of the following areas: effects of mode of  
data collection on survey data quality, social and 
cognitive psychological influences on measurement error in surveys; the role  
of the survey interviewer in data quality; effects of 
question structure, context, wording on responses; and the impact of 
household  
affiliation patterns on survey coverage errors. 
 
     The successful candidate is expected to demonstrate a publication record  
in scholarly journals and a history of funding in peer 
review grant or research contract mechanisms, at a level commensurate with  
their career stage.  Experience in graduate teaching and 
graduate student mentoring is desirable. 
 
     The position will be a joint appointment, the primary appointment as an  
Assistant, Associate or Senior Research Scientist in 
the SRC and a Research Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor at the  
University of Maryland, Joint Program in Survey Methodology. 
Affiliations with the appropriate University of Michigan Department are  
possible. 
 
     The University of Michigan is an affirmative action/equal opportunity  
employer.  The University makes every effort to be 
responsive to the needs of dual-career couples. 
 
     Applicants should forward a curriculum vitae, a statement of interest,  
and three letters of reference to: 
 
          James S. House, Director 
          Survey Research Center 
          Institute for Social Research 
          426 Thompson Street, Room 1355 
          Ann Arbor, Michigan   48104-1248 
 
Screening of applications will begin immediately and continue until the  
position is filled. 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 6 Sep 2000 09:59:06 -0400 
Message-Id: <200009061359.JAA68466@garnet1.acns.fsu.edu> 
X-Sender: slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu 
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Light Version 1.5.2 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Susan Losh <slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu> 
Subject: RE: What's the Census selling now? 
 
OK, I admit it, I couldn't resist reading today's article on how to be a  
millionaire on msn.com. 
 



http://moneycentral.msn.com/articles/smartbuy/basics/5236.asp 
 
But partway through, here's what caught my eye. How did best-selling author  
Thomas J. Stanley of "The Millionaire Next Door" and now 
"The Millionaire Mind" find his sample of 1000 to study? 
 
Article author Terry Savage says: 
 
Now, it could be argued that all the millionaires in Stanley's survey were  
"old" millionaires -- at least, that they made their 
millions in the older, pre-Internet economy. That's how they showed up on the  
databases of the IRS and Census Bureau, which were the 
sources for finding his subjects. 
 
Forget about resoling your expensive shoes. Does anyone know the real story 
of  
how Stanley located people to interview (I didn't 
read the book) or can I really believe the IRS and Census giving/selling this  
type of sensitive infomation? It cannot be. 
 
Susan 
Susan Carol Losh, PhD. 
slosh@garnet.fsu.edu 
 
visit the site at: 
http://garnet.acns.fsu.edu/~slosh/Index.htm 
 
850-644-8778 
Educational Research Office 850-644-4592 
FAX 850-644-8776 
 
PLEASE MAKE A NOTE! 
 
I HAVE JUST JOINED THE FACULTY AT: 
 
The Department of Educational Research 
307L Stone Building 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee FL 32306-4453 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 6 Sep 2000 09:57:16 -0400 
From: "Howard Fienberg" <hfienberg@stats.org> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Hospital group to keep patient survey secret 
Message-ID: <000a01c0180b$309d5ca0$e071accf@howard> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 



      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook 8.5, Build 4.71.2173.0 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3 
 
Hospital group to keep patient survey secret 
The Boston Globe 
                  By Larry Tye, Globe Staff, 9/6/2000  
http://www.boston.com/dailyglobe2/250/metro/Hospital_group_to_keep_patient_s 
urvey_secret+.shtml 
The results of a major survey on what patients think is right or wrong 
                      with Massachusetts hospitals will not be made public  
because of 
                  worries about how it was conducted. 
 
                  The decision to keep the findings secret was disclosed in a  
letter mailed to 
                  hospitals Friday by the Massachusetts Hospital Association,  
in which it 
                  warned that any public release of the institutions' scores  
in the survey ''would 
                  be misleading and improper.'' 
 
                  The survey, only the third of its kind, was intended to 
help  
consumers 
                  choose a hospital and measure what, if any, improvements  
hospitals have 
                  made since 1998, when a similar survey was made public. 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 06 Sep 2000 09:17:52 +0000 
From: Nick Panagakis <mkshares@mcs.net> 
Reply-To: mkshares@mcs.net 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 (Macintosh; I; PPC) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Nader Ballot Watch 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac- 
creator="4D4F5353" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
 
Polls are showing that Ralph Nader represents a greater threat to Gore than  
Buchanan does to Bush. 
 
Below, Nader was restored as a candidate on the Illinois ballot, at least  
until an appeal by state Democrats is heard. 
 
Can anyone bring us up to date on Nader's ballot status in other key swing or  
battleground states such as WA, OR, MI, MO, OH, PA, 
NJ, etc. 



 
 
     NADER GETS REPRIEVE ON ILLINOIS PETITIONS 
 
     Published on 08/26/2000 
 
     A federal judge cleared the way Friday for 
     consumer activist Ralph Nader to be placed on the 
     presidential ballot in Illinois in November--if his 
     third party withstands a Democratic-backed 
     objection to its nominating petitions. 
 
     U.S. District Judge William Hibbler granted the 
     Nader campaign a preliminary injunction, after 
     finding a state requirement that only registered 
     voters could circulate petitions had been an undue 
     burden. 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 6 Sep 2000 10:20:44 -0400 
From: "Howard Fienberg" <hfienberg@stats.org> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: LATimes: For Whom the Polls Toll in Bush-Gore Race 
Message-ID: <001101c0180f$7581f0c0$e071accf@howard> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook 8.5, Build 4.71.2173.0 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3 
 
An amusing critique of poll usage in the media: 
 
For Whom the Polls Toll in Bush-Gore Race 
by Mike Downey, LA Times columnist  
http://www.latimes.com/news/asection/20000906/t000083739.html 
According to the latest Los Angeles Times/CNN/New York 
                                            Times/CBS/TBS/PBS/Washington  
Post/Saturday Evening 
                                            Post/NBC/CNBC/MSNBC/Christian  
Science Monitor/Publishers' 
                                            Clearing  
House/Amazon/Yahoo!/ABC/BBC/CBC/ Rolling 
                                            Stone/Marie Claire/Marvel  
Comics/ESPN/K-Earth 101 Oldies 
                                            FM/Maui News/Mad magazine  
presidential poll, George W. Bush 
                                            continues to lead Al Gore by  
0.0000000001% among working 
                                            women between the ages of 64 and  
66 in states beginning with the 
                                            letter H. 
 
 



========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 6 Sep 2000 10:50:58 -0400 
From: "Colleen K Porter" <cporter@hp.ufl.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT 
Subject: margins of error 
Message-ID: <39B62192.667.52986B5E@localhost> 
X-mailer: Pegasus Mail for Win32 (v3.12c) 
 
Okay, so we always try to explain to clients that each number in a 
table is really just a point estimate, and there is a corresponding 
range estimate that better represents the "truth." 
 
One group of folks wants us to give "the" margin of error at the 
bottom of each table we generate.  We tried to explain that the 
margin of error is for each estimate in the table--if we talked to 
more Blacks than Hispanics, if more people refused to answer a 
particular item, then there will be different margins of error.  (We 
generally do an appendix in the technical report that has those 
numbers.) 
 
But this client insisted, saying, "The political polls only have one 
margin of error in the box for the whole survey, even though they 
probably talked to different numbers of people for this or that." 
 
Are we being too academic?  Any references on how to 
scientifically come up with that one magic number? 
 
Thanks bunches, 
 
Colleen 
 
 
Colleen K. Porter 
Project Coordinator, Florida Health Insurance Study cporter@hp.ufl.edu 
phone: 352/392-6919, Fax: 352/392-7109 
UF Department of Health Services Administration 
Location:  1600 SW SW Archer Road, Rm. G1-009 
Mailing Address:  P.O. Box 100195, Gainesville, FL 32610-0195 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 6 Sep 2000 11:12:53 -1200 
From: "James Bason" <jbason@arches.uga.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
References: <200009061359.JAA68466@garnet1.acns.fsu.edu> 
Subject: Re: What's the Census selling now? 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2919.6700 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6700 
 



The data for Tom's book came from a mail survey that our Center conducted.  
5,000 questionnaires were mailed out to a sample that Tom 
provided us that was developed by Jon Robbin, who used Geocoding to classify  
90 percent of the households in America (see Appendix 
1, page 249 of his book for a description of this methodology). 
 
The process involves coding average net income for specific neighborhoods,  
then using a mathematical capitalization model  to 
estimate average net worth. Then by coding neighborhoods by descending net  
worth, a sample of the highest net worth households is 
obtained. 
 
For an additional description of the methodology, see : 
 
"Thomas J. Stanley and Murphy A. Sewall. 1986. "The Response of Affluent  
Consumers to Mail Surveys". Journal of Advertising 
Research. pp. 55 - 58. 
 
Jim 
 
James Bason, PhD 
Director and Assistant Research Scientist 
Survey Research Center 
University of Georgia 
jbason@arches.uga.edu 
706-542-6110 
706-542-4057 FAX 
114 Barrow Hall 
Athens, GA 30602 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Susan Losh" <slosh@garnet.acns.fsu.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 06, 2000 1:59 AM 
Subject: RE: What's the Census selling now? 
 
 
> OK, I admit it, I couldn't resist reading today's article on how to be 
> a millionaire on msn.com. 
> 
> http://moneycentral.msn.com/articles/smartbuy/basics/5236.asp 
> 
> But partway through, here's what caught my eye. How did best-selling 
author 
> Thomas J. Stanley of "The Millionaire Next Door" and now "The 
> Millionaire Mind" find his sample of 1000 to study? 
> 
> Article author Terry Savage says: 
> 
> Now, it could be argued that all the millionaires in Stanley's survey 
> were "old" millionaires -- at least, that they made their millions in 
> the 
older, 
> pre-Internet economy. That's how they showed up on the databases of 
> the 
IRS 
> and Census Bureau, which were the sources for finding his subjects. 



> 
> Forget about resoling your expensive shoes. Does anyone know the real 
story 
> of how Stanley located people to interview (I didn't read the book) or 
> can 
I 
> really believe the IRS and Census giving/selling this type of 
> sensitive infomation? It cannot be. 
> 
> Susan 
> Susan Carol Losh, PhD. 
> slosh@garnet.fsu.edu 
> 
> visit the site at: http://garnet.acns.fsu.edu/~slosh/Index.htm 
> 
> 850-644-8778 
> Educational Research Office 850-644-4592 
> FAX 850-644-8776 
> 
> PLEASE MAKE A NOTE! 
> 
> I HAVE JUST JOINED THE FACULTY AT: 
> 
> The Department of Educational Research 
> 307L Stone Building 
> Florida State University 
> Tallahassee FL 32306-4453 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 06 Sep 2000 10:15:59 +0000 
From: Nick Panagakis <mkshares@mcs.net> 
Reply-To: mkshares@mcs.net 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 (Macintosh; I; PPC) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: margins of error 
References: <39B62192.667.52986B5E@localhost> 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed;  boundary="------------ 
753D68BF236879A5DF2EAA73" 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. -------------- 
753D68BF236879A5DF2EAA73 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac- 
creator="4D4F5353" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 



I think you should tell your client that political polls seen in the media 
are  
intended for a general audience. There is no room for 
an error table showing not only potential error for the total sample and sub- 
groups within the sample - but for errors associated 
with each estimate; i.e., 50%, 40% and 60%, 30% and 70%, etc. 
 
There is no single error measure which could apply to an entire table of 
data.  
Your technical appendix table of errors is the only 
practical way of showing this. 
 
You may find the attached excel file useful, parts of which I have used to  
explain potential error for: 1) total samples, 2) 
sub-groups and 3) single estimates for a single survey. 
 
Colleen K Porter wrote: 
 
> Okay, so we always try to explain to clients that each number in a 
> table is really just a point estimate, and there is a corresponding 
> range estimate that better represents the "truth." 
> 
> One group of folks wants us to give "the" margin of error at the 
> bottom of each table we generate.  We tried to explain that the margin 
> of error is for each estimate in the table--if we talked to more 
> Blacks than Hispanics, if more people refused to answer a particular 
> item, then there will be different margins of error.  (We generally do 
> an appendix in the technical report that has those 
> numbers.) 
> 
> But this client insisted, saying, "The political polls only have one 
> margin of error in the box for the whole survey, even though they 
> probably talked to different numbers of people for this or that." 
> 
> Are we being too academic?  Any references on how to scientifically 
> come up with that one magic number? 
> 
> Thanks bunches, 
> 
> Colleen 
> 
> Colleen K. Porter 
> Project Coordinator, Florida Health Insurance Study cporter@hp.ufl.edu 
> phone: 352/392-6919, Fax: 352/392-7109 
> UF Department of Health Services Administration 
> Location:  1600 SW SW Archer Road, Rm. G1-009 
> Mailing Address:  P.O. Box 100195, Gainesville, FL 32610-0195 
 
--------------753D68BF236879A5DF2EAA73 
Content-Type: application/x-excel; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac- 
creator="44565052";  name="Sample Error Table.XLS" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64 
Content-Description: Unknown Document 
Content-Disposition: inline; 
 filename="Sample Error Table.XLS" 
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CAArJ7PZMAAAAEYIAAAJAAAAEQAAAFAAAAACAAAA9gcAAAMAAAD+BwAABAAAAAYIAAAFAAAA 
HggAAAYAAAAmCAAAEgAAAC4IAAATAAAANggAAAEAAAA+CAAARwAAAJ4HAAD+////VENJUAeW 
AAAAAADVAUYAEQL/DAD/////AAAAAAAAAAAC7AAAAaAAAAAAAAAAHf////8zMwAbAAAAAAAA 
AAEACgABAAEA1QFGACAAAAAdANQAHQAiACAAAB0AACIANAAAHQAAIgBIAAAdAAAiAFwAAB0A 
ACIAcAAAHQAAIgCEAAAdAAAiAJgAAB0AACIArAAAHQAAIgDAAAAdAAAiANQAAB0AACAADQAA 
AA0BRQAiAAAAXQANACIAAACUAA0AIgAAAMsADQAiAAABAgANACIAAAEFAA0AIgAAAUUADQCh 
ALYABAABAP8AGszMzMzMzAAbzMzMzMzMAAEACgAOAB4A1QFGACAAIAAeACABRQChALYABAD/ 
AAEAoQC2AAQAAQABAKEAtgAEAAEA/wAgADQAHgA0AUUAoQC2AAQA/wABAKEAtgAEAAEAAQCh 
ALYABAABAP8AIABIAB4ASAFFAKEAtgAEAP8AAQChALYABAABAAEAoQC2AAQAAQD/ACAAXAAe 
AFwBRQChALYABAD/AAEAoQC2AAQAAQABAKEAtgAEAAEA/wAgAHAAHgBwAUUAoQC2AAQA/wAB 
AKEAtgAEAAEAAQChALYABAABAP8AIACEAB4AhAFFAKEAtgAEAP8AAQChALYABAABAAEAoQC2 
AAQAAQD/ACAAmAAeAJgBRQChALYABAD/AAEAoQC2AAQAAQABAKEAtgAEAAEA/wAgAKwAHgCs 
AUUAoQC2AAQA/wABAKEAtgAEAAEAAQChALYABAABAP8AIADAAB4AwAFFAKEAtgAEAP8AAQCh 
ALYABAABAAEAoQC2AAQAAQD/ACAA1AAeANQBRQChALYABAD/AAEAoQC2AAQAAQABAKEAtgAE 
AAEA/wAgAA4AXQDUAF0AoQC2AAQA/wABAKEAtgAEAAEAAQChALYABAABAP8AIAAOAJQA1ACU 
AKEAtgAEAP8AAQChALYABAABAAEAoQC2AAQAAQD/ACAADgDLANQAywChALYABAD/pD8IAAMA 
B/8FAAEDAAYAvAQqAAMAAwAGCAMDIABMDMAAH5qZmZmZmck/H5qZmZmZmek/BUwLwAAGQRQA 



BQYAGwADAAcAIAArqRPQRNigPwgAAwAI/wUAAQMABgAGABsAAwAIACAA47TgRV9Bmj8IAAMA 
C/8FAAEDAAYAAQIGAAMACQAgAH4CCgADAAoAHwABADRABgAbAAMACwAgAGvrNX8tY7A/CAAD 
AAz/BQABAwALALwEKgADAAMACw0DAyAATAzAAB+amZmZmZnJPx+amZmZmZnpPwVMC8AABkEU 
AAUGABsAAwAMACAAmKZjzOeBqz8IAAMADf8FAAEDAAsABgAbAAMADQAgAKnyFTb6b6U/CAAE 
AAH/BQABAwALAH4CCgAEAAAAHwABAD5ABgAbAAQAAQAgACS9cADokKQ/CAAEAAL/BQABBAAB 
ALwEKgAEAAQAAQMDAyAATAvAAB8zMzMzMzPTPx9mZmZmZmbmPwVMCsAABkEUAAUGABsABAAC 
ACAAdQw6t8JCoT8IAAQAA/8FAAEEAAEABgAbAAQAAwAgAFJpwGFb55o/CAAEAAb/BQABBAAB 
AAECBgAEAAQAIAB+AgoABAAFAB8AAQA+QAYAGwAEAAYAIABDpboZWP6mPwgABAAH/wUAAQQA 
BgC8BCoABAAEAAYIAwMgAEwLwAAfMzMzMzMz0z8fZmZmZmZm5j8FTArAAAZBFAAFBgAbAAQA 
BwAgANgTmBVTTKM/CAAEAAj/BQABBAAGAAYAGwAEAAgAIADXuK+WTBSePwgABAAL/wUAAQQA 
BgABAgYABAAJACAAfgIKAAQACgAfAAEAPkAGABsABAALACAAaKy8Cy7Gsj8IAAQADP8FAAEE 
AAsAvAQqAAQABAALDQMDIABMC8AAHzMzMzMzM9M/H2ZmZmZmZuY/BUwKwAAGQRQABQYAGwAE 
AAwAIACus/wlhIOvPwgABAAN/wUAAQQACwAGABsABAANACAAKU08mESPqD8IAAUAAf8FAAEE 
AAsAfgIKAAUAAAAfAAEAREAGABsABQABACAARxL56Wv8pT8IAAUAAv8FAAEFAAEAvAQqAAUA 
BQABAwMDIABMCsAAH5qZmZmZmdk/HzMzMzMzM+M/BUwJwAAGQRQABQYAGwAFAAIAIAAOnRWS 
2nOiPwgABQAD/wUAAQUAAQAGABsABQADACAA+cfE8OTCnD8IAAUABv8FAAEFAAEAAQIGAAUA 
BAAgAH4CCgAFAAUAHwABAERABgAbAAUABgAgAB/h0D7ElKg/CAAFAAf/BQABBQAGALwEKgAF 
AAUABggDAyAATArAAB+amZmZmZnZPx8zMzMzMzPjPwVMCcAABkEUAAUGABsABQAHACAA8bxK 
2W2hpD8IAAUACP8FAAEFAAYABgAbAAUACAAgAP51kKj7E6A/CAAFAAv/BQABBQAGAAECBgAF 
AAkAIAB+AgoABQAKAB8AAQBEQAYAGwAFAAsAIABtowG8BRK0PwgABQAM/wUAAQUACwC8BCoA 
BQAFAAsNAwMgAEwKwAAfmpmZmZmZ2T8fMzMzMzMz4z8FTAnAAAZBFAAFBgAbAAUADAAgACqp 
E9BE2LA/CAAFAA3/BQABBQALAAYAGwAFAA0AIADgtOBFX0GqPwgABgAB/wUAAQUACwB+AgoA 
BgAAAB8AAADgPwYAGwAGAAEAIAC571TSe3CmPwgABgAC/wUAAQYAAQC8BCoABgAGAAEDAwMg 
AEwJwAAfAAAAAAAA4D8fAAAAAAAA4D8FTAjAAAZBFAAFBgAbAAYAAgAgAHvbq1lD1aI/CAAG 
AAP/BQABBgABAAYAGwAGAAMAIABNYXX3uFqdPwgABgAG/wUAAQYAAQABAgYABgAEACAAfgIK 
AAYABQAfAAAA4D8GABsABgAGACAASgwCK4cWqT8IAAYACP8FAAEGAAYAvAQqAAYABgAGCAMD 
IABMCcAAHwAAAAAAAOA/HwAAAAAAAOA/BUwIwAAGQRQABQYAGwAGAAcAIAB1kxgEVg6lPwgA 
AgAB/wUAAQYABgAGABsABgAICQgIAAAFBQDuDsoH4QAAAMEAAgAAAL8AAACkAAYAAAAQDwAA 
wAAAAOIAAABcACAADk5pY2sgUGFuYWdha2lzICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICBCAAIAECecAAIA 
DgAWAAIAAQAXABQAEgNTYW1wbGUgRXJyb3IgVGFibGUYACQAIAAAARUAAQABAAAAAAAGO/// 
AAAAAAAAgAUAAAAAMAA9AAANGQACAAAAEgACAAAAEwACAAAAPQASANj/xP+sOiQiOAAAAAAA 
AQBYAkAAAgAAAI0AAgAAACIAAgABAA4AAgABANoAAgAAADEAFQDIAAAA/3+QAQAAAAAAAAZH 
ZW5ldmExABUAyAABAP9/vAIAAAAAAAAGR2VuZXZhMQAVAMgAAgD/f5ABAAAAAAAABkdlbmV2 
YTEAFQDIAAMA/3+8AgAAAAAAAAZHZW5ldmExABUAyAAAAP9/kAEAAAAAAAAGR2VuZXZhMQAW 
AMgAAAD/f5ABAAAAAAAAB0Jvb2ttYW4xABYAGAEAAP9/kAEAAAAAAAAHQm9va21hbjEAFgDI 
AAQA/3+QAQAAAQAAAAdCb29rbWFuMQAVAMgABAD/f5ABAAABAAAABkdlbmV2YTEAFQBoAQAA 
/3+QAQAAAAAAAAZTeW1ib2wxABYA8AAAAP9/kAEAAAAAAAAHQm9va21hbjEAFQAYAQAA/3+Q 
AQAAAAAAAAZHZW5ldmExABUA8AAAAP9/kAEAAAAAAAAGR2VuZXZhMQAWAMgAAQD/f7wCAAAA 
AAAAB0Jvb2ttYW4eBBoABQAXIiQiIywjIzBfKTtcKCIkIiMsIyMwXCkeBB8ABgAcIiQiIywj 
IzBfKTtbUmVkXVwoIiQiIywjIzBcKR4EIAAHAB0iJCIjLCMjMC4wMF8pO1woIiQiIywjIzAu 
MDBcKR4EJQAIACIiJCIjLCMjMC4wMF8pO1tSZWRdXCgiJCIjLCMjMC4wMFwpHgQ1ACoAMl8o 
IiQiKiAjLCMjMF8pO18oIiQiKiBcKCMsIyMwXCk7XygiJCIqICItIl8pO18oQF8pHgQsACkA 
KV8oKiAjLCMjMF8pO18oKiBcKCMsIyMwXCk7XygqICItIl8pO18oQF8pHgQ9ACwAOl8oIiQi 
KiAjLCMjMC4wMF8pO18oIiQiKiBcKCMsIyMwLjAwXCk7XygiJCIqICItIj8/Xyk7XyhAXyke 
BDQAKwAxXygqICMsIyMwLjAwXyk7XygqIFwoIywjIzAuMDBcKTtfKCogIi0iPz9fKTtfKEBf 
KR4EBwCkAAQwLjAlHgQIAKUABTAuMDAw4AAQAAAAAAD1/yAAwCAAAAAAAADgABAAAQAAAPX/ 
IPTAIAAAAAAAAOAAEAABAAAA9f8g9MAgAAAAAAAA4AAQAAIAAAD1/yD0wCAAAAAAAADgABAA 
AgAAAPX/IPTAIAAAAAAAAOAAEAAAAAAA9f8g9MAgAAAAAAAA4AAQAAAAAAD1/yD0wCAAAAAA 
AADgABAAAAAAAPX/IPTAIAAAAAAAAOAAEAAAAAAA9f8g9MAgAAAAAAAA4AAQAAAAAAD1/yD0 
wCAAAAAAAADgABAAAAAAAPX/IPTAIAAAAAAAAOAAEAAAAAAA9f8g9MAgAAAAAAAA4AAQAAAA 
AAD1/yD0wCAAAAAAAADgABAAAAAAAPX/IPTAIAAAAAAAAOAAEAAAAAAA9f8g9MAgAAAAAAAA 
4AAQAAAAAAABACAAwCAAAAAAAADgABAABQAoAPX/IPjAIAAAAAAAAOAAEAAFACYA9f8g+MAg 
AAAAAAAA4AAQAAUACAD1/yD4wCAAAAAAAADgABAABQAGAPX/IPjAIAAAAAAAAOAAEAAFAAkA 
9f8g+MAgAAAAAAAA4AAQAAYAAAABACAIwCAAAAAAAADgABAABwAAAAEAIAjAIAAAAAAAAOAA 
EAAHAAAAAQAgKMAgQIAAAAAA4AAQAAgAAAABACMYwCAAAAAAAADgABAACQAAAAEAIxjAIAAA 
AAAAAOAAEAAKAAAAAQAgCMAgAAAAAAAA4AAQAAsAAQABACAMwCAAAAAAAADgABAACwClAAEA 
IAzAIAAAAAAAAOAAEAALAAkAAQAgDMAgAAAAAAAA4AAQAAsApAABACAMwCAAAAAAAADgABAA 



BgAJAAEAIAzAIAAAAAAAAOAAEAAGAKQAAQAgDMAgAAAAAAAA4AAQAAUAAAABACAIwCAAAAAA 
AADgABAADAAAAAEAIAjAIAAAAAAAAOAAEAAHAAAAAQAgKMAgAAAAAAAA4AAQAA0AAAABACAI 
wCAAAAAAAADgABAACwAAAAEAIAjAIAAAAAAAAOAAEAAOAKQAAQAgDMAgAAAAAAAAkwIEABCA 
A/+TAgQAEZAG/5MCBAASkAT/kwIEABOQB/+TAgQAAJAA/5MCBAAUgAX/hQAZAC8HAAAAABJT 
YW1wbGUgRXJyb3IgVGFibGUKAAAACQgIAAAFEADuDsoHCwIUAAAAAAAAAEAAjQgAANE2AAC5 
ZAAADQACAAEADAACAGQADwACAAEAEQACAAAAEAAIAPyp8dJNYlA/XwACAAEAKgACAAAAKwAC 
AAAAggACAAEAgAAIAAAAAAAAAAAAJQIEAAAAGAGMAAQAAQABAIEAAgDBBBQAAAAVAAAAgwAC 
AAAAhAACAAAAJgAIAAAAAAAAAOA/JwAIAAAAAAAAAAAAKAAIAI/C9Shcj/Y/TQB6AAEAAAMA 
AAEsASwAAAAACPwL4P+D/34JeQxiA2UFKAP8AAIAAAEsASwAAAAACPwL4AABAAAAZAAAAAEA 
AQEBAAAAAScPAAEAAQFvwMoAAAAAAAAAAAAKABkBkAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAoQAiAAEAZAABAAEAAQAAAPz//P8AAAAAAADgPwAAAAAAAOA/AQBVAAIACgB9 
AAwAAAAAACQJFQAAAAAAfQAMAAEAAwDbBxUAAAAAAH0ADAAEAAQAbQAVAAAAAAB9AAwABQAF 
ACQJFQAAAAAAfQAMAAYABwDbBxUAAAAAAH0ADAAIAAgA2wcPAAAAAAB9AAwACQAJAG0ADwAA 
AAAAfQAMAAoACgAkCQ8AAAAAAH0ADAALAA0A2wcPAAAAAAAAAgoAAABAAAAADgAAAAgCEAAA 
AAAADgB8AQAAAAjAASIACAIQAAEAAAAOAJABAADIusABGQAIAhAAAgAAAA4AkAEAAJBswAEh 
AAgCEAADAAAADgCQAQAAAADAASEACAIQAAQAAAAOAJABAAAACMABIQAIAhAABQAAAA4AkAEA 
AJzlwAEhAAgCEAAGAAAADgCQAQAAmAPAASHACAIQAAcAAAAOAJABAABgBMABIQAIAhAACAAA 
AA4AkAEAAAAAwAEhAAgCEAAJAAAADgCQAQAAEiDAASEACAIQAAoAAAAOAJABAAAAAMABIQAI 
AhAACwAAAA4AkAEAABIgwAEhAAgCEAAMAAAADgCQAQAA27bAASTACAIQAA0AAAAOAEABAAAM 
AIABJAAIAhAADgAAAA4AGAECAAAAAAHghggCEAAPAAAADgB8AQIAAAAAAQcACAIQABAAAAAO 
AFQBAAAKAEABDAAIAhAAEQAAAA4AVAEAAAAAQAEHAAgCEAASAAAADgBUAQAACgBAAQwACAIQ 
ABMAAAAOAFQBAAAEUEABuIYIAhAAFAAAAA4AVAEAABQEQAG2wwgCEAAVAAAADgBUAQAAAABA 
ARIACAIQABYAAAAOAFQBAAAADEABCAsIAhAAFwAAAA4AVAEAAM6SQAGhAAgCEAAYAAAADgBU 
AQAAegBAAXMCCAIQABkAAAAOAFQBAABnAkABDAAIAhAAGgAAAA4AVAEAAAEAQAEAAAgCEAAb 
AAAADgBUAQAAKQBAAUAACAIQABwAAAAOABgBAACUBAABtsMIAhAAHQAAAA4AGAEAADwFAAF3 
AggCEAAeAAAADgAYAQIACgAAAQEACAIQAB8AAAAOAHwBAgAAAAABKQABAgYAAAAAABYABAIb 
AAAAAQAXABMAU2FtcGxlIEVycm9yLCBuPTUwML4ADgAAAAIAFwAXACMAFgAFAAQCGwAAAAYA 
FwATAFNhbXBsZSBFcnJvciwgbj00MDC+AA4AAAAHABcAFwAjABYACgAEAhsAAAALABcAEwBT 
YW1wbGUgRXJyb3IsIG49MTUwvgAKAAAADAAXABcADQAEAhMAAQAAABgACwBPYnNlcnZhdGlv 
bgQCEQABAAEAGAAJADk1JSBDb25mLgQCEQABAAIAGAAJADkwJSBDb25mLgQCEQABAAMAGAAJ 
ADgwJSBDb25mLgECBgABAAQAGAAEAhMAAQAFABgACwBPYnNlcnZhdGlvbgQCEQABAAYAGAAJ 
ADk1JSBDb25mLgQCEQABAAcAGAAJADkwJSBDb25mLgQCEQABAAgAGAAJADgwJSBDb25mLgEC 
BgABAAkAGAAEAhMAAQAKABgACwBPYnNlcnZhdGlvbgQCEQABAAsAGAAJADk1JSBDb25mLgQC 
EQABAAwAGAAJADkwJSBDb25mLgQCEQABAA0AGAAJADgwJSBDb25mLn4CCgACAAAAHwABACRA 
BgAbAAIAAQAgAN1SzGJh7Zo/CAACAAL/BQABAgABALwEKgACAAIAAQMDAyAATA3AAB+amZmZ 
mZm5Px/NzMzMzMzsPwVMDMAABkEUAAUGABsAAgACACAA+qA0BYSZlj8IAAIAA/8FAAECAAEA 
BgAbAAIAAwAgAJRtRmHVnJE/CAACAAb/BQABAgABAAECBgACAAQAIAB+AgoAAgAFAB8AAQAk 
QAYAGwACAAYAIAAldQKaCBuePwgAAgAH/wUAAQIABgC8BCoAAgACAAYIAwMgAEwNwAAfmpmZ 
mZmZuT8fzczMzMzM7D8FTAzAAAZBFAAFBgAbAAIABwAgAL99HThnRJk/CAACAAj/BQABAgAG 
AAYAGwACAAgAIACph2h0B7GTPwgAAgAL/wUAAQIABgABAgYAAgAJACAAfgIKAAIACgAfAAEA 
JEAGABsAAgALACAAIOHQPsSUqD8IAAIADP8FAAECAAsAvAQqAAIAAgALDQMDIABMDcAAH5qZ 
mZmZmbk/H83MzMzMzOw/BUwMwAAGQRQABQYAGwACAAwAIADyvErZbaGkPwgAAgAN/wUAAQIA 
CwAGABsAAgANACAA/nWQqPsToD8IAAMAAf8FAAECAAsAfgIKAAMAAAAfAAEANEAGABsAAwAB 
ACAAlIzdQZbzoT8IAAMAAv8FAAEDAAEAvAQqAAMAAwABAwMDIABMDMAAH5qZmZmZmck/H5qZ 
mZmZmek/BUwLwAAGQRQABQYAGwADAAIAIAD5K0ZcBSKePwgAAwAD/wUAAQMAAQAGABsAAwAD 
ACAAceddLMd7lz8IAAMABv8FAAEDAAEAAQIGAAMABAAgAH4CCgADAAUAHwABADRABgAbAAMA 
BgAgAG+jAbwFEgAgAA1xrIvbaKA/CAAGAAv/BQABBgAGAAECBgAGAAkAIAB+AgoABgAKAB8A 
AADgPwYAGwAGAAsAIABFZgPf+Hu0PwgABgAM/wUAAQYACwC8BCoABgAGAAsNAwMgAEwJwAAf 
AAAAAAAA4D8fAAAAAAAA4D8FTAjAAAZBFAAFBgAbAAYADAAgAB9Ivt8wMbE/CAAGAA3/BQAB 
BgALAAYAGwAGAA0AIABTb5vD+MuqPwgABwAB/wUAAQYACwB+AgoABwAAAB8AAQBOQAYANgAH 
AAEAIABHEvnpa/ylPwAABwAC/yAARA/AAR+amZmZmZnZPx8zMzMzMzPjPwVEDsABBkEUAAUG 
ABsABwACACAADp0Vktpzoj8IAAcAA/8FAAEHAAIAvAQqAAcABwACAwMCIABMCMAAHzMzMzMz 
M+M/H5qZmZmZmdk/BUwHwAAGQRQABQYAGwAHAAMAIAD5x8Tw5MKcPwgABwAG/wUAAQcAAgAB 
AgYABwAEACAAfgIKAAcABQAfAAEATkAGADYABwAGACAAH+HQPsSUqD8AAAcAB/8gAEQPwAYf 
mpmZmZmZ2T8fMzMzMzMz4z8FRA7ABgZBFAAFBgAbAAcABwAgAPG8StltoaQ/CAAHAAj/BQAB 
BwAHALwEKgAHAAcABwgDAiAATAjAAB8zMzMzMzPjPx+amZmZmZnZPwVMB8AABkEUAAUGABsA 
BwAIACAA/nWQqPsToD8IAAcAC/8FAAEHAAcAAQIGAAcACQAgAH4CCgAHAAoAHwABAE5ABgA2 



AAcACwAgAG2jAbwFErQ/AAAHAAz/IABED8ALH5qZmZmZmdk/HzMzMzMzM+M/BUQOwAsGQRQA 
BQYAGwAHAAwAIAAqqRPQRNiwPwgABwAN/wUAAQcADAC8BCoABwAHAAwNAwIgAEwIwAAfMzMz 
MzMz4z8fmpmZmZmZ2T8FTAfAAAZBFAAFBgAbAAcADQAgAOC04EVfQao/CAAIAAH/BQABBwAM 
AH4CCgAIAAAAHwABgFFABgAbAAgAAQAgACS9cADokKQ/CAAIAAL/BQABCAABALwEKgAIAAgA 
AQMDAyAATAfAAB8zMzMzMzPTPx9mZmZmZmbmPwVMBsAABkEUAAUGABsACAACACAAdQw6t8JC 
oT8IAAgAA/8FAAEIAAEABgAbAAgAAwAgAFJpwGFb55o/CAAIAAb/BQABCAABAAECBgAIAAQA 
IAB+AgoACAAFAB8AAYBRQAYAGwAIAAYAIABDpboZWP6mPwgACAAH/wUAAQgABgC8BCoACAAI 
AAYIAwMgAEwHwAAfMzMzMzMz0z8fZmZmZmZm5j8FTAbAAAZBFAAFBgAbAAgABwAgANgTmBVT 
TKM/CAAIAAj/BQABCAAGAAYAGwAIAAgAIADXuK+WTBSePwgACAAL/wUAAQgABgABAgYACAAJ 
ACAAfgIKAAgACgAfAAGAUUAGABsACAALACAAaKy8Cy7Gsj8IAAgADP8FAAEIAAsAvAQqAAgA 
CAALDQMDIABMB8AAHzMzMzMzM9M/H2ZmZmZmZuY/BUwGwAAGQRQABQYAGwAIAAwAIACus/wl 
hIOvPwgACAAN/wUAAQgACwAGABsACAANACAAKU08mESPqD8IAAkAAf8FAAEIAAsAfgIKAAkA 
AAAfAAEAVEAGABsACQABACAAlIzdQZbzoT8IAAkAAv8FAAEJAAEAvAQqAAkACQABAwMDIABM 
BsAAH5qZmZmZmek/H5qZmZmZmck/BUwFwAAGQRQABQYAGwAJAAIAIAD5K0ZcBSKePwgACQAD 
/wUAAQkAAQAGABsACQADACAAceddLMd7lz8IAAkABv8FAAEJAAEAAQIGAAkABAAgAH4CCgAJ 
AAUAHwABAFRABgAbAAkABgAgAG+jAbwFEqQ/CAAJAAf/BQABCQAGALwEKgAJAAkABggDAyAA 
TAbAAB+amZmZmZnpPx+amZmZmZnJPwVMBcAABkEUAAUGABsACQAHACAAK6kT0ETYoD8IAAkA 
CP8FAAEJAAYABgAbAAkACAAgAOO04EVfQZo/CAAJAAv/BQABCQAGAAECBgAJAAkAIAB+AgoA 
CQAKAB8AAQBUQAYAGwAJAAsAIABr6zV/LWOwPwgACQAM/wUAAQkACwC8BCoACQAJAAsNAwMg 
AEwGwAAfmpmZmZmZ6T8fmpmZmZmZyT8FTAXAAAZBFAAFBgAbAAkADAAgAJimY8zngas/CAAJ 
AA3/BQABCQALAAYAGwAJAA0AIACp8hU2+m+lPwgACgAB/wUAAQkACwB+AgoACgAAAB8AAYBW 
QAYAGwAKAAEAIADdUsxiYe2aPwgACgAC/wUAAQoAAQC8BCoACgAKAAEDAwMgAEwFwAAfmpmZ 
mZmZuT8fzczMzMzM7D8FTATAAAZBFAAFBgAbAAoAAgAgAPqgNAWEmZY/CAAKAAP/BQABCgAB 
AAYAGwAKAAMAIACUbUZh1ZyRPwgACgAG/wUAAQoAAQABAgYACgAEACAAfgIKAAoABQAfAAGA 
VkAGABsACgAGACAAJXUCmggbnj8IAAoAB/8FAAEKAAYAvAQqAAoACgAGCAMDIABMBcAAH5qZ 
mZmZmbk/H83MzMzMzOw/BUwEwAAGQRQABQYAGwAKAAcAIAC/fR04Z0SZPwgACgAI/wUAAQoA 
BgAGABsACgAIACAAqYdodAexkz8IAAoAC/8FAAEKAAYAAQIGAAoACQAgAH4CCgAKAAoAHwAB 
gFZABgAbAAoACwAgACDh0D7ElKg/CAAKAAz/BQABCgALALwEKgAKAAoACw0DAyAATAXAAB+a 
mZmZmZm5Px/NzMzMzMzsPwVMBMAABkEUAAUGABsACgAMACAA8rxK2W2hpD8IAAoADf8FAAEK 
AAsABgAbAAoADQAgAP51kKj7E6A/CAASAAH/BQABCgALAL4AIgALAAAAHwAgACAAIAAgAB8A 
IAAgACAAIAAfACAAIAAgAA0ABAJ5AAwAAAAdAHEARXhhbXBsZTogSW4gYSBzYW1wbGUgb2Yg 
NTAwLCB3ZSBhcmUgOTUlIGNlcnRhaW4gdGhhdCBhIHN1cnZleSBzdGF0aXN0aWMgb2YgNzAl 
IHdpbGwgYmUgd2l0aGluICsvLSA0LjAlIG9mIGEgaHlwby2+ACAADAABAB4AHgAeAB4AHQAe 
AB4AHgAeAB0AHgAeAB4ADQABAgYADQAAACUABAJrAA0AAQAlAGMAdGhldGljYWwgc3VydmV5 
IG9mIGFsbCBtZW1iZXJzIG9mIHRoZSBwb3B1bGF0aW9uIHNhbXBsZWQsIDkwJSBjb25maWRl 
bnQgb2YgY29taW5nIHdpdGhpbiAzLjQlLCBldGMuvgAeAA0AAgAlACUAJQAlACUAJQAlACUA 
JQAlACUAJQANAAQCEAAOAAAAFQAIAFNhbXBsZSBOvQAYAA4AAQAbAABAf0AbAABAf0AbAABA 
f0ADAAECBgAOAAQAGwAEAhAADgAFABUACABTYW1wbGUgTr0AGAAOAAYAGwAAAHlAGwAAAHlA 
GwAAAHlACAABAgYADgAJABsABAIQAA4ACgAVAAgAU2FtcGxlIE69ABgADgALABsAAMBiQBsA 
AMBiQBsAAMBiQA0ABAIJAA8AAAAaAAEAc70AEgAPAAEAHAABgGhAHAABkGRAAgADAg4ADwAD 
ABwAUI2XbhKD9D8BAgYADwAEABwABAIJAA8ABQAaAAEAc70AEgAPAAYAHAABgGhAHAABkGRA 
BwADAg4ADwAIABwAUI2XbhKD9D8BAgYADwAJABwABAIJAA8ACgAaAAEAc70AEgAPAAsAHAAB 
gGhAHAABkGRADAADAg4ADwANABwAUI2XbhKD9D8BAgYAEAAAABYABAIbABAAAQAXABMAU2Ft 
cGxlIEVycm9yLCBuPTQ5ML4ADgAQAAIAFwAXACMAFgAFAAQCGwAQAAYAFwATAFNhbXBsZSBF 
cnJvciwgbj0xNTC+AA4AEAAHABcAFwAjABYACgAEAhsAEAALABcAEwBTYW1wbGUgRXJyb3Is 
IG49MTIwvgAKABAADAAXABcADQAEAhMAEQAAABgACwBPYnNlcnZhdGlvbgQCEQARAAEAGAAJ 
ADk1JSBDb25mLgQCEQARAAIAGAAJADkwJSBDb25mLgQCEQARAAMAGAAJADgwJSBDb25mLgEC 
BgARAAQAGAAEAhMAEQAFABgACwBPYnNlcnZhdGlvbgQCEQARAAYAGAAJADk1JSBDb25mLgQC 
EQARAAcAGAAJADkwJSBDb25mLgQCEQARAAgAGAAJADgwJSBDb25mLgECBgARAAkAGAAEAhMA 
EQAKABgACwBPYnNlcnZhdGlvbgQCEQARAAsAGAAJADk1JSBDb25mLgQCEQARAAwAGAAJADkw 
JSBDb25mLgQCEQARAA0AGAAJADgwJSBDb25mLn4CCgASAAAAHwABACRABgAbABIAAQAgAFq+ 
z6JdM5s/CAASAAL/BQABEgABALwEKgASABIAAQMDAyAATA3AAB+amZmZmZm5Px/NzMzMzMzs 
PwVMDMAABkEUAAUGABsAEgACACAAVaSA30DUlj8IABIAA/8FAAESAAEABgAbABIAAwAgAD7Z 
7xGcypE/CAASAAb/BQABEgABAAECBgASAAQAIAB+AgoAEgAFAB8AAQAkQAYAGwASAAYAIAAg 
4dA+xJSoPwgAEgAH/wUAARIABgC8BCoAEgASAAYIAwMgAEwNwAAfmpmZmZmZuT8fzczMzMzM 
7D8FTAzAAAZBFAAFBgAbABIABwAgAPK8StltoaQ/CAASAAj/BQABEgAGAAYAGwASAAgAIAD+ 
dZCo+xOgPwgAEgAL/wUAARIABgABAgYAEgAJACAAfgIKABIACgAfAAEAJEAGABsAEgALACAA 



2FZ35IZ7qz8IABIADP8FAAESAAsAvAQqABIAEgALDQMDIABMDcAAH5qZmZmZmbk/H83MzMzM 
zOw/BUwMwAAGQRQABQYAGwASAAwAIABRBJs20RCnPwgAEgAN/wUAARIACwAGABsAEgANACAA 
/Px6Fs/5oT8IABMAAf8FAAESAAsAfgIKABMAAAAfAAEANEAGABsAEwABACAA536KbD4ioj8I 
ABMAAv8FAAETAAEAvAQqABMAEwABAwMDIABMDMAAH5qZmZmZmck/H5qZmZmZmek/BUwLwAAG 
QRQABQYAGwATAAIAIAByMFZ/VnCePwgAEwAD/wUAARMAAQAGABsAEwADACAA/XbqF9C4lz8I 
ABMABv8FAAETAAEAAQIGABMABAAgAH4CCgATAAUAHwABADRABgAbABMABgAgAGvrNX8tY7A/ 
CAATAAf/BQABEwAGALwEKgATABMABggDAyAATAzAAB+amZmZmZnJPx+amZmZmZnpPwVMC8AA 
BkEUAAUGABsAEwAHACAAmKZjzOeBqz8IABMACP8FAAETAAYABgAbABMACAAgAKnyFTb6b6U/ 
CAATAAv/BQABEwAGAAECBgATAAkAIAB+AgoAEwAKAB8AAQA0QAYAGwATAAsAIACR5KTtWVKy 
PwgAEwAM/wUAARMACwC8BCoAEwATAAsNAwMgAEwMwAAfmpmZmZmZyT8fmpmZmZmZ6T8FTAvA 
AAZBFAAFBgAbABMADAAgABhbefMWwa4/CAATAA3/BQABEwALAAYAGwATAA0AIAD7+6PIvven 
PwgAFAAB/wUAARMACwB+AgoAFAAAAB8AAQA+QAYAGwAUAAEAIAB7ioPDW8akPwgAFAAC/wUA 
ARQAAQC8BCoAFAAUAAEDAwMgAEwLwAAfMzMzMzMz0z8fZmZmZmZm5j8FTArAAAZBFAAFBgAb 
ABQAAgAgAF4dPE2fb6E/CAAUAAP/BQABFAABAAYAGwAUAAMAIAD0XgT6Ry2bPwgAFAAG/wUA 
ARQAAQABAgYAFAAEACAAfgIKABQABQAfAAEAPkAGABsAFAAGACAAaKy8Cy7Gsj8IABQAB/8F 
AAEUAAYAvAQqABQAFAAGCAMDIABMC8AAHzMzMzMzM9M/H2ZmZmZmZuY/BUwKwAAGQRQABQYA 
GwAUAAcAIACus/wlhIOvPwgAFAAI/wUAARQABgAGABsAFAAIACAAKU08mESPqD8IABQAC/8F 
AAEUAAYAAQIGABQACQAgAH4CCgAUAAoAHwABAD5ABgAbABQACwAgAL6eR/J4/bQ/CAAUAAz/ 
BQABFAALALwEKgAUABQACw0DAyAATAvAAB8zMzMzMzPTPx9mZmZmZmbmPwVMCsAABkEUAAUG 
ABsAFAAMACAA8tLp7+CdsT8IABQADf8FAAEUAAsABgAbABQADQAgAOY9Uxdhdas/CAAVAAH/ 
BQABFAALAH4CCgAVAAAAHwABAERABgAbABUAAQAgAJrEiniQNaY/CAAVAAL/BQABFQABALwE 
KgAVABUAAQMDAyAATArAAB+amZmZmZnZPx8zMzMzMzPjPwVMCcAABkEUAAUGABsAFQACACAA 
b8AGHNCjoj8IABUAA/8FAAEVAAEABgAbABUAAwAgADwCNXulDZ0/CAAVAAb/BQABFQABAAEC 
BgAVAAQAIAB+AgoAFQAFAB8AAQBEQAYAGwAVAAYAIABtowG8BRK0PwgAFQAH/wUAARUABgC8 
BCoAFQAVAAYIAwMgAEwKwAAfmpmZmZmZ2T8fMzMzMzMz4z8FTAnAAAZBFAAFBgAbABUABwAg 
ACqpE9BE2LA/CAAVAAj/BQABFQAGAAYAGwAVAAgAIADgtOBFX0GqPwgAFQAL/wUAARUABgAB 
AgYAFQAJACAAfgIKABUACgAfAAEAREAGABsAFQALACAAue9U0ntwtj8IABUADP8FAAEVAAsA 
vAQqABUAFQALDQMDIABMCsAAH5qZmZmZmdk/HzMzMzMzM+M/BUwJwAAGQRQABQYAGwAVAAwA 
IAB726tZQ9WyPwgAFQAN/wUAARUACwAGABsAFQANACAATWF197harT8IABYAAf8FAAEVAAsA 
fgIKABYAAAAfAAAA4D8GABsAFgABACAAnx6tB86qpj8IABYAAv8FAAEWAAEAvAQqABYAFgAB 
AwMDIABMCcAAHwAAAAAAAOA/HwAAAAAAAOA/BUwIwAAGQRQABQYAGwAWAAIAIABG3pUPNgaj 
PwgAFgAD/wUAARYAAQAGABsAFgADACAAuxTlHQSnnT8IABYABv8FAAEWAAEAAQIGABYABAAg 
AH4CCgAWAAUAHwAAAOA/BgAbABYABgAgAEVmA9/4e7Q/CAAWAAf/BQABFgAGALwEKgAWABYA 
BggDAyAATAnAAB8AAAAAAADgPx8AAAAAAADgPwVMCMAABkEUAAUGABsAFgAHACAAH0i+3zAx 
sT8IABYACP8FAAEWAAYABgAbABYACAAgAFNvm8P4y6o/CAAWAAv/BQABFgAGAAECBgAWAAkA 
IAB+AgoAFgAKAB8AAADgPwYAGwAWAAsAIAC0HQ5p8Oa2PwgAFgAM/wUAARYACwC8BCoAFgAW 
AAsNAwMgAEwJwAAfAAAAAAAA4D8fAAAAAAAA4D8FTAjAAAZBFAAFBgAbABYADAAgAO7YK1iu 
OLM/CAAWAA3/BQABFgALAAYAGwAWAA0AIAD4+sx6rvWtPwgAFwAB/wUAARYACwB+AgoAFwAA 
AB8AAQBOQAYANgAXAAEAIACaxIp4kDWmPwAAFwAC/yAARB/AAR+amZmZmZnZPx8zMzMzMzPj 
PwVEHsABBkEUAAUGABsAFwACACAAb8AGHNCjoj8IABcAA/8FAAEXAAIAvAQqABcAFwACAwMC 
IABMCMAAHzMzMzMzM+M/H5qZmZmZmdk/BUwHwAAGQRQABQYAGwAXAAMAIAA8AjV7pQ2dPwgA 
FwAG/wUAARcAAgABAgYAFwAEACAAfgIKABcABQAfAAEATkAGADYAFwAGACAAbaMBvAUStD8A 
ABcAB/8gAEQfwAYfmpmZmZmZ2T8fMzMzMzMz4z8FRB7ABgZBFAAFBgAbABcABwAgACqpE9BE 
2LA/CAAXAAj/BQABFwAHALwEKgAXABcABwgDAiAATAjAAB8zMzMzMzPjPx+amZmZmZnZPwVM 
B8AABkEUAAUGABsAFwAIACAA4LTgRV9Bqj8IABcAC/8FAAEXAAcAAQIGABcACQAgAH4CCgAX 
AAoAHwABAE5ABgA2ABcACwAgALnvVNJ7cLY/AAAXAAz/IABEH8ALH5qZmZmZmdk/HzMzMzMz 
M+M/BUQewAsGQRQABQYAGwAXAAwAIAB726tZQ9WyPwgAFwAN/wUAARcADAC8BCoAFwAXAAwN 
AwIgAEwIwAAfMzMzMzMz4z8fmpmZmZmZ2T8FTAfAAAZBFAAFBgAbABcADQAgAE1hdfe4Wq0/ 
CAAYAAH/BQABFwAMAH4CCgAYAAAAHwABgFFABgAbABgAAQAgAHuKg8NbxqQ/CAAYAAL/BQAB 
GAABALwEKgAYABgAAQMDAyAATAfAAB8zMzMzMzPTPx9mZmZmZmbmPwVMBsAABkEUAAUGABsA 
GAACACAAXh08TZ9voT8IABgAA/8FAAEYAAEABgAbABgAAwAgAPReBPpHLZs/CAAYAAb/BQAB 
GAABAAECBgAYAAQAIAB+AgoAGAAFAB8AAYBRQAYAGwAYAAYAIABorLwLLsayPwgAGAAH/wUA 
ARgABgC8BCoAGAAYAAYIAwMgAEwHwAAfMzMzMzMz0z8fZmZmZmZm5j8FTAbAAAZBFAAFBgAb 
ABgABwAgAK6z/CWEg68/CAAYAAj/BQABGAAGAAYAGwAYAAgAIAApTTyYRI+oPwgAGAAL/wUA 
ARgABgABAgYAGAAJACAAfgIKABgACgAfAAGAUUAGABsAGAALACAAvp5H8nj9tD8IABgADP8F 
AAEYAAsAvAQqABgAGAALDQMDIABMB8AAHzMzMzMzM9M/H2ZmZmZmZuY/BUwGwAAGQRQABQYA 
GwAYAAwAIADy0unv4J2xPwgAGAAN/wUAARgACwAGABsAGAANACAA5j1TF2F1qz8IABkAAf8F 



AAEYAAsAfgIKABkAAAAfAAEAVEAGABsAGQABACAA536KbD4ioj8IABkAAv8FAAEZAAEAvAQq 
ABkAGQABAwMDIABMBsAAH5qZmZmZmek/H5qZmZmZmck/BUwFwAAGQRQABQYAGwAZAAIAIABy 
MFZ/VnCePwgAGQAD/wUAARkAAQAGABsAGQADACAA/XbqF9C4lz8IABkABv8FAAEZAAEAAQIG 
ABkABAAgAH4CCgAZAAUAHwABAFRABgAbABkABgAgAGvrNX8tY7A/CAAZAAf/BQABGQAGALwE 
KgAZABkABggDAyAATAbAAB+amZmZmZnpPx+amZmZmZnJPwVMBcAABkEUAAUGABsAGQAHACAA 
mKZjzOeBqz8IABkACP8FAAEZAAYABgAbABkACAAgAKnyFTb6b6U/CAAZAAv/BQABGQAGAAEC 
BgAZAAkAIAB+AgoAGQAKAB8AAQBUQAYAGwAZAAsAIACR5KTtWVKyPwgAGQAM/wUAARkACwC8 
BCoAGQAZAAsNAwMgAEwGwAAfmpmZmZmZ6T8fmpmZmZmZyT8FTAXAAAZBFAAFBgAbABkADAAg 
ABhbefMWwa4/CAAZAA3/BQABGQALAAYAGwAZAA0AIAD7+6PIvvenPwgAGgAB/wUAARkACwB+ 
AgoAGgAAAB8AAYBWQAYAGwAaAAEAIABavs+iXTObPwgAGgAC/wUAARoAAQC8BCoAGgAaAAED 
AwMgAEwFwAAfmpmZmZmZuT8fzczMzMzM7D8FTATAAAZBFAAFBgAbABoAAgAgAFWkgN9A1JY/ 
CAAaAAP/BQABGgABAAYAGwAaAAMAIAA+2e8RnMqRPwgAGgAG/wUAARoAAQABAgYAGgAEACAA 
fgIKABoABQAfAAGAVkAGABsAGgAGACAAIOHQPsSUqD8IABoAB/8FAAEaAAYAvAQqABoAGgAG 
CAMDIABMBcAAH5qZmZmZmbk/H83MzMzMzOw/BUwEwAAGQRQABQYAGwAaAAcAIADyvErZbaGk 
PwgAGgAI/wUAARoABgAGABsAGgAIACAA/nWQqPsToD8IABoAC/8FAAEaAAYAAQIGABoACQAg 
AH4CCgAaAAoAHwABgFZABgAbABoACwAgANhWd+SGe6s/CAAaAAz/BQABGgALALwEKgAaABoA 
Cw0DAyAATAXAAB+amZmZmZm5Px/NzMzMzMzsPwVMBMAABkEUAAUGABsAGgAMACAAUQSbNtEQ 
pz8IABoADf8FAAEaAAsABgAbABoADQAgAPz8ehbP+aE/CAAiAAH/BQABGgALAL4AIgAbAAAA 
HwAgACAAIAAgAB8AIAAgACAAIAAfACAAIAAgAA0ABAJ5ABwAAAAdAHEARXhhbXBsZTogSW4g 
YSBzYW1wbGUgb2YgNDkwLCB3ZSBhcmUgOTUlIGNlcnRhaW4gdGhhdCBhIHN1cnZleSBzdGF0 
aXN0aWMgb2YgMzAlIHdpbGwgYmUgd2l0aGluICsvLSA0LjElIG9mIGEgaHlwby2+ACAAHAAB 
AB4AHgAeAB4AHQAeAB4AHgAeAB0AHgAeAB4ADQABAgYAHQAAACUABAJrAB0AAQAlAGMAdGhl 
dGljYWwgc3VydmV5IG9mIGFsbCBtZW1iZXJzIG9mIHRoZSBwb3B1bGF0aW9uIHNhbXBsZWQs 
IDkwJSBjb25maWRlbnQgb2YgY29taW5nIHdpdGhpbiAzLjQlLCBldGMuvgAeAB0AAgAlACUA 
JQAlACUAJQAlACUAJQAlACUAJQANAAQCEAAeAAAAFQAIAFNhbXBsZSBOvQAYAB4AAQAbAACg 
fkAbAACgfkAbAACgfkADAAECBgAeAAQAGwAEAhAAHgAFABUACABTYW1wbGUgTr0AGAAeAAYA 
GwAAwGJAGwAAwGJAGwAAwGJACAABAgYAHgAJABsABAIQAB4ACgAVAAgAU2FtcGxlIE69ABgA 
HgALABsAAABeQBsAAABeQBsAAABeQA0ABAIJAB8AAAAaAAEAc70AEgAfAAEAHAABgGhAHAAB 
kGRAAgADAg4AHwADABwAUI2XbhKD9D8BAgYAHwAEABwABAIJAB8ABQAaAAEAc70AEgAfAAYA 
HAABgGhAHAABkGRABwADAg4AHwAIABwAUI2XbhKD9D8BAgYAHwAJABwABAIJAB8ACgAaAAEA 
c70AEgAfAAsAHAABgGhAHAABkGRADAADAg4AHwANABwAUI2XbhKD9D/XAEQAoC0AAGwCmQAW 
Ad8B3wHfAd8B3wEwAt8B3wHfASYAoQCbAKQAswCZABYB3wHfAd8B3wHfATAC3wHfAd8BJgCh 
AJsApAAIAhAAIAAAAA4AVAEAAAAIQAEiAAgCEAAhAAAADgBUAQAAyLpAARkACAIQACIAAAAO 
AHwBAACQbEABIQAIAhAAIwAAAA4AfAEAAAAAQAEhAAgCEAAkAAAADgB8AQAAAAhAASEACAIQ 
ACUAAAAOAHwBAACc5UABIQAIAhAAJgAAAA4AfAEAAJgDQAEhwAgCEAAnAAAADgB8AQAAYARA 
ASEACAIQACgAAAAOAHwBAAAAAEABIQAIAhAAKQAAAA4AfAEAABIgQAEhAAgCEAAqAAAADgB8 
AQAAAABAASEACAIQACsAAAAOABgBAAASIAABIQAIAhAALAAAAA4AGAEAANu2AAEkwAgCEAAt 
AAAADgAYAQAADAAAASQACAIQAC4AAAAOABgBAgAAAAAB4IYIAhAALwAAAA4AfAECAAAAAAEH 
AAgCEAAwAAAADgBAAQAACgAAAQwACAIQADEAAAAOABgBAAAAAAABBwAIAhAAMgAAAA4AGAEA 
AAoAAAEMAAgCEAAzAAAADgAYAQAABFAAAbiGCAIQADQAAAAOABgBAAAUBAABtsMIAhAANQAA 
AA4AGAEAAAAAAAESAAgCEAA2AAAADgAYAQAAAAwAAQgLCAIQADcAAAAOABgBAADOkgABoQAI 
AhAAOAAAAA4AGAEAAHoAAAFzAggCEAA5AAAADgAYAQAAZwIAAQwACAIQADoAAAAOABgBAAAB 
AAABAAAIAhAAOwAAAA4AGAEAACkAAAFAAAgCEAA8AAAADgAYAQAAlAQAAbbDCAIQAD0AAAAO 
ABgBAAA8BQABdwIIAhAAPgAAAA4AGAECAAoAAAEBAAgCEAA/AAAADgB8AQIAAAAAASkAAQIG 
ACAAAAAWAAQCHAAgAAEAFwAUAFNhbXBsZSBFcnJvciwgbj0xODAwvgAOACAAAgAXABcAIwAW 
AAUABAIbACAABgAXABMAU2FtcGxlIEVycm9yLCBuPTUwML4ADgAgAAcAFwAXACMAFgAKAAQC 
GwAgAAsAFwATAFNhbXBsZSBFcnJvciwgbj0yNzC+AAoAIAAMABcAFwANAAQCEwAhAAAAGAAL 
AE9ic2VydmF0aW9uBAIRACEAAQAYAAkAOTUlIENvbmYuBAIRACEAAgAYAAkAOTAlIENvbmYu 
BAIRACEAAwAYAAkAODAlIENvbmYuAQIGACEABAAYAAQCEwAhAAUAGAALAE9ic2VydmF0aW9u 
BAIRACEABgAYAAkAOTUlIENvbmYuBAIRACEABwAYAAkAOTAlIENvbmYuBAIRACEACAAYAAkA 
ODAlIENvbmYuAQIGACEACQAYAAQCEwAhAAoAGAALAE9ic2VydmF0aW9uBAIRACEACwAYAAkA 
OTUlIENvbmYuBAIRACEADAAYAAkAOTAlIENvbmYuBAIRACEADQAYAAkAODAlIENvbmYufgIK 
ACIAAAAfAAEAJEAGABsAIgABACAASnBlzkJijD8IACIAAv8FAAEiAAEAvAQqACIAIgABAwMD 
IABMDcAAH5qZmZmZmbk/H83MzMzMzOw/BUwMwAAGQRQABQYAGwAiAAIAIAA+/ssReNKHPwgA 
IgAD/wUAASIAAQAGABsAIgADACAAGw1HU7qQgj8IACIABv8FAAEiAAEAAQIGACIABAAgAH4C 
CgAiAAUAHwABACRABgAbACIABgAgAN5SzGJh7Zo/CAAiAAf/BQABIgAGALwEKgAiACIABggD 
AyAATA3AAB+amZmZmZm5Px/NzMzMzMzsPwVMDMAABkEUAAUGABsAIgAHACAA+6A0BYSZlj8I 



ACIACP8FAAEiAAYABgAbACIACAAgAJVtRmHVnJE/CAAiAAv/BQABIgAGAAECBgAiAAkAIAB+ 
AgoAIgAKAB8AAQAkQAYAGwAiAAsAIACR5KTtWVKiPwgAIgAM/wUAASIACwC8BCoAIgAiAAsN 
AwMgAEwNwAAfmpmZmZmZuT8fzczMzMzM7D8FTAzAAAZBFAAFBgAbACIADAAgABhbefMWwZ4/ 
CAAiAA3/BQABIgALAAYAGwAiAA0AIAD7+6PIvveXPwgAIwAB/wUAASIACwB+AgoAIwAAAB8A 
AQA0QAYAGwAjAAEAIACH9ZiJLOySPwgAIwAC/wUAASMAAQC8BCoAIwAjAAEDAwMgAEwMwAAf 
mpmZmZmZyT8fmpmZmZmZ6T8FTAvAAAZBFAAFBgAbACMAAgAgAP5SZcJKw48/CAAjAAP/BQAB 
IwABAAYAGwAjAAMAIADOZglv+MCIPwgAIwAG/wUAASMAAQABAgYAIwAEACAAfgIKACMABQAf 
AAEANEAGABsAIwAGACAAlIzdQZbzoT8IACMAB/8FAAEjAAYAvAQqACMAIwAGCAMDIABMDMAA 
H5qZmZmZmck/H5qZmZmZmek/BUwLwAAGQRQABQYAGwAjAAcAIAD5K0ZcBSKePwgAIwAI/wUA 
ASMABgAGABsAIwAIACAAceddLMd7lz8IACMAC/8FAAEjAAYAAQIGACMACQAgAH4CCgAjAAoA 
HwABADRABgAbACMACwAgAGvb2zzNbag/CAAjAAz/BQABIwALALwEKgAjACMACw0DAyAATAzA 
AB+amZmZmZnJPx+amZmZmZnpPwVMC8AABkEUAAUGABsAIwAMACAAujym97mApD8IACMADf8F 
AAEjAAsABgAbACMADQAgAE6l2mD+9J8/CAAkAAH/BQABIwALAH4CCgAkAAAAHwABAD5ABgAb 
ACQAAQAgAHh5jc+yrZU/CAAkAAL/BQABJAABALwEKgAkACQAAQMDAyAATAvAAB8zMzMzMzPT 
Px9mZmZmZmbmPwVMCsAABkEUAAUGABsAJAACACAA8gXpW8gxkj8IACQAA/8FAAEkAAEABgAb 
ACQAAwAgAHlDJmTpW4w/CAAkAAb/BQABJAABAAECBgAkAAQAIAB+AgoAJAAFAB8AAQA+QAYA 
GwAkAAYAIAAkvXAA6JCkPwgAJAAH/wUAASQABgC8BCoAJAAkAAYIAwMgAEwLwAAfMzMzMzMz 
0z8fZmZmZmZm5j8FTArAAAZBFAAFBgAbACQABwAgAHUMOrfCQqE/CAAkAAj/BQABJAAGAAYA 
GwAkAAgAIABSacBhW+eaPwgAJAAL/wUAASQABgABAgYAJAAJACAAfgIKACQACgAfAAEAPkAG 
ABsAJAALACAA/SgKQ6H8qz8IACQADP8FAAEkAAsAvAQqACQAJAALDQMDIABMC8AAHzMzMzMz 
M9M/H2ZmZmZmZuY/BUwKwAAGQRQABQYAGwAkAAwAIABDGY3qK32nPwgAJAAN/wUAASQACwAG 
ABsAJAANACAAmX43ukBOoj8IACUAAf8FAAEkAAsAfgIKACUAAAAfAAEAREAGABsAJQABACAA 
nRk+kuAslz8IACUAAv8FAAElAAEAvAQqACUAJQABAwMDIABMCsAAH5qZmZmZmdk/HzMzMzMz 
M+M/BUwJwAAGQRQABQYAGwAlAAIAIADIZwYNYXOTPwgAJQAD/wUAASUAAQAGABsAJQADACAA 
RTOWCyxRjj8IACUABv8FAAElAAEAAQIGACUABAAgAH4CCgAlAAUAHwABAERABgAbACUABgAg 
AEcS+elr/KU/CAAlAAf/BQABJQAGALwEKgAlACUABggDAyAATArAAB+amZmZmZnZPx8zMzMz 
MzPjPwVMCcAABkEUAAUGABsAJQAHACAADp0Vktpzoj8IACUACP8FAAElAAYABgAbACUACAAg 
APnHxPDkwpw/CAAlAAv/BQABJQAGAAECBgAlAAkAIAB+AgoAJQAKAB8AAQBEQAYAGwAlAAsA 
IABM6hvDT+utPwgAJQAM/wUAASUACwC8BCoAJQAlAAsNAwMgAEwKwAAfmpmZmZmZ2T8fMzMz 
MzMz4z8FTAnAAAZBFAAFBgAbACUADAAgAKUk5cxZHKk/CAAlAA3/BQABJQALAAYAGwAlAA0A 
IACJ6/ik0JGjPwgAJgAB/wUAASUACwB+AgoAJgAAAB8AAADgPwYAGwAmAAEAIADnMv+rN6eX 
PwgAJgAC/wUAASYAAQC8BCoAJgAmAAEDAwMgAEwJwAAfAAAAAAAA4D8fAAAAAAAA4D8FTAjA 
AAZBFAAFBgAbACYAAgAgAN5Tf7kO2pM/CAAmAAP/BQABJgABAAYAGwAmAAMAIACBwMuKNvGO 
PwgAJgAG/wUAASYAAQABAgYAJgAEACAAfgIKACYABQAfAAAA4D8GABsAJgAGACAAuu9U0ntw 
pj8IACYAB/8FAAEmAAYAvAQqACYAJgAGCAMDIABMCcAAHwAAAAAAAOA/HwAAAAAAAOA/BUwI 
wAAGQRQABQYAGwAmAAcAIAB826tZQ9WiPwgAJgAI/wUAASYABgAGABsAJgAIACAATmF197ha 
nT8IACYAC/8FAAEmAAYAAQIGACYACQAgAH4CCgAmAAoAHwAAAOA/BgAbACYACwAgAEXSEoxA 
ia4/CAAmAAz/BQABJgALALwEKgAmACYACw0DAyAATAnAAB8AAAAAAADgPx8AAAAAAADgPwVM 
CMAABkEUAAUGABsAJgAMACAA6MuPdeigqT8IACYADf8FAAEmAAsABgAbACYADQAgAFGniPwe 
+aM/CAAnAAH/BQABJgALAH4CCgAnAAAAHwABAE5ABgA2ACcAAQAgAJ0ZPpLgLJc/AAAnAAL/ 
IABEL8ABH5qZmZmZmdk/HzMzMzMzM+M/BUQuwAEGQRQABQYAGwAnAAIAIADIZwYNYXOTPwgA 
JwAD/wUAAScAAgC8BCoAJwAnAAIDAwIgAEwIwAAfMzMzMzMz4z8fmpmZmZmZ2T8FTAfAAAZB 
FAAFBgAbACcAAwAgAEUzlgssUY4/CAAnAAb/BQABJwACAAECBgAnAAQAIAB+AgoAJwAFAB8A 
AQBOQAYANgAnAAYAIABHEvnpa/ylPwAAJwAH/yAARC/ABh+amZmZmZnZPx8zMzMzMzPjPwVE 
LsAGBkEUAAUGABsAJwAHACAADp0Vktpzoj8IACcACP8FAAEnAAcAvAQqACcAJwAHCAMCIABM 
CMAAHzMzMzMzM+M/H5qZmZmZmdk/BUwHwAAGQRQABQYAGwAnAAgAIAD5x8Tw5MKcPwgAJwAL 
/wUAAScABwABAgYAJwAJACAAfgIKACcACgAfAAEATkAGADYAJwALACAATOobw0/rrT8AACcA 
DP8gAEQvwAsfmpmZmZmZ2T8fMzMzMzMz4z8FRC7ACwZBFAAFBgAbACcADAAgAKUk5cxZHKk/ 
CAAnAA3/BQABJwAMALwEKgAnACcADA0DAiAATAjAAB8zMzMzMzPjPx+amZmZmZnZPwVMB8AA 
BkEUAAUGABsAJwANACAAiev4pNCRoz8IACgAAf8FAAEnAAwAfgIKACgAAAAfAAGAUUAGABsA 
KAABACAAeHmNz7KtlT8IACgAAv8FAAEoAAEAvAQqACgAKAABAwMDIABMB8AAHzMzMzMzM9M/ 
H2ZmZmZmZuY/BUwGwAAGQRQABQYAGwAoAAIAIADyBelbyDGSPwgAKAAD/wUAASgAAQAGABsA 
KAADACAAeUMmZOlbjD8IACgABv8FAAEoAAEAAQIGACgABAAgAH4CCgAoAAUAHwABgFFABgAb 
ACgABgAgACS9cADokKQ/CAAoAAf/BQABKAAGALwEKgAoACgABggDAyAATAfAAB8zMzMzMzPT 
Px9mZmZmZmbmPwVMBsAABkEUAAUGABsAKAAHACAAdQw6t8JCoT8IACgACP8FAAEoAAYABgAb 
ACgACAAgAFJpwGFb55o/CAAoAAv/BQABKAAGAAECBgAoAAkAIAB+AgoAKAAKAB8AAYBRQAYA 
GwAoAAsAIAD9KApDofyrPwgAKAAM/wUAASgACwC8BCoAKAAoAAsNAwMgAEwHwAAfMzMzMzMz 



0z8fZmZmZmZm5j8FTAbAAAZBFAAFBgAbACgADAAgAEMZjeorfac/CAAoAA3/BQABKAALAAYA 
GwAoAA0AIACZfje6QE6iPwgAKQAB/wUAASgACwB+AgoAKQAAAB8AAQBUQAYAGwApAAEAIACH 
9ZiJLOySPwgAKQAC/wUAASkAAQC8BCoAKQApAAEDAwMgAEwGwAAfmpmZmZmZ6T8fmpmZmZmZ 
yT8FTAXAAAZBFAAFBgAbACkAAgAgAP5SZcJKw48/CAApAAP/BQABKQABAAYAGwApAAMAIADO 
Zglv+MCIPwgAKQAG/wUAASkAAQABAgYAKQAEACAAfgIKACkABQAfAAEAVEAGABsAKQAGACAA 
lIzdQZbzoT8IACkAB/8FAAEpAAYAvAQqACkAKQAGCAMDIABMBsAAH5qZmZmZmek/H5qZmZmZ 
mck/BUwFwAAGQRQABQYAGwApAAcAIAD5K0ZcBSKePwgAKQAI/wUAASkABgAGABsAKQAIACAA 
ceddLMd7lz8IACkAC/8FAAEpAAYAAQIGACkACQAgAH4CCgApAAoAHwABAFRABgAbACkACwAg 
AGvb2zzNbag/CAApAAz/BQABKQALALwEKgApACkACw0DAyAATAbAAB+amZmZmZnpPx+amZmZ 
mZnJPwVMBcAABkEUAAUGABsAKQAMACAAujym97mApD8IACkADf8FAAEpAAsABgAbACkADQAg 
AE6l2mD+9J8/CAAqAAH/BQABKQALAH4CCgAqAAAAHwABgFZABgAbACoAAQAgAEpwZc5CYow/ 
CAAqAAL/BQABKgABALwEKgAqACoAAQMDAyAATAXAAB+amZmZmZm5Px/NzMzMzMzsPwVMBMAA 
BkEUAAUGABsAKgACACAAPv7LEXjShz8IACoAA/8FAAEqAAEABgAbACoAAwAgABsNR1O6kII/ 
CAAqAAb/BQABKgABAAECBgAqAAQAIAB+AgoAKgAFAB8AAYBWQAYAGwAqAAYAIADeUsxiYe2a 
PwgAKgAH/wUAASoABgC8BCoAKgAqAAYIAwMgAEwFwAAfmpmZmZmZuT8fzczMzMzM7D8FTATA 
AAZBFAAFBgAbACoABwAgAPugNAWEmZY/CAAqAAj/BQABKgAGAAYAGwAqAAgAIACVbUZh1ZyR 
PwgAKgAL/wUAASoABgABAgYAKgAJACAAfgIKACoACgAfAAGAVkAGABsAKgALACAAkeSk7VlS 
oj8IACoADP8FAAEqAAsAvAQqACoAKgALDQMDIABMBcAAH5qZmZmZmbk/H83MzMzMzOw/BUwE 
wAAGQRQABQYAGwAqAAwAIAAYW3nzFsGePwgAKgAN/wUAASoACwAGABsAKgANACAA+/ujyL73 
lz8IAAAq//0FAAEqAAsAvgAiACsAAAAfACAAIAAgACAAHwAgACAAIAAgAB8AIAAgACAADQAE 
AngALAAAAB0AcABFeGFtcGxlOiBJbiBhIHNhbXBsZSBvZiAyNzAsIHdlIGFyZSA5NSUgY2Vy 
dGFpbiB0aGF0IGEgc3VydmV5IHN0YXRpc3RpYyBvZiA1MCUgd2lsbCBiZSB3aXRoaW4gKy8t 
Ni4wJSBvZiBhIGh5cG8tvgAgACwAAQAeAB4AHgAeAB0AHgAeAB4AHgAdAB4AHgAeAA0AAQIG 
AC0AAAAlAAQCawAtAAEAJQBjAHRoZXRpY2FsIHN1cnZleSBvZiBhbGwgbWVtYmVycyBvZiB0 
aGUgcG9wdWxhdGlvbiBzYW1wbGVkLCA5MCUgY29uZmlkZW50IG9mIGNvbWluZyB3aXRoaW4g 
NS4wJSwgZXRjLr4AHgAtAAIAJQAlACUAJQAlACUAJQAlACUAJQAlACUADQAEAhAALgAAABUA 
CABTYW1wbGUgTr0AGAAuAAEAGwAAIJxAGwAAIJxAGwAAIJxAAwABAgYALgAEABsABAIQAC4A 
BQAVAAgAU2FtcGxlIE69ABgALgAGABsAAEB/QBsAAEB/QBsAAEB/QAgAAQIGAC4ACQAbAAQC 
EAAuAAoAFQAIAFNhbXBsZSBOvQAYAC4ACwAbAADgcEAbAADgcEAbAADgcEANAAQCCQAvAAAA 
GgABAHO9ABIALwABABwAAYBoQBwAAZBkQAIAAwIOAC8AAwAcAFCNl24Sg/Q/AQIGAC8ABAAc 
AAQCCQAvAAUAGgABAHO9ABIALwAGABwAAYBoQBwAAZBkQAcAAwIOAC8ACAAcAFCNl24Sg/Q/ 
AQIGAC8ACQAcAAQCCQAvAAoAGgABAHO9ABIALwALABwAAYBoQBwAAZBkQAwAAwIOAC8ADQAc 
AFCNl24Sg/Q/AQIGADAAAAAWAAQCHAAwAAEAFwAUAFNhbXBsZSBFcnJvciwgbj0xMTAwvgAO 
ADAAAgAXABcAIwAWAAUABAIbADAABgAXABMAU2FtcGxlIEVycm9yLCBuPTM1ML4ADgAwAAcA 
FwAXACMAFgAKAAQCGwAwAAsAFwATAFNhbXBsZSBFcnJvciwgbj0yMzC+AAoAMAAMABcAFwAN 
AAQCEwAxAAAAGAALAE9ic2VydmF0aW9uBAIRADEAAQAYAAkAOTUlIENvbmYuBAIRADEAAgAY 
AAkAOTAlIENvbmYuBAIRADEAAwAYAAkAODAlIENvbmYuAQIGADEABAAYAAQCEwAxAAUAGAAL 
AE9ic2VydmF0aW9uBAIRADEABgAYAAkAOTUlIENvbmYuBAIRADEABwAYAAkAOTAlIENvbmYu 
BAIRADEACAAYAAkAODAlIENvbmYuAQIGADEACQAYAAQCEwAxAAoAGAALAE9ic2VydmF0aW9u 
BAIRADEACwAYAAkAOTUlIENvbmYuBAIRADEADAAYAAkAOTAlIENvbmYuBAIRADEADQAYAAkA 
ODAlIENvbmYufgIKADIAAAAfAAEAJEAGABsAMgABACAAYzfkIIQnkj8IAAYAB/8FAAEyAAEA 
vAQqADIAMgABAwMDIABMDcAAH5qZmZmZmbk/H83MzMzMzOw/BUwMwAAGQRQABQYAGwAyAAIA 
IAAepqMSMHmOPwgAMgAB/wUAATIAAQAGABsAMgADACAA0K0turW/hz8IADIAAv8FAAEyAAEA 
AQIGADIABAAgAH4CCgAyAAUAHwABACRABgAbADIABgAgAFi4oS6VF6A/CAAyAAP/BQABMgAG 
ALwEKgAyADIABggDAyAATA3AAB+amZmZmZm5Px/NzMzMzMzsPwVMDMAABkEUAAUGABsAMgAH 
ACAA3VBGjgMDmz8IADIABv8FAAEyAAYABgAbADIACAAgACJCWDkWDZU/CAAyAAf/BQABMgAG 
AAECBgAyAAkAIAB+AgoAMgAKAB8AAQAkQAYAGwAyAAsAIADD8hgS3tmjPwgAMgAI/wUAATIA 
CwC8BCoAMgAyAAsNAwMgAEwNwAAfmpmZmZmZuT8fzczMzMzM7D8FTAzAAAZBFAAFBgAbADIA 
DAAgAL/LC4YjqaA/CAAyAAv/BQABMgALAAYAGwAyAA0AIABu9MqO6feZPwgAMgAM/wUAATIA 
CwB+AgoAMwAAAB8AAQA0QAYAGwAzAAEAIACE9NorsDSYPwgAMgAN/wUAATMAAQC8BCoAMwAz 
AAEDAwMgAEwMwAAfmpmZmZmZyT8fmpmZmZmZ6T8FTAvAAAZBFAAFBgAbADMAAgAgABTEF7fK 
UJQ/CAAzAAH/BQABMwABAAYAGwAzAAMAIABrkueiR6qPPwgAMwAC/wUAATMAAQABAgYAMwAE 
ACAAfgIKADMABQAfAAEANEAGABsAMwAGACAAd6DX6MZ0pT8IADMAA/8FAAEzAAYAvAQqADMA 
MwAGCAMDIABMDMAAH5qZmZmZmck/H5qZmZmZmek/BUwLwAAGQRQABQYAGwAzAAcAIABAi9le 
AgKiPwgAMwAG/wUAATMABgAGABsAMwAIACAAL1gg93IRnD8IADMAB/8FAAEzAAYAAQIGADMA 
CQAgAH4CCgAzAAoAHwABADRABgAbADMACwAgAFnuy8LSd6o/CAAzAAj/BQABMwALALwEKgAz 
ADMACw0DAyAATAzAAB+amZmZmZnJPx+amZmZmZnpPwVMC8AABkEUAAUGABsAMwAMACAAVLoP 



CNo2pj8IADMAC/8FAAEzAAsABgAbADMADQAgAPSi3AnxT6E/CAAzAAz/BQABMwALAH4CCgA0 
AAAAHwABAD5ABgAbADQAAQAgAB0+2bkyu5s/CAAzAA3/BQABNAABALwEKgA0ADQAAQMDAyAA 
TAvAAB8zMzMzMzPTPx9mZmZmZmbmPwVMCsAABkEUAAUGABsANAACACAA/QpEbkFGlz8IADQA 
Af8FAAE0AAEABgAbADQAAwAgADcZcYJ0I5I/CAA0AAL/BQABNAABAAECBgA0AAQAIAB+AgoA 
NAAFAB8AAQA+QAYAGwA0AAYAIAAf4dA+xJSoPwgANAAD/wUAATQABgC8BCoANAA0AAYIAwMg 
AEwLwAAfMzMzMzMz0z8fZmZmZmZm5j8FTArAAAZBFAAFBgAbADQABwAgAPG8StltoaQ/CAA0 
AAb/BQABNAAGAAYAGwA0AAgAIAD+dZCo+xOgPwgANAAH/wUAATQABgABAgYANAAJACAAfgIK 
ADQACgAfAAEAPkAGABsANAALACAARwA/R65Srj8IADQACP8FAAE0AAsAvAQqADQANAALDQMD 
IABMC8AAHzMzMzMzM9M/H2ZmZmZmZuY/BUwKwAAGQRQABQYAGwA0AAwAIAAXl4JpG3OpPwgA 
NAAL/wUAATQACwAGABsANAANACAAJGJKSm3Voz8IADQADP8FAAE0AAsAfgIKADUAAAAfAAEA 
REAGABsANQABACAAs9Ofr1ylnT8IADQADf8FAAE1AAEAvAQqADUANQABAwMDIABMCsAAH5qZ 
mZmZmdk/HzMzMzMzM+M/BUwJwAAGQRQABQYAGwA1AAIAIACJSK+lpOGYPwgANQAB/wUAATUA 
AQAGABsANQADACAASaNw9A9kkz8IADUAAv8FAAE1AAEAAQIGADUABAAgAH4CCgA1AAUAHwAB 
AERABgAbADUABgAgAE2YZx1AR6o/CAA1AAP/BQABNQAGALwEKgA1ADUABggDAyAATArAAB+a 
mZmZmZnZPx8zMzMzMzPjPwVMCcAABkEUAAUGABsANQAHACAAQDuJzxUOpj8IADUABv8FAAE1 
AAYABgAbADUACAAgAHsg0sMrMKE/CAA1AAf/BQABNQAGAAECBgA1AAkAIAB+AgoANQAKAB8A 
AQBEQAYAGwA1AAsAIAB4DxDRUzWwPwgANQAI/wUAATUACwC8BCoANQA1AAsNAwMgAEwKwAAf 
mpmZmZmZ2T8fMzMzMzMz4z8FTAnAAAZBFAAFBgAbADUADAAgAK+Hf0PxNKs/CAA1AAv/BQAB 
NQALAAYAGwA1AA0AIAA+t7xo/zOlPwgANQAM/wUAATUACwB+AgoANgAAAB8AAADgPwYAGwA2 
AAEAJgCjsdE23EGePwgANQAN/wUAATYAAQC8BCoANgA2AAEDAwMgAEwJwAAfAAAAAAAA4D8f 
AAAAAAAA4D8FTAjAAAZBFAAFBgAbADYAAgAgABe13WT9ZJk/CAA2AAH/BQABNgABAAYAGwA2 
AAMAIACBu9DFbMqTPwgANgAC/wUAATYAAQABAgYANgAEACAAfgIKADYABQAfAAAA4D8GABsA 
NgAGACYAk4gNo/jRqj8IADYAA/8FAAE2AAYAvAQqADYANgAGCAMDIABMCcAAHwAAAAAAAOA/ 
HwAAAAAAAOA/BUwIwAAGQRQABQYAGwA2AAcAIAAO7o/2goKmPwgANgAG/wUAATYABgAGABsA 
NgAIACAAHTd02ueKoT8IADYAB/8FAAE2AAYAAQIGADYACQAgAH4CCgA2AAoAHwAAAOA/BgAb 
ADYACwAmAPd0v7njirA/CAA2AAj/BQABNgALALwEKgA2ADYACw0DAyAATAnAAB8AAAAAAADg 
Px8AAAAAAADgPwVMCMAABkEUAAUGABsANgAMACAA6KgTipDEqz8IADYAC/8FAAE2AAsABgAb 
ADYADQAgALDLU0zto6U/CAA2AAz/BQABNgALAH4CCgA3AAAAHwABAE5ABgA2ADcAAQAgALPT 
n69cpZ0/AAA2AA3/IABEP8ABH5qZmZmZmdk/HzMzMzMzM+M/BUQ+wAEGQRQABQYAGwA3AAIA 
IACJSK+lpOGYPwgANwAB/wUAATcAAgC8BCoANwA3AAIDAwIgAEwIwAAfMzMzMzMz4z8fmpmZ 
mZmZ2T8FTAfAAAZBFAAFBgAbADcAAwAgAEmjcPQPZJM/CAA3AAL/BQABNwACAAECBgA3AAQA 
IAB+AgoANwAFAB8AAQBOQAYANgA3AAYAIABNmGcdQEeqPwAANwAD/yAARD/ABh+amZmZmZnZ 
Px8zMzMzMzPjPwVEPsAGBkEUAAUGABsANwAHACAAQDuJzxUOpj8IADcABv8FAAE3AAcAvAQq 
ADcANwAHCAMCIABMCMAAHzMzMzMzM+M/H5qZmZmZmdk/BUwHwAAGQRQABQYAGwA3AAgAIAB7 
INLDKzChPwgANwAH/wUAATcABwABAgYANwAJACAAfgIKADcACgAfAAEATkAGADYANwALACAA 
eA8Q0VM1sD8AADcACP8gAEQ/wAsfmpmZmZmZ2T8fMzMzMzMz4z8FRD7ACwZBFAAFBgAbADcA 
DAAgAK+Hf0PxNKs/CAA3AAv/BQABNwAMALwEKgA3ADcADA0DAiAATAjAAB8zMzMzMzPjPx+a 
mZmZmZnZPwVMB8AABkEUAAUGABsANwANACAAPre8aP8zpT8IADcADP8FAAE3AAwAfgIKADgA 
AAAfAAGAUUAGABsAOAABACAAHT7ZuTK7mz8IADcADf8FAAE4AAEAvAQqADgAOAABAwMDIABM 
B8AAHzMzMzMzM9M/H2ZmZmZmZuY/BUwGwAAGQRQABQYAGwA4AAIAIAD9CkRuQUaXPwgAOAAB 
/wUAATgAAQAGABsAOAADACAANxlxgnQjkj8IADgAAv8FAAE4AAEAAQIGADgABAAgAH4CCgA4 
AAUAHwABgFFABgAbADgABgAgAB/h0D7ElKg/CAA4AAP/BQABOAAGALwEKgA4ADgABggDAyAA 
TAfAAB8zMzMzMzPTPx9mZmZmZmbmPwVMBsAABkEUAAUGABsAOAAHACAA8bxK2W2hpD8IADgA 
Bv8FAAE4AAYABgAbADgACAAgAP51kKj7E6A/CAA4AAf/BQABOAAGAAECBgA4AAkAIAB+AgoA 
OAAKAB8AAYBRQAYAGwA4AAsAIABHAD9HrlKuPwgAOAAI/wUAATgACwC8BCoAOAA4AAsNAwMg 
AEwHwAAfMzMzMzMz0z8fZmZmZmZm5j8FTAbAAAZBFAAFBgAbADgADAAgABeXgmkbc6k/CAA4 
AAv/BQABOAALAAYAGwA4AA0AIAAkYkpKbdWjPwgAOAAM/wUAATgACwB+AgoAOQAAAB8AAQBU 
QAYAGwA5AAEAIACE9NorsDSYPwgAOAAN/wUAATkAAQC8BCoAOQA5AAEDAwMgAEwGwAAfmpmZ 
mZmZ6T8fmpmZmZmZyT8FTAXAAAZBFAAFBgAbADkAAgAgABTEF7fKUJQ/CAA5AAH/BQABOQAB 
AAYAGwA5AAMAIABrkueiR6qPPwgAOQAC/wUAATkAAQABAgYAOQAEACAAfgIKADkABQAfAAEA 
VEAGABsAOQAGACAAd6DX6MZ0pT8IADkAA/8FAAE5AAYAvAQqADkAOQAGCAMDIABMBsAAH5qZ 
mZmZmek/H5qZmZmZmck/BUwFwAAGQRQABQYAGwA5AAcAIABAi9leAgKiPwgAOQAG/wUAATkA 
BgAGABsAOQAIACAAL1gg93IRnD8IADkAB/8FAAE5AAYAAQIGADkACQAgAH4CCgA5AAoAHwAB 
AFRABgAbADkACwAgAFnuy8LSd6o/CAA5AAj/BQABOQALALwEKgA5ADkACw0DAyAATAbAAB+a 
mZmZmZnpPx+amZmZmZnJPwVMBcAABkEUAAUGABsAOQAMACAAVLoPCNo2pj8IADkAC/8FAAE5 
AAsABgAbADkADQAgAPSi3AnxT6E/CAA5AAz/BQABOQALAH4CCgA6AAAAHwABgFZABgAbADoA 
AQAgAGM35CCEJ5I/CAA5AA3/BQABOgABALwEKgA6ADoAAQMDAyAATAXAAB+amZmZmZm5Px/N 



zMzMzMzsPwVMBMAABkEUAAUGABsAOgACACAAHqajEjB5jj8IADoAAf8FAAE6AAEABgAbADoA 
AwAgANCtLbq1v4c/CAA6AAL/BQABOgABAAECBgA6AAQAIAB+AgoAOgAFAB8AAYBWQAYAGwA6 
AAYAIABYuKEulRegPwgAOgAD/wUAAToABgC8BCoAOgA6AAYIAwMgAEwFwAAfmpmZmZmZuT8f 
zczMzMzM7D8FTATAAAZBFAAFBgAbADoABwAgAN1QRo4DA5s/CAA6AAb/BQABOgAGAAYAGwA6 
AAgAIAAiQlg5Fg2VPwgAOgAH/wUAAToABgABAgYAOgAJACAAfgIKADoACgAfAAGAVkAGABsA 
OgALACAAw/IYEt7Zoz8IADoACP8FAAE6AAsAvAQqADoAOgALDQMDIABMBcAAH5qZmZmZmbk/ 
H83MzMzMzOw/BUwEwAAGQRQABQYAGwA6AAwAIAC/ywuGI6mgPwgAOgAL/wUAAToACwAGABsA 
OgANACAAbvTKjun3mT8IADoADP4FAAE6AAsAvgAiADsAAAAfACAAIAAgACAAHwAgACAAIAAg 
AB8AIAAgACAADQAEAngAPAAAAB0AcABFeGFtcGxlOiBJbiBhIHNhbXBsZSBvZiAyMzAsIHdl 
IGFyZSA5NSUgY2VydGFpbiB0aGF0IGEgc3VydmV5IHN0YXRpc3RpYyBvZiA1MCUgd2lsbCBi 
ZSB3aXRoaW4gKy8tNi41JSBvZiBhIGh5cG8tvgAgADwAAQAeAB4AHgAeAB0AHgAeAB4AHgAd 
AB4AHgAeAA0AAQIGAD0AAAAlAAQCawA9AAEAJQBjAHRoZXRpY2FsIHN1cnZleSBvZiBhbGwg 
bWVtYmVycyBvZiB0aGUgcG9wdWxhdGlvbiBzYW1wbGVkLCA5MCUgY29uZmlkZW50IG9mIGNv 
bWluZyB3aXRoaW4gNS40JSwgZXRjLr4AHgA9AAIAJQAlACUAJQAlACUAJQAlACUAJQAlACUA 
DQAEAhAAPgAAABUACABTYW1wbGUgTr0AGAA+AAEAGwAAMJFAGwAAMJFAGwAAMJFAAwABAgYA 
PgAEABsABAIQAD4ABQAVAAgAU2FtcGxlIE69ABgAPgAGABsAAOB1QBsAAOB1QBsAAOB1QAgA 
AQIGAD4ACQAbAAQCEAA+AAoAFQAIAFNhbXBsZSBOvQAYAD4ACwAbAADAbEAbAADAbEAbAADA 
bEANAAQCCQA/AAAAGgABAHO9ABIAPwABABwAAYBoQBwAAZBkQAIAAwIOAD8AAwAcAFCNl24S 
g/Q/AQIGAD8ABAAcAAQCCQA/AAUAGgABAHO9ABIAPwAGABwAAYBoQBwAAZBkQAcAAwIOAD8A 
CAAcAFCNl24Sg/Q/AQIGAD8ACQAcAAQCCQA/AAoAGgABAHO9ABIAPwALABwAAYBoQBwAAZBk 
QAwAAwIOAD8ADQAcAFCNl24Sg/Q/1wBEAKAtAABsApoAFgHfAd8B3wHfAd8BMALfAd8B3wEm 
AKAAmwCkALMAmgAWAd8B3wHfAd8B3wEwAt8B3wHfASYAoACbAKQAPgIKALYGLgAAAAAAAAAd 
AA8AAzYACwAAAAEANgA2AAsLqwAiACAAAMD///////////////////////////////////// 
//8KAAAA0M8R4KGxGuEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADsAA//+AAkABgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB 
AAAAAQAAAAAAABAAAAAAAgAAAAH////+AAAAAAAAAAD///////////////////////////// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
////////////////////////////////AAEAoQC2AAQAAQABAKEAtgAEAAEA/wAgAA4BAgDU 
AQIAoQC2AAQA/wABAKEAtgAEAAEAAQChALYABAABAP8AIAAOAQUA1AEFAKEAtgAEAP8AAQCh 
ALYABAABAAEAoQC2AAQAAQD/ACAADgFFANQBRQChALYABAD/AAEAoQC2AAQAAQABABoAAAAA 
AAAAG////////wAgACAAXQAgAQIAIgAgAUU3AAAbzMzMzMzMAAEACgADAAMADQAdADIAAwAD 
AA0AHQAuAAQAAAAAACsgDQEgABqIiIiIiIgAG4iIiIiIiAABAAoAAQABANUBRgAiAAwAAhoA 
ACIAAgAcAAkAGgAAAAAAAAAbzMzMzMzMADIADwACACAAHQAsAAkAAwZHZW5ldmEAAAMAAwAE 
AQAADQAKACgAHAALATEAMgAiAAIANAAdACoVATIAADIANgACAEgAHQAqFAEzAAAyAEoAAgBc 
AB0AKhQBNAAAMgBeAAIAcAAdACoUATUAADIAcgACAIQAHQAqFAE2AAAyAIYAAgCYAB0AKhQB 
NwAAMgCaAAIArAAdACoUATgAADIArgACAMAAHQAqFAE5AAAyAMIAAgDUAB0AKADRAAcCMTAA 
ADIAAgAfAA0AXQAoAAsAOgFBADIAAgBfAA0AlAApOwFCAAAyAAIAlgANAMsAKTgBQwAAMgAC 
AM0ADQECACk2AUQAAAEACgACAQQADQEFADIAAgEEAA0BBQApIQFFAAABAAoAAQABANUBRgAy 
AAIBBwANAUUAKR4BRgAAGv///////wAb////////AAEACgAOAB4A1QFGAAkAAAAAAAAAAAAx 
AA4AkwAgAJUAMQAOAJUAIACWADEADgDKACAAzAAxAA4AzAAgAM0AGgAAAAAAAAAsAAoADgdC 
b29rbWFuAAMADgAEAAAADQAOACgAHABhE1NhbXBsZSBFcnJvciwgbj01MDAABAQAAA0ACgAo 
ADEAIAtPYnNlcnZhdGlvbgApQAk5NSUgQ29uZi4AACk3CTkwJSBDb25mLgAAKTcJODAlIENv 
bmYuAAApOgtPYnNlcnZhdGlvbgAABAAAACgARQBGAzEwJQApNAQyLjYlACk3BDIuMiUAKTcE 
MS43JQApRgMxMCUAACgAWQBGAzIwJQApNAQzLjUlACk3BDIuOSUAKTcEMi4zJQApRgMyMCUA 
ACgAbQBGAzMwJQApNAQ0LjAlACk3BDMuNCUAKTcEMi42JQApRgMzMCUAACgAgQBGAzQwJQAp 
NAQ0LjMlACk3BDMuNiUAKTcEMi44JQApRgM0MCUAACgAlQBGAzUwJQApNAQ0LjQlACk3BDMu 
NyUAKTcEMi45JQApRgM1MCUAACgAqQBGAzYwJQApNAQ0LjMlACk3BDMuNiUAKTcEMi44JQAp 
RgM2MCUAACgAvQBGAzcwJQApNAQ0LjAlACk3BDMuNCUAKTcEMi42JQApRgM3MCUAACgA0QBG 
AzgwJQApNAQzLjUlACk3BDIuOSUAKTcEMi4zJQApRgM4MCUAAAEACgAAAAAA1QFGAAn///// 
/////wAgAAAAAAAAAUUAIAAAAAAA1AAAAP8eAAAAAAAAAB4AAAAAAAAAHgAAAA8AAABOaWNr 
IFBhbmFnYWtpcwDZHgAAAAAAAAAeAAAAAAAAAB4AAAAAAAAAAwAAAAAAAAACAAAAECcAANDP 
EeChsRrhAAD///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
--------------753D68BF236879A5DF2EAA73-- 
 



 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 6 Sep 2000 09:38:54 -0700 
From: "Christian Collet" <ccollet@uci.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Nader Ballot Watch 
Message-ID: <NDBBIIIMJLKJILDMHDEDOEADCJAA.ccollet@uci.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200 
In-Reply-To: <39B60BBF.8306F7B4@mcs.net> 
 
 
Dear Nick and Everyone, 
 
According to the September 1st edition of Ballot Access News, the Green Party  
is on in WA, OR, MI, MO, PA and NJ.  I believe the 
signatures are being counted in OH.  Nader is in court in NC, OK and SD. 
 
Yours, 
Chris 
 
:-----Original Message----- 
:From: owner-aapornet@usc.edu [mailto:owner-aapornet@usc.edu]On Behalf Of  
:Nick Panagakis 
:Sent: Wednesday, September 06, 2000 2:18 AM 
:To: aapornet@usc.edu 
:Subject: Nader Ballot Watch 
: 
: 
: 
:Polls are showing that Ralph Nader represents a greater threat to Gore :than  
Buchanan does to Bush. 
: 
:Below, Nader was restored as a candidate on the Illinois ballot, at :least  
until an appeal by state Democrats is heard. 
: 
:Can anyone bring us up to date on Nader's ballot status in other key :swing  
or battleground states such as WA, OR, MI, MO, OH, PA, 
NJ, etc. 
: 
: 
:     NADER GETS REPRIEVE ON ILLINOIS PETITIONS 
: 
:     Published on 08/26/2000 
: 
:     A federal judge cleared the way Friday for 
:     consumer activist Ralph Nader to be placed on the 
:     presidential ballot in Illinois in November--if his 
:     third party withstands a Democratic-backed 
:     objection to its nominating petitions. 
: 



:     U.S. District Judge William Hibbler granted the 
:     Nader campaign a preliminary injunction, after 
:     finding a state requirement that only registered 
:     voters could circulate petitions had been an undue 
:     burden. 
: 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 6 Sep 2000 14:45:09 -0400 (Eastern Daylight Time) 
From: bwiggins@irss.unc.edu (Bev Wiggins) 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Register Now for SAPOR Conference 
X-Mailer: Siren Mail (Windows Version 4.0.2 (Windows 95/NT)) 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; CHARSET="US-ASCII" 
 
The annual conference of the Southern Association for Public Opinion Research  
will be held on October 5 and 6, 2000 in Raleigh, 
North Carolina.  The deadline for early registration (lower rates) is  
September 15, 2000.  See the SAPOR website 
<http://www.irss.unc.edu/sa por/2000Conference.htm> for more information 
about  
the conference, the preliminary agenda, a list of 
area attractions, and a conference registration form.  Questions can be  
addressed to me at bwiggins@irss.unc.edu or to conference 
chairperson Michael Link at 
link@rti.org.   Please join us! 
 
Beverly B. Wiggins 
Associate Director for Research Development 
Odum Institute for Research in Social Science 
Manning Hall, CB#3355 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC  27599-3355 
phone: 919-966-2350 
fax: 919-962-4777 
email: bwiggins@irss.unc.edu 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 6 Sep 2000 14:50:44 -0400 (Eastern Daylight Time) 
From: bwiggins@irss.unc.edu (Bev Wiggins) 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Statistical Analyst-- Job Posting 
X-Mailer: Siren Mail (Windows Version 4.0.2 (Windows 95/NT)) 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; CHARSET="US-ASCII" 
 
Statistical Analyst: Expertise in survey methodology (sampling, missing data,  
weighting), national health data and statistical 
software. Assists faculty and graduate students. PhD in a quantitative field  
preferred.  12-month 
salary: 
$65,000 minimum.  Deadline: November 15, 2000. Send letter of interest, names  



of three references, and resume: Dr. Kenneth Bollen, 
Director, Odum Institute for Research in Social Science, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill,  
NC 27599-3355 EOE/AA 
description: http://www.irss.unc.edu/irss/insidethetute/statanalyst.ht 
m 
 
 
Beverly B. Wiggins 
Associate Director for Research Development 
Odum Institute for Research in Social Science 
Manning Hall, CB#3355 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC  27599-3355 
phone: 919-966-2350 
fax: 919-962-4777 
email: bwiggins@irss.unc.edu 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 07 Sep 2000 09:04:38 -0400 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
Subject: Re: A Prediction 
In-Reply-To: <Pine.SOL.4.10.10008080937200.23956-100000@gorf.gpcc.itd.um 
 ich.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
Howard Schuman writes: 
>Here is a hypothesis that will be testable with future survey data: If 
>the Gore/Lieberman ticket wins (or at least does reasonably well), 
>there will be a highly significant (p < .01) increase in the proportion 
>of Jews who report that they observe the sabbath. 
 
At the risk of sounding cynical such a study would have to be conducted 
periodically over time. Doubtless the proportion would increase immediately 
after election but my guess is that it would decline to current levels 
within a year or less. The rate of decline would be interesting. 
 
Dick Halpern 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 7 Sep 2000 10:29:36 -0400 
From: Lori Kaplan <LKaplan@npr.org> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Job Posting - Research Manager at NPR 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
 
#WEB375 - Research Manager for Programming, Audience and Corporate Research 
 
Plays a key role in evaluating programming that NPR (National Public Radio)  



produces and distributes; oversees primary and secondary 
research projects, analyzes Arbitron data; and supervises a staff of 2  
analysts. Bachelor's degree or equivalent experience 
required; and Masters or Ph.D. degree preferred. Hands-on analytical  
experience; proficiency using SPSS, Excel, Power Point, MS 
Word, and database software; strong written and oral communication skills;  
ability to effectively present research results to 
producers and management; extensive experience with media research,  
particularly working Arbitron estimates; and ability to 
effectively work as a member of a team of diverse individuals required. 
 
This position will remain open until filled. More information about our  
organization may be found at: www.npr.org 
 
For consideration, send cover letter and resume, indicating 
job title and number, to: 
 
National Public Radio 
Human Resources Department 
635 Massachusetts Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
fax: (202) 414-3047 
e-mail      employment@npr.org 
Please note: NPR does not accept or retain general applications for  
employment. Individuals must apply for specific, open positions. 
NPR is an Equal Opportunity Employer 
 
In addition to the address above, you may email your application to  
jnixon@npr.org (Jackie Nixon, Director of Audience & Corporate 
Research, 
NPR) 
______________________________________________ 
Lori A. Kaplan 
Research Manager for Business & Corporate Development 
NPR, Audience & Corporate Research 
635 Massachusetts Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
ph. 202.414.2811 
fx.  202.414.3041 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 7 Sep 2000 11:34:35 -0400 
From: "Santos, Robert" <RSantos@ui.urban.org> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Two Wash.-Balt. Chapter Announcements 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Greetings, fellow Chapter members & friends! 
 
Below are announcements for TWO interesting talks being sponsored by the  
Chapter (and co-sponsored by WSS)-- one for October 3 (not 
previously reported), and the other for October 11. 
 



October 3:  Interdisciplinary Survey Research Involving the Computer and  
Cognitive Sciences:  Cognitive Issues in the Design of Web 
Surveys, by Roger Tourangeau, University of Michigan (and possibly other  
presenters) 
 
October 11:  Colonias on the US/Mexico Border:  Barriers to Enumeration in  
Census 2000, by Manuel de la Puente and David Stemper, 
U.S. Bureau of the Census 
 
 
DETAILED INFO ON EACH APPEARS BELOW 
 
We hope to see you there! 
 
Rob Santos 
Chapter President 
 
 
*************  BEGIN OCT. 3 Session Description *********** 
 
Topic:      Interdisciplinary Survey Research Involving the Computer and 
Cognitive Sciences:  Cognitive Issues in the Design of Web Surveys 
 
When:       Tuesday, October 3, 2000,  12:30-1:30 p.m. 
 
Speaker:    Roger Tourangeau, University of Michigan 
                  and perhaps another, to be named 
 
Location:   BLS Conference and Training Center, Room #2 
            Postal Square Building 
            2 Massachusetts Ave., NE 
            Washington, DC 
            (Enter on First St., NE, and bring a photo ID) 
 
Metro:      Union Station, Red Line 
 
RSVP: To be placed on the visitor's list, send e-mail to 
audrey.kindlon@us.pwcglobal.com or dc-aapor.admin@erols.com or call Audrey  
Kindlon at 301-897-4413  by Thursday, September 28. 
 
Abstract:   We describe the results of an experiment on Web surveys. 
Many studies have demonstrated the advantages of self-administration, which  
include increased reporting of sensitive information and 
decreased interviewer effects.  Computer administration of survey questions  
appears to combine the advantages of self-administration 
with the added advantages of computer assistance. Still, a growing body of  
evidence suggests that features of the computer interface 
can elicit reactions similar to those triggered by human interviewers.  Our  
experiment examined features of the interface thought to 
create a virtual social presence.  We varied whether or not the electronic  
questioner is identified by name ("Hi! I'm John") and 
whether or not it offers explicit reminders of prior answers. The main  
hypothesis to be tested in the study is that the more the 
interface creates a sense of social presence, the more respondents will act 
as  
if they are interacting with another human being. The 
major effects of social presence will be lower levels of reporting sensitive  



information; at the same time, rates of missing data 
may be reduced. Thus, the analyses examine both unit and item nonresponse and  
levels of reporting. The study is designed to begin to 
fill an important gap in knowledge about the impact of Web data collection on  
data quality and to address important theoretical 
concerns about socially desirable reporting and interacting with computers. 
 
********* END Oct. 3 SESSION DESCRIPTION ******** 
 
*********BEGIN OCT 11 SESSION DESCRIPTION ********* 
 
Topic:      Colonias on the US/Mexico Border:  Barriers to Enumeration in  
Census 
2000 
 
When:       Wednesday, October 11, 2000,  12:30-1:30 p.m. 
 
Speaker:    Manuel de la Puente and David Stemper, U.S. Bureau of the 
Census 
 
Location:   BLS Cognitive Lab, Room 2990 
            Postal Square Building 
            2 Massachusetts Ave., NE 
            Washington, DC 
            (Enter on First St., NE, and bring a photo ID) 
 
Metro:      Union Station, Red Line 
 
RSVP: To be placed on the visitor's list, send e-mail to 
audrey.kindlon@us.pwcglobal.com or dc-aapor.admin@erols.com or call Audrey  
Kindlon at 301-897-4413  by Thursday, September 28. 
 
Abstract:   Colonias are unincorporated, generally low income 
residential subdivisions, lacking basic infrastructure and services (e.g.,  
paved roads and public water systems) along the border 
between the U.S. and Mexico. The population in these settlements can range  
from 50 to over 15,000 persons. A recent unofficial 
estimate of the total population in Colonias totaled 1.2 million persons. 
 
This presentation presents findings from ethnographic studies and focus 
groups  
conducted in four colonias in three southwestern 
states. The U.S. Census Bureau initiated and executed this research in  
conjunction with Census 2000 in order to identify and 
understand barriers to census enumeration in colonias.  The presentation will  
draw on ethnographic reports and focus groups with 
colonia residents, census enumerators, and crew leaders in order to discuss   
barriers to census enumeration in colonias and present 
an assessment of census procedures from the point of view of census  
enumerators and crew leaders. The presentation will conclude by 
discussing how the knowledge obtained from this research can be used by the  
Census Bureau to develop appropriate enumeration 
procedures and effective outreach and promotion programs for colonias. 
 
Note:       If you want a direct e-mail notice of these meetings in the  
future, 
please contact  dc-aapor.admin@erols.com 



 
************  END OCT. 11 SESSION DESCRIPTION ***********8 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 07 Sep 2000 15:42:24 -0400 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
Subject: RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
In-Reply-To: <EBABBFAC597AD211A0CB00A0C9DCF072E847DC@ny27newsnbcge.nbcne 
 ws.nbc.com> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="=====================_5314069==_.ALT" 
 
--=====================_5314069==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your dislike for 
automatic dialers, or do you know something more about their work than the 
information contained on the Rasmussen web site? If you know more, like 
their response rates, would you share it with us? 
warren mitofsky 
 
 
  At 03:44 PM 9/5/00 -0400, you wrote: 
>It seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen 
>Research polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic dialer 
>and a robotic voice ("press one for yes") for their work! Probably not 
>a great idea to promote these! 
> 
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: Doug Henwood [mailto:dhenwood@panix.com] 
>Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM 
>To: aapornet@usc.edu 
>Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five 
>States 
> 
> 
>Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive Review, keeps a running tally 
>of national and state polls on his website, at 
><http://prorev.com/amline.htm>. 
>-- 
> 
>Doug Henwood 
>Left Business Observer 
>Village Station - PO Box 953 
>New York NY 10014-0704 USA 
>+1-212-741-9852 voice  +1-212-807-9152 fax 
>email: <mailto:dhenwood@panix.com> 
>web: <http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html> 
> 
> 
>         Because e-mail can be altered electronically, 
>         the integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
 
Mitofsky International 
1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 



New York, NY 10022 
 
212 980-3031 Phone 
212 980-3107 FAX 
mitofsky@mindspring.com 
--=====================_5314069==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
 
<html> 
<font size=3>Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your  
dislike for automatic dialers, or do you know something 
more about their work than the information contained on the Rasmussen web  
site? If you know more, like their response rates, would 
you share it with us?<br> warren mitofsky<br> <br> <br> &nbsp;At 03:44 PM  
9/5/00 -0400, you wrote:<br> <blockquote type=cite cite>It 
seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen Research<br>  
polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic 
dialer and a robotic<br> voice (&quot;press one for yes&quot;) for their 
work!  
Probably not a great idea to<br> promote these!<br> 
<br> -----Original Message-----<br> 
From: Doug Henwood 
[<a href="mailto:dhenwood@panix.com"  
eudora="autourl">mailto:dhenwood@panix.com</a>]<br> 
Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM<br> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu<br> 
Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States<br>  
<br> <br> Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive 
Review, keeps a running <br> tally of national and state polls on his 
website,  
at <br> &lt;<a href="http://prorev.com/amline.htm" 
eudora="autourl">http://prorev.com/amline.htm</a>&gt;.<br> 
-- <br> 
<br> 
Doug Henwood<br> 
Left Business Observer<br> 
Village Station - PO Box 953<br> 
New York NY 10014-0704 USA<br> 
+1-212-741-9852 voice&nbsp; +1-212-807-9152 fax<br> 
email: 
&lt;<a href="mailto:dhenwood@panix.com"  
eudora="autourl">mailto:dhenwood@panix.com</a>&gt;<br> 
web: 
&lt;<a href="http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html"  
eudora="autourl">http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html</a>&gt;<br> 
<br> 
<br> <x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>Because 
e-mail can be altered electronically, <br> <x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>the 
integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
</font></blockquote><br> 
 
<div align="center"> 
Mitofsky International<br> 
1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor<br> 
New York, NY 10022<br> 
<br> 



212 980-3031 Phone<br> 
212 980-3107 FAX&nbsp;&nbsp; <br> mitofsky@mindspring.com</html> 
 
--=====================_5314069==_.ALT-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 7 Sep 2000 15:58:18 EDT 
From: RoniRosner@aol.com 
Received: from RoniRosner@aol.com 
      by imo-r10.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v28.15.) id 5.b6.a4add93 (4407) 
       for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 7 Sep 2000 15:58:19 -0400 (EDT) 
Message-ID: <b6.a4add93.26e94d5a@aol.com> 
Subject: NYAAPOR mtg: Web Surveys & Probability Sampling -- 9/20 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Windows sub 120 
 
Welcome to New York AAPOR's first session of the 2000-2001 membership year.   
The specific details are presented below. 
 
I would also like to take this opportunity to remind you to join or renew 
your  
membership, so as to not miss hearing about the rest 
of our upcoming and exciting Fall events.  I look forward to seeing you soon. 
 
Janet L. Streicher, President, NYAAPOR 
************************************************ 
 
NEW YORK AAPOR, THE FIRST AMENDMENT CENTER (formerly 
 The Media Studies Center) & THE ONLINE NEWS ASSOCIATION 
                         present an Evening Meeting 
 
Date .......................... Wednesday, 20 September 2000 Reception  
.................. 5:30 p.m. Presentation .............. 
6:00 -- 7:30 p.m. 
 
Place ......................... Newseum/NY, Mezzanine 
                                580 Madison Ave. (56-57th Sts.) 
 
Admission ................. NYAAPOR members, student members, HLMs, 
                           FAC, ONA free; other students, $5*; all others, 
$15* 
                           (* free if joining at the meeting) 
 
RSVP by ................... Wednesday, 13 Sept. 
PLEASE E-MAIL RoniRosner@aol.com ONLY, NOT AAPORNET 
 
                       CROSSING THE CHASM between 
             WEB SURVEYS and PROBABILITY SAMPLING 
 
Internet survey methods have proliferated, becoming fully integrated into the  
survey researchers toolkit.  However, many on-line 
polls and surveys suffer from the limitations of convenience or self-selected  
samples. 



 
Can the power of the internet be combined with the rigors of probability  
sampling?  Join our distinguished panelists as they provide 
varying perspectives on the opportunities, challenges and hope for  
representative web surveys.  Featuring: 
 
*  Dr. Karol Krotki, InterSurvey 
"Internet Surveys and Household Probability Sampling:  an Overview" 
 
*  Daniel Slotwiner, InterSurvey 
"InterSurvey Case Studies from Online Polling and Market Research" 
 
*  Mike Godwin, Chief Correspondent, IP Worldwide; Columnist, American 
Lawyer;  
"Online Polling and Representative Samples: 
Implications for Internet Journalism" 
 
*  Discussant:  Warren Mitofsky, Mitofsky International 
"Online Polling:  Snake Oil or Panacea" 
 
BUILDING SECURITY CANNOT ADMIT ANYONE WHOSE NAME IS 
NOT ON OUR LIST!!  If you are planning to attend, respond by Wed., 13 Sept.   
E-mail RoniRosner@aol.com  Or, if you must, call 
722-5333 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 07 Sep 2000 16:23:10 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: "Richard C. Rockwell" <richard@opinion.isi.uconn.edu> 
Subject: RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
In-Reply-To: <4.3.2.7.2.20000907153905.00b2f320@pop.mindspring.com> 
References: <EBABBFAC597AD211A0CB00A0C9DCF072E847DC@ny27newsnbcge.nbcne  
ws.nbc.com> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
Some light might be cast on these questions by Scott Rasmussen's article in  
the "From the Field" section of the Sept/Oct 2000 issue 
of Public Perspective ("For 'Yes', Press 1: Automated Polling by Rasmussen  
Research", pages 41-43).  Also, look for a related 
article in the Nov/Dec 2000 issue of Public Perspective. 
 
At 03:42 PM 09/07/2000 -0400, Warren Mitofsky 
 wrote: 
> Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your 
>dislike for automatic dialers, or do you know something more about 
>their work than the information contained on the Rasmussen web site? If 
>you know more, like their response rates, would you share it with us? 
>warren mitofsky 
> 
> 
> At 03:44 PM 9/5/00 -0400, you wrote: 
> It seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen 
>Research  polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic dialer 
>and a robotic 
>"") for their work! Probably not a great idea to 
> promote these! 



> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Doug Henwood [mailto:dhenwood@panix.com] 
> Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five 
> States 
> 
> 
> Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive Review, keeps a running 
> tally of national and state polls on his website, at 
><http://prorev.com/amline.htm>. 
> -- 
> 
> Doug Henwood 
> Left Business Observer 
> Village Station - PO Box 953 
> New York NY 10014-0704 USA 
>  +1-212-807-9152 fax 
><mailto:dhenwood@panix.com> 
><http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html> 
> 
> 
>         Because e-mail can be altered electronically, 
>         the integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
> 
>   Mitofsky International 
> 1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
> New York, NY 10022 
> 
> 212 980-3031 Phone 
> 
> mitofsky@mindspring.com 
Richard C. ROCKWELL 
Executive Director, The Roper Center & Institute for Social Inquiry Professor  
of Sociology 341 Mansfield Road, U-164 Storrs, CT 
06269-1164  USA V +1 860 486-4440 F +1 860 486-6308  
richard@opinion.isi.uconn.edu 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 7 Sep 2000 16:37:27 -0400 
From: "Labrie, Joseph" <JLabrie@roper.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Ordering Sample:  What's The Going Ratio? 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Here was his original comments to the AApornet. 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Doug Rivers [mailto:drivers@intersurvey.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 23, 2000 7:10 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 



Subject: RE: Ordering Sample: What's The Going Ratio? 
 
 
These are interesting hypotheses, but it turns out that they aren't true.  
For  
example, we slightly overrepresent, not 
underrepresent, computer users and persons with college or higher degrees.   
I've 
heard the "professional respondents" hypothesis countless times, but we find  
no evidence of it. Josh Clinton has done a study 
comparing 
new panel members with those on the panel 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 months, 
and he finds no evidence of panel effects.  The only noticeable 
difference is that persons report higher Internet usage rates in their 
first month on the panel, but even this is back to normal after 2 months. 
 
Doug Rivers 
InterSurvey 
> 
> Speaking at the NEAAPOR mini-conference this spring, Doug Rivers of 
> Intersurvey addressed this very question, telling us that they 
> provided ALL respondents with WebTV units, regardless of whether or 
> not they had 
> a computer or Internet access. 
> This was necessary not just to eliminate sample bias, but also to make 
> sure that all respondents see the same survey under the same 
> conditions, 
> which would not be possible otherwise given the huge variety 
> that exists 
> in computers and software. 
> 
> To my way of thinking, this may reduce one kind of bias, but it 
> introduces other kinds. In particular, it skews the sample towards a 
> TV-oriented audience and away from the more computer literate and 
> perhaps even the better educated segments of society in general. 
> 
> There are a lot of other issues involved in the Intersurvey process, 
> including the measures they take to keep their panel "fresh" by making 
> sure they participate regularly in surveys and dropping those who do 
> not.  IMO this tends to produce "professional" respondents likely to 
> tailor their answers to what they think the survey sponsors want to 
> hear.  But then, that may well soon be the only kind that will answer 
> surveys anyway. 
> 
> Jan Werner 
> 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 7 Sep 2000 17:17:57 -0400 
From: "Mark David Richards" <mark@bisconti.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: "Sam Smith" <ssmith@IGC.APC.ORG> 
Subject: RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
Message-ID: <JAEPJNNBGDEENLLCIIIBGEACCLAA.mark@bisconti.com> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="us-ascii" 



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0) 
In-Reply-To: <3.0.6.32.20000907162310.009c1a70@opinion.isi.uconn.edu> 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
 
Rasmussen Research website is http://portraitofamerica.com/ 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: owner-aapornet@usc.edu [mailto:owner-aapornet@usc.edu]On Behalf Of  
Richard C. Rockwell 
Sent: Thursday, September 07, 2000 5:23 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
 
Some light might be cast on these questions by Scott Rasmussen's article in  
the "From the Field" section of the Sept/Oct 2000 issue 
of Public Perspective ("For 'Yes', Press 1: Automated Polling by Rasmussen  
Research", pages 41-43).  Also, look for a related 
article in the Nov/Dec 2000 issue of Public Perspective. 
 
At 03:42 PM 09/07/2000 -0400, Warren Mitofsky 
 wrote: 
> Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your 
>dislike for automatic dialers, or do you know something more about 
>their work than the information contained on the Rasmussen web site? If 
>you know more, like their response rates, would you share it with us? 
>warren mitofsky 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 7 Sep 2000 15:11:42 -0700 
From: sullivan@fsc-research.com 
Received: from 6b7va (fscnt1.fsc-research.com [206.180.228.75]) 
      by web2.tdl.com (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with SMTP id PAA24938 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Thu, 7 Sep 2000 15:08:48 -0700 
Message-Id: <200009072208.PAA24938@web2.tdl.com> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT 
Subject: RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
In-reply-to: <4.3.2.7.2.20000907153905.00b2f320@pop.mindspring.com> 
References: <EBABBFAC597AD211A0CB00A0C9DCF072E847DC@ny27newsnbcge.nbcne  
ws.nbc.com> 
X-mailer: Pegasus Mail for Win32 (v3.01d) 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7BIT 
 
Intuition says the response rate is in the low single digits. 
 
Date sent:        Thu, 07 Sep 2000 15:42:24 -0400 
Send reply to:    aapornet@usc.edu 
From:             Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
To:               aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject:          RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five  
States 



 
--=====================_5314069==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your dislike for 
automatic dialers, or do you know something more about their work than the 
information contained on the Rasmussen web site? If you know more, like 
their response rates, would you share it with us? 
warren mitofsky 
 
 
  At 03:44 PM 9/5/00 -0400, you wrote: 
>It seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen 
>Research polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic dialer 
>and a robotic voice ("press one for yes") for their work! Probably not 
>a great idea to promote these! 
> 
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: Doug Henwood [mailto:dhenwood@panix.com] 
>Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM 
>To: aapornet@usc.edu 
>Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five 
>States 
> 
> 
>Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive Review, keeps a running tally 
>of national and state polls on his website, at 
><http://prorev.com/amline.htm>. 
>-- 
> 
>Doug Henwood 
>Left Business Observer 
>Village Station - PO Box 953 
>New York NY 10014-0704 USA 
>+1-212-741-9852 voice  +1-212-807-9152 fax 
>email: <mailto:dhenwood@panix.com> 
>web: <http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html> 
> 
> 
>         Because e-mail can be altered electronically, 
>         the integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
 
Mitofsky International 
1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
 
212 980-3031 Phone 
212 980-3107 FAX 
mitofsky@mindspring.com 
--=====================_5314069==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
 
<html> 
<font size=3>Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your  
dislike for automatic dialers, or do you know something 
more about their work than the information contained on the Rasmussen web  
site? If you know more, like their response rates, would 



you share it with us?<br> warren mitofsky<br> <br> <br> &nbsp;At 03:44 PM  
9/5/00 -0400, you wrote:<br> <blockquote type=cite cite>It 
seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen Research<br>  
polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic 
dialer and a robotic<br> voice (&quot;press one for yes&quot;) for their 
work!  
Probably not a great idea to<br> promote these!<br> 
<br> -----Original Message-----<br> 
From: Doug Henwood 
[<a href="mailto:dhenwood@panix.com"  
eudora="autourl">mailto:dhenwood@panix.com</a>]<br> 
Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM<br> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu<br> 
Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States<br>  
<br> <br> Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive 
Review, keeps a running <br> tally of national and state polls on his 
website,  
at <br> &lt;<a href="http://prorev.com/amline.htm" 
eudora="autourl">http://prorev.com/amline.htm</a>&gt;.<b 
r> 
-- <br> 
<br> 
Doug Henwood<br> 
Left Business Observer<br> 
Village Station - PO Box 953<br> 
New York NY 10014-0704 USA<br> 
+1-212-741-9852 voice&nbsp; +1-212-807-9152 fax<br> 
email: 
&lt;<a href="mailto:dhenwood@panix.com"  
eudora="autourl">mailto:dhenwood@panix.com</a>&gt;<br> 
web: 
&lt;<a href="http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html"  
eudora="autourl">http://www.panix.com/~d 
henwood/LBO_home.html</a>&gt;<br> 
<br> 
<br> <x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>Because 
e-mail can be altered electronically, <br> <x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>the 
integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
</font></blockquote><br> 
 
<div align="center"> 
Mitofsky International<br> 
1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor<br> 
New York, NY 10022<br> 
<br> 
212 980-3031 Phone<br> 
212 980-3107 FAX&nbsp;&nbsp; <br> mitofsky@mindspring.com</html> 
 
--=====================_5314069==_.ALT-- 
 
 
 
 
The information contained in this communication is 
confidential and is intended only for the use of the 
addressee.  It is the property of  Freeman, Sullivan & Co. 



If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by 
e-mail to postmaster@fsc-research.com, and destroy this 
communication and all copies thereof, including 
attachments. 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 7 Sep 2000 18:30:38 -0400 
From: "Arumi, Ana Maria (NBC)" <AnaMaria.Arumi@nbc.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0) 
 
Based on "just my dislike" or "my just dislike"? 
 
I've got a call into them -  hopefully they'll respond tomorrow. 
 
Here's the link to their methodology site: 
 
http://www.rasmussenresearch.com/html/poll-753.html 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: sullivan@fsc-research.com [mailto:sullivan@fsc-research.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 07, 2000 6:12 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
 
 
Intuition says the response rate is in the low single digits. 
 
Date sent:        Thu, 07 Sep 2000 15:42:24 -0400 
Send reply to:    aapornet@usc.edu 
From:             Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
To:               aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject:          RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in 
Five States 
 
--=====================_5314069==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your dislike for 
automatic dialers, or do you know something more about their work than the 
information contained on the Rasmussen web site? If you know more, like 
their response rates, would you share it with us? 
warren mitofsky 
 
 
  At 03:44 PM 9/5/00 -0400, you wrote: 
>It seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen 
>Research polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic dialer 
>and a robotic voice ("press one for yes") for their work! Probably not 
>a great idea to promote these! 
> 
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: Doug Henwood [mailto:dhenwood@panix.com] 
>Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM 



>To: aapornet@usc.edu 
>Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five 
>States 
> 
> 
>Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive Review, keeps a running tally 
>of national and state polls on his website, at 
><http://prorev.com/amline.htm>. 
>-- 
> 
>Doug Henwood 
>Left Business Observer 
>Village Station - PO Box 953 
>New York NY 10014-0704 USA 
>+1-212-741-9852 voice  +1-212-807-9152 fax 
>email: <mailto:dhenwood@panix.com> 
>web: <http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html> 
> 
> 
>         Because e-mail can be altered electronically, 
>         the integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
 
Mitofsky International 
1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
 
212 980-3031 Phone 
212 980-3107 FAX 
mitofsky@mindspring.com 
--=====================_5314069==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
 
<html> 
<font size=3>Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your  
dislike for automatic dialers, or do you know something 
more about their work than the information contained on the Rasmussen web  
site? If you know more, like their response rates, would 
you share it with us?<br> warren mitofsky<br> <br> <br> &nbsp;At 03:44 PM  
9/5/00 -0400, you wrote:<br> <blockquote type=cite cite>It 
seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen Research<br>  
polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic 
dialer and a robotic<br> voice (&quot;press one for yes&quot;) for their 
work!  
Probably not a great idea to<br> promote these!<br> 
<br> -----Original Message-----<br> 
From: Doug Henwood 
[<a href="mailto:dhenwood@panix.com"  
eudora="autourl">mailto:dhenwood@panix.com</a>]<br> 
Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM<br> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu<br> 
Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States<br>  
<br> <br> Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive 
Review, keeps a running <br> tally of national and state polls on his 
website,  
at <br> &lt;<a href="http://prorev.com/amline.htm" 
eudora="autourl">http://prorev.com/amline.htm</a>&gt;.<b 
r> 



-- <br> 
<br> 
Doug Henwood<br> 
Left Business Observer<br> 
Village Station - PO Box 953<br> 
New York NY 10014-0704 USA<br> 
+1-212-741-9852 voice&nbsp; +1-212-807-9152 fax<br> 
email: 
&lt;<a href="mailto:dhenwood@panix.com"  
eudora="autourl">mailto:dhenwood@panix.com</a>&gt;<br> 
web: 
&lt;<a href="http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html" 
eudora="autourl">http://www.panix.com/~d 
henwood/LBO_home.html</a>&gt;<br> 
<br> 
<br> <x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>Because 
e-mail can be altered electronically, <br> <x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>the 
integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
</font></blockquote><br> 
 
<div align="center"> 
Mitofsky International<br> 
1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor<br> 
New York, NY 10022<br> 
<br> 
212 980-3031 Phone<br> 
212 980-3107 FAX&nbsp;&nbsp; <br> mitofsky@mindspring.com</html> 
 
--=====================_5314069==_.ALT-- 
 
 
 
 
The information contained in this communication is 
confidential and is intended only for the use of the 
addressee.  It is the property of  Freeman, Sullivan & Co. 
If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by 
e-mail to postmaster@fsc-research.com, and destroy this 
communication and all copies thereof, including 
attachments. 
 
 
      Because e-mail can be altered electronically, 
      the integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
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Date: Thu, 7 Sep 2000 15:19:10 -0700 (PDT) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Reuters/Zogby: Gore leads by 6 points in new poll 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0009071510060.10905-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 



 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
              (C) 2000 Reuters Limited. All rights reserved. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
           http://news.excite.com/news/r/000907/10/campaign-poll 
 
 Updated 10:34 AM ET September 7, 2000 
 
 
      POLL-Gore leads by 6 points in new Reuters poll 
 
      By Alan Elsner, Political Correspondent 
 
 
 WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Buoyed by support from women, Democrat Al Gore  leads  
Republican George W. Bush by six percentage points in 
the U.S.  presidential race in which the gender gap has become a chasm,  
according  to a new Reuters/Zogby poll released Thursday. 
 
 The poll of 1,001 likely voters conducted for Reuters Monday through   
Wednesday by pollster John Zogby found the vice president 
leading Bush,  the governor of Texas, by 46 to 40 percent. 
 
 Green Party candidate Ralph Nader polled 5 percent and the Reform Party's   
Pat Buchanan scored 2 percent. In a two-man matchup. 
Gore led 49 to 43  percent. 
 
 Gore's lead was still on the edges of the poll's statistical margin of  
error  
of plus or minus 3.2 percent but the survey confirmed 
the vice  president had kept the bounce he received from last month's  
Democratic  convention and added to it. 
 
 In the last Reuters/Zogby poll, taken the weekend following the  convention  
that ended Aug. 17 and released Aug. 21, Gore had led 
by three  points. Since then, his support has risen by two percentage percent  
and  Bush's has dropped by two points. 
 
 Recent history shows that the candidate leading in the first poll after   
Labor Day almost invariably goes on to win the election. 
 
 
 MASSIVE GENDER GAP 
 
 The main feature of the poll was a massive gender gap, with women  
supporting  
Gore by 21 percentage points while men were backing 
Bush by 11  points. That added up to an unprecedented 32-point differential. 
 
 "I guess you could say that Gore supporters are from Venus and Bush   
supporters are from Mars. This is as wide as you can imagine 
it," said  pollster John Zogby. 
 
 In the 1996 presidential election, President Clinton won the vote among   
women by 16 points but Republican Bob Dole edged the vote 
among men by  one point -- a 17-point gap. 



 
 In the new poll, more than 77 percent of respondents said they did not   
intend to change their minds before the Nov. 7 election. 
Undecided voters  broke two to one for Gore when asked which way they leaned. 
 
 Nearly two-thirds said the United States was headed in the right  direction 
- 
- a leading indicator that the party holding the White 
House  could expect to be rewarded with a new term. 
 
 Asked to rank issues, voters indicated that education and Social Security   
remained at the top of their agenda, followed by 
universal heath care for  children, military preparedness and providing  
prescription drugs for  seniors. Cutting taxes and campaign 
finance reform lagged well behind. 
 
 
 GORE AHEAD ON ISSUES 
 
 Respondents preferred Gore's position over Bush's by a wide margin on   
education (25 points), health care for children (30 points), 
a patient's  bill of rights (40 points) and campaign finance reform (32  
points). 
 
 Gore also led by nine points on providing prescription drugs for older   
Americans. Bush led by four points on tax cuts, six points 
on military  preparedness and a single point on Social Security. 
 
 "Gore has built a clear advantage on many of the key issues," Zogby said.   
"But it would be a mistake to read too much into this 
poll, which was  taken after a period when Bush has been on the ropes. This 
is  
still a  horse race." 
 
 The poll showed Gore and Bush remained in a virtual dead heat in the key   
Midwest region, where many experts believe the election 
will be won. Gore  led easily on both coasts and made inroads into Bush's 
base  
in the South  as well. 
 
 While both candidates enjoyed overwhelming support from their own party   
faithful, Gore led by eight points among independent 
voters. He also led  among most age groups, though the two candidates were  
statistically tied  in the crucial 35- to 55-year-old 
bracket. 
 
 Gore's lead among voters living in big cities was offset by Bush's wide   
advantage among rural voters. The race was a virtual tie 
among suburban  and small-town voters. 
 
 Bush led by eight points among whites but Gore was getting almost 90  
percent  
of the black vote and had a 21-point lead among 
Hispanics. 
 
 Many experts, including Zogby, believe one key group to watch in the   
election are those earning $25,000-$50,000 a year who have 



not fully  participated in the country's prosperity. The two candidates were  
tied in  this group. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
              (C) 2000 Reuters Limited. All rights reserved. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Date: Thu, 07 Sep 2000 18:39:34 -0400 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
Subject: RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
In-Reply-To: <200009072208.PAA24938@web2.tdl.com> 
References: <4.3.2.7.2.20000907153905.00b2f320@pop.mindspring.com> 
 <EBABBFAC597AD211A0CB00A0C9DCF072E847DC@ny27newsnbcge.nbcne ws.nbc.com> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="=====================_15945968==_.ALT" 
 
--=====================_15945968==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
Intuition is not what I am after. 
warren mitofsky 
 
At 03:11 PM 9/7/00 -0700, you wrote: 
>Intuition says the response rate is in the low single digits. 
> 
>Date sent:              Thu, 07 Sep 2000 15:42:24 -0400 
>Send reply to:          aapornet@usc.edu 
>From:                   Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
>To:                     aapornet@usc.edu 
>Subject:                RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls 
>in Five States 
> 
>--=====================_5314069==_.ALT 
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
> 
>Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your dislike 
>for automatic dialers, or do you know something more about their work 
>than the information contained on the Rasmussen web site? If you know 
>more, like their response rates, would you share it with us? warren 
>mitofsky 
> 
> 
>   At 03:44 PM 9/5/00 -0400, you wrote: 
> >It seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen 
> >Research polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic dialer 
> >and a robotic voice ("press one for yes") for their work! Probably 
> >not a great idea to promote these! 
> > 
> >-----Original Message----- 
> >From: Doug Henwood [mailto:dhenwood@panix.com] 



> >Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM 
> >To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> >Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five 
> >States 
> > 
> > 
> >Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive Review, keeps a running 
> >tally of national and state polls on his website, at 
> ><http://prorev.com/amline.htm>. 
> >-- 
> > 
> >Doug Henwood 
> >Left Business Observer 
> >Village Station - PO Box 953 
> >New York NY 10014-0704 USA 
> >+1-212-741-9852 voice  +1-212-807-9152 fax 
> >email: <mailto:dhenwood@panix.com> 
> >web: <http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html> 
> > 
> > 
> >         Because e-mail can be altered electronically, 
> >         the integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
> 
>Mitofsky International 
>1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
>New York, NY 10022 
> 
>212 980-3031 Phone 
>212 980-3107 FAX 
>mitofsky@mindspring.com 
>--=====================_5314069==_.ALT 
>Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
> 
>Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your dislike 
>for automatic dialers, or do you know something more about their work than 
>the information contained on the Rasmussen web site? If you know more, 
>like their response rates, would you share it with us? 
>warren mitofsky 
> 
> 
>  At 03:44 PM 9/5/00 -0400, you wrote: 
>>It seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen 
>>Research polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic dialer 
>>and a robotic voice ("press one for yes") for their work! Probably not 
>>a great idea to promote these! 
>> 
>>-----Original Message----- 
>>From: Doug Henwood [mailto:dhenwood@panix.com] 
>>Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM 
>>To: aapornet@usc.edu 
>>Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five 
>>States 
>> 
>> 
>>Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive Review, keeps a running tally 
>>of national and state polls on his website, at 
>><http://prorev.com/amline.htm>. -- 



>> 
>>Doug Henwood 
>>Left Business Observer 
>>Village Station - PO Box 953 
>>New York NY 10014-0704 USA 
>>+1-212-741-9852 voice  +1-212-807-9152 fax 
>>email: <mailto:dhenwood@panix.com> 
>>web: <http://www.panix.com/~d henwood/LBO_home.html> 
>> 
>> 
>>         Because e-mail can be altered electronically, 
>>         the integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
> 
>Mitofsky International 
>1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
>New York, NY 10022 
> 
>212 980-3031 Phone 
>212 980-3107 FAX 
>mitofsky@mindspring.com 
>--=====================_5314069==_.ALT-- 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>The information contained in this communication is confidential and is 
>intended only for the use of the addressee.  It is the property of 
>Freeman, Sullivan & Co. If you have received this communication in 
>error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by 
>e-mail to postmaster@fsc-research.com, and destroy this 
>communication and all copies thereof, including 
>attachments. 
 
Mitofsky International 
1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
 
212 980-3031 Phone 
212 980-3107 FAX 
mitofsky@mindspring.com 
--=====================_15945968==_.ALT 
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
 
<html> 
<font size=3>Intuition is not what I am after.<br> 
warren mitofsky<br> 
<br> 
At 03:11 PM 9/7/00 -0700, you wrote:<br> 
<blockquote type=cite cite>Intuition says the response rate is in the low  
single digits.<br> <br> Date 
sent:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>Thu, 07 Sep  
2000 15:42:24 -0400<br> Send reply to:&nbsp; 
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab>aapornet@usc.edu<br> 
From:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>Warren 



Mitofsky &lt;mitofsky@mindspring.com&gt;<br> 
To:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab>aapornet@usc.edu<br> 
Subject:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>RE: 
Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States<br> <br> -- 
=====================_5314069==_.ALT<br> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=&quot;us-ascii&quot;; format=flowed<br> 
<br>  
Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on 
just your dislike for <br> automatic dialers, or do you know something more  
about their work than the <br> information contained on 
the Rasmussen web site? If you know more, like <br> their response rates,  
would you share it with us?<br> warren mitofsky<br> <br> 
<br> &nbsp; At 03:44 PM 9/5/00 -0400, you wrote:<br> &gt;It seems these guys  
at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen 
Research<br> &gt;polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic dialer  
and a robotic<br> &gt;voice (&quot;press one for 
yes&quot;) for their work! Probably not a great idea to<br> &gt;promote  
these!<br> &gt;<br> &gt;-----Original Message-----<br> 
&gt;From: Doug Henwood 
[<a href="mailto:dhenwood@panix.com"  
eudora="autourl">mailto:dhenwood@panix.com</a>]<br> 
&gt;Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM<br> 
&gt;To: aapornet@usc.edu<br> 
&gt;Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five  
States<br> &gt;<br> &gt;<br> &gt;Sam Smith, proprietor of the 
Progressive Review, keeps a 
running<br> 
&gt;tally of national and state polls on his website, at<br> &gt;&lt;<a  
href="http://prorev.com/amline.htm" 
eudora="autourl">http://prorev.com/amline.htm</a>&gt;.<br> 
&gt;--<br> 
&gt;<br> 
&gt;Doug Henwood<br> 
&gt;Left Business Observer<br> 
&gt;Village Station - PO Box 953<br> 
&gt;New York NY 10014-0704 USA<br> 
&gt;+1-212-741-9852 voice&nbsp; +1-212-807-9152 fax<br> 
&gt;email: 
&lt;<a href="mailto:dhenwood@panix.com"  
eudora="autourl">mailto:dhenwood@panix.com</a>&gt;<br> 
&gt;web: 
&lt;<a href="http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html"  
eudora="autourl">http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html</a>&gt;<br> 
&gt;<br> 
&gt;<br> 
&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Because e-mail can be  
altered electronically,<br> 
&gt;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; the integrity of this  
communication cannot be guaranteed.<br> <br> Mitofsky 
International<br> 1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor<br> New York, NY 10022<br>  
<br> 212 980-3031 Phone<br> 212 980-3107 FAX<br> 
mitofsky@mindspring.com <br> --=====================_5314069==_.ALT<br> 
Content-Type: text/html; charset=&quot;us-ascii&quot;<br> 
<br> 



Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your dislike for  
automatic dialers, or do you know something more about 
their work than the information contained on the Rasmussen web site? If you  
know more, like their response rates, would you share it 
with us?<br> warren mitofsky<br> <br> <br> &nbsp;At 03:44 PM 9/5/00 -0400, 
you  
wrote:<br> <blockquote type=cite cite>It seems these 
guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen Research<br> polls for  
their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic dialer and a 
robotic<br> voice (&quot;press one for yes&quot;) for their work! Probably 
not  
a great idea to<br> promote these!<br> 
<br> -----Original Message-----<br> 
From: Doug Henwood 
[<a href="mailto:dhenwood@panix.com"  
eudora="autourl">mailto:dhenwood@panix.com</a>]<br> 
Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM<br> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu<br> 
Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States<br>  
<br> <br> Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive 
Review, keeps a running <br> tally of national and state polls on his 
website,  
at <br> &lt;<a href="http://prorev.com/amline.htm" 
eudora="autourl">http://prorev.com/amline.htm</a>&gt;.<b> 
-- <br> 
<br> 
Doug Henwood<br> 
Left Business Observer<br> 
Village Station - PO Box 953<br> 
New York NY 10014-0704 USA<br> 
+1-212-741-9852 voice&nbsp; +1-212-807-9152 fax<br> 
email: 
&lt;<a href="mailto:dhenwood@panix.com"  
eudora="autourl">mailto:dhenwood@panix.com</a>&gt;<br> 
web: 
&lt;<a href="http://www.panix.com/~d%20henwood/LBO_home.html"  
eudora="autourl">http://www.panix.com/~d 
henwood/LBO_home.html</a>&gt;<br> 
<br> 
<br> <x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>Because 
e-mail can be altered electronically, <br> <x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>the 
integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. </blockquote><br> <div  
align="center"> Mitofsky International<br> 1 East 53rd 
Street - 5th Floor<br> New York, NY 10022<br> <br> 212 980-3031 Phone<br> 212  
980-3107 FAX&nbsp;&nbsp; <br> 
mitofsky@mindspring.com<br> --=====================_5314069==_.ALT--<br> 
</div> 
<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
<br> 
The information contained in this communication is <br> confidential and is  
intended only for the use of the <br> addressee.&nbsp; 
It is the property of&nbsp; Freeman, Sullivan &amp; Co. <br> If you have  
received this communication in error,<br> please notify us 



immediately by return e-mail or by <br> e-mail to postmaster@fsc-
research.com,  
and destroy this <br> communication and all copies 
thereof, including <br> attachments. </font></b></blockquote><br> 
 
<div align="center"> 
Mitofsky International<br> 
1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor<br> 
New York, NY 10022<br> 
<br> 
212 980-3031 Phone<br> 
212 980-3107 FAX&nbsp;&nbsp; <br> mitofsky@mindspring.com</html> 
 
--=====================_15945968==_.ALT-- 
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<BODY> 
<FONT SIZE=3D"+2"><B>Post-ABC Poll: Bush, Gore Even</B></FONT> <P></P><FONT  
SIZE=3D"-1">By Dan Balz and Richard Morin<BR> Washington 
Post Staff Writers<BR> 
Friday   , September 8, 2000 
; A1  </FONT> 
<P></P><p>Al Gore and George W. Bush are locked in a dead-even race for t= he  
White House, according to a new Washington Post-ABC 
News poll, with Go= re having consolidated gains he made at his convention 
and  
enjoying the e= dge on who is best equipped to handle 
the issues voters say are most impo= rtant to them.</p> <p>The Post-ABC poll  
reveals an electorate that is sharply divided over t= 
he choice for president in November but relatively contented with both ma=  
jor-party candidates. With two months remaining before 
Election Day, the = poll foreshadows a fiercely competitive contest as Gore  
tries to capitali= ze on the strong economy and Bush 
seeks to make a compelling case for cha= nging parties after eight years of  
Democratic control.</p> <p>In a four-way matchup, Gore 
and Bush each received 47 percent support = among likely voters, with Green  
Party nominee Ralph Nader at 3 percent an= d disputed 
Reform Party nominee Patrick J. Buchanan an asterisk. In a hyp= othetical 
two- 
way race, Bush led Gore 49 percent to 47 percent.</p> 
<p>The polls taken immediately after Labor Day are considered especially =  
important by presidential candidates because they are the 
first that meas= ure the lasting impact of the summer political conventions,  
and they mark=  the moment in the race that many 
Americans begin to pay serious attentio= n to the candidates.</p> <p>In the  
past four elections, the candidate ahead at Labor Day 
has gone = on to win the White House. Twice since World War II &#38;#150; in  
1960 an= d 1980 &#38;#150; the race was statistically 
tied at this stage. The 1960=  race stayed close until the end, with John F.  
Kennedy narrowly defeating=  Richard M. Nixon. The 1980 
contest broke open in late October, with Rona= ld Reagan easily defeating  
President Jimmy Carter. The Gore and Bush camp= aigns said 
they expect this race to remain competitive until the end.</p>= 
 
<p>The new Post-ABC findings represent a slight narrowing in the race sin= ce  
the weekend immediately after Gore's convention last 
month, when the D= emocratic nominee led Bush 48 percent to 44 percent. But  
more important, = the poll shows the clear shift that 
has occurred since July, just before = the two major-party conventions, when  
Bush led Gore by 8 percentage point= s.</p> <p>Unlike 
Bush, who surged to a double-digit lead at the time of the GOP = convention,  
only to see it begin to evaporate the following week, 
Gore ha= s retained most of the support he acquired at his convention.</p>  
<p>The race has polarized along classic lines. Men 
support Bush 52 percen= t to 38 percent, while women support Gore by an  
identical margin. Gore en= joys the support of about eight 
in 10 Democrats, while Bush has the backi= ng of almost nine in 10  
Republicans. Independent voters narrowly favor Bu= sh. Gore holds 
a clear lead in the Northeast, but in every other region, = including the  
battleground Midwest, the poll finds the race is 
statistica= lly tied.</p> <p>The poll is based on telephone interviews with  
1,065 registered voters=  nationwide, including 738 
likely voters, and was conducted Sept. 4-6. Th= e margin of sampling error is  



plus or minus 3 percentage points for the o= verall 
results and 4 percentage points for results based on the sample of=  likely  
voters.</p> <p>After trailing most of the year, Gore not 
only has wiped out Bush's ov= erall lead, but also has seized the advantage 
on  
a number of key question= s of character and on 
issues.</p> <p>Gore leads Bush as the candidate voters say is best able to  
deal with = nine of the 17 issues tested in the survey, 
including education, health c= are and prescription drug benefits for the  
elderly, the economy and Socia= l Security &#38;#150; 
issues that voters said are critically important to=  them this year.</p>  
<p>Bush holds a clear lead on two issues: taxes and 
defense. Six weeks ag= o, Bush led Gore on seven issues and the Democrat was  
favored on two: hea= lth care and the environment.</p> 
<p>Some of these shifts have been dramatic. Five weeks ago, Bush had a 13= - 
point advantage as the candidate best able to manage the 
federal budget;=  today, Gore leads by five points, an 18-point swing. The  
vice president = has turned a nine-point deficit into a 
five-point lead on the issue of th= e candidate best able to handle the  
national economy and has gone from ev= en with Bush on 
education to a 12-point advantage.</p> <p>The candidates are tied on six  
issues, including the traditional Repub= lican issue of 
crime, on which Bush had a 20-point lead in July. Neither = candidate is seen  
as better able to reform campaign finance laws, an 
area=  where Republicans believe Gore is vulnerable. And Gore ties Bush even  
on=  one of the Republican's signature issues: changing 
the tone in Washingto= n.</p> <p>Gore also has managed to erase Bush's  
advantage as the candidate best = able to encourage high 
moral standards and values &#38;#150; a clear indi= cation that the Democrat,  
at least for the moment, has separated himself = from 
the personal problems of President Clinton. Before the conventions, = Bush 
led  
Gore by 11 points on this measure; today the two are 
tied.</p> <p>The Democratic nominee also has cut into areas of Bush strength.  
Bush = is still seen as the candidate best able to 
hold down taxes, but his 16-p= oint lead on this issue in July has dwindled 
to  
six.</p> <p>On issues that have divided the two 
candidates, those surveyed sided m= ore with Gore's call for smaller tax cuts  
and his opposition to private s= chool vouchers. But 
about six in 10 agree with Bush's proposal to divert = some of the Social  
Security payroll tax to private accounts.</p> <p>On 
personal attributes, Bush is still viewed as the stronger leader, b= y a 65  
percent to 54 percent margin, an advantage he has 
enjoyed througho= ut the campaign. Gore has gained eight points since July,  
while the perce= ntage viewing Bush as a strong leader 
has increased by four points.</p> <p>The new Post-ABC News poll suggests that  
voters are feeling more comfo= rtable with Gore, who 
has consistently been portrayed as distant and stif= f in comparison with  
Bush's more open and engaging personal style.</p> <p>In 
July, fewer than half &#38;#150; 45 percent &#38;#150; of voters su= rveyed  
said Gore had "an appealing personality." Today, 55 
percent see Go= re that way.</p> <p>But Bush still is viewed as the more  
personable candidate; six in 10 v= oters &#38;#150; 61 
percent &#38;#150; said they find Bush personally app= ealing and fewer than 
a  
third said he's boring, according to the poll.</p= 



> 
<p>More voters said they trust Gore now than offered a similar view just = a  
few weeks ago.  Sixty-three percent agreed that Gore is 
"honest and tru= stworthy" &#38;#150; up from 47 percent in July, bringing 
him  
even with B= ush on this key character trait.</p> 
<p>The gender gap that exists on the choice for president is even wider w= 
hen  
voters are asked who can best handle the issues. 
Among the 17 issues = tested by The Post and ABC, Gore leads among women on  
all but one of the = them &#38;#150; defense, where he 
is tied with Bush. Among men, Bush lead= s on 12 of the 17 issues, is tied  
with Gore on three and trails on three = others.</p> 
<p>On the key issue of education, which voters ranked as their top concer= n,  
Gore is preferred over Bush by 57 percent to 32 
percent among women. A= mong men, Bush has a five-point advantage. The vice  
president has a 24-po= int lead among women as the 
candidate who best understands the problems o= f the middle class. Among men,  
neither candidate has an advantage.</p> <p>Although 
voters are divided on whom they want as the next president, t= hey have an  
equally high opinion of both as potential presidents. 
Asked t= o put aside their personal preference, equal percentages (69 
percent)  
sai= 
d Bush and Gore would be good presidents.   By sizable margins, they said= 
 Gore and Bush are running positive campaigns, with Gore receiving slight= ly  
higher marks.</p> <p>Assistant polling director 
Claudia Deane contributed to this report.</= 
p> = 
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<html> 
<font face=3D"Comic Sans MS" size=3D4 color=3D"#000080">August 22, 2000<br>  
<br> The Marin County Department of Health and Human 
Services is seeking assistance in recruiting a consulting Epidemiologist to  
help plan and launch the Department=92s new Epidemiology 
Program.&nbsp; I would greatly appreciate your sharing this announcement with  
associates, staff and others who may be 
interested.<br> <br> <b>Consulting Project Announcement:&nbsp;&nbsp;  
Epidemiology Program Development<br> <br> </b>The Marin County 
Department of Health and Human Services (the 
Department) is based in San Rafael, California, across the Golden Gate Bridge  
from San Francisco and bordering the wine country of 



Sonoma and Napa to the north.&nbsp; The Department provides a full range of  
health and social services within four divisions:&nbsp; 
Aging,&nbsp; Public Health, Mental Health and Social Services.&nbsp; 
Currently  
the Department has 560 employees and a $90 million 
budget.&nbsp; <br> <br> Marin County has 245,000 residents.&nbsp; Known for  
its natural resources, national parks and open space 
combined with sophistication and proximity to San Francisco, the County is  
also well known for its highly educated, involved and 
active citizens.&nbsp; Marin has a unique blend of programs not found in many  
counties.&nbsp; The County=92s economy&nbsp; is strong 
and the Board of Supervisors has demonstrated a continuing commitment to the  
public health and social service interests of Marin 
County citizens.&nbsp; As a result, this consulting opportunity offers the  
right individual a chance to participate in an exciting 
and meaningful way in the stimulating health and human services field.<br>  
<br> The Department is requesting proposals for a 
consulting Epidemiologist to plan, develop and provide interim management  
assistance for the Department=92s new Epidemiology 
program, for a period of six to twelve months.&nbsp; While the Department 
will  
hire a full-time Epidemiology Program Coordinator, 
several major initiatives being launched in the coming weeks require 
immediate  
assistance from a seasoned, experienced 
Epidemiologist who is skilled in planning and launching new programs at the  
county level while the hiring process is carried 
out.<br> <br> <b>Scope of Work:<br> <br> </b>The Department is launching 
three  
major projects this fall requiring substantial 
epidemiologist involvement and leadership:<br> <b> <dl> <dl> <dd>1.<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab> Breast Cancer 
Research Project:</b>&nbsp; Marin County has the highest breast cancer rate 
of  
any county in California.&nbsp; Funding is pending 
from the Centers for Disease Control State of California to begin planning  
research activities leading to identification of factors 
contributing to Marin=92s high incidence rate.&nbsp; The consulting  
Epidemiologist will serve as the lead on launching this project, 
including gathering information on state of the art research, developing  
community involvement, planning short and long-term 
research strategies, and reporting findings to the professional and lay  
community.<b> </dl> 
</dl>2.<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>Marin Community  
Health Survey:</b>&nbsp; A national survey research firm 
is being awarded a contract this fall to conduct a comprehensive survey of 
the  
health status and health needs of Marin County 
residents.&nbsp; Epidemiological expertise is needed in questionnaire design,  
fielding, data analysis, and reporting.<br> 
<b>3.<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>Establish 
Department Epidemiology Program:</b>&nbsp; The Department is establishing an  
Epidemiology program that will support Department and 
community planning efforts; design and conduct related studies to assess the  
incidence and prevalence of disease; identify risk 
factors and environmental associations; and help to design appropriate public  
health interventions for the County.&nbsp; Assistance 



is needed in the start-up and organization of this essential function.<br>  
<br> <b>Experience/Background required:<br> <br> 
</font></b><font face=3D"Wingdings" size=3D4=  color=3D"#000080">=A7<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-t= 
ab></font><font face=3D"Comic Sans MS" size=3D4 color=3D"#000080">BA/BS 
minimum, MS/MPH or PhD at an accredited college or university in 
epidemiology,  
biostatistics, in public health, social or life 
science, or related field. Experience with statistical packages and 
electronic  
data analysis.&nbsp; Demonstrated ability in grant 
writing.<br> <br> </font><font face=3D"Wingdings" size=3D3= 
color=3D"#000080"><b>=A7<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</= 
x-tab></font></b><font face=3D"Comic Sans MS" 
x-tab>color=3D"#000080">Epidemiologi= 
cal 
skill sets including disease surveillance, data management and analysis,  
statistical methods and knowledge, study design, program 
evaluation, report preparation<br> <br> </font><font face=3D"Wingdings"  
size=3D4= 
color=3D"#000080">=A7<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-t= 
ab></font><font face=3D"Comic Sans MS" size=3D4 color=3D"#000080">Skill 
in PC-based software applications including database manager, spreadsheet,  
charting, and GIS, word processing and statistical 
analysis<br> <br> </font><font face=3D"Wingdings" size=3D4= 
color=3D"#000080">=A7<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-t= 
ab></font><font face=3D"Comic Sans MS" size=3D4 
ab>color=3D"#000080">Excellent 
written and oral communication skills<br> 
<br> 
</font><font face=3D"Wingdings" size=3D4=  color=3D"#000080">=A7<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-t= 
ab></font><font face=3D"Comic Sans MS" size=3D4 
ab>color=3D"#000080">Demonstrat= 
ed 
ability to plan and manage multiple projects<br> 
<br> 
</font><font face=3D"Wingdings" size=3D4=  color=3D"#000080">=A7<x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-t= 
ab></font><font face=3D"Comic Sans MS" size=3D4 
ab>color=3D"#000080">Management 
experience and experience in working with county and community organizations  
desirable<br> <br> <b>Anticipated Term of 
Project:&nbsp; </b>Six months (up to twelve months if necessary)<br> <br>  
<b>Contact For further information:<br> <br> 
</b><x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>Madeline 
Kellner<br> <x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab>Director, 
Division of Health Services<br> <x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>20 North San 
Pedro  
Road, Ste 2028<br> 
<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>San 
Rafael, CA&nbsp; 94903<br> <x- 
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x-tab>Tel:&nbsp;&nb= 
sp; 
415-499-3707<br> <x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 



tab>Fax:&nbsp; 
415-499-3791<br> <x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</x- 
tab>Email:&nbsp; 
mkellner@marin.org</font><br> 
<div>Victoria A. Albright ( Albright@Field.com )</div> <div>VP/Research  
Director</div> <div>Field Research Corporation</div> 
<div>222 Sutter Street, 2nd floor</div> <div>San Francisco, CA&nbsp;  
94108</div> 415 392 5763 </html> 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 7 Sep 2000 22:51:29 -0400 
From: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
To: <mkshares@mcs.net> 
Cc: "Aapornet@Usc. Edu" <aapornet@usc.edu>, 
        "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Post-ABC Poll: Bush, Gore Even 
Message-ID: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPKEBDCDAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0003_01C0191E.2958C290" 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
In-Reply-To: <39B7FDE3.B986DF73@mcs.net> 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0003_01C0191E.2958C290 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Post-ABC Poll: Bush, Gore EvenBut CNN tracking (first set of samples) and  
Zogby have Gore up but within the margin of error 
 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0003_01C0191E.2958C290 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">  
<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Post-ABC Poll: Bush, Gore Even</TITLE> <META 
http-equiv=3DContent-Type content=3D"text/html; = charset=3Dus-ascii"> <META  
content=3D"MSHTML 5.50.4134.600" 
name=3DGENERATOR></HEAD> <BODY> <DIV><SPAN class=3D934255002-08092000><FONT  
face=3DArial color=3D#0000ff = size=3D2>But=20 CNN 
tracking (first set of samples) and Zogby have Gore up but within = the  
margin=20 of error</FONT></SPAN></DIV> <BLOCKQUOTE dir=3Dltr 
style=3D"MARGIN-RIGHT: 0px"><FONT face=3DArial = color=3D#0000ff=20 
  size=3D2></FONT>&nbsp;</BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML> 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0003_01C0191E.2958C290-- 
 
 



========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 08 Sep 2000 07:36:46 -0700 
From: Jennifer Franz <jdfranz@earthlink.net> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.74 [en] (Win98; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Job Opening 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
JD Franz Research, Inc., a Sacramento-based firm with a combination of public  
and private sector clients that has been in existence 
since 1981, is seeking a Project Coordinator.  Primary responsibilities  
include managing the data collection function (both 
telephone and intercept), participating in research planning and design  
deliberations, conducting survey pretests, and related 
activities. 
 
Requires BA/BS in related field or equivalent (MA/MS preferred) and  
demonstrated successful supervisory experience with entry-level 
workforce as well as with experienced personnel.  Excellent communications 
and  
computer skills essential.  Familiarity with CATI 
systems a plus.  Recent graduates are encouraged to apply.  Must be able and  
willing to work on location for one- to two-week 
periods a few times a year. 
 
JD Franz Research is an equal opportunity employer.  If you are interested,  
please send your resume and salary requirements by 
September 20, 2000 to: 
 
Jennifer D. Franz, Ph.D. 
JD Franz Research, Inc. 
550 Bercut Drive, Suite H 
Sacramento, CA  95814 
 
You may also submit your materials as a Word attachment to  
jdfranz@earthlink.net. 
 
 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 08 Sep 2000 10:15:35 -0400 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Dan McDonald <mcdonald.221@osu.edu> 
Subject: Positions - Ohio State 
In-Reply-To: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0009071510060.10905-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY School of Journalism and Communication invites 
applications for up to six tenure-track faculty positions (ranks open), 
available September 2001. The School is seeking applicants dedicated to 
making important contributions to social scientific research, teaching and 



service.  The School's priority areas include:  (1) public 
opinion/political communication, (2) new communication technologies and 
society, (3) mass communication, and (4) public affairs journalism.  All 
candidates are expected to be able to contribute to one or more priority 
areas at both the undergraduate and graduate levels or specialize in areas 
that are a bridge between priority areas.  A Ph.D. in communication, mass 
communication, or another relevant social science discipline is 
required.  Salary is competitive and commensurate with rank and experience. 
 
The School of Journalism and Communication offers the B.A., M.A. and Ph.D. 
and intends to be a leading center for research and teaching in the field 
of communication.  The College of Social and Behavioral Sciences has many 
excellent units, including top-rated empirical programs in political 
science, psychology, geography and sociology, as well as the Center for 
Survey Research.  Opportunities for interdisciplinary and 
cross-disciplinary research are a hallmark of the College. 
 
The campus is strategically located in Columbus, the capital city of 
Ohio.  Columbus is the center of a rapidly growing and diverse metropolitan 
area of more than 1.5 million residents.  It is a friendly city with a high 
quality of life.  The area offers a wide range of affordable housing, many 
cultural and recreational amenities, and a strong economy based on 
government as well as service and technology-based industries.  Additional 
information about the University and School is available via www.osu.edu 
and about the Columbus area at www.columbus.org. 
 
Interested candidates should send a letter of application, current vita, 
and the names and contact information for three references to the address 
below. 
 
Dr. Daniel G. McDonald 
Search Committee Chair 
School of Journalism and Communication 
154 North Oval Mall 
The Ohio State University 
Columbus, OH  43210-1339 
 
Review of applications will begin November 1, 2000.  The committee will 
review new applications until April 1, 2001 or until all positions are 
filled. The Ohio State University is an equal opportunity-affirmative 
action employer and especially encourages applications from women, 
minorities, Vietnam-era and disabled veterans, and other individuals with 
disabilities. 
 
Daniel G. McDonald 
Professor 
School of Journalism and Communication 
3080 Derby Hall 
154 North Oval Mall 
The Ohio State University 
Columbus, OH  43210 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 08 Sep 2000 10:00:51 -0500 
From: smitht@norcmail.uchicago.edu 
Received: from norcmail.uchicago.edu (norcmail.uchicago.edu [128.135.45.4]) 



      by genesis1.norc.uchicago.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id JAA21684 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Fri, 8 Sep 2000 09:55:56 -0500 
Received: from ccMail by norcmail.uchicago.edu (ccMail Link to SMTP  
R8.30.00.7) 
    id AA968425255; Fri, 08 Sep 2000 10:00:56 -0500 
Message-Id: <0009089684.AA968425255@norcmail.uchicago.edu> 
X-Mailer: ccMail Link to SMTP R8.30.00.7 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Contest 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
Content-Description: "cc:Mail Note Part" 
 
 
                  General Social Survey Student Paper Competition 
 
            The National Opinion Research Center (NORC) at the 
     University of Chicago announces the latest annual General Social 
     Survey (GSS) Student Paper Competition. To be eligible papers must: 
     1) be based on data from the 1972-1998 GSSs or from the GSS's 
     cross-national component, the International Social Survey Program 
     (any year or combination of years may be used), 2) represent 
     original and unpublished work, and 3) be written by a student or 
     students at an accredited college or university. Both 
     undergraduates and graduate students may enter and college 
     graduates are eligible for one year after receiving their degree. 
     Recent college graduates who completed an appropriate undergraduate 
     or senior honors thesis are encouraged to consider submitting such 
     research. Professors are urged to inform their students of this 
     opportunity. 
          The papers will be judged on the basis of their: a) 
     contribution to expanding understanding of contemporary American 
     society, b) development and testing of social science models and 
     theories, c) statistical and methodological sophistication, and d) 
     clarity of writing and organization. Papers should be less than 40 
     pages in length (including tables, references, appendices, etc.) 
     and should be double spaced. 
            Paper will be judged by the principal investigators of the 
     GSS (James A. Davis and Tom W. Smith) with assistance from a group 
     of leading scholars. Separate prizes will be awarded to the best 
     undergraduate and best graduate-level entries. Entrants should 
     indicate in which group they are competing. Winners will receive a 
     cash prize of $250, a commemorative plaque, and SPSS Base, the main 
     statistical analysis package of SPSS. SPSS Base is donated by SPSS, 
     Inc. of Chicago, Illinois. Honorable mentions may also be awarded 
     by the judges. 
            Two copies of each paper must be received by February 15, 
     2001. The winner will be announced in late April, 2001. Send 
     entries to: 
 
                               Tom W. Smith 
                           General Social Survey 
                     National Opinion Research Center 
                            1155 East 60th St. 
                             Chicago, Il 60637 
 



            For further information: 
 
                        Phone: 773-256-6288 
                        Fax: 773-753-7886 
                        Email: smitht@norcmail.uchicago.edu 
       
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 8 Sep 2000 11:33:47 -0400 
From: "Mark David Richards" <mark@bisconti.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: "Sam Smith" <ssmith@IGC.APC.ORG> 
Subject: RE: Presidential Race Results Rolling Average 
Message-ID: <JAEPJNNBGDEENLLCIIIBKEAHCLAA.mark@bisconti.com> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0000_01C01988.A7232980" 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0) 
In-Reply-To: <4.3.2.7.2.20000907183908.00d7c260@pop.mindspring.com> 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0000_01C01988.A7232980 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
FYI:  Sam Smith, publisher of Progressive Review, explained his 3-day rolling  
average--see http://prorev.com/indexa.htm or below. 
(Unlike Ms. 
Huffington,) Smith said he's more interested in how well polling results  
predict voter outcome than response rates.  Whatever the 
response rates were, Smith found Rasmussen to be accurate in predicting the  
Presidential primaries.  cheers, mark 
 
"MORNING LINE 
As the Review's unique Morning Line attracts growing attention, there has 
also  
been a spike in misinformation about it, including, 
of all places, on the bulletin board of the American Public Opinion Research,  
where a reader 
wrote: 
"It seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen Research  
polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic 
dialer and a robotic voice ("press one for yes") for their work! Probably not  
a great idea to promote these!" Here are a few facts: 
-- The Review, unlike most major media, uses all available polls to create a  
moving average of the last five polls. We don't know of 
anyone else who does this. The networks, Newsweek, and the Washington Post, 
on  
the other hand, tout their own polls and downplay 
information about others. Thus their poll reports can distort available  
information. 



-- The Review also publishes the daily tracking poll of Rasmussen Research. 
It  
does so in part because Rasmussen was the top 
pollster in predicting this year's heavily contested primaries. In fact, nine  
of the 14 pollsters we studied had an average error 
that varied no more than two points from each other, but Rasmussen provides a  
daily tracking service. 
-- The Rasmussen daily tracking poll can and does vary from our five poll  
moving average. For example, as this is written, Rasmussen 
has Bush ahead by two points; the five poll average has Gore ahead by three. 
-- Taking a month by month average of all the Rasmussen polls that we have  
used (one a week) and comparing it to the average of all 
the other polls we find a difference ranging from 0.5 to two points each  
month. In August, Newsweek varied from the all-poll average 
by 0.6 points. We are not talking big differences. 
-- There are varied techniques used by pollsters. The Review, as always, 
takes  
the inductive approach to such matters: favor the 
evidence over the principles that allegedly rule it. 
-- In the end, most pollsters do a good job and Rasmussen is up there with 
the  
rest. Our moving average -- a principle used, 
incidentally, by stock market technicians -- smoothes out variations and  
discounts anomalies. It helped us come within 30 electoral 
votes in predicting the last two presidential elections. 
-- The most interesting recent use of Morning Line was made by Rick Kipper of  
Portland OR. He writes: "Living on the west coast, I 
am interested in how soon the election might be over on election day. Past  
elections have all been decided before I leave work. This 
year felt like it could last longer. To check this hypothesis, I took your  
current data and sorted it by time zone. Currently Bush 
wins at the close of the polls in the Mountain states. This is indeed much  
later than in past elections. Then I switched just three 
states to the Gore column, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Oregon. To my 
astonishment  
the election is not decided until Hawaii puts Gore 
over the top. This would indeed be an amazing outcome to have a close 
election  
and for it to be decided after all the polls close." 
 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0000_01C01988.A7232980 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<html xmlns:o=3D"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" =  
xmlns:w=3D"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:word" = 
xmlns=3D"http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40"> 
 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv=3DContent-Type content=3D"text/html; = charset=3Dus-ascii">  
<meta name=3DProgId content=3DWord.Document> <meta 
name=3DGenerator content=3D"Microsoft Word 9"> <meta name=3DOriginator  
content=3D"Microsoft Word 9"> <link rel=3DFile-List 
href=3D"cid:filelist.xml@01C01988.A392D6D0"> 
<!--[if gte mso 9]><xml> 



 <o:OfficeDocumentSettings> 
  <o:DoNotRelyOnCSS/> 
 </o:OfficeDocumentSettings> 
</xml><![endif]--><!--[if gte mso 9]><xml> 
 <w:WordDocument> 
  <w:Zoom>0</w:Zoom> 
  <w:DocumentKind>DocumentEmail</w:DocumentKind> 
  <w:EnvelopeVis/> 
 </w:WordDocument> 
</xml><![endif]--> 
<style> 
<!-- 
 /* Font Definitions */ 
@font-face 
      {font-family:"Book Antiqua"; 
      panose-1:2 4 6 2 5 3 5 3 3 4; 
      mso-font-charset:0; 
      mso-generic-font-family:roman; 
      mso-font-pitch:variable; 
      mso-font-signature:647 0 0 0 159 0;} 
@font-face 
      {font-family:"Arial Unicode MS"; 
      panose-1:2 11 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 4; 
      mso-font-charset:128; 
      mso-generic-font-family:swiss; 
      mso-font-pitch:variable; 
      mso-font-signature:-1 -369098753 63 0 4129023 0;} 
@font-face 
      {font-family:"\@Arial Unicode MS"; 
      mso-font-charset:128; 
      mso-generic-font-family:swiss; 
      mso-font-pitch:variable; 
      mso-font-signature:-1 -369098753 63 0 4129023 0;} 
 /* Style Definitions */ 
p.MsoNormal, li.MsoNormal, div.MsoNormal 
      {mso-style-parent:""; 
      margin:0in; 
      margin-bottom:.0001pt; 
      mso-pagination:widow-orphan; 
      font-size:12.0pt; 
      font-family:"Times New Roman"; 
      mso-fareast-font-family:"Times New Roman";} 
a:link, span.MsoHyperlink 
      {color:blue; 
      text-decoration:underline; 
      text-underline:single;} 
a:visited, span.MsoHyperlinkFollowed 
      {color:blue; 
      text-decoration:underline; 
      text-underline:single;} 
p.MsoAutoSig, li.MsoAutoSig, div.MsoAutoSig 
      {margin:0in; 
      margin-bottom:.0001pt; 
      mso-pagination:widow-orphan; 
      font-size:12.0pt; 
      font-family:"Times New Roman"; 
      mso-fareast-font-family:"Times New Roman";} 



p 
      {margin-right:0in; 
      mso-margin-top-alt:auto; 
      mso-margin-bottom-alt:auto; 
      margin-left:0in; 
      mso-pagination:widow-orphan; 
      font-size:12.0pt; 
      font-family:"Arial Unicode MS";} 
span.EmailStyle17 
      {mso-style-type:personal-reply; 
      mso-ansi-font-size:10.0pt; 
      mso-ascii-font-family:Arial; 
      mso-hansi-font-family:Arial; 
      mso-bidi-font-family:Arial; 
      color:navy;} 
@page Section1 
      {size:8.5in 11.0in; 
      margin:1.0in 1.25in 1.0in 1.25in; 
      mso-header-margin:.5in; 
      mso-footer-margin:.5in; 
      mso-paper-source:0;} 
div.Section1 
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</style> 
</head> 
 
<body lang=3DEN-US link=3Dblue vlink=3Dblue style=3D'tab-interval:.5in'> 
 
<div class=3DSection1> 
 
<p><font size=3D3 color=3Dnavy face=3D"Book Antiqua"><span = style=3D'font- 
size:12.0pt; font-family:"Book 
Antiqua";color:navy'>FYI:<span style=3D"mso-spacerun: yes">&nbsp; </span>Sam  
Smith, publisher of Progressive Review, explained = his 
3-day rolling average--see </span></font><font face=3D"Book Antiqua"><span  
style=3D'font-family:"Book Antiqua"'><a = 
href=3D"http://prorev.com/indexa.htm">http://prorev.com/indexa.htm</a><fo= 
nt 
color=3Dnavy><span style=3D'color:navy'> or below.<span = 
style=3D"mso-spacerun: 
yes">&nbsp; </span>(Unlike Ms. Huffington,) Smith said he&#8217;s more =  
interested in how well polling results predict voter 
outcome than response rates.<span 
style=3D"mso-spacerun: yes">&nbsp; </span>Whatever the response rates = were,  
Smith found Rasmussen to be accurate in predicting the 
Presidential = primaries.<span 
style=3D"mso-spacerun: yes">&nbsp; </span>cheers, = mark</span></font><font  
color=3Dnavy><span = 
style=3D'color:navy;mso-color-alt:windowtext'><o:p></o:p></span></font></= 
span></font></p> 
 
<p><font size=3D2 color=3D"#00006a" face=3DArial><span = style=3D'font- 
size:10.0pt; font-family:Arial;color:#00006A'><![if = 
!supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<![endif]><o:p></o:p></span></font></p> 
 
<p><font size=3D2 color=3D"#00006a" face=3DArial><span = style=3D'font- 



size:10.0pt; font-family:Arial;color:#00006A'>&#8220;MORNING 
= LINE<o:p></o:p></span></font></p> 
 
<p><font size=3D2 color=3D"#00006a" face=3DArial><span = style=3D'font- 
size:10.0pt; font-family:Arial;color:#00006A'>As the Review's 
unique Morning Line = attracts growing attention, there has also been a spike  
in misinformation about = it, including, of all 
places, on the bulletin board of the American Public = Opinion Research, 
where  
a reader wrote:</span></font><font color=3Dnavy><span 
style=3D'color:navy;mso-color-alt:windowtext'><o:p></o:p></span></font></= 
p> 
 
<p><font size=3D2 color=3D"#00006a" face=3DArial><span = style=3D'font- 
size:10.0pt; font-family:Arial;color:#00006A'>&quot;It seems 
these guys at the = Progressive Review are using Rasmussen Research polls for  
their analysis. Rasmussen = uses an automatic dialer 
and a robotic voice (&quot;press one for yes&quot;) for = their work! 
Probably  
not a great idea to promote = 
these!&quot;</span></font><font color=3Dnavy><span = style=3D'color:navy;mso- 
color-alt:windowtext'><o:p></o:p></span></font></= 
p> 
 
<p><font size=3D2 color=3D"#00006a" face=3DArial><span = style=3D'font- 
size:10.0pt; font-family:Arial;color:#00006A'>Here are a few 
facts: = </span></font><font color=3Dnavy><span = style=3D'color:navy;mso- 
color-alt:windowtext'><o:p></o:p></span></font></= 
p> 
 
<p><font size=3D2 color=3D"#00006a" face=3DArial><span = style=3D'font- 
size:10.0pt; 
font-family:Arial;color:#00006A'>-- The Review, unlike most major media, =  
uses all available polls to create a moving average of 
the last five polls. = We don't know of anyone else who does this. The  
networks, Newsweek, and the = Washington Post, on the other 
hand, tout their own polls and downplay information = about others. Thus 
their  
poll reports can distort available information. = 
</span></font><font color=3Dnavy><span = style=3D'color:navy;mso-color- 
alt:windowtext'><o:p></o:p></span></font></= 
p> 
 
<p><font size=3D2 color=3D"#00006a" face=3DArial><span = style=3D'font- 
size:10.0pt; 
font-family:Arial;color:#00006A'>-- The Review also publishes the daily =  
tracking poll of Rasmussen Research. It does so in part 
because Rasmussen was the = top pollster in predicting this year's heavily  
contested primaries. In fact, = nine of the 14 pollsters 
we studied had an average error that varied no more = than two points from  
each other, but Rasmussen provides a daily tracking = 
service. </span></font><font color=3Dnavy><span = style=3D'color:navy;mso- 
color-alt:windowtext'><o:p></o:p></span></font></= 
p> 
 
<p><font size=3D2 color=3D"#00006a" face=3DArial><span = style=3D'font- 
size:10.0pt; 



font-family:Arial;color:#00006A'>-- The Rasmussen daily tracking poll = can  
and does vary from our five poll moving average. For 
example, as this is = written, Rasmussen has Bush ahead by two points; the  
five poll average has Gore = ahead by 
three.</span></font><font color=3Dnavy><span = 
style=3D'color:navy;mso-color-alt: 
windowtext'><o:p></o:p></span></font></p> 
 
<p><font size=3D2 color=3D"#00006a" face=3DArial><span = style=3D'font- 
size:10.0pt; 
font-family:Arial;color:#00006A'>-- Taking a month by month average of = all  
the Rasmussen polls that we have used (one a week) and 
comparing it to the = average of all the other polls we find a difference  
ranging from 0.5 to two = points each month. In August, 
Newsweek varied from the all-poll average by 0.6 = points. We are not talking  
big differences.</span></font><font color=3Dnavy><span 
style=3D'color:navy;mso-color-alt:windowtext'><o:p></o:p></span></font></= 
p> 
 
<p><font size=3D2 color=3D"#00006a" face=3DArial><span = style=3D'font- 
size:10.0pt; 
font-family:Arial;color:#00006A'>-- There are varied techniques used by  
pollsters. The Review, as always, takes the inductive 
approach to such = 
matters: 
favor the evidence over the principles that allegedly rule =  
it.</span></font><font color=3Dnavy><span = 
style=3D'color:navy;mso-color-alt:windowtext'><o:p></o:p></span></font></= 
p> 
 
<p><font size=3D2 color=3D"#00006a" face=3DArial><span = style=3D'font- 
size:10.0pt; 
font-family:Arial;color:#00006A'>-- In the end, most pollsters do a good = 
job  
and Rasmussen is up there with the rest. Our moving 
average -- a = principle used, incidentally, by stock market technicians --  
smoothes out = variations and discounts anomalies. It 
helped us come within 30 electoral votes in = predicting the last two  
presidential elections.</span></font><font = 
color=3Dnavy><span style=3D'color:navy;mso-color- 
alt:windowtext'><o:p></o:p></span></font></= 
p> 
 
<p><font size=3D2 color=3D"#00006a" face=3DArial><span = style=3D'font- 
size:10.0pt; 
font-family:Arial;color:#00006A'>-- The most interesting recent use of =  
Morning Line was made by Rick Kipper of Portland OR. He = 
writes:</span></font><font color=3Dnavy><span = style=3D'color:navy;mso-
color- 
alt:windowtext'><o:p></o:p></span></font></= 
p> 
 
<p><font size=3D2 color=3D"#00006a" face=3DArial><span = style=3D'font- 
size:10.0pt; font-family:Arial;color:#00006A'>&quot;Living on 
the west coast, I am interested in how soon the election might be over on  
election day. Past elections have all been decided before 
I leave work. This year felt like = it could last longer. To check this  



hypothesis, I took your current data = and sorted it by time 
zone. Currently Bush wins at the close of the polls in = the Mountain states.  
This is indeed much later than in past elections. Then 
= I switched just three states to the Gore column, Michigan, Wisconsin, and =  
Oregon. To my astonishment the election is not decided 
until Hawaii puts Gore = over the top. This would indeed be an amazing 
outcome  
to have a close election = and for it to be decided 
after all the polls close.&quot;</span></font><font color=3Dnavy><span = 
style=3D'color:navy;mso-color-alt:windowtext'><o:p></o:p></span></font></= 
p> 
 
<p class=3DMsoNormal><font size=3D3 color=3Dblack face=3D"Times New =  
Roman"><span style=3D'font-size:12.0pt;color:black'><![if = 
!supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<![endif]></span></font><font 
color=3Dblack><span = style=3D'color:black;mso-color- 
alt:windowtext'><o:p></o:p></span></font><= 
/p> 
 
</div> 
 
</body> 
 
</html> 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0000_01C01988.A7232980-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 8 Sep 2000 08:57:03 -0700 
From: sullivan@fsc-research.com 
Received: from 6b7va (fscnt1.fsc-research.com [206.180.228.75]) 
      by web2.tdl.com (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with SMTP id IAA13379 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Fri, 8 Sep 2000 08:54:10 -0700 
Message-Id: <200009081554.IAA13379@web2.tdl.com> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT 
Subject: RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
In-reply-to: <4.3.2.7.2.20000907183908.00d7c260@pop.mindspring.com> 
References: <200009072208.PAA24938@web2.tdl.com> 
X-mailer: Pegasus Mail for Win32 (v3.01d) 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7BIT 
 
Sometimes that's all there is. 
 
Date sent:        Thu, 07 Sep 2000 18:39:34 -0400 
Send reply to:    aapornet@usc.edu 
From:             Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
To:               aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject:          RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five  
States 
 
Intuition is not what I am after. 
warren mitofsky 
 



At 03:11 PM 9/7/00 -0700, you wrote: 
>Intuition says the response rate is in the low single digits. 
> 
>Date sent:              Thu, 07 Sep 2000 15:42:24 -0400 
>Send reply to:          aapornet@usc.edu 
>From:                   Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
>To:                     aapornet@usc.edu 
>Subject:                RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls 
>in Five States 
> 
>--=====================_5314069==_.ALT 
>Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
> 
>Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your dislike 
>for automatic dialers, or do you know something more about their work 
>than the information contained on the Rasmussen web site? If you know 
>more, like their response rates, would you share it with us? warren 
>mitofsky 
> 
> 
>   At 03:44 PM 9/5/00 -0400, you wrote: 
> >It seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen 
> >Research polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic dialer 
> >and a robotic voice ("press one for yes") for their work! Probably 
> >not a great idea to promote these! 
> > 
> >-----Original Message----- 
> >From: Doug Henwood [mailto:dhenwood@panix.com] 
> >Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM 
> >To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> >Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five 
> >States 
> > 
> > 
> >Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive Review, keeps a running 
> >tally of national and state polls on his website, at 
> ><http://prorev.com/amline.htm>. 
> >-- 
> > 
> >Doug Henwood 
> >Left Business Observer 
> >Village Station - PO Box 953 
> >New York NY 10014-0704 USA 
> >+1-212-741-9852 voice  +1-212-807-9152 fax 
> >email: <mailto:dhenwood@panix.com> 
> >web: <http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html> 
> > 
> > 
> >         Because e-mail can be altered electronically, 
> >         the integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
> 
>Mitofsky International 
>1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
>New York, NY 10022 
> 
>212 980-3031 Phone 
>212 980-3107 FAX 



>mitofsky@mindspring.com 
>--=====================_5314069==_.ALT 
>Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
> 
>Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your dislike 
>for automatic dialers, or do you know something more about their work than 
>the information contained on the Rasmussen web site? If you know more, 
>like their response rates, would you share it with us? 
>warren mitofsky 
> 
> 
>  At 03:44 PM 9/5/00 -0400, you wrote: 
>>It seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen 
>>Research polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic dialer 
>>and a robotic voice ("press one for yes") for their work! Probably not 
>>a great idea to promote these! 
>> 
>>-----Original Message----- 
>>From: Doug Henwood [mailto:dhenwood@panix.com] 
>>Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM 
>>To: aapornet@usc.edu 
>>Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five 
>>States 
>> 
>> 
>>Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive Review, keeps a running tally 
>>of national and state polls on his website, at 
>><http://prorev.com/amline.htm>. -- 
>> 
>>Doug Henwood 
>>Left Business Observer 
>>Village Station - PO Box 953 
>>New York NY 10014-0704 USA 
>>+1-212-741-9852 voice  +1-212-807-9152 fax 
>>email: <mailto:dhenwood@panix.com> 
>>web: <http://www.panix.com/~d henwood/LBO_home.html> 
>> 
>> 
>>         Because e-mail can be altered electronically, 
>>         the integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
> 
>Mitofsky International 
>1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
>New York, NY 10022 
> 
>212 980-3031 Phone 
>212 980-3107 FAX 
>mitofsky@mindspring.com 
>--=====================_5314069==_.ALT-- 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>The information contained in this communication is confidential and is 
>intended only for the use of the addressee.  It is the property of 
>Freeman, Sullivan & Co. If you have received this communication in 
>error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by 



>e-mail to postmaster@fsc-research.com, and destroy this 
>communication and all copies thereof, including 
>attachments. 
 
Mitofsky International 
1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
 
212 980-3031 Phone 
212 980-3107 FAX 
mitofsky@mindspring.com 
 
 
The information contained in this communication is 
confidential and is intended only for the use of the 
addressee.  It is the property of  Freeman, Sullivan & Co. 
If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by 
e-mail to postmaster@fsc-research.com, and destroy this 
communication and all copies thereof, including 
attachments. 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 8 Sep 2000 12:07:46 -0400 
From: Leo Simonetta <simonetta@artsci.com> 
To: "Aapornet (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Top Officials Quit U. of Hong Kong Amid Charges They Violated a S 
      cholar's Academic Freedom 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain 
 
This attracted some attention on AAPORNET when it first occured so I thought  
I'd post this. 
 
>From the Chronicle of Higher Education 
 <<...>> 
"Top Officials Quit U. of Hong Kong Amid Charges They Violated a Scholar's  
Academic Freedom By BURTON BOLLAG Two top officials of 
the University of Hong Kong resigned Wednesday over allegations that they had  
pressured a prominent academic pollster to stop 
conducting public-opinion surveys showing falling approval for the 
territory's  
chief executive, who is appointed by officials in 
Beijing. 
Cheng Yiu-chung, the vice chancellor, and Wong Siu-lun, the pro-vice  
chancellor, stepped down just before the university's council 
was scheduled to consider a 74-page report by a three-member independent  
panel. The report backed up charges by Robert Chung, 
director of the university's Public Opinion Program, that the pro-vice  
chancellor had passed along a message to him from the vice 
chancellor, telling him to stop the offending surveys or face a loss of  
university funds. 
The pressure, the panel found, "was calculated to inhibit his right to  
academic freedom." 
The two officials who stepped down have denied the accusations, as has Hong  
Kong's chief executive, Tung Chee-hwa, for whose benefit 



the pressure was allegedly applied. The two university officials did not  
indicate why they had stepped down." 
 
The Chronicle site is a subscription site (for this article) so I have not  
included the URL. 
 
(If this looks funny I apologize - my computer has crashed and I am using  
someone else's laptop) 
-- 
Leo G. Simonetta 
Art & Science Group, Inc. 
simonetta@artsci.com 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 8 Sep 2000 12:42:07 -0400 
From: "Michael Mokrzycki" <Michael_Mokrzycki@ap.org> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Message-ID: <85256954.005BC023.00@nyc2.ap.org> 
Subject: RE: Presidential Race Results Rolling Average 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: multipart/mixed; 
      Boundary="0__=ytCyJMR6rApipeY8X4ohxt4iwrBVgvaSQzIPvADx8Jn4rtb9w1kQpXkH" 
Content-Disposition: inline 
 
--0__=ytCyJMR6rApipeY8X4ohxt4iwrBVgvaSQzIPvADx8Jn4rtb9w1kQpXkH 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Disposition: inline 
 
Investor's Business Daily also has started running a "Meta Poll" combining  
results of multiple presidential polls. I don't have 
their methodology statement at hand but am curious what AAPORnetters think of  
the validity of this general approach. 
 
Mike Mokrzycki 
Associated Press 
 
 
 
 
 
"Mark David Richards" <mark@bisconti.com> on 09/08/2000 11:33:47 AM 
 
Please respond to aapornet@usc.edu 
 
To:   aapornet@usc.edu 
cc:   "Sam Smith" <ssmith@IGC.APC.ORG> (bcc: Michael Mokrzycki/TheAP) 
 
Subject:  RE: Presidential Race Results Rolling Average 
 
 
 
FYI:  Sam Smith, publisher of Progressive Review, explained his 3-day rolling  
average--see http://prorev.com/indexa.htm or below. 
(Unlike Ms. 
Huffington,) Smith said he's more interested in how well polling results  
predict voter outcome than response rates.  Whatever the 



response rates were, Smith found Rasmussen to be accurate in predicting the  
Presidential primaries.  cheers, mark 
 
"MORNING LINE 
As the Review's unique Morning Line attracts growing attention, there has 
also  
been a spike in misinformation about it, including, 
of all places, on the bulletin board of the American Public Opinion Research,  
where a reader 
wrote: 
"It seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen Research  
polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic 
dialer and a robotic voice ("press one for yes") for their work! Probably not  
a great idea to promote these!" Here are a few facts: 
-- The Review, unlike most major media, uses all available polls to create a  
moving average of the last five polls. We don't know of 
anyone else who does this. The networks, Newsweek, and the Washington Post, 
on  
the other hand, tout their own polls and downplay 
information about others. Thus their poll reports can distort available  
information. 
-- The Review also publishes the daily tracking poll of Rasmussen Research. 
It  
does so in part because Rasmussen was the top 
pollster in predicting this year's heavily contested primaries. In fact, nine  
of the 14 pollsters we studied had an average error 
that varied no more than two points from each other, but Rasmussen provides a  
daily tracking service. 
-- The Rasmussen daily tracking poll can and does vary from our five poll  
moving average. For example, as this is written, Rasmussen 
has Bush ahead by two points; the five poll average has Gore ahead by three. 
-- Taking a month by month average of all the Rasmussen polls that we have  
used (one a week) and comparing it to the average of all 
the other polls we find a difference ranging from 0.5 to two points each  
month. In August, Newsweek varied from the all-poll average 
by 0.6 points. We are not talking big differences. 
-- There are varied techniques used by pollsters. The Review, as always, 
takes  
the inductive approach to such matters: favor the 
evidence over the principles that allegedly rule it. 
-- In the end, most pollsters do a good job and Rasmussen is up there with 
the  
rest. Our moving average -- a principle used, 
incidentally, by stock market technicians -- smoothes out variations and  
discounts anomalies. It helped us come within 30 electoral 
votes in predicting the last two presidential elections. 
-- The most interesting recent use of Morning Line was made by Rick Kipper of  
Portland OR. He writes: "Living on the west coast, I 
am interested in how soon the election might be over on election day. Past  
elections have all been decided before I leave work. This 
year felt like it could last longer. To check this hypothesis, I took your  
current data and sorted it by time zone. Currently Bush 
wins at the close of the polls in the Mountain states. This is indeed much  
later than in past elections. Then I switched just three 
states to the Gore column, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Oregon. To my 
astonishment  
the election is not decided until Hawaii puts Gore 



over the top. This would indeed be an amazing outcome to have a close 
election  
and for it to be decided after all the polls close." 
 
 
 
--0__=ytCyJMR6rApipeY8X4ohxt4iwrBVgvaSQzIPvADx8Jn4rtb9w1kQpXkH 
Content-type: text/html; 
      name="att1.htm" 
Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="att1.htm" 
Content-transfer-encoding: base64 
Content-Description: Internet HTML 
 
PGh0bWwgeG1sbnM6bz0idXJuOnNjaGVtYXMtbWljcm9zb2Z0LWNvbTpvZmZpY2U6b2ZmaWNlIiB4 
bWxuczp3PSJ1cm46c2NoZW1hcy1taWNyb3NvZnQtY29tOm9mZmljZTp3b3JkIiB4bWxucz0iaHR0 
cDovL3d3dy53My5vcmcvVFIvUkVDLWh0bWw0MCI+DQoNCjxoZWFkPg0KPG1ldGEgaHR0cC1l 
cDovL3d3dy53My5vcmcvVFIvUkVDLWh0bWw0MCI+cXVp 
dj1Db250ZW50LVR5cGUgY29udGVudD0idGV4dC9odG1sOyBjaGFyc2V0PXVzLWFzY2lpIj4NCjxt 
ZXRhIG5hbWU9UHJvZ0lkIGNvbnRlbnQ9V29yZC5Eb2N1bWVudD4NCjxtZXRhIG5hbWU9R2VuZXJh 
dG9yIGNvbnRlbnQ9Ik1pY3Jvc29mdCBXb3JkIDkiPg0KPG1ldGEgbmFtZT1PcmlnaW5hdG9yIGNv 
bnRlbnQ9Ik1pY3Jvc29mdCBXb3JkIDkiPg0KPGxpbmsgcmVsPUZpbGUtTGlzdCBocmVmPSJjaWQ6 
ZmlsZWxpc3QueG1sQDAxQzAxOTg4LkEzOTJENkQwIj4NCjwhLS1baWYgZ3RlIG1zbyA5XT48eG1s 
Pg0KIDxvOk9mZmljZURvY3VtZW50U2V0dGluZ3M+DQogIDxvOkRvTm90UmVseU9uQ1NTLz4N 
Pg0KIDxvOk9mZmljZURvY3VtZW50U2V0dGluZ3M+CiA8 
L286T2ZmaWNlRG9jdW1lbnRTZXR0aW5ncz4NCjwveG1sPjwhW2VuZGlmXS0tPjwhLS1baWYgZ3Rl 
IG1zbyA5XT48eG1sPg0KIDx3OldvcmREb2N1bWVudD4NCiAgPHc6Wm9vbT4wPC93Olpvb20+DQog 
IDx3OkRvY3VtZW50S2luZD5Eb2N1bWVudEVtYWlsPC93OkRvY3VtZW50S2luZD4NCiAgPHc6RW52 
ZWxvcGVWaXMvPg0KIDwvdzpXb3JkRG9jdW1lbnQ+DQo8L3htbD48IVtlbmRpZl0tLT4NCjxz 
ZWxvcGVWaXMvPg0KIDwvdzpXb3JkRG9jdW1lbnQ+dHls 
ZT4NCjwhLS0NCiAvKiBGb250IERlZmluaXRpb25zICovDQpAZm9udC1mYWNlDQoJe2ZvbnQtZmFt 
aWx5OiJCb29rIEFudGlxdWEiOw0KCXBhbm9zZS0xOjIgNCA2IDIgNSAzIDUgMyAzIDQ7DQoJbXNv 
LWZvbnQtY2hhcnNldDowOw0KCW1zby1nZW5lcmljLWZvbnQtZmFtaWx5OnJvbWFuOw0KCW1zby1m 
b250LXBpdGNoOnZhcmlhYmxlOw0KCW1zby1mb250LXNpZ25hdHVyZTo2NDcgMCAwIDAgMTU5IDA7 
fQ0KQGZvbnQtZmFjZQ0KCXtmb250LWZhbWlseToiQXJpYWwgVW5pY29kZSBNUyI7DQoJcGFub3Nl 
LTE6MiAxMSA2IDQgMiAyIDIgMiAyIDQ7DQoJbXNvLWZvbnQtY2hhcnNldDoxMjg7DQoJbXNvLWdl 
bmVyaWMtZm9udC1mYW1pbHk6c3dpc3M7DQoJbXNvLWZvbnQtcGl0Y2g6dmFyaWFibGU7DQoJbXNv 
LWZvbnQtc2lnbmF0dXJlOi0xIC0zNjkwOTg3NTMgNjMgMCA0MTI5MDIzIDA7fQ0KQGZvbnQtZmFj 
ZQ0KCXtmb250LWZhbWlseToiXEBBcmlhbCBVbmljb2RlIE1TIjsNCgltc28tZm9udC1jaGFyc2V0 
OjEyODsNCgltc28tZ2VuZXJpYy1mb250LWZhbWlseTpzd2lzczsNCgltc28tZm9udC1waXRjaDp2 
YXJpYWJsZTsNCgltc28tZm9udC1zaWduYXR1cmU6LTEgLTM2OTA5ODc1MyA2MyAwIDQxMjkwMjMg 
MDt9DQogLyogU3R5bGUgRGVmaW5pdGlvbnMgKi8NCnAuTXNvTm9ybWFsLCBsaS5Nc29Ob3JtYWws 
IGRpdi5Nc29Ob3JtYWwNCgl7bXNvLXN0eWxlLXBhcmVudDoiIjsNCgltYXJnaW46MGluOw0KCW1h 
cmdpbi1ib3R0b206LjAwMDFwdDsNCgltc28tcGFnaW5hdGlvbjp3aWRvdy1vcnBoYW47DQoJZm9u 
dC1zaXplOjEyLjBwdDsNCglmb250LWZhbWlseToiVGltZXMgTmV3IFJvbWFuIjsNCgltc28tZmFy 
ZWFzdC1mb250LWZhbWlseToiVGltZXMgTmV3IFJvbWFuIjt9DQphOmxpbmssIHNwYW4uTXNvSHlw 
ZXJsaW5rDQoJe2NvbG9yOmJsdWU7DQoJdGV4dC1kZWNvcmF0aW9uOnVuZGVybGluZTsNCgl0ZXh0 
LXVuZGVybGluZTpzaW5nbGU7fQ0KYTp2aXNpdGVkLCBzcGFuLk1zb0h5cGVybGlua0ZvbGxvd2Vk 
DQoJe2NvbG9yOmJsdWU7DQoJdGV4dC1kZWNvcmF0aW9uOnVuZGVybGluZTsNCgl0ZXh0LXVuZGVy 
bGluZTpzaW5nbGU7fQ0KcC5Nc29BdXRvU2lnLCBsaS5Nc29BdXRvU2lnLCBkaXYuTXNvQXV0b1Np 
Zw0KCXttYXJnaW46MGluOw0KCW1hcmdpbi1ib3R0b206LjAwMDFwdDsNCgltc28tcGFnaW5hdGlv 
bjp3aWRvdy1vcnBoYW47DQoJZm9udC1zaXplOjEyLjBwdDsNCglmb250LWZhbWlseToiVGltZXMg 
TmV3IFJvbWFuIjsNCgltc28tZmFyZWFzdC1mb250LWZhbWlseToiVGltZXMgTmV3IFJvbWFuIjt9 
DQpwDQoJe21hcmdpbi1yaWdodDowaW47DQoJbXNvLW1hcmdpbi10b3AtYWx0OmF1dG87DQoJbXNv 
LW1hcmdpbi1ib3R0b20tYWx0OmF1dG87DQoJbWFyZ2luLWxlZnQ6MGluOw0KCW1zby1wYWdpbmF0 
aW9uOndpZG93LW9ycGhhbjsNCglmb250LXNpemU6MTIuMHB0Ow0KCWZvbnQtZmFtaWx5OiJBcmlh 
bCBVbmljb2RlIE1TIjt9DQpzcGFuLkVtYWlsU3R5bGUxNw0KCXttc28tc3R5bGUtdHlwZTpwZXJz 
b25hbC1yZXBseTsNCgltc28tYW5zaS1mb250LXNpemU6MTAuMHB0Ow0KCW1zby1hc2NpaS1mb250 



LWZhbWlseTpBcmlhbDsNCgltc28taGFuc2ktZm9udC1mYW1pbHk6QXJpYWw7DQoJbXNvLWJpZGkt 
Zm9udC1mYW1pbHk6QXJpYWw7DQoJY29sb3I6bmF2eTt9DQpAcGFnZSBTZWN0aW9uMQ0KCXtzaXpl 
OjguNWluIDExLjBpbjsNCgltYXJnaW46MS4waW4gMS4yNWluIDEuMGluIDEuMjVpbjsNCgltc28t 
aGVhZGVyLW1hcmdpbjouNWluOw0KCW1zby1mb290ZXItbWFyZ2luOi41aW47DQoJbXNvLXBhcGVy 
LXNvdXJjZTowO30NCmRpdi5TZWN0aW9uMQ0KCXtwYWdlOlNlY3Rpb24xO30NCi0tPg0KPC9zdHls 
ZT4NCjwvaGVhZD4NCg0KPGJvZHkgbGFuZz1FTi1VUyBsaW5rPWJsdWUgdmxpbms9Ymx1ZSBzdHls 
ZT0ndGFiLWludGVydmFsOi41aW4nPg0KDQo8ZGl2IGNsYXNzPVNlY3Rpb24xPg0KDQo8cD48Zm9u 
dCBzaXplPTMgY29sb3I9bmF2eSBmYWNlPSJCb29rIEFudGlxdWEiPjxzcGFuIHN0eWxlPSdmb250 
LXNpemU6MTIuMHB0Ow0KZm9udC1mYW1pbHk6IkJvb2sgQW50aXF1YSI7Y29sb3I6bmF2eSc+RllJ 
OjxzcGFuIHN0eWxlPSJtc28tc3BhY2VydW46DQp5ZXMiPiZuYnNwOyA8L3NwYW4+U2FtIFNt 
OjxzcGFuIHN0eWxlPSJtc28tc3BhY2VydW46DQp5ZXMiPiZuYnNwOyA8L3NwYW4+aXRo 
LCBwdWJsaXNoZXIgb2YgUHJvZ3Jlc3NpdmUgUmV2aWV3LCBleHBsYWluZWQgaGlzIDMtZGF5DQpy 
b2xsaW5nIGF2ZXJhZ2UtLXNlZSA8L3NwYW4+PC9mb250Pjxmb250IGZhY2U9IkJvb2sgQW50 
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Y2snPjwhW2lmICFzdXBwb3J0RW1wdHlQYXJhc10+Jm5ic3A7PCFbZW5kaWZdPjwvc3Bhbj48 
Y2snPjwhW2lmICFzdXBwb3J0RW1wdHlQYXJhc10+L2Zv 
bnQ+PGZvbnQNCmNvbG9yPWJsYWNrPjxzcGFuIHN0eWxlPSdjb2xvcjpibGFjazttc28tY29s 
bnQ+b3It 
YWx0OndpbmRvd3RleHQnPjxvOnA+PC9vOnA+PC9zcGFuPjwvZm9udD48L3A+DQoNCjwvZGl2 
YWx0OndpbmRvd3RleHQnPjxvOnA+PC9vOnA+PC9zcGFuPjwvZm9udD48L3A+Pg0K 
DQo8L2JvZHk+DQoNCjwvaHRtbD4NCg== 



 
--0__=ytCyJMR6rApipeY8X4ohxt4iwrBVgvaSQzIPvADx8Jn4rtb9w1kQpXkH-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 8 Sep 2000 13:17:46 -0400 
From: "Cindy Good" <goodc1@home.com> 
To: "AAPORnet" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: web-based interviewer training 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0042_01C01997.2DB708A0" 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2919.6600 
X-Mimeole: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6600 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0042_01C01997.2DB708A0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
I am doing some consulting work for a client who wants to develop a = web- 
based or a CD-ROM-based training for interviewers and test 
= administrators.  We are just at the brainstorming stage of this effort, =  
but our current thinking is to develop a product that 
can be accessed = via the Internet, for those field staff who have internet  
access, but to = also make a similar CD product for 
those who have a computer but do not = have Internet access.  We plan to test  
this new training package on = field staff who have 
either worked on the survey in past years and just = need a "refresher 
course"  
and for those who live in areas of the country = 
which are so remote that attending an in-person training is difficult or =  
impossible.  If the field test goes well, the ultimate 
goal is to use = the computer training for all field staff on the project,  
eliminating = the need for in-person training entirely. 
A lofty idea possibly, but = one we feel is worth pursing... 
 
While I have worked on this particular survey for a number of years (in = a  
past life) and am very familiar with its current 
training materials, I = do not have any experience developing computer/web- 
based training = programs.  I would like to take a look 
at any CD or web-based training = programs that you may be aware of or have  
developed for field staff.  If = you know of such 
programs and would be willing to share a demo version = with me, and/or your  
experiences in the development process I would be = 
ever grateful. 
 
Thanks much, 
Cindy Good 
goodc1@home.com 
410-381-4638 
 
 



------=_NextPart_000_0042_01C01997.2DB708A0 
Content-Type: text/html; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> <HTML><HEAD>  
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Diso-8859-1" = 
http-equiv=3DContent-Type> <META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.3013.2600"  
name=3DGENERATOR> <STYLE></STYLE> </HEAD> <BODY 
bgColor=3D#ffffff> <DIV><FONT color=3D#800080 face=3D"Comic Sans MS"  
size=3D2>I am doing = some consulting=20 work for a client who 
wants to develop a web-based or a CD-ROM-based = training=20 for interviewers  
and test administrators.&nbsp; We are just at the = 
brainstorming=20 stage of this effort, but our current thinking is to develop  
a product = that can=20 be accessed via the Internet, 
for those field staff&nbsp;who have = internet=20 access, but to also make a  
similar CD product for those who have a = computer 
but=20 do not have Internet access.&nbsp; We plan to test this new training =  
package on=20 field staff who have either worked on 
the&nbsp;survey in past years and = just=20 need a "refresher course" and for  
those who live in areas of the=20 country&nbsp;which 
are so remote that attending an in-person training is = 
 
difficult or impossible.&nbsp; If the field test goes well, the ultimate =  
goal is=20 to use&nbsp;the&nbsp;computer training for all 
field staff on the = project,=20 eliminating the need for in-person training  
entirely.&nbsp; A lofty idea = 
 
possibly, but one we feel is worth pursing...</FONT></DIV> <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>  
<DIV><FONT color=3D#800080 face=3D"Comic Sans MS" 
size=3D2>While I have = worked on this=20 particular survey for a number of  
years (in a past life) and am very = familiar=20 with 
its current training materials, I do not have any experience = developing=20  
computer/web-based training programs.&nbsp; I would 
like to take a look = at any=20 CD or web-based training programs that you 
may  
be aware of or have = developed for=20 field 
staff.&nbsp; If you know of such programs and would be willing to = share 
a=20  
demo version with me, and/or your experiences&nbsp;in 
the development = process I=20 would be ever grateful.</FONT></DIV>  
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV> <DIV><FONT color=3D#800080 face=3D"Comic Sans 
MS" size=3D2>Thanks = much,</FONT></DIV> <DIV><FONT color=3D#800080  
face=3D"Comic Sans MS" size=3D2>Cindy = Good</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#800080 face=3D"Comic Sans MS" size=3D2><A=20  
href=3D"mailto:goodc1@home.com">goodc1@home.com</A></FONT></DIV> 
<DIV><FONT color=3D#800080 face=3D"Comic Sans MS" = size=3D2>410-381- 
4638</FONT></DIV> 
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV></BODY></HTML> 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0042_01C01997.2DB708A0-- 
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Date: Fri, 8 Sep 2000 14:51:59 -0700 (PDT) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: AAPORNET <aapornet@usc.edu> 



Subject: Microsoft, Harris Interactive Reach Anti-Spam Settlement 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0009081445080.15257-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                Copyright (c) 2000 internet.com Corporation 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Date: Fri, 8 Sep 2000 12:19:43 -0500 
From: AtNewYork - Daily <listsupport@internet.com> 
 
                           internet.com's 
                        ATNEWYORK.COM DAILY 
          "Everything You Need to Do Business in Silicon Alley" 
 
Friday, September 8, 2000 
 
FRIDAY NEWS: 
 
  * Microsoft, Harris Interactive Reach Anti-Spam Settlement 
 
Harris Interactive (Nasdaq: HPOL) , the New York-based market research firm  
will be able to access millions of MSN Hotmail addresses 
following the settlement of an anti-spam lawsuit, the Reuters news agency  
reported today. 
 
Late in July, Harris filed a federal anti-trust lawsuit against Microsoft,  
America Online (NYSE: AOL) and ten other ISPs, accusing 
them of "unfair and arbitrary" attempts to block its online market research.  
At the crux of the high-stakes battle is the use of the 
Realtime Blackhole Technology (RBL) used by MAPS, a not-for-profit company  
which tracks and blocks unsolicited emails. Harris also 
reached a settlement with AOL after the ISP ditched the MAPS technology. 
MAPS,  
based in California, is also named in the suit. 
 
Microsoft  (Nasdaq: MSFT) spokesman Jim Cullinan told the Reuters news agency  
that the company was satisfied it could ensure the 
Harris surveys reached its 70 million Hotmail customers while still  
maintaining its ability to protect them from spam.  "After 
looking into it, we'll make sure their e-mails get through to Hotmail  
customers,'' Cullinan said. He did not say if MSN Hotmail will 
continue using the RBL to block unwanted spam mail. 
 
Harris depends on Internet users who agree to participate in its service.  
Harris then provides the data to paying clients. It is 
seeking  injunctive relief and "significant'' monetary damages from the  
companies, but Cullinan told Reuters no money was involved 
in the settlement. 
 
MAPS, however, has scoffed at the lawsuit, describing it as "insane."  The  
anti-spam group accused Harris of trying to force ISPs to 
"accept unsolicited bulk commercial mail." 
 



Kelly Thompson, a MAPS spokesperson said "This suit is just insane. They are  
trying to take away (the ISP's) right to do business 
with whomever they want, and trying to force all of us to let them send  
unsolicited traffic across our networks. When Harris 
pollsters come to my door, will they also file suit to force me to invite 
them  
in?" 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                Copyright (c) 2000 internet.com Corporation 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
******* 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 08 Sep 2000 20:07:03 -0400 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
Subject: RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
In-Reply-To: <200009081554.IAA13379@web2.tdl.com> 
References: <4.3.2.7.2.20000907183908.00d7c260@pop.mindspring.com> 
 <200009072208.PAA24938@web2.tdl.com> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
If criticism is founded on supposition, then I would prefer to label it as 
speculation. Sometimes new approaches that may seem unsound may actually be 
significant developments. I am suggesting that we withhold judgments that 
condemn Rasmussen's methods until we know more. 
warren mitofsky 
 
 
At 08:57 AM 9/8/00 -0700, you wrote: 
>Sometimes that's all there is. 
> 
>Date sent:              Thu, 07 Sep 2000 18:39:34 -0400 
>Send reply to:          aapornet@usc.edu 
>From:                   Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
>To:                     aapornet@usc.edu 
>Subject:                RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls 
>in Five States 
> 
>Intuition is not what I am after. 
>warren mitofsky 
> 
>At 03:11 PM 9/7/00 -0700, you wrote: 
> >Intuition says the response rate is in the low single digits. 
> > 
> >Date sent:              Thu, 07 Sep 2000 15:42:24 -0400 
> >Send reply to:          aapornet@usc.edu 
> >From:                   Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
> >To:                     aapornet@usc.edu 
> >Subject:                RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls 
> >in Five States 
> > 



> >--=====================_5314069==_.ALT 
> >Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
> > 
> >Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your 
> >dislike for automatic dialers, or do you know something more about 
> >their work than the information contained on the Rasmussen web site? 
> >If you know more, like their response rates, would you share it with 
> >us? warren mitofsky 
> > 
> > 
> >   At 03:44 PM 9/5/00 -0400, you wrote: 
> > >It seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen 
> > >Research polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic 
> > >dialer and a robotic voice ("press one for yes") for their work! 
> > >Probably not a great idea to promote these! 
> > > 
> > >-----Original Message----- 
> > >From: Doug Henwood [mailto:dhenwood@panix.com] 
> > >Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM 
> > >To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> > >Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five 
> > >States 
> > > 
> > > 
> > >Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive Review, keeps a running 
> > >tally of national and state polls on his website, at 
> > ><http://prorev.com/amline.htm>. 
> > >-- 
> > > 
> > >Doug Henwood 
> > >Left Business Observer 
> > >Village Station - PO Box 953 
> > >New York NY 10014-0704 USA 
> > >+1-212-741-9852 voice  +1-212-807-9152 fax 
> > >email: <mailto:dhenwood@panix.com> 
> > >web: <http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html> 
> > > 
> > > 
> > >         Because e-mail can be altered electronically, 
> > >         the integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
> > 
> >Mitofsky International 
> >1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
> >New York, NY 10022 
> > 
> >212 980-3031 Phone 
> >212 980-3107 FAX 
> >mitofsky@mindspring.com --=====================_5314069==_.ALT 
> >Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
> > 
> >Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your 
> >dislike for automatic dialers, or do you know something more about 
> >their work than the information contained on the Rasmussen web site? 
> >If you know more, like their response rates, would you share it with 
> >us? warren mitofsky 
> > 
> > 



> >  At 03:44 PM 9/5/00 -0400, you wrote: 
> >>It seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen 
> >>Research polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic 
> >>dialer and a robotic voice ("press one for yes") for their work! 
> >>Probably not a great idea to promote these! 
> >> 
> >>-----Original Message----- 
> >>From: Doug Henwood [mailto:dhenwood@panix.com] 
> >>Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM 
> >>To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> >>Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five 
> >>States 
> >> 
> >> 
> >>Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive Review, keeps a running 
> >>tally of national and state polls on his website, at 
> >><http://prorev.com/amline.htm>. -- 
> >> 
> >>Doug Henwood 
> >>Left Business Observer 
> >>Village Station - PO Box 953 
> >>New York NY 10014-0704 USA 
> >>+1-212-741-9852 voice  +1-212-807-9152 fax 
> >>email: <mailto:dhenwood@panix.com> 
> >>web: <http://www.panix.com/~d henwood/LBO_home.html> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >>         Because e-mail can be altered electronically, 
> >>         the integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
> > 
> >Mitofsky International 
> >1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
> >New York, NY 10022 
> > 
> >212 980-3031 Phone 
> >212 980-3107 FAX 
> >mitofsky@mindspring.com 
> >--=====================_5314069==_.ALT-- 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >The information contained in this communication is confidential and 
> >is intended only for the use of the addressee.  It is the property of 
> >Freeman, Sullivan & Co. If you have received this communication in 
> >error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by 
> >e-mail to postmaster@fsc-research.com, and destroy this 
> >communication and all copies thereof, including 
> >attachments. 
> 
>Mitofsky International 
>1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
>New York, NY 10022 
> 
>212 980-3031 Phone 
>212 980-3107 FAX 
>mitofsky@mindspring.com 



> 
> 
>The information contained in this communication is confidential and is 
>intended only for the use of the addressee.  It is the property of 
>Freeman, Sullivan & Co. If you have received this communication in 
>error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by 
>e-mail to postmaster@fsc-research.com, and destroy this 
>communication and all copies thereof, including 
>attachments. 
 
Warren Mitofsky 
Mitofsky International 
1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
 
212 980-3031 
212 980-3107 FAX 
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Subject: Fwd: LP RELEASE: 16% Libertarians 
 
Colleagues... 
 
Given the discussion of Rasmussen's polling, I thought you'd be interested in  
this post from the Libertarian Party that I received. 
 
Rob 
 
Robert P. Daves                                     v: 612.673-7278 
Director of Strategic & News Research    f: 612.673-4359 
Star Tribune                                            e: 
daves@startribune.com 
425 Portland Av. S. 
Minneapolis MN  USA  55488 
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From: ChasDTest@aol.com 
Received: from firewall2.startribune.com ([132.148.85.211]) by 132.148.90.39 
  (Norton AntiVirus for Internet Email Gateways 1.0) ; 
  Fri, 08 Sep 2000 22:50:34 0000 (GMT) 
Received: by firewall2.startribune.com; id RAA29787; Fri, 8 Sep 2000 17:59:19  
-0500 (CDT) 
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      Fri, 8 Sep 2000 18:56:01 -0400 (EDT) 
Message-ID: <23.af6f86.26eac880@aol.com> 
Date: Fri, 8 Sep 2000 18:56:00 EDT 
Subject: LP RELEASE: 16% Libertarians 
To: undisclosed-recipients:;;@startribune.com 
 
X-Mailer: AOL for Macintosh sub 28 
 
=============================== 
NEWS FROM THE LIBERTARIAN PARTY 
2600 Virginia Avenue, NW, Suite 100 
Washington DC 20037 
World Wide Web: http://www.LP.org =============================== For 
release:  
September 8, 2000 =============================== For 
additional information: George Getz, Press Secretary 
Phone: (202) 333-0008 Ext. 222 
E-Mail: pressreleases@hq.LP.org 
=============================== 
 
 
Surprising new survey: A whopping 
16% of voters are really libertarians 
 
        WASHINGTON, DC -- A surprising new poll says more Americans are 
libertarians than conservatives or liberals -- suggesting that the 
traditional  
Left/Right political spectrum has become obsolete in 
the 21st century, the 
Libertarian Party said today. 
 
        According to a just-released survey by Rasmussen Research, 16% of 
Americans -- about one of every six voters -- strongly support libertarian 
positions on issues, compared to only 13% who are staunchly liberal and 7% 
who  
are consistently conservative. 
 
        Another 32% of Americans are centrists, 14% are "authoritarians," and 
17% fall on "the borders" of the different categories, according to a 
nationwide poll of 822 likely voters unveiled yesterday at the 
www.PortraitOfAmerica.com website. 
 
        "According to this survey, libertarians appear to be the great 
stealth  
factor in American politics -- invisible to the radar 
of politicians and 
pundits who are used to thinking in terms of the old-fashioned Left/Right 
spectrum," said Steve Dasbach, national director of the Libertarian Party. 
 
        "Astonishingly, this survey also reveals that there are actually more 
libertarians than either conservatives, liberals, or authoritarians. This 
suggests that when Libertarian Party candidates are able to fashion together 
a  
coalition of libertarians, voters on the edges of 
libertarianism, and 
libertarian-leaning centrists, we could have an election-winning plurality." 
 



        The Rasmussen survey is the first wide-scale, scientifically accurate 
survey of the American public to use the so-called "World's Smallest 
Political  
Quiz," a 10-question quiz that measures political 
beliefs on a four-way axis 
-- conservative / liberal / libertarian / authoritarian -- rather than the 
traditional two-way conservative/liberal line. 
 
        The quiz, developed by Libertarian Party founder David Nolan and 
publicized by the non-partisan Advocates for Self Government, measures 
 
peoples' opinions on economic and personal issues by asking 10 questions 
about  
taxes, drug laws, immigration, business subsidies, 
minimum wage laws, foreign 
aid, and more. 
 
        According to the quiz, an individual supporting a high degree of both 
economic and personal freedom falls in the "libertarian" quadrant, while 
someone who supports government control in both areas lands in the 
"authoritarian" section. 
 
        An individual who supports personal liberty but wants the government 
to control the economy scores as a "liberal," while someone who favors 
 
economic liberty but wants the government to control personal behavior ends 
up  
in the "conservative" quadrant. 
 
        In response to the individual questions, surprisingly large numbers 
of  
Americans supported supposedly "radical" Libertarian 
positions on issues, 
noted Dasbach. For example: 
 
        * 28% agreed that drug laws did more harm than good and should be 
repealed. 
 
        * 30% agreed that all foreign aid should be privately funded. 
 
        * 42% agreed that businesses and farms should operate without 
government subsidies. 
 
        * 36% agreed that "we should end taxes" and Americans should pay for 
government services with user fees. 
 
        "The survey suggests there is a vast, untapped pool of Americans who 
hold very strong libertarian positions -- but do not yet realize they are 
libertarian," said Dasbach. "This voting block could become the most potent 
force in American politics in the 21st century, and that's good news for the 
Libertarian Party." 
 
        Interestingly, while 16% of voters scored libertarian, only 2% used 
that label to describe their political beliefs, according to the survey. 
 
        Previous surveys by Gallup have suggested that 19% to 22% of the 
population was libertarian, but had relied on a less rigorous two-question 



survey to arrive at that conclusion. 
 
        The Rasmussen survey had a margin of error of 3%. 
 
        #       #       # 
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Mime-Version: 1.0 
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The results of the Rasmussen poll using the "World's Smallest Political 
Quiz" shouldn't be surprising to anybody familiar with fifty years of 
social science research on US ideologies.  The bi-dimensional structure and 
the substantial number of libertarians is among the most well known facts 
about the US electorate.  There are some debates about the precise nature 
of the divide (e.g., compare Lipset's "Authoritarianism: Left, Right and 
Center" from ca. 1960 with Conover and Feldman's quantitative work of the 
early 1980s; or the typologies from the Pew Center's cluster analysis). 
 
The fundamental difference between libertarians and their conservative and 
liberal counterparts is not in the size of their core 
constituency.  Rather, liberals and conservatives have formed coalitions -- 
within the two major parties -- that are only possible by making certain 
compromises of principal.  Most libertarians, on the other hand, pride 
themselves on their intellectual consistency; they eschew compromise; and 
therefore have never emerged at the core of a coalition that would have any 
chance of winning an election under the libertarian banner.  Rather, most 
find themselves choosing -- year after year -- whether the Republicans' 
moral conservatism or the Democrats' market interventions are the lesser 
evil. 
 
Not a year goes by without several students coming by my office to talk 
about the epiphany they have when they come across the ""World's Smallest 
Political Quiz."  It seems that only the libertarians themselves ever seem 
surprised by the size of their plurality in the mass public -- and 
surprised at why they have not emerged as an identified player in electoral 
politics. 
 
 
 
Eric Plutzer 
Associate Professor of Political Science & Sociology 
Penn State University http://polisci.la.psu.edu/faculty/plutzer/ 
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This is most interesting in the light of the current political campaigning 
and polling. From the front page of Saturday's NY Times.................... 
 
 
           One Consulting Firm Finds Voter Data Is 
           a Hot Property 
 
           By LESLIE WAYNE 
 
                SAN FRANCISCO - At  the end of an alley on a  nondescript 
street, a political        consulting firm with the unusual name of 
Aristotle International has compiled the nation's largest 
  voter data bank, the names of 150 million Americans registered to vote. 
And it is selling them to  politicians like George W. Bush, Joseph I. 
Lieberman and John McCain in ways that many fear 
  removes too much privacy from  the voting booth. 
 
           Want to contact Democrats in your district between the ages 
of  45 and 55, who have Hispanic  names, children, own their homes and 
annual incomes of more than $75,000? That's possible. What about sending a 
personalized letter to Republican women, in a specific precinct, older than 
65 who have made campaign contributions and voted in at least three 
primaries? 
           "No problem," according to Aristotle's advertising. 
 
  How about reaching the rich? Aristotle's "Fat Cat" list of wealthy donors 
can turn "your personal    computer into a proven fund-raising machine" and 
"raise more money than you ever thought           possible." 
 
           With promises like that, it is not surprising Aristotle, which 
was started in 
           1983 by two brothers with the same middle name, has a client 
list that 
           reads like a political convention: 45 senators, more than 200 
members of 
           the House, 46 Republican and Democratic state parties, and most 
major 
           presidential candidates this year except Al Gore, whose campaign 
said it 
           would not hire any firm whose practices could jeopardize the 
public's 
           privacy. 
 
           Of particular concern this election season, when electronic 
privacy has 
           become a significant issue, is Aristotle's ability to help 
transmit "pop- up" 
           campaign advertisements to specific voters using the Internet. 
 
           "They are one of the first companies to fully exploit the use of 



technology 
           in the political system," said William Dal Col, a Republican 
strategist and 
           manager of the New York Senate campaign of Rick A. Lazio, who is  
not 
           an Aristotle client. "They found a niche and exploited it 
dramatically. 
           They built a database and made it readily accessible. And they 
market, 
           market, market it." 
 
           For nearly two decades, John Aristotle Phillips and Dean Aristotle 
           Phillips have been collecting voter registration lists from 
states, towns and 
           counties. While this information is public, it is not always 
easy to obtain 
           - located on ledgers or computers in town halls, state office 
buildings or 
           county courthouses, each with different hours and different rules  
of 
           access. 
 
           As a result of the brothers' persistence, Aristotle now has the 
nation's 
           largest repository of registered voters, including their names, 
addresses, 
           telephone numbers, party affiliation and frequency of voting. 
Aristotle 
           blends this data with information from other sources - the 
Internet and 
           commercial vendors that sell personal data - to provide office- 
seekers 
           with even more detailed voter profiles, including information 
about their 
           cars, ethnicity, incomes, employers and up to 25 other factors. 
 
           In Wisconsin, for instance, where public voter lists do not 
include a 
           person's party affiliation, Aristotle can make that information 
available. 
           And any Congressional candidate can use Aristotle's software to 
find out 
           if any donor has inadvertently given more than the $1,000 allowed. 
 
           And Aristotle's data bank can help place candidates' 
advertisements that 
           pop up, as if by magic, on the computer screens of some voters. 
 
           For campaigns pressed for time and worried about cash, such 
precise 
           information is golden, enabling them to identify potential 
supporters and 
           not waste money on the unswayable. In some ways, Aristotle's 
voter lists 
           simply provide a modern version of the information that 
office-seekers 
           have long used to get out the vote. 



 
           "It's not the database; it's the data," said Steve Grubbs, a 
former official 
           of Steve Forbes's presidential campaign. "If I want to talk to 
retirees in 
           Alabama who are registered to vote, I'd go to Aristotle first. 
If I wanted 
           soccer moms who are registered Republican, I'd go there. Lots of 
states 
           don't keep their voter files very well. Aristotle does this a 
lot better than 
           the government." 
 
           But information that makes for good business or could be useful in 
           politics concerns privacy advocates, especially when it begins 
to pull 
           back the curtain of one of the most protected locations in 
America, the 
           voting booth. Privacy advocates say this scrutiny of the 
electorate has 
           brought a Big Brother aspect to politics; many fear that if 
citizens feel 
           their privacy is being invaded by voting and donating to 
campaigns, they 
           may stop going to the polls. 
 
           Moreover, the combination of the information available on the 
Internet 
           with voter lists creates a potent stew of data that voters may 
not even 
           know exists. 
 
           "We're concerned," said Ari Schwartz, an analyst at Center for 
           Democracy and Technology, a Washington nonprofit group. "And we 
           are especially concerned when we are talking about voting and 
           citizenship, things that are so central to the election process." 
 
           John Aristotle Phillips, the company's chief executive, declined 
to 
           comment, citing a pending public offering of the company's 
stock. But he 
           provided access to the company's offices and promotional 
literature. At 
           the office, a rah-rah attitude was pervasive among a youthful 
staff. A 
           hand-written sign offered a daily update of voters in the firm's 
database: 
           at the time, 150,811,187. 
 
           Drawing on state motor vehicle registrations, the Postal Service  
and 
           Census Bureau, among other sources, the Aristotle databank 
includes a 
           person's age, sex, telephone number, party affiliation and  
estimated 
           income, whether he or she rents or owns a home, has children, 
and has 



           an ethnic surname. It also provides the make and model of 
voters' cars, 
           whether they are campaign donors, their employer and occupation,  
and 
           how often they vote. A dollar sign pops up next to the name of a 
voter 
           identified as a "Fat Cat." 
 
           "As more and more voting information becomes electronic, the 
ability to 
           cross-match that information with other data and build a voter 
profile 
           becomes easier," said Robert Arena, a Republican strategist and 
           webmaster for Bob Dole's presidential campaign in 1996. "Some  
people 
           are finding it disturbing." 
 
           Equally, if not more, troubling to privacy advocates is 
Aristotle's recent 
           foray into the advertisements that pop up when voters surf the 
Web. 
           Since the advertisements appear only on the computer screens of 
           potential supporters, they require an intimate knowledge of an 
individual's 
           Web-surfing habits. 
 
           For instance, with the deadline for getting on the ballot for 
the Virginia 
           primary only 10 days away, the McCain campaign hired Aristotle 
to send 
           Internet advertisements to registered Virginia Republicans. When a 
           potential voter went on-line, if he were a positive match with 
an Aristotle 
           list, a McCain banner advertisement would appear inviting him to 
sign 
           and circulate a McCain petition. 
 
           "It was effective in getting McCain on the ballot," said Max 
Fose, the 
           campaign's Internet manager. "We needed to pull out the stops." 
 
           Aristotle charged about $5,000 for the project, Mr. Fose said. 
 
           In Aristotle's filings with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission for its 
           upcoming stock offering, it says it takes data only from public 
records 
           and "standard commercially available" data sellers. It adds that  
its 
           database "does not contain information of a confidential nature." 
 
           Aristotle, which has not set a date for the offering, also said 
it did not use 
           hidden tracking systems, or cookies, that could collect data on 
the Web 
           behavior of those who see its clients' advertisements. Use of such 
           devices, which track Web visits, has been criticized by privacy 



advocates 
           and government regulators as a hidden intrusion into private 
behavior. 
 
           Still, privacy concerns have caused two big Internet players to 
scuttle 
           plans to enter ventures with Aristotle. In the last year, 
Microsoft and 
           America On-line backed away from proposals by Aristotle to mesh 
its 
           voter data with information Internet users give to Microsoft and 
America 
           On-line when registering to go on-line. The venture would have 
made it 
           easier for Aristotle to place Internet advertisements and would  
have 
           provided the company with millions of e-mail addresses. 
 
           In fact, America On-line and Microsoft each recently enacted 
policies 
           prohibiting combining data about voter registration with  
information 
           collected from their users. 
 
           "There's a backlash when it comes to mixing this data," said Cyrus 
           Krohn, director of political advertising for Microsoft. 
 
           Aristotle is also raising eyebrows with its "California Gold 
Rush" and "Fat 
           Cat" databases of campaign donors because it is illegal to sell 
Federal 
           Election Commission data, which is available to the public free,  
for 
           commercial purposes. But Ian Sturton, a commission spokesman, 
said, 
           "If someone thinks there is a violation, they can file a 
complaint." No one 
           has. 
 
           Moreover, to protect itself, Aristotle requires all candidates 
using its 
           services to sign a statement saying they will not use the 
information for 
           illegal purposes. 
 
           "Federal election data cannot be used for commercial purposes, 
but no 
           one has ever challenged it," said Trevor Potter, a former 
federal election 
           commissioner. "These are some fuzzy areas, and no one has really 
           pushed the edges of it." 
 
           When it comes to selling contributor lists, Aristotle's gushy 
           advertisements either warm the hearts of politicians looking for 
cash or 
           are examples to advocates of campaign finance reform of what is 
wrong 



           with the system. 
 
           The company's promotional material offers breathless come-ons: 
"Hit 
           your opponent in the Wallet! Using Fat Cats, you can ferret out  
your 
           adversary's contributors and slam them with a mail piece 
explaining why 
           they shouldn't donate money to the other side. This technique is  
100 
           percent legal and especially effective in rough primary battles. 
 
           "You'll be amazed!" the material continues. "Upon viewing Fat 
Cats for 
           the first time, even the most hardened political pros react with 
awe. Party 
           bosses and seasoned politicians who think they `have seen it 
all' can't get 
           enough of Fat Cats." 
 
           Aristotle is looking for fat cats, too. The company, whose 
revenues 
           doubled to $3.9 million last year from $1.7 million in 1997, has 
yet to 
           turn a profit. High costs - including a hiring spree and heavy 
advertising 
           - have caused Aristotle to rack up losses, $1.9 million for 1999  
and 
           $2.8 million for the first half of this year. 
 
           Aristotle wants to sell stock to raise $20 million to $28 
million. How 
           would the money be used? According to its S.E.C. filings, to get 
more 
           voter names and more information about them. 
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Date: Sun, 10 Sep 2000 23:48:45 -0700 
From: "Michael O'Neil" <mikeoneil@earthlink.net> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
References: <39B62192.667.52986B5E@localhost> 
Subject: Re: margins of error 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4133.2400 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
 
If your client has ever read an article in the paper on a subject about which  
he has a great deal of knowledge, an analogy might be 



useful.  Most people I know who have been quoted or who read an article about  
which they have specific technical expertise have 
usually found the article to be lacking in precision. Good enough to give a  
reader a general idea, but not really totally accurate. 
So it is with overall "margins of errors" as reported in most media.  Not  
really wrong, but not really the full story either.  The 
truth is usually more complex.  In this respect, reports of polls are not  
really any different from reports of most anything.  (And 
usually only those directly affected really care about the nuances anyway). 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Colleen K Porter" <cporter@hp.ufl.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 06, 2000 7:50 AM 
Subject: margins of error 
 
 
> Okay, so we always try to explain to clients that each number in a 
> table is really just a point estimate, and there is a corresponding 
> range estimate that better represents the "truth." 
> 
> One group of folks wants us to give "the" margin of error at the 
> bottom of each table we generate.  We tried to explain that the margin 
> of error is for each estimate in the table--if we talked to more 
> Blacks than Hispanics, if more people refused to answer a particular 
> item, then there will be different margins of error.  (We generally do 
> an appendix in the technical report that has those 
> numbers.) 
> 
> But this client insisted, saying, "The political polls only have one 
> margin of error in the box for the whole survey, even though they 
> probably talked to different numbers of people for this or that." 
> 
> Are we being too academic?  Any references on how to scientifically 
> come up with that one magic number? 
> 
> Thanks bunches, 
> 
> Colleen 
> 
> 
> Colleen K. Porter 
> Project Coordinator, Florida Health Insurance Study cporter@hp.ufl.edu 
> phone: 352/392-6919, Fax: 352/392-7109 
> UF Department of Health Services Administration 
> Location:  1600 SW SW Archer Road, Rm. G1-009 
> Mailing Address:  P.O. Box 100195, Gainesville, FL 32610-0195 
> 
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Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2000 09:10:57 -0700 
From: Stuart Sobel <sso@CBDMP.ORG> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Exciting Job Opportunity in San Francisco Area 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 



      boundary="----_=_NextPart_000_01C01C0A.F7C39C80" 
 
This message is in MIME format. Since your mail reader does not understand  
this format, some or all of this message may not be 
legible. 
 
------_=_NextPart_000_01C01C0A.F7C39C80 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
 <<EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY Field Manager.doc>> 
 
Stuart Sobel 
HR Manager 
California Birth Defects Monitoring Program 
1830 Embarcadero, Suite 100 
Oakland, CA 94606-5226 
Email: sso@cbdmp.org <mailto:Mla@cbdmp.org> 
Phone: 510/434-5336 
Fax:  510/434-5393 
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Content-Type: application/msword; 
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAwsAAAAAAACIAgAAAAAAAD4CAAAMAAAAYCAx2Qoc 
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACA0N 
RU1QTE9ZTUVOVCBPUFBPUlRVTklUWSANDUZJRUxEIElOVEVSVklFVyBNQU5BR0VSDQ0NVGhlIE1h 
cmNoIG9mIERpbWVzkiBDYWxpZm9ybmlhIEJpcnRoIERlZmVjdHMgTW9uaXRvcmluZyBQcm9ncmFt 
IGluIE9ha2xhbmQsIENBIChuZWFyIFNhbiBGcmFuY2lzY28pIGlzIGEgbmF0aW9uYWxseSByZWNv 
Z25pemVkIHByb2dyYW0gZGV2b3RlZCB0byBmaW5kaW5nIHRoZSBjYXVzZXMgb2YgYmlydGggZGVm 
ZWN0cy4gVG8gdGhpcyBlbmQgdGhlIFByb2dyYW06IA0LlSBNYWludGFpbnMgYSBiaXJ0aCBkZWZl 
Y3RzIHJlZ2lzdHJ5IG9mIGJhYmllcyBib3JuIHdpdGggYSBtZWRpY2FsbHktIA0gICBzaWduaWZp 
Y2FudCwgc3RydWN0dXJhbCBiaXJ0aCBkZWZlY3QgC5UgQ29uZHVjdHMgbGFyZ2UgaW50ZXJ2aWV3 
IHN0dWRpZXMgdG8gZ2F0aGVyIGluZm9ybWF0aW9uIGFib3V0IGZhY3RvcnMLICAgd2hpY2ggbWF5 
IGJlIGFzc29jaWF0ZWQgd2l0aCBiaXJ0aCBkZWZlY3RzIAuVIE1vbml0b3JzIHJhdGVzIGFuZCB0 
cmVuZHMgC5UgUmVzcG9uZHMgdG8gY29tbXVuaXR5IGNvbmNlcm5zIGFib3V0IGJpcnRoIGRlZmVj 
dHMgYW5kIHRoZSBlbnZpcm9ubWVudAsNV2UgYXJlIGxvb2tpbmcgZm9yIGFuIGV4cGVyaWVuY2Vk 
IEZpZWxkIEludGVydmlldyBNYW5hZ2VyIHRvIGRpcmVjdCBvdXIgc3VydmV5cyBvZiBtb3RoZXJz 
IG9mIGNoaWxkcmVuIGJvcm4gd2l0aCBiaXJ0aCBkZWZlY3RzLiAgWW91IHdpbGwgaW1wbGVtZW50 
IGRhdGEgY29sbGVjdGlvbiBwcm9jZWR1cmVzIGFuZCBwcm90b2NvbHMgdG8gZW5zdXJlIHN0dWR5 
IGdvYWxzIGFyZSBlZmZlY3RpdmVseSBtZXQsIGluY2x1ZGluZzoNDVdvcmsgd2l0aCByZXNlYXJj 
aCBzY2llbnRpc3RzIHRvIGhlbHAgZGV2ZWxvcCBhbmQgdGVzdCBzdXJ2ZXkgcXVlc3Rpb25uYWly 
ZXMgDU1vbml0b3IgYW5kIGFuYWx5emUgc3VydmV5IHByb2dyZXNzIGFuZCBwcm9wb3NlIHN0cmF0 
ZWdpZXMgdG8gaW1wcm92ZSANICAgICAgcHJvZ3Jlc3MgYW5kIGluY3JlYXNlIHJlc3BvbnNlIHJh 
dGVzDVN1cGVydmlzZSBkYXktdG8tZGF5IGFjdGl2aXRpZXMgb2YgaG9tZS1iYXNlZCBpbnRlcnZp 
ZXdlcnMsIGluY2x1ZGluZyANICAgICAgYXNzaWdubWVudCBvZiBjYXNlcywgbW9uaXRvcmluZyB0 
ZWxlcGhvbmUgb3IgaW4tcGVyc29uIGludGVydmlld3MgaW4gcHJvZ3Jlc3MNUGVyZm9ybSBxdWFs 
aXR5IGNvbnRyb2wgb2YgaW50ZXJ2aWV3cyBhbmQgdGhlIG92ZXJhbGwgc3VydmV5IHByb2Nlc3MN 
SGlyZSBhbmQgdHJhaW4gbmV3IGludGVydmlld2Vycw1EaXJlY3QgdHJhY2tpbmcgYW5kIHRyYWNp 
bmcgYWN0aXZpdGllcw1NZWV0IHdpdGggaW50ZXJ2aWV3ZXJzIG9uIGluZGl2aWR1YWwgYW5kIGdy 
b3VwIGJhc2lzIHRvIGRpc2N1c3Mgd2F5cw0gICAgICB0byBpbXByb3ZlIHF1YWxpdHkgYW5kIGVm 
ZmljaWVuY3kNTWVldCB3aXRoIHJlc2VhcmNoIHNjaWVudGlzdHMgdG8gZGlzY3VzcyB3YXlzIHRv 
IGltcHJvdmUgc3VydmV5IG1ldGhvZHMNSWRlbnRpZnkgYW5kIHBvc3NpYmx5IGltcGxlbWVudCBh 
bHRlcm5hdGl2ZSBtZXRob2RzIG9mIGRhdGEgZ2F0aGVyaW5nDQ1UaGUgcG9zaXRpb24gcmVxdWly 
ZXMgYSBtaW5pbXVtIG9mIDMgeWVhcnMgZXhwZXJpZW5jZSBtYW5hZ2luZyByZXNlYXJjaCBzdXJ2 
ZXkgc3RhZmYgYXMgZGVzY3JpYmVkIGFib3ZlLiBQcmV2aW91cyBleHBlcmllbmNlIHdpdGggaW50 
ZXJ2aWV3aW5nIG9yIGludGVydmlld2VyIHN1cGVydmlzaW9uIGlzIGRlc2lyYWJsZS4gRXhwZXJp 
ZW5jZSB3aXRoIGNvbXB1dGVyIGFzc2lzdGVkIGludGVydmlld2luZyAoQ0FUSS9DQVBJKSBpcyBw 
cmVmZXJyZWQgKG9yIGF0IGxlYXN0IGNvbXB1dGVyIGxpdGVyYWN5IGFuZCB3aWxsaW5nbmVzcyB0 
byBsZWFybiB0aGlzIHRlY2hub2xvZ3kpLiBLbm93bGVkZ2Ugb2YgYWx0ZXJuYXRpdmUgbWV0aG9k 
cyBvZiBkYXRhIGdhdGhlcmluZyBzdWNoIGFzIGZvY3VzIGdyb3VwcywgZXRjLiBFeHBlcmllbmNl 
IGluIGEgc2NpZW50aWZpYyBlbnZpcm9ubWVudCBpcyBhIHBsdXMuIFBlcmlvZGljIHRyYXZlbCB0 
aHJvdWdob3V0IENhbGlmb3JuaWEgaXMgYWxzbyByZXF1aXJlZC4NDVdlIG9mZmVyIGEgY29sbGVn 
aWFsLCB0ZWFtIG9yaWVudGVkIHdvcmsgZW52aXJvbm1lbnQgd2l0aCBzYW5lIHNjaGVkdWxlcyBh 
bmQgZmxleGlibGUgaG91cnMuIEhpZ2hseSBjb21wZXRpdGl2ZSBzYWxhcnksIDE4JSBhZGRpdGlv 
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AAAAAwAAAAQAAAADAAAAJAoAAAMAAAAxFQgACwAAAAAAAAALAAAAAAAAAAsAAAAAAAAACwAAAAUA 
RABvAGMAdQBtAGUAbgB0AFMAdQBtAG0AYQByAHkASQBuAGYAbwByAG0AYQB0AGkAbwBuAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAA4AAIB////////////////AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
DAAAALgCAAAAAAAAAQBDAG8AbQBwAE8AYgBqAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 



AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABIAAgD///////////////8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABSAAAAagAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAP///////////////wAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA//////// 
////////AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AB4QAAABAAAAAgAAACAADBAAAAIAAAAeAAAABgAAAFRpdGxlAAMAAAABAAAAiAEAAAQAAAAAAAAA 
KAAAAAEAAABSAAAAAgAAAFoAAAADAAAAsgAAAAIAAAACAAAACgAAAF9QSURfR1VJRAADAAAADAAA 
AF9QSURfSExJTktTAAIAAADkBAAAQQAAAE4AAAB7AEIAMgBCAEEARgA2ADAANAAtADMAOAA2ADAA 
LQAxADEARAA0AC0AQgBGAEUAMgAtADAAMAAxADAANQBBADUARgAzADEAMgA0AH0AAAAAAEEAAADM 
AAAADAAAAAMAAABzABIAAwAAAAMAAAADAAAAAAAAAAMAAAAFAAAAHwAAABUAAABtAGEAaQBsAHQA 
bwA6AEMAYQByAGUAZQByAHMAQABDAEIARABNAFAAAAAAAB8AAAABAAAAAAAAAAMAAAAvABoAAwAA 
AAAAAAADAAAAAAAAAAMAAAAFAAAAHwAAABkAAABtAGEAaQBsAHQAbwA6AGMAYQByAGUAZQByAHMA 
QABjAGIAZABtAHAALgBvAHIAZwAAAAAAHwAAAAEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABIAEwAKAAEAWwAP 
AAIAAAAAAAAAKAAAQPH/AgAoAAAABgBOAG8AcgBtAGEAbAAAAAIAAAAIAENKGABtSAkEOAABQAEA 
AgA4AAAACQBIAGUAYQBkAGkAbgBnACAAMQAAAAsAAQADJAEGJAFAJgAABwA1CIFDSiQAADAAAgAB 
AAIAMAAAAAkASABlAGEAZABpAG4AZwAgADIAAAAIAAIABiQBQCYBAwA1CIEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAA8AEFA8v+hADwAAAAWAEQAZQBmAGEAdQBsAHQAIABQAGEAcgBhAGcAcgBhAHAAaAAgAEYA 
AAA8AEFA8v+bwBu 
AHQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJgBCQAEA8gAmAAAACQBCAG8AZAB5ACAAVABlAHgAdAAAAAIADwAAACgA 
VUCiAAEBKAAAAAkASAB5AHAAZQByAGwAaQBuAGsAAAAGAD4qAUIqAjgAQ0ABABIBOAAAABAAQgBv 
AGQAeQAgAFQAZQB4AHQAIABJAG4AZABlAG4AdAAAAAYAEQAPhNACAAAuAFBAAQAiAS4AAAALAEIA 
bwBkAHkAIABUAGUAeAB0ACAAMgAAAAIAEgAEAENKFgAAAAAAFQAAABsKAAABAAAAAAAAAAAA//// 
/wMEAAAAAAAA/////wAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAVAAAAGAAAAAAAAAAACP//AAAAAAAA 
AAAbCgAABgAAGgAAAAD/////AAQAABsOAAAJAAAAAAQAAJ0JAAAbDgAACgAAAAwAAAAABAAAGw4A 
AAsAAAACCQAAKAkAADoJAABECQAAZgkAAHQJAAAbCgAAE1gU/xWEE1gU/xWEAAAAABAAAAASAAAA 
GAAAABM6lP+VjA8AAPBsAAAAAAAG8BgAAAACCAAAAgAAAAMAAAABAAAAAQAAAAQAAAAfAAHw 
GAAAABM6lP+LAAA 
AGIAB/AkAAAABgZY0CZnveQvfkBqW+EVlPtm/wDcDQAAAQAAAB4aAAAAAAAAQAAe8RAAAAD//wAA 
AAD/AICAgAD3AAAQAA8AAvDiAAAAEAAI8AgAAAACAAAAAwQAAA8AA/CAAAAADwAE8CgAAAABAAnw 
EAAAADY2AADX1wAAvr4AAAUFAAACAArwCAAAAAAEAAAFAAAADwAE8EgAAACyBArwCAAAAAMEAAAQ 
CgAAQwAL8BgAAAAEQQEAAAALAQAAAQA/AQAAAQD/AQAACAAAABDwBAAAAAAAAAAAABHwBAAAADMA 
AAAPAATwQgAAABIACvAIAAAAAQQAAAAOAABTAAvwHgAAAL8BAAAQAMsBAAAAAP8BAAAIAAQDCQAA 
AD8DAQABAAAAEfAEAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAbCgAAAwQAAIANAADA/f//oBcAABAFAAA0AAAAAAD//wEA 
AAANAF8ASABsAHQANAA4ADMAMQAyADYANwA1ADUAcwkAABwKAAAAAAAAdAkAABwKAAAAAAAAZwkA 
AHQJAAB8CQAAhAkAAAQKAAAcCgAABwAcAAcABAAHAAcA//8UAAAAAwBNAE8ARAA+AFwAXABNAE8A 
RAAtADEAXABWAE8ATAAxAFwASABPAE0ARQBcAFMAUwBPAFwARQBNAFAATABPAFkATQBFAE4AVAAg 
AE8AUABQAE8AUgBUAFUATgBJAFQAWQAgAEYAaQBlAGwAZAAgAE0AYQBuAGEAZwBlAHIALgBkAG8A 
YwADAE0ATwBEAD4AXABcAE0ATwBEAC0AMQBcAFYATwBMADEAXABIAE8ATQBFAFwAUwBTAE8AXABF 
AE0AUABMAE8AWQBNAEUATgBUACAATwBQAFAATwBSAFQAVQBOAEkAVABZACAARgBpAGUAbABkACAA 
TQBhAG4AYQBnAGUAcgAuAGQAbwBjAAMATQBPAEQAPgBcAFwATQBPAEQALQAxAFwAVgBPAEwAMQBc 
AEgATwBNAEUAXABTAFMATwBcAEUATQBQAEwATwBZAE0ARQBOAFQAIABPAFAAUABPAFIAVABVAE4A 
SQBUAFkAIABGAGkAZQBsAGQAIABNAGEAbgBhAGcAZQByAC4AZABvAGMAAwBNAE8ARABeAFwAXABN 
AE8ARAAtADEAXABWAE8ATAAxAFwARwBSAE8AVQBQAFwAUABVAEIATABJAEMAXABQAEUAUgBTAE4A 
TABcAEEAdQB0AG8AUgBlAGMAbwB2AGUAcgB5ACAAcwBhAHYAZQAgAG8AZgAgAEUATQBQAEwATwBZ 
AE0ARQBOAFQAIABPAFAAUABPAFIAVABVAE4ASQBUAFkAIABGAGkAZQBsAGQAIABNAGEAbgBhAGcA 
ZQByAC4AYQBzAGQAAwBNAE8ARABeAFwAXABNAE8ARAAtADEAXABWAE8ATAAxAFwARwBSAE8AVQBQ 
AFwAUABVAEIATABJAEMAXABQAEUAUgBTAE4ATABcAEEAdQB0AG8AUgBlAGMAbwB2AGUAcgB5ACAA 
cwBhAHYAZQAgAG8AZgAgAEUATQBQAEwATwBZAE0ARQBOAFQAIABPAFAAUABPAFIAVABVAE4ASQBU 
AFkAIABGAGkAZQBsAGQAIABNAGEAbgBhAGcAZQByAC4AYQBzAGQAAwBNAE8ARAA+AFwAXABN 
AFkAIABGAGkAZQBsAGQAIABNAGEAbgBhAGcAZQByAC4AYQBzAGQAAwBNAE8ARAA+AE8A 
RAAtADEAXABWAE8ATAAxAFwASABPAE0ARQBcAFMAUwBPAFwARQBNAFAATABPAFkATQBFAE4AVAAg 
AE8AUABQAE8AUgBUAFUATgBJAFQAWQAgAEYAaQBlAGwAZAAgAE0AYQBuAGEAZwBlAHIALgBkAG8A 
YwADAE0ATwBEAD4AXABcAE0ATwBEAC0AMQBcAFYATwBMADEAXABIAE8ATQBFAFwAUwBTAE8AXABF 
AE0AUABMAE8AWQBNAEUATgBUACAATwBQAFAATwBSAFQAVQBOAEkAVABZACAARgBpAGUAbABkACAA 
TQBhAG4AYQBnAGUAcgAuAGQAbwBjAAMATQBPAEQAPgBcAFwATQBPAEQALQAxAFwAVgBPAEwAMQBc 
AEgATwBNAEUAXABTAFMATwBcAEUATQBQAEwATwBZAE0ARQBOAFQAIABPAFAAUABPAFIAVABVAE4A 



SQBUAFkAIABGAGkAZQBsAGQAIABNAGEAbgBhAGcAZQByAC4AZABvAGMAAwBNAE8ARAA+AFwA 
SQBUAFkAIABGAGkAZQBsAGQAIABNAGEAbgBhAGcAZQByAC4AZABvAGMAAwBNAE8ARAA+XABN 
AE8ARAAtADEAXABWAE8ATAAxAFwASABPAE0ARQBcAFMAUwBPAFwARQBNAFAATABPAFkATQBFAE4A 
VAAgAE8AUABQAE8AUgBUAFUATgBJAFQAWQAgAEYAaQBlAGwAZAAgAE0AYQBuAGEAZwBlAHIALgBk 
AG8AYwADAE0ATwBEADgAQwA6AFwAVwBJAE4ARABPAFcAUwBcAFQARQBNAFAAXABFAE0AUABMAE8A 
WQBNAEUATgBUACAATwBQAFAATwBSAFQAVQBOAEkAVABZACAARgBpAGUAbABkACAATQBhAG4AYQBn 
AGUAcgAuAGQAbwBjAAIAliczRw0ACQT/DwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAEU+rnINAAkE/w8AAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQABAAAAFwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALEAAAD4RoARGEmP4VxgUAAWgB 
Bk9KAwBRSgMAbygAAQD88AEAAAAXAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAsQAAAPhGgBEYSY/hXGBQAB 
aAEGT0oDAFFKAwBvKAABAPzwAgAAAJYnM0cAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABFPq5yAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA//// 
/////////wIAAAAAAAAA/0ABgAAAhAkAAIQJAACYuf0BpgGmAYQJAAAAAAAAfAkAAAAAAAACEAAA 
AAAAAAAbCgAAYAAACABAAAAEAAAAZxaQAQAQAgIGAwUEBQIDBAMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAA 
AAAAAFQAaQBtAGUAcwAgAE4AZQB3ACAAUgBvAG0AYQBuAAAAVABpAG0AZQBzACAATgBlAHcAIABS 
AG8AbQBhAG4AAAA1FpABAgAFBQECAQcGAgUHAAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIAAAAAAUwB5AG0A 
YgBvAGwAAAA/JpABAAYCCwYEAgICAgIEAwAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEAAAAAAAAAQQByAGkAYQBs 
AAAAQQByAGkAYQBsAAAAOwaQAQIABQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAQAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAAAAAAFcA 
aQBuAGcAZABpAG4AZwBzAAAAIgAEAHEIiBgAANACAABoAQAAAADzQkaGSlpJJgT8RyYJABIAAABy 
AQAAQggAAAEABAAAAAQAAxARAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAEAAAABAAAAAAAAACEDAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAKUGwAe0ALQAgAASMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJAoAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAC 
AAAAAAD//xIAAAAAAAAAAQAgAAAAAAAAAAMATQBPAEQAAwBNAE8ARAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAQD+/wMKAAD/////BgkCAAAAAADAAAAAAAAARhgAAABNaWNyb3NvZnQgV29yZCBEb2N1 
AAAAAQD+bWVu 
dAAKAAAATVNXb3JkRG9jABAAAABXb3JkLkRvY3VtZW50LjgA9DmycQAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
 
------_=_NextPart_000_01C01C0A.F7C39C80-- 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2000 12:42:56 -0500 
From: "Kropf, Martha E." <KropfM@umkc.edu> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Important Information About This Fall's Election 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Hello AAPOR: 
 
I received the following message from the Green Party asking me to support  
Ralph Nader. Does anyone know about this email campaign? 
I'm just curious to know how they got my email address and who else they sent  
it to. 
 
Martha Kropf 
 



Martha Kropf, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Political Science 
University of Missouri-Kansas City 
213 Haag Hall 
5100 Rockhill Road 
Kansas City, MO  64110-2499 
816-235-5948 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: gogreen@votethisfall.com [mailto:gogreen@votethisfall.com] 
Sent: Saturday, September 09, 2000 1:07 PM 
To: kropfm@umkc.edu 
Subject: Important Information About This Fall's Election 
 
 
The upcoming election may be one of the most important in our history.  But  
what is really at stake, and who's tell ing you what you 
need to know? 
 
While rhetoric has been fast and furious, the truth about both candidates has 
been difficult to come by.   But it's time the public faced facts. 
 
In the past 8 Years, as the BBC Reports:  
http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/sci/tech/newsid_916000/916037.stm the Ozone  
hole has grown 
to record proportions, and while we can decry Texas, who does bare blame, the  
national administration took no steps through the 
EPA - a federal body - to do anything. 
 
And who voted -for- Wire Taps, against HIV testing funds for the military, 
for  
keeping gay marriage an impossibility , for limits on 
habeas corpus, against campaign finance reform, and for funding religious  
institutions, against the ACLU? 
http://www.aclu.org/vote-guide/Lieberman_J.html 
 
And who proposed that their plan came from biblical pretense? That in some  
way, the guiding principals of medicare are the 
commandment: honor thy father and mother?  And who's taking faith to the  
government in a way we have not seen before, virtually 
unnoticed?  
http://www.beliefnet.com/frameset.asp?pageLoc=/story/36/story_3613_1.html&boa
r 
dI 
D=4262 
 
And while Farm Bureau was busy notifying a government that refused to listen  
as early as June that there were problems with 
Firestone, what did the administration do?  Nothing until 88 people were 
dead,  
leaving 28 notices from even insurance companies 
unanswered. 
 
And while proclaiming racial sensitivity, lawmakers are perpetuating racism  
occurring in the secret service 



http://www.washingtontimes.com/national/default-200098232723.htm 
 
But there is a man running who stands by his word, who offers a real choice,  
who has stood up for the public. 
 
Instead of listening to promises that ring as true as a first grader 
promising  
if elected class president he'll offer an extra 
recess, you have a bold chance to send a message to both parties that there 
is  
a man running who does represent the public. 
 
And that man in Ralph Nader. 
 
The man who stood up to the Tire industry and called for criminal offenses. 
http://wire.ap.org/APnews/center_story.html?FRONTID=ELECTION&STORYID=APIS76RB
T 
1O 
0 
 
The man endoreed by Earth First - because he understands that being an  
environmentalist is more then saying you are, and more then 
taking money away from fire fighters while the country burns. 
 
The man endorsed by the Electrician's Union as someone who understands that  
free trade with countries like China - something favored 
by the old school candidates 
- is a disservice and a moral outrage to the majority of America. 
 
Time has come for a change.  And that change is an honest change about more  
then fake promises or a procession to the presidency by 
grounds of nepotism. 
 
VOTE GREEN! 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2000 11:00:33 -0700 (PDT) 
From: James Beniger <beniger@rcf.usc.edu> 
To: "aapornet@usc.edu" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Re: FW: Important Information About This Fall's Election 
In-Reply-To: <95A711A70065D111B58C00609451555C06E547AD@umkc- 
mail02.wins.umkc.edu> 
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0009111050490.22269-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
X-Reply-UID: (2 > )(1 968687648 1049)/var/mail/b/beniger 
X-Cursor-Pos: : 449 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: TEXT/PLAIN; charset=US-ASCII 
 
 
 
 
Martha, 
 
The e-mail addresses of virtually all faculty, staff and students at the  
universities and colleges throughout North America, and in 



many other countries, are available via their institution's homepage.  This 
is  
a much better deal for candidates like Nader than it 
is for most candidates, as I'm sure you know.  I have no knowledge that the  
Nader people did in fact get your e-mail address in this 
way, of course--only that they might at least have done so (assuming you are  
listed) for little time or effort. 
 
                                                   -- Jim 
******* 
 
On Mon, 11 Sep 2000, Kropf, Martha E. wrote: 
 
> Hello AAPOR: 
> 
> I received the following message from the Green Party asking me to 
> support Ralph Nader. Does anyone know about this email campaign? I'm 
> just curious to know how they got my email address and who else they 
> sent it to. 
> 
> Martha Kropf 
> 
> Martha Kropf, Ph.D. 
> Assistant Professor 
> Department of Political Science 
> University of Missouri-Kansas City 
> 213 Haag Hall 
> 5100 Rockhill Road 
> Kansas City, MO  64110-2499 
> 816-235-5948 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2000 13:58:21 -0400 
From: Leo Simonetta <simonetta@artsci.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Important Information About This Fall's Election 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
I doubt very seriously that this mailing is from the Green Party. 
 
The "votethisfall.com" domain name is not a registered domain name. 
 
There have been huge numbers of posting on Usenet of similar information at  
least one of which has been traced back to an Anti-Green 
poster. 
 
Here's the Green's view of SPAM - 
 
http://www.greens.org/about/policy.html 
 
-- 
Leo G. Simonetta 
Art & Science Group, Inc. 



simonetta@artsci.com 
 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From:     Kropf, Martha E. [SMTP:KropfM@umkc.edu] 
> Sent:     Monday, September 11, 2000 1:43 PM 
> To: 'aapornet@usc.edu' 
> Subject:  FW: Important Information About This Fall's Election 
> 
> Hello AAPOR: 
> 
> I received the following message from the Green Party asking me to 
> support Ralph Nader. Does anyone know about this email campaign? I'm 
> just curious to know how 
> they got my email address and who else they sent it to. 
> 
> Martha Kropf 
> 
> Martha Kropf, Ph.D. 
> Assistant Professor 
> Department of Political Science 
> University of Missouri-Kansas City 
> 213 Haag Hall 
> 5100 Rockhill Road 
> Kansas City, MO  64110-2499 
> 816-235-5948 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: gogreen@votethisfall.com [mailto:gogreen@votethisfall.com] 
> Sent: Saturday, September 09, 2000 1:07 PM 
> To: kropfm@umkc.edu 
> Subject: Important Information About This Fall's Election 
> 
> 
> The upcoming election may be one of the most important in our history. 
> But what is really at stake, and who's tell ing you what you need to 
> know? 
> 
> While rhetoric has been fast and furious, the truth about both 
> candidates has 
> been difficult to come by.   But it's time the public faced facts. 
> 
> In the past 8 Years, as the BBC Reports: 
> http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/sci/tech/newsid_916000/916037.stm the 
> Ozone hole has grown to record proportions, and while we can decry 
> Texas, who does 
> bare blame, the national administration took no steps through the EPA - a 
> federal body - to do anything. 
> 
> And who voted -for- Wire Taps, against HIV testing funds for the 
> military, for keeping gay marriage an impossibility , for limits on 
> habeas corpus, against 
> campaign finance reform, and for funding religious institutions, against 
> the 
> ACLU? 
> http://www.aclu.org/vote-guide/Lieberman_J.html 
> 



> And who proposed that their plan came from biblical pretense? That in 
> some way, the guiding principals of medicare are the  commandment: 
> honor thy father and 
> mother?  And who's taking faith to the government in a way we have not 
> seen 
> before, virtually unnoticed? 
> http://www.beliefnet.com/frameset.asp?pageLoc=/story/36/story_3613_1.html& 
> boardI 
> D=4262 
> 
> And while Farm Bureau was busy notifying a government that refused to 
> listen as early as June that there were problems with Firestone, what 
> did the administration do?  Nothing until 88 people were dead, leaving 
> 28 notices from 
> even insurance companies unanswered. 
> 
> And while proclaiming racial sensitivity, lawmakers are perpetuating 
> racism occurring in the secret service 
> http://www.washingtontimes.com/national/default-200098232723.htm 
> 
> But there is a man running who stands by his word, who offers a real 
> choice, who has stood up for the public. 
> 
> Instead of listening to promises that ring as true as a first grader 
> promising if elected class president he'll offer an extra recess, you 
> have a bold chance 
> to send a message to both parties that there is a man running who does 
> represent 
> the public. 
> 
> And that man in Ralph Nader. 
> 
> The man who stood up to the Tire industry and called for criminal 
> offenses. 
> http://wire.ap.org/APnews/center_story.html?FRONTID=ELECTION&STORYID=A 
> PIS7 
> 6RBT1O 
> 0 
> 
> The man endoreed by Earth First - because he understands that being an 
> environmentalist is more then saying you are, and more then taking 
> money away from fire fighters while the country burns. 
> 
> The man endorsed by the Electrician's Union as someone who understands 
> that free trade with countries like China - something favored by the 
> old school candidates 
> - is a disservice and a moral outrage to the majority of America. 
> 
> Time has come for a change.  And that change is an honest change about 
> more then fake promises or a procession to the presidency by grounds 
> of nepotism. 
> 
> VOTE GREEN! 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2000 14:19:01 -0400 
From: Frank Rusciano <rusciano@rider.edu> 



Subject: Re: FW: Important Information About This Fall's Election 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Message-id: <39BD2215.1AEFB8E9@rider.edu> 
MIME-version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.72 [en]C-CCK-MCD {RIDER}  (Win95; I) 
Content-type: MULTIPART/ALTERNATIVE;   
BOUNDARY="Boundary_(ID_HH6szusBPTz497t3ILhDtA)" 
X-Accept-Language: en 
References: <95A711A70065D111B58C00609451555C06E547AD@umkc- 
mail02.wins.umkc.edu> 
 
 
--Boundary_(ID_HH6szusBPTz497t3ILhDtA) 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit 
 
I find it hard to believe that the Green Party would send out a message that  
no one proofread ("Texas, who [sic]bare [sic] the 
blame"?  "endoreed [sic] by Earth First"?).  Given the tone of the letter  
(talking about the "last eight years"), this might be from 
someone who would benefit from Nader taking votes away from another 
candidate.   
An interesting strategy, particularly being sent to 
someone in a battleground state in this election.... 
 
Frank Rusciano 
 
"Kropf, Martha E." wrote: 
 
> Hello AAPOR: 
> 
> I received the following message from the Green Party asking me to 
> support Ralph Nader. Does anyone know about this email campaign? I'm 
> just curious to know how they got my email address and who else they 
> sent it to. 
> 
> Martha Kropf 
> 
> Martha Kropf, Ph.D. 
> Assistant Professor 
> Department of Political Science 
> University of Missouri-Kansas City 
> 213 Haag Hall 
> 5100 Rockhill Road 
> Kansas City, MO  64110-2499 
> 816-235-5948 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: gogreen@votethisfall.com [mailto:gogreen@votethisfall.com] 
> Sent: Saturday, September 09, 2000 1:07 PM 
> To: kropfm@umkc.edu 
> Subject: Important Information About This Fall's Election 
> 
> The upcoming election may be one of the most important in our history. 
> But what is really at stake, and who's tell ing you what you need to 
> know? 
> 



> While rhetoric has been fast and furious, the truth about both candidates  
has 
> been difficult to come by.   But it's time the public faced facts. 
> 
> In the past 8 Years, as the BBC Reports: 
> http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/sci/tech/newsid_916000/916037.stm the 
> Ozone hole has grown to record proportions, and while we can decry 
> Texas, who does bare blame, the national administration took no steps 
> through the EPA - a federal body - to do anything. 
> 
> And who voted -for- Wire Taps, against HIV testing funds for the 
> military, for keeping gay marriage an impossibility , for limits on 
> habeas corpus, against campaign finance reform, and for funding 
> religious institutions, against the ACLU? 
> http://www.aclu.org/vote-guide/Lieberman_J.html 
> 
> And who proposed that their plan came from biblical pretense? That in 
> some way, the guiding principals of medicare are the  commandment: 
> honor thy father and mother?  And who's taking faith to the government 
> in a way we have not seen before, virtually unnoticed? 
> http://www.beliefnet.com/frameset.asp?pageLoc=/story/36/story_3613_1.h 
> tml&boardI 
> D=4262 
> 
> And while Farm Bureau was busy notifying a government that refused to 
> listen as early as June that there were problems with Firestone, what 
> did the administration do?  Nothing until 88 people were dead, leaving 
> 28 notices from even insurance companies unanswered. 
> 
> And while proclaiming racial sensitivity, lawmakers are perpetuating 
> racism occurring in the secret service 
> http://www.washingtontimes.com/national/default-200098232723.htm 
> 
> But there is a man running who stands by his word, who offers a real 
> choice, who has stood up for the public. 
> 
> Instead of listening to promises that ring as true as a first grader 
> promising if elected class president he'll offer an extra recess, you 
> have a bold chance to send a message to both parties that there is a 
> man running who does represent the public. 
> 
> And that man in Ralph Nader. 
> 
> The man who stood up to the Tire industry and called for criminal 
> offenses. 
>  
http://wire.ap.org/APnews/center_story.html?FRONTID=ELECTION&STORYID=APIS76RB
T 
1O 
> 0 
> 
> The man endoreed by Earth First - because he understands that being an 
> environmentalist is more then saying you are, and more then taking 
> money away from fire fighters while the country burns. 
> 
> The man endorsed by the Electrician's Union as someone who understands 
> that free trade with countries like China - something favored by the 



> old school candidates 
> - is a disservice and a moral outrage to the majority of America. 
> 
> Time has come for a change.  And that change is an honest change about 
> more then fake promises or a procession to the presidency by grounds 
> of nepotism. 
> 
> VOTE GREEN! 
 
--Boundary_(ID_HH6szusBPTz497t3ILhDtA) 
Content-type: text/html; charset=us-ascii 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit 
 
<!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en"> <html> I find  
it hard to believe that the Green Party would send out 
a message that no one proofread ("Texas, who [sic]bare [sic] the 
blame"?&nbsp;  
"endoreed [sic] by Earth First"?).&nbsp; Given the 
tone of the letter (talking about the "last eight years"), this might be from  
someone who would benefit from Nader taking votes away 
from another candidate.&nbsp; An interesting strategy, particularly being 
sent  
to someone in a battleground state in this 
election.... <p>Frank Rusciano <p>"Kropf, Martha E." wrote: <blockquote  
TYPE=CITE>Hello AAPOR: <p>I received the following message 
from the Green Party asking me to support Ralph <br>Nader. Does anyone know  
about this email campaign? I'm just curious to know how 
<br>they got my email address and who else they sent it to. <p>Martha Kropf  
<p>Martha Kropf, Ph.D. <br>Assistant Professor 
<br>Department of Political Science <br>University of Missouri-Kansas City  
<br>213 Haag Hall <br>5100 Rockhill Road <br>Kansas City, 
MO&nbsp; 64110-2499 <br>816-235-5948 <p>-----Original Message----- 
<br>From: gogreen@votethisfall.com [<a  
href="mailto:gogreen@votethisfall.com">mailto:gogreen@votethisfall.com</a>] 
<br>Sent: Saturday, September 09, 2000 1:07 PM 
<br>To: kropfm@umkc.edu 
<br>Subject: Important Information About This Fall's Election <p>The upcoming  
election may be one of the most important in our 
history.&nbsp; But what <br>is really at stake, and who's tell ing you what  
you need to know? <p>While rhetoric has been fast and 
furious, the truth about both candidates has <br>been difficult to come  
by.&nbsp;&nbsp; But it's time the public faced facts. <p>In 
the past 8 Years, as the BBC Reports: <br><a 
href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/sci/tech/newsid_916000/916037.stm">htt
p 
://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/sci/tech/newsid_916000/91 
6037.stm</a> 
the Ozone 
<br>hole has grown to record proportions, and while we can decry Texas, who  
does <br>bare blame, the national administration took no 
steps through the EPA 
- a 
<br>federal body - to do anything. 
<p>And who voted -for- Wire Taps, against HIV testing funds for the military,  
for <br>keeping gay marriage an impossibility , for 
limits on habeas corpus, against <br>campaign finance reform, and for funding  
religious institutions, against the <br>ACLU? <br><a 



href="http://www.aclu.org/vote- 
guide/Lieberman_J.html">http://www.aclu.org/vote-guide/Lieberman_J.html</a> 
<p>And who proposed that their plan came from biblical pretense? That in some  
way, <br>the guiding principals of medicare are 
the&nbsp; commandment: honor thy father and <br>mother?&nbsp; And who's 
taking  
faith to the government in a way we have not seen 
<br>before, virtually unnoticed? <br><a 
href="http://www.beliefnet.com/frameset.asp?pageLoc=/story/36/story_3613_1.ht
m 
l&boardI">http://www.beliefnet.com/frameset.asp?pageLo 
c=/story/36/story_3613_1.html&amp;boardI</a> 
<br>D=4262 
<p>And while Farm Bureau was busy notifying a government that refused to  
listen as <br>early as June that there were problems with 
Firestone, what did the <br>administration do?&nbsp; Nothing until 88 people  
were dead, leaving 28 notices from <br>even insurance 
companies unanswered. <p>And while proclaiming racial sensitivity, lawmakers  
are perpetuating racism <br>occurring in the secret 
service <br><a 
href="http://www.washingtontimes.com/national/default- 
200098232723.htm">http://www.washingtontimes.com/national/default-
200098232723 
.htm</a> 
<p>But there is a man running who stands by his word, who offers a real  
choice, who <br>has stood up for the public. <p>Instead of 
listening to promises that ring as true as a first grader promising <br>if  
elected class president he'll offer an extra recess, you 
have a bold chance <br>to send a message to both parties that there is a man  
running who does represent <br>the public. <p>And that 
man in Ralph Nader. <p>The man who stood up to the Tire industry and called  
for criminal offenses. <br><a 
href="http://wire.ap.org/APnews/center_story.html?FRONTID=ELECTION&STORYID=AP
I 
S76RBT1O">http://wire.ap.org/APnews/center_story.html? 
FRONTID=ELECTION&amp;STORYID=APIS76RBT1O</a> 
<br>0 
<p>The man endoreed by Earth First - because he understands that being an  
<br>environmentalist is more then saying you are, and more 
then taking money away <br>from fire fighters while the country burns. <p>The  
man endorsed by the Electrician's Union as someone who 
understands that free <br>trade with countries like China - something favored  
by the old school candidates 
<br>- is a disservice and a moral outrage to the majority of America. <p>Time  
has come for a change.&nbsp; And that change is an 
honest change about more then <br>fake promises or a procession to the  
presidency by grounds of nepotism. <p>VOTE 
GREEN!</blockquote> </html> 
 
--Boundary_(ID_HH6szusBPTz497t3ILhDtA)-- 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2000 16:26:37 -0400 
From: Bob Baumgartner <bbaumgartner@haglerbailly.com> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Interviewer Training Videos 
MIME-Version: 1.0 



X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Does anyone have a recommendation for a good interviewer training video,  
oriented to telephone interviewing, that emphasizes proper 
interviewing techniques.  We have been using a 1970's video produced by  
Mathematica, which is very good, but it is primarily geared 
toward door-to-door interviewing.  The 1970's dress and hairstyles make this  
very memorable and entertaining for our new 
interviewers.  However, I would like to find out if there are new training  
videos that emphasize telephone interviewing techniques. 
 
Please reply to: 
 
bbaumgar@haglerbailly.com 
 
I will be happy to share responses with others who are interested in the  
results. 
 
Bob Baumgartner 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2000 15:45:06 +0000 
From: Nick Panagakis <mkshares@mcs.net> 
Reply-To: mkshares@mcs.net 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 (Macintosh; I; PPC) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: FW: Important Information About This Fall's Election 
References: <95A711A70065D111B58C00609451555C06E547AD@umkc- 
mail02.wins.umkc.edu> <39BD2215.1AEFB8E9@rider.edu> 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;  boundary="------------ 
248281102AD960AE16936E33" 
 
 
--------------248281102AD960AE16936E33 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac- 
creator="4D4F5353" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
It was also State Farm Insurance, not the Farm Bureau that "was busy 
notifying  
the government" regarding Firestone. 
 
Frank Rusciano wrote: 
 
> I find it hard to believe that the Green Party would send out a 
> message that no one proofread ("Texas, who [sic]bare [sic] the blame"? 
> "endoreed [sic] by Earth First"?).  Given the tone of the letter 
> (talking about the "last eight years"), this might be from someone who 
> would benefit from Nader taking votes away from another candidate.  An 
> interesting strategy, particularly being sent to someone in a 
> battleground state in this election.... 
> 



> Frank Rusciano 
> 
> "Kropf, Martha E." wrote: 
> 
>> Hello AAPOR: 
>> 
>> I received the following message from the Green Party asking me to 
>> support Ralph Nader. Does anyone know about this email campaign? I'm 
>> just curious to know how 
>> they got my email address and who else they sent it to. 
>> 
>> Martha Kropf 
>> 
>> Martha Kropf, Ph.D. 
>> Assistant Professor 
>> Department of Political Science 
>> University of Missouri-Kansas City 
>> 213 Haag Hall 
>> 5100 Rockhill Road 
>> Kansas City, MO  64110-2499 
>> 816-235-5948 
>> 
>> -----Original Message----- 
>> From: gogreen@votethisfall.com [mailto:gogreen@votethisfall.com] 
>> Sent: Saturday, September 09, 2000 1:07 PM 
>> To: kropfm@umkc.edu 
>> Subject: Important Information About This Fall's Election 
>> 
>> The upcoming election may be one of the most important in our 
>> history.  But what is really at stake, and who's tell ing you what 
>> you need to know? 
>> 
>> While rhetoric has been fast and furious, the truth about both 
>> candidates has 
>> been difficult to come by.   But it's time the public faced facts. 
>> 
>> In the past 8 Years, as the BBC Reports: 
>> http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/sci/tech/newsid_916000/916037.stm 
>> the Ozone 
>> hole has grown to record proportions, and while we can decry Texas, 
>> who does bare blame, the national administration took no steps 
>> through the EPA - a 
>> federal body - to do anything. 
>> 
>> And who voted -for- Wire Taps, against HIV testing funds for the 
>> military, for keeping gay marriage an impossibility , for limits on 
>> habeas corpus, against 
>> campaign finance reform, and for funding religious institutions, 
>> against the 
>> ACLU? 
>> http://www.aclu.org/vote-guide/Lieberman_J.html 
>> 
>> And who proposed that their plan came from biblical pretense? That in 
>> some way, the guiding principals of medicare are the  commandment: 
>> honor thy father and 
>> mother?  And who's taking faith to the government in a way we have 
>> not seen 



>> before, virtually unnoticed? 
>> http://www.beliefnet.com/fra 
>> eset.asp?pageLoc=/story/36/story_3613_1.html&boardI 
>> D=4262 
>> 
>> And while Farm Bureau was busy notifying a government that refused to 
>> listen as early as June that there were problems with Firestone, what 
>> did the administration do?  Nothing until 88 people were dead, 
>> leaving 28 notices from 
>> even insurance companies unanswered. 
>> 
>> And while proclaiming racial sensitivity, lawmakers are perpetuating 
>> racism occurring in the secret service 
>> http://www.washingtontimes.com/national/default-200098232723.htm 
>> 
>> But there is a man running who stands by his word, who offers a real 
>> choice, who has stood up for the public. 
>> 
>> Instead of listening to promises that ring as true as a first grader 
>> promising if elected class president he'll offer an extra recess, you 
>> have a bold chance 
>> to send a message to both parties that there is a man running who 
>> does represent 
>> the public. 
>> 
>> And that man in Ralph Nader. 
>> 
>> The man who stood up to the Tire industry and called for criminal 
>> offenses. http://wi 
>> e.ap.org/APnews/center_story.html?FRONTID=ELECTION&STORYID=APIS76RBT1O 
>> 
>> 0 
>> 
>> The man endoreed by Earth First - because he understands that being 
>> an environmentalist is more then saying you are, and more then taking 
>> money away 
>> from fire fighters while the country burns. 
>> 
>> The man endorsed by the Electrician's Union as someone who 
>> understands that free trade with countries like China - something 
>> favored by the old school candidates 
>> - is a disservice and a moral outrage to the majority of America. 
>> 
>> Time has come for a change.  And that change is an honest change 
>> about more then fake promises or a procession to the presidency by 
>> grounds of nepotism. 
>> 
>> VOTE GREEN! 
> 
 
--------------248281102AD960AE16936E33 
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
<!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en"> <html> It was  
also State Farm Insurance, not the Farm Bureau that 
"was busy notifying the government" regarding Firestone. <p>Frank Rusciano  



wrote: <blockquote TYPE=CITE>I find it hard to believe 
that the Green Party would send out a message that no one proofread ("Texas,  
who [sic]bare [sic] the blame"?&nbsp; "endoreed [sic] 
by Earth First"?).&nbsp; Given the tone of the letter (talking about the 
"last  
eight years"), this might be from someone who would 
benefit from Nader taking votes away from another candidate.&nbsp; An  
interesting strategy, particularly being sent to someone in a 
battleground state in this election.... <p>Frank Rusciano <p>"Kropf, Martha  
E." wrote: <blockquote TYPE=CITE>Hello AAPOR: <p>I 
received the following message from the Green Party asking me to support 
Ralph  
<br>Nader. Does anyone know about this email 
campaign? I'm just curious to know how <br>they got my email address and who  
else they sent it to. <p>Martha Kropf <p>Martha Kropf, 
Ph.D. <br>Assistant Professor <br>Department of Political Science  
<br>University of Missouri-Kansas City <br>213 Haag Hall <br>5100 
Rockhill Road <br>Kansas City, MO&nbsp; 64110-2499 <br>816-235-5948 <p>----- 
Original Message----- 
<br>From: gogreen@votethisfall.com [<a  
href="mailto:gogreen@votethisfall.com">mailto:gogreen@votethisfall.com</a>] 
<br>Sent: Saturday, September 09, 2000 1:07 PM 
<br>To: kropfm@umkc.edu 
<br>Subject: Important Information About This Fall's Election <p>The upcoming  
election may be one of the most important in our 
history.&nbsp; But what <br>is really at stake, and who's tell ing you what  
you need to know? <p>While rhetoric has been fast and 
furious, the truth about both candidates has <br>been difficult to come  
by.&nbsp;&nbsp; But it's time the public faced facts. <p>In 
the past 8 Years, as the BBC Reports: <br><a 
href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/sci/tech/newsid_916000/916037.stm">htt
p 
://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/sci/tech/newsid_916000/91 
6037.stm</a> 
the Ozone 
<br>hole has grown to record proportions, and while we can decry Texas, who  
does <br>bare blame, the national administration took no 
steps through the EPA 
- a 
<br>federal body - to do anything. 
<p>And who voted -for- Wire Taps, against HIV testing funds for the military,  
for <br>keeping gay marriage an impossibility , for 
limits on habeas corpus, against <br>campaign finance reform, and for funding  
religious institutions, against the <br>ACLU? <br><a 
href="http://www.aclu.org/vote- 
guide/Lieberman_J.html">http://www.aclu.org/vote-guide/Lieberman_J.html</a> 
<p>And who proposed that their plan came from biblical pretense? That in some  
way, <br>the guiding principals of medicare are 
the&nbsp; commandment: honor thy father and <br>mother?&nbsp; And who's 
taking  
faith to the government in a way we have not seen 
<br>before, virtually unnoticed? <br><a 
href="http://www.beliefnet.com/frameset.asp?pageLoc=/story/36/story_3613_1.ht
m 
l&boardI">http://www.beliefnet.com/frameset.asp?pageLo 
c=/story/36/story_3613_1.html&amp;boardI</a> 
<br>D=4262 



<p>And while Farm Bureau was busy notifying a government that refused to  
listen as <br>early as June that there were problems with 
Firestone, what did the <br>administration do?&nbsp; Nothing until 88 people  
were dead, leaving 28 notices from <br>even insurance 
companies unanswered. <p>And while proclaiming racial sensitivity, lawmakers  
are perpetuating racism <br>occurring in the secret 
service <br><a 
href="http://www.washingtontimes.com/national/default- 
200098232723.htm">http://www.washingtontimes.com/national/default-
200098232723 
.htm</a> 
<p>But there is a man running who stands by his word, who offers a real  
choice, who <br>has stood up for the public. <p>Instead of 
listening to promises that ring as true as a first grader promising <br>if  
elected class president he'll offer an extra recess, you 
have a bold chance <br>to send a message to both parties that there is a man  
running who does represent <br>the public. <p>And that 
man in Ralph Nader. <p>The man who stood up to the Tire industry and called  
for criminal offenses. <br><a 
href="http://wire.ap.org/APnews/center_story.html?FRONTID=ELECTION&STORYID=AP
I 
S76RBT1O">http://wire.ap.org/APnews/center_story.html? 
FRONTID=ELECTION&amp;STORYID=APIS76RBT1O</a> 
<br>0 
<p>The man endoreed by Earth First - because he understands that being an  
<br>environmentalist is more then saying you are, and more 
then taking money away <br>from fire fighters while the country burns. <p>The  
man endorsed by the Electrician's Union as someone who 
understands that free <br>trade with countries like China - something favored  
by the old school candidates 
<br>- is a disservice and a moral outrage to the majority of America. <p>Time  
has come for a change.&nbsp; And that change is an 
honest change about more then <br>fake promises or a procession to the  
presidency by grounds of nepotism. <p>VOTE 
GREEN!</blockquote> </blockquote> </html> 
 
--------------248281102AD960AE16936E33-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2000 13:55:30 -0700 
From: "Du, Can" <candu@rand.org> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Interviewer Training Videos 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
I am also interested in the responses you are getting.  Please forward a copy  
to me.  Thanks 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Bob Baumgartner [mailto:bbaumgartner@haglerbailly.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 11, 2000 1:27 PM 
To: 'aapornet@usc.edu' 
Subject: RE: Interviewer Training Videos 



 
 
Does anyone have a recommendation for a good interviewer training video,  
oriented to telephone interviewing, that emphasizes proper 
interviewing techniques.  We have been using a 1970's video produced by  
Mathematica, which is very good, but it is primarily geared 
toward door-to-door interviewing.  The 1970's dress and hairstyles make this  
very memorable and entertaining for our new 
interviewers.  However, I would like to find out if there are new training  
videos that emphasize telephone interviewing techniques. 
 
Please reply to: 
 
bbaumgar@haglerbailly.com 
 
I will be happy to share responses with others who are interested in the  
results. 
 
Bob Baumgartner 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2000 13:56:57 -0700 
From: "Du, Can" <candu@rand.org> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Interviewer Training Videos 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Regarding your inerviewer training video from Mathematica, could you tell me  
how much the tapes cost you and what the contact 
information is at Mathematica?  Thanks 
 
Can Du 
RAND Survey Research Group 
Santa Monica, CA 
(310) 393-0411 ext. 6301 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Bob Baumgartner [mailto:bbaumgartner@haglerbailly.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 11, 2000 1:27 PM 
To: 'aapornet@usc.edu' 
Subject: RE: Interviewer Training Videos 
 
 
Does anyone have a recommendation for a good interviewer training video,  
oriented to telephone interviewing, that emphasizes proper 
interviewing techniques.  We have been using a 1970's video produced by  
Mathematica, which is very good, but it is primarily geared 
toward door-to-door interviewing.  The 1970's dress and hairstyles make this  
very memorable and entertaining for our new 
interviewers.  However, I would like to find out if there are new training  
videos that emphasize telephone interviewing techniques. 
 
Please reply to: 
 



bbaumgar@haglerbailly.com 
 
I will be happy to share responses with others who are interested in the  
results. 
 
Bob Baumgartner 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2000 16:21:36 -0500 
From: "Richard Day" <rday@rdresearch.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
References: <713ED6F94609D211B5F200805F9FE8EE3DCFB4@MADFPS001> 
Subject: Re: Interviewer Training Videos 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300 
 
I recommend that you examine the material put together by the Market Research  
Asssoc. 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Bob Baumgartner <bbaumgartner@haglerbailly.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, September 11, 2000 3:26 PM 
Subject: RE: Interviewer Training Videos 
 
 
> Does anyone have a recommendation for a good interviewer training 
> video, oriented to telephone interviewing, that emphasizes proper 
> interviewing techniques.  We have been using a 1970's video produced 
> by Mathematica, which is very good, but it is primarily geared toward 
> door-to-door interviewing.  The 1970's dress and hairstyles make this 
> very memorable 
and 
> entertaining for our new interviewers.  However, I would like to find 
> out 
if 
> there are new training videos that emphasize telephone interviewing 
> techniques. 
> 
> Please reply to: 
> 
> bbaumgar@haglerbailly.com 
> 
> I will be happy to share responses with others who are interested in 
> the results. 
> 
> Bob Baumgartner 
> 
> 
 
 
========================================================================= 



Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2000 17:34:41 -0400 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: dick halpern <rshalpern@mindspring.com> 
Subject: Re: FW: Important Information About This Fall's Election 
In-Reply-To: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0009111050490.22269-100000@almaak.usc.edu> 
References: <95A711A70065D111B58C00609451555C06E547AD@umkc- 
mail02.wins.umkc.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
As the article,  "One Consulting Firm Finds Voter Data Is a Hot Property" 
points out, lists of names and addresses of voters with particular 
characteristics are readily available....for a price, of course. We are 
beginning to see more and more of this not only with respect to voting but 
with respect to all sorts of telemarketing on the Internet. So, while we 
may think that our e mail addresses are confidential we will be 
disappointed when we discover that they are not. 
 
Dick Halpern 
 
 
 
 
 
 
>Martha, 
> 
>The e-mail addresses of virtually all faculty, staff and students at 
>the universities and colleges throughout North America, and in many 
>other countries, are available via their institution's homepage.  This 
>is a much better deal for candidates like Nader than it is for most 
>candidates, as I'm sure you know.  I have no knowledge that the Nader 
>people did in fact get your e-mail address in this way, of course--only 
>that they might at least have done so (assuming you are listed) for 
>little time or effort. 
> 
>                                                                    -- 
>Jim 
>******* 
> 
>On Mon, 11 Sep 2000, Kropf, Martha E. wrote: 
> 
> > Hello AAPOR: 
> > 
> > I received the following message from the Green Party asking me to 
> support Ralph 
> > Nader. Does anyone know about this email campaign? I'm just curious 
> > to 
> know how 
> > they got my email address and who else they sent it to. 
> > 
> > Martha Kropf 
> > 
> > Martha Kropf, Ph.D. 
> > Assistant Professor 
> > Department of Political Science 
> > University of Missouri-Kansas City 



> > 213 Haag Hall 
> > 5100 Rockhill Road 
> > Kansas City, MO  64110-2499 
> > 816-235-5948 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2000 18:04:29 -0400 
From: Joyce Rachelson <JRachels@concentric.net> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.75 [en] (Win98; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en,x-ns1233PJCvQNhP,x-ns2r2809OnmPe2 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: Interviewing Training Videos 
References: <95A711A70065D111B58C00609451555C06E547AD@umkc- 
mail02.wins.umkc.edu> <39BD2215.1AEFB8E9@rider.edu> 
<39BCFE00.78893A84@mcs.net> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Contact the Marketing Research Association at http://www.MRA-Net.org or 
(860) 257-4008 
 
They have what you are looking for. 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2000 18:40:31 -0700 
From: sullivan@fsc-research.com 
Received: from 6b7va (fscnt1.fsc-research.com [206.180.228.75]) 
      by web2.tdl.com (8.9.1a/8.9.1) with SMTP id SAA04724 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Mon, 11 Sep 2000 18:37:30 -0700 
Message-Id: <200009120137.SAA04724@web2.tdl.com> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT 
Subject: RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
In-reply-to: <4.3.2.7.2.20000908200250.00bfe620@pop.mindspring.com> 
References: <200009081554.IAA13379@web2.tdl.com> 
X-mailer: Pegasus Mail for Win32 (v3.01d) 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7BIT 
 
You know, I could probably go along with your suggestion that we 
ought to withhold judgement until we know more if it wasn't for the 
damage I fear this technology could cause the legitimate survey 
industry.  Compliance rates on the telephone are bad enough given 
the level of telemarketing respondents currently experience. 
 
Can you imagine what would happen to telephone compliance 
rates if everyone started using autodialers and voice response 
systems to survey residences.  Stay on the line for an important 
message!  TELEPHONE SURVEYING WOULD BECOME A 
THING OF THE PAST. 
 
 
Date sent:        Fri, 08 Sep 2000 20:07:03 -0400 
Send reply to:    aapornet@usc.edu 



From:             Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
To:               aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject:          RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five  
States 
 
If criticism is founded on supposition, then I would prefer to label it as 
speculation. Sometimes new approaches that may seem unsound may actually be 
significant developments. I am suggesting that we withhold judgments that 
condemn Rasmussen's methods until we know more. 
warren mitofsky 
 
 
At 08:57 AM 9/8/00 -0700, you wrote: 
>Sometimes that's all there is. 
> 
>Date sent:              Thu, 07 Sep 2000 18:39:34 -0400 
>Send reply to:          aapornet@usc.edu 
>From:                   Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
>To:                     aapornet@usc.edu 
>Subject:                RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls 
>in Five States 
> 
>Intuition is not what I am after. 
>warren mitofsky 
> 
>At 03:11 PM 9/7/00 -0700, you wrote: 
> >Intuition says the response rate is in the low single digits. 
> > 
> >Date sent:              Thu, 07 Sep 2000 15:42:24 -0400 
> >Send reply to:          aapornet@usc.edu 
> >From:                   Warren Mitofsky <mitofsky@mindspring.com> 
> >To:                     aapornet@usc.edu 
> >Subject:                RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls 
> >in Five States 
> > 
> >--=====================_5314069==_.ALT 
> >Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
> > 
> >Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your 
> >dislike for automatic dialers, or do you know something more about 
> >their work than the information contained on the Rasmussen web site? 
> >If you know more, like their response rates, would you share it with 
> >us? warren mitofsky 
> > 
> > 
> >   At 03:44 PM 9/5/00 -0400, you wrote: 
> > >It seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen 
> > >Research polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic 
> > >dialer and a robotic voice ("press one for yes") for their work! 
> > >Probably not a great idea to promote these! 
> > > 
> > >-----Original Message----- 
> > >From: Doug Henwood [mailto:dhenwood@panix.com] 
> > >Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM 
> > >To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> > >Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five 
> > >States 



> > > 
> > > 
> > >Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive Review, keeps a running 
> > >tally of national and state polls on his website, at 
> > ><http://prorev.com/amline.htm>. 
> > >-- 
> > > 
> > >Doug Henwood 
> > >Left Business Observer 
> > >Village Station - PO Box 953 
> > >New York NY 10014-0704 USA 
> > >+1-212-741-9852 voice  +1-212-807-9152 fax 
> > >email: <mailto:dhenwood@panix.com> 
> > >web: <http://www.panix.com/~dhenwood/LBO_home.html> 
> > > 
> > > 
> > >         Because e-mail can be altered electronically, 
> > >         the integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
> > 
> >Mitofsky International 
> >1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
> >New York, NY 10022 
> > 
> >212 980-3031 Phone 
> >212 980-3107 FAX 
> >mitofsky@mindspring.com --=====================_5314069==_.ALT 
> >Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii" 
> > 
> >Is your negative view of the Rasmussen Polls based on just your 
> >dislike for automatic dialers, or do you know something more about 
> >their work than the information contained on the Rasmussen web site? 
> >If you know more, like their response rates, would you share it with 
> >us? warren mitofsky 
> > 
> > 
> >  At 03:44 PM 9/5/00 -0400, you wrote: 
> >>It seems these guys at the Progressive Review are using Rasmussen 
> >>Research polls for their analysis. Rasmussen uses an automatic 
> >>dialer and a robotic voice ("press one for yes") for their work! 
> >>Probably not a great idea to promote these! 
> >> 
> >>-----Original Message----- 
> >>From: Doug Henwood [mailto:dhenwood@panix.com] 
> >>Sent: Monday, September 04, 2000 6:47 PM 
> >>To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> >>Subject: Re: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five 
> >>States 
> >> 
> >> 
> >>Sam Smith, proprietor of the Progressive Review, keeps a running 
> >>tally of national and state polls on his website, at 
> >><http://prorev.com/amline.htm>. -- 
> >> 
> >>Doug Henwood 
> >>Left Business Observer 
> >>Village Station - PO Box 953 
> >>New York NY 10014-0704 USA 



> >>+1-212-741-9852 voice  +1-212-807-9152 fax 
> >>email: <mailto:dhenwood@panix.com> 
> >>web: <http://www.panix.com/~d henwood/LBO_home.html> 
> >> 
> >> 
> >>         Because e-mail can be altered electronically, 
> >>         the integrity of this communication cannot be guaranteed. 
> > 
> >Mitofsky International 
> >1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
> >New York, NY 10022 
> > 
> >212 980-3031 Phone 
> >212 980-3107 FAX 
> >mitofsky@mindspring.com 
> >--=====================_5314069==_.ALT-- 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >The information contained in this communication is confidential and 
> >is intended only for the use of the addressee.  It is the property of 
> >Freeman, Sullivan & Co. If you have received this communication in 
> >error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by 
> >e-mail to postmaster@fsc-research.com, and destroy this 
> >communication and all copies thereof, including 
> >attachments. 
> 
>Mitofsky International 
>1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
>New York, NY 10022 
> 
>212 980-3031 Phone 
>212 980-3107 FAX 
>mitofsky@mindspring.com 
> 
> 
>The information contained in this communication is confidential and is 
>intended only for the use of the addressee.  It is the property of 
>Freeman, Sullivan & Co. If you have received this communication in 
>error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by 
>e-mail to postmaster@fsc-research.com, and destroy this 
>communication and all copies thereof, including 
>attachments. 
 
Warren Mitofsky 
Mitofsky International 
1 East 53rd Street - 5th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
 
212 980-3031 
212 980-3107 FAX 
 
 
 
 
The information contained in this communication is 



confidential and is intended only for the use of the 
addressee.  It is the property of  Freeman, Sullivan & Co. 
If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by 
e-mail to postmaster@fsc-research.com, and destroy this 
communication and all copies thereof, including 
attachments. 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2000 21:42:43 -0400 
From: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: "Andrew A. Beveridge" <andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Presidential Race Results from Weekend Polls in Five States 
Message-ID: <NEBBIBIOIKDMKGCPFJBPCEEACDAA.andy@troll.soc.qc.edu> 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0) 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
In-Reply-To: <200009120137.SAA04724@web2.tdl.com> 
 
Freeman Writes: 
 
 
"You know, I could probably go along with your suggestion that we 
ought to withhold judgement until we know more if it wasn't for the 
damage I fear this technology could cause the legitimate survey 
industry.  Compliance rates on the telephone are bad enough given 
the level of telemarketing respondents currently experience. 
 
Can you imagine what would happen to telephone compliance 
rates if everyone started using autodialers and voice response 
systems to survey residences.  Stay on the line for an important 
message!  TELEPHONE SURVEYING WOULD BECOME A 
THING OF THE PAST." 
 
I thought this already happened!!!! 
 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Tue, 12 Sep 2000 13:42:10 -0400 
From: "Hoynoski, Bruce" <Bruce_Hoynoski@tvratings.com> 
To: "'aapornet'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Dr. Paul Lavrakas 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2651.58) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
September 12, 2000 
 
 



I am very pleased to announce that Dr. Paul J. Lavrakas will be joining  
Nielsen Media Research (NMR) as Vice President and Senior 
Research Methodologist, effective October 1, 2000.  In this capacity, Dr.  
Lavrakas will be responsible primarily for the 
methodological research functions of the Nielsen Station Index (NSI) unit of  
NMR, which includes the Company's telephone 
interviewing center, diary samples, and local meter samples. 
 
Dr. Lavrakas comes to us from Ohio State University's School of Journalism &  
Communication and the OSU Center for Survey Research, 
where he has been a Full Professor since 1996.  Prior to joining Ohio State,  
he was a professor in various departments of 
Northwestern University from 1978-1996; a visiting professor at the 
University  
of Michigan's Institute for Social Research and 
Department of Communication; and an instructor at Loyola University of 
Chicago  
and St. Xavier College in Chicago in the 1970s.  He 
has performed consulting work for myriad companies (in particular media  
firms), government agencies,  and universities. 
 
As part of his academic career, Dr. Lavrakas has been the founding Faculty  
Director of the Center for Survey Research at Ohio State 
University's College of Social & Behavioral Sciences since 1996.  He also  
founded the Northwestern University Survey Laboratory in 
1982 and served as its Director for 14 years.  In earlier years, he  was a  
research associate at Northwestern University and at 
Loyola University of Chicago. 
 
Dr. Lavrakas has authored and co-authored an extensive array of publications  
and has given numerous presentations on diverse topics 
over the years, with a strong concentration on survey methodology.  He has  
also served in various capacities on numerous national 
committees.  Additionally, he  is a member of several well-respected  
professional associations for survey research, public opinion 
research, psychology, and statistics. 
 
Dr. Lavrakas received his Ph.D. in Applied Social Psychology from Loyola  
University in Chicago in 1977.  He also holds a Master's 
degree in Experimental Social Psychology from Loyola and a Bachelor's degree  
in General Social Sciences from Michigan State 
University. 
 
Dr. Lavrakas will be based in NMR's New York City office and will be  
relocating to the New York area in the near future.  He 
currently lives with his wife Barbara in Granville, Ohio.  Their adult son,  
Nik, lives in Chicago. 
 
We are excited to have someone with Dr. Lavrakas' extensive experience on  
board at Nielsen Media Research, and anticipate that his 
many talents and expert knowledge will greatly enhance our research  
enterprise. 
 
 
Bruce W. Hoynoski 
Senior Vice President 
Research 



Nielsen Media Research 
150 North Martingale Road 
Schaumburg, IL 60173 
 
bruce_hoynoski@tvratings.com <mailto:bruce_hoynoski@tvratings.com> 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 13 Sep 2000 01:32:15 -0400 
From: "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.7 [en] (Win98; U) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: "aapornet@usc.edu" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Am I confused or is the following quote from CNN an example of what Bennett,  
Ravitch, et al. have been saying is the failure of our 
schools to teach arithmetic? 
 
What's for sure is the immortality of "Dead Heat."  (See AAPORNET 
archives.) 
 
Albert D. Biderman 
 
> Tracking poll: Gore and Bush remain neck-and-neck 
> From CNN Polling Director Keating Holland 
> 
> September 12, 2000 
> Web posted at: 5:01 p.m. EDT (2101 GMT) 
> 
> WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Vice President Al Gore and Texas Gov. George W. 
> Bush remain virtually tied in the daily CNN/USA Today/Gallup tracking 
> poll as minor party challengers Ralph Nader and Pat Buchanan lag 
> behind with single-digit support. 
> 
> Interviews with 732 likely voters, conducted September 9-11, found 
> Gore -- the Democratic nominee for president -- holding a six-point 
> lead over Republican rival Bush. Gore claimed 48 percent of the 
> survey's likely voters, while Bush had the support of 42 percent. But 
> with a margin of error of plus or minus 4 percent, Gore's advantage is 
> statistically insignificant. 
> 
> 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 13 Sep 2000 08:20:16 -0400 
From: "Safir, Adam" <ASafir@ui.urban.org> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: RE: margins of error 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 



 
After reading the thread copied below about reporting the margin of error, I  
found it interesting that in an article yesterday the 
USA Today went to the trouble of reporting the margin of error for each  
question discussed, rather than for the entire survey.  (I'm 
not a daily reader of the USA Today, so I don't know if this is a new 
practice  
or something they've been doing for some time). 
 
 
Poll: Trust in tires falters  
http://www.usatoday.com/money/consumer/autos/mauto830.htm 
 
"The public is wary of Firestone tires - and to a lesser extent Ford 
Explorers  
- after a recall of 6.5 million tires, most on the 
sport-utility vehicle, and reports of at least 88 deaths, a USA  
TODAY/CNN/Gallup Poll shows. 
 
About 77% of 1,197 consumers surveyed for the poll said they at least would 
be  
less likely to buy Firestone tires because of 
coverage of the recall. The question has a margin of error of +/-3 percentage  
points. 
 
Phil Pacsi, Firestone director of consumer tire brand marketing, isn't  
surprised. "Once we get through the recall process, it will 
be our challenge to change those numbers," he said. 
 
The survey found that of 475 people who said they previously would have  
considered buying an Explorer, 44% now said they at least 
would be less likely to buy one. That question has a margin of error of +/-5  
percentage points." 
 
 
 
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: Nick Panagakis [mailto:mkshares@mcs.net] 
>Subject: Re: margins of error 
> 
>I think you should tell your client that political polls seen in the 
>media are intended for a general audience. There is no room for an 
>error table showing not only potential error for the total sample and 
>sub-groups within the sample - but for errors associated with each 
>estimate; i.e., 50%, 40% and 60%, 30% and 70%, etc. 
> 
> 
>Colleen K Porter wrote: 
> 
>> One group of folks wants us to give "the" margin of error at the 
>> bottom of each table we generate.  We tried to explain that the 
>> margin of error is for each estimate in the table--if we talked to 
>> more Blacks than Hispanics, if more people refused to answer a 
>> particular item, then there will be different margins of error.  (We 
>> generally do an appendix in the technical report that has those 
>> numbers.) 
>> 



>> But this client insisted, saying, "The political polls only have one 
>> margin of error in the box for the whole survey, even though they 
>> probably talked to different numbers of people for this or that." 
>> 
>> Are we being too academic?  Any references on how to scientifically 
>> come up with that one magic number? 
>> 
>> Thanks bunches, 
>> 
>> Colleen 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 13 Sep 2000 10:49:38 -0500 
From: "Richard Day" <rday@rdresearch.com> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: interviewing youth ages 12-18 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
      boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0010_01C01D70.4FFE9180" 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0010_01C01D70.4FFE9180 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
We are conducting a study of young people ages 12-18 for a government agency. 
 
In one study we will interview students in a randomly selected classroom. The  
survey will be handed out.  We expect that we will 
need permission from the superintendent and the principal, and certainly  
notification of the teacher. Do we need permission from 
each parent/guardian?? 
 
In the othe study we will be administering the survey via telephone to a  
sample of another population of youth ages 12-18.  I 
presume that we need parental/guardian permission.  Can that permission be  
audio taped?  Does it require paper, i.e. mail out the 
permisison form, hope it comes back? 
 
thank you in advance. 
 
Richard Day 
 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0010_01C01D70.4FFE9180 
Content-Type: text/x-vcard; 
      name="Richard Day.vcf" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
Content-Disposition: attachment; 
      filename="Richard Day.vcf" 
 



BEGIN:VCARD 
VERSION:2.1 
N:Day;Richard 
FN:Richard Day 
ORG:Richard Day Research 
TEL;WORK;VOICE:(847)328-2329 ADR;WORK;ENCODING=3DQUOTED-PRINTABLE:;;801 Davis  
Street=3D0D=3D0AThird = Floor;Evanston;Il;60201 
LABEL;WORK;ENCODING=3DQUOTED-PRINTABLE:801 Davis Street=3D0D=3D0AThird =  
Floor=3D0D=3D0AEvanston, Il 60201 
URL: 
URL:http://www.rdresearch.com EMAIL;PREF;INTERNET:rday@rdresearch.com 
REV:20000913T154938Z 
END:VCARD 
 
------=_NextPart_000_0010_01C01D70.4FFE9180-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 13 Sep 2000 12:36:09 +0000 
From: Nick Panagakis <mkshares@mcs.net> 
Reply-To: mkshares@mcs.net 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 (Macintosh; I; PPC) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: margins of error 
References: <4CD371A22A53D411B60F00508B6F39B0030A88@uint4.urban.org> 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;  boundary="------------ 
A3A6594DC25EC936CCB48335" 
 
 
--------------A3A6594DC25EC936CCB48335 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac- 
creator="4D4F5353" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
The only problem with the USA Today piece is that I believe they are using 
the  
error for 50% estimates in reference to a finding of 
77%. 
 
At the 95% level of confidence, a 50% finding in a 1200 sample has a +/- 
2.83%  
potential error which does round to +/- 3%. This is 
what the writer was using. 
 
But a finding of 77% has an error margin of about +/- 2.38% which rounds to  
+/- 2%. [1.96 X SQRT (.77 X .23 / 1197)] 
 
It is conventional to use sample error for 50% estimates because this is the  
maximum possible error for of all possible estimates 
under or over 50% - given a specific sample size. When we try to associate  
error with *specific 
estimates* it becomes a can of worms which is what I was trying to say in my  
reply to Colleen last week: 
 
> I think you should tell your client that political polls seen in the 



> media are intended for a general audience. There is no room for an 
> error table showing not only potential error for the total sample and 
> sub-groups within the sample - but  *errors associated with each 
> estimate*; i.e., 50%, 40% and 60%, 30% and 70%, etc. 
> 
 
 
 
"Safir, Adam" wrote: 
 
> After reading the thread copied below about reporting the margin of 
> error, I found it interesting that in an article yesterday the USA 
> Today went to the trouble of reporting the margin of error for each 
> question discussed, rather than for the entire survey.  (I'm not a 
> daily reader of the USA Today, so I don't know if this is a new 
> practice or something they've been doing for some time). 
> 
> 
> Poll: Trust in tires falters 
> http://www.usatoday.com/money/consumer/autos/mauto830.htm 
> 
> "The public is wary of Firestone tires - and to a lesser extent Ford 
> Explorers - after a recall of 6.5 million tires, most on the 
> sport-utility vehicle, and reports of at least 88 deaths, a USA 
> TODAY/CNN/Gallup Poll shows. 
> 
> About 77% of 1,197 consumers surveyed for the poll said they at least 
> would be less likely to buy Firestone tires because of coverage of the 
> recall. The question has a margin of error of +/-3 percentage points. 
> 
> Phil Pacsi, Firestone director of consumer tire brand marketing, isn't 
> surprised. "Once we get through the recall process, it will be our 
> challenge to change those numbers," he said. 
> 
> The survey found that of 475 people who said they previously would 
> have considered buying an Explorer, 44% now said they at least would 
> be less likely to buy one. That question has a margin of error of +/-5 
> percentage points." 
> 
> 
 
--------------A3A6594DC25EC936CCB48335 
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
<!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en"> <html> The 
only  
problem with the USA Today piece is that I believe 
they are using the error for 50% estimates in reference to a finding of 77%.  
<p>At the 95% level of confidence, a 50% finding in a 
1200 sample has a 
+/- 2.83% potential error which does round to +/- 3%. This is what the 
writer was using. 
<p>But a finding of 77% has an error margin of about +/- 2.38% which rounds 
to  
+/- 2%. [1.96 X SQRT (.77 X .23 / 1197)] <p>It is 



conventional to use sample error for 50% estimates because this is the 
maximum  
possible error for of all possible estimates under or 
over 50% - given a specific sample size. When we try to associate error with  
*specific estimates* it becomes a can of worms which is 
what I was trying to say in my reply to Colleen last week: <blockquote  
TYPE=CITE> <pre>I think you should tell your client that 
political polls seen in the media are intended for a general audience. There  
is no room for an error table showing not only 
potential error for the total sample and sub-groups within the sample -  
but&nbsp; *errors associated with each estimate*; i.e., 50%, 
40% and 60%, 30% and 70%, etc.</pre> </blockquote> 
 
<br>&nbsp; 
<p>"Safir, Adam" wrote: 
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>After reading the thread copied below about reporting  
the margin of error, I <br>found it interesting that in 
an article yesterday the USA Today went to the <br>trouble of reporting the  
margin of error for each question discussed, rather 
<br>than for the entire survey.&nbsp; (I'm not a daily reader of the USA  
Today, so I <br>don't know if this is a new practice or 
something they've been doing for <br>some time). <br>&nbsp; 
<p>Poll: Trust in tires falters 
<br><a 
href="http://www.usatoday.com/money/consumer/autos/mauto830.htm">http://www.u
s 
atoday.com/money/consumer/autos/mauto830.htm</a> 
<p>"The public is wary of Firestone tires - and to a lesser extent Ford  
<br>Explorers - after a recall of 6.5 million tires, most on 
the sport-utility <br>vehicle, and reports of at least 88 deaths, a USA  
TODAY/CNN/Gallup Poll <br>shows. <p>About 77% of 1,197 
consumers surveyed for the poll said they at least would <br>be less likely 
to  
buy Firestone tires because of coverage of the 
recall. The <br>question has a margin of error of +/-3 percentage points.  
<p>Phil Pacsi, Firestone director of consumer tire brand 
marketing, isn't <br>surprised. "Once we get through the recall process, it  
will be our challenge <br>to change those numbers," he 
said. <p>The survey found that of 475 people who said they previously would  
have <br>considered buying an Explorer, 44% now said 
they at least would be less <br>likely to buy one. That question has a margin  
of error of +/-5 percentage <br>points." <br>&nbsp; 
<br>&nbsp;</blockquote> </html> 
 
--------------A3A6594DC25EC936CCB48335-- 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 13 Sep 2000 10:38:53 -0700 
From: Shapard Wolf <shap.wolf@asu.edu> 
Subject: RE: interviewing youth ages 12-18 
To: "'AAPORnet'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Message-id: <B6426E926476D411B8E800B0D03D5C1A01030C16@mainex2.asu.edu> 
MIME-version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-type: text/plain;     charset="iso-8859-1" 
 



We're doing the same thing, passing out questionnaires in classrooms. We were  
approved for a waiver of informed consent since the 
instruments are anonymous--the student seals their booklet in an unmarked  
envelope before returning it. 
 
We send letters home with each student, with a form that parents can check 
off  
if they wish to _decline_ their child's 
participation. This used to be called 'passive consent,' but our IRB claims  
consent is like pregnancy--you either follow informed 
consent or not. So the notes to parents are not, strictly speaking, required;  
they cannot substitute for informed consent because we 
do not require them to be returned. 
 
You should also have a full, active consent, plan approved; some schools will  
require it and you might as well have it ready. We get 
about 10% of the permission slips back from active consent schools. (one  
attempt; no follow up was budgeted) 
 
Note that if this was instead a confidential design (panel, linked data,  
follow ups, etc) we would have been required to follow full 
informed consent because the subject matter includes sensitive/illegal acts:  
drugs, sex, and alcohol. Less sensitive subjects may 
still be approved for waiver of informed consent in a confidential design. 
 
Our experience with a number of school districts has been that there are many  
different paths to approval--it can come from 
principals, superintendents, boards, research review committees, etc. 
 
Don't know from experience about your phone permission question; but it would  
seem to me that as long as your instrument (paper, 
cati data) shows the interviewer asked the parent and received permission you  
wouldn't have to tape it. Taping and preserving the 
recordings triggers another set of requirements. 
 
Good luck, 
 
Shap Wolf 
Survey Research Laboratory 
Arizona State University 
shap.wolf@asu.edu 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Richard Day 
Sent: 13 September 2000 8:50 AM 
Subject: interviewing youth ages 12-18 
 
We are conducting a study of young people ages 12-18 for a government agency. 
 
In one study we will interview students in a randomly selected classroom. The  
survey will be handed out.  We expect that we will 
need permission from the superintendent and the principal, and certainly  
notification of the teacher. Do we need permission from 
each parent/guardian?? 
 
In the other study we will be administering the survey via telephone to a  
sample of another population of youth ages 12-18.  I 



presume that we need parental/guardian permission.  Can that permission be  
audio taped?  Does it require paper, i.e. mail out the 
permission form, hope it comes back? 
 
thank you in advance. 
 
Richard Day 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 13 Sep 2000 14:14:10 -0400 
From: Leo Simonetta <simonetta@artsci.com> 
To: "Aapornet (E-mail)" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: Harris Interactive drops ISP lawsuit 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
"HARRIS INTERACTIVE HAS dropped its lawsuit against a number of leading ISPs  
and an anti-spam organization, the U.S. online market 
research company announced Tuesday. Harris Interactive had already removed  
both Microsoft and America Online from the legal action." 
"Harris Interactive said Tuesday it has "voluntarily discontinued" its legal  
action against MAPS and the remaining ISPs, the company 
said in a statement." "'We sued to open communication with our respondents,  
and that goal was accomplished,' Harris Interactive CEO 
Gordon Black said in the statement. 'Continuation of the suit is not in our  
shareholders' best interests.'" 
 
Article available at  
http://www.infoworld.com/articles/hn/xml/00/09/12/000912hnharris.xml 
<http://www.infoworld.com/articles/hn/xml/00/09/12/000912hnharris.xml> 
 
-- 
Leo G. Simonetta 
Still posting from a floater 
simonetta@artsci.com 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 13 Sep 2000 17:06:20 -0700 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Mary Ann Jones <maj1@is2.nyu.edu> 
Subject: RE: interviewing youth ages 12-18 
In-Reply-To: <B6426E926476D411B8E800B0D03D5C1A01030C16@mainex2.asu.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
The IRB at my university would be likely to have two problems with proposed 
study: 
first, they would require active consent from the parents, even if it were an  
anonymous survey; secondly, they would take a dim view 
of 
distributing the questionnaire in a class.  It would be viewed as coercive,  
even if it's made clear that participation is voluntary. 
The bar for collecting data from individuals under 18 is set pretty high  
unless it's part of their school curriculum. 
 



 
 
At 10:38 AM 9/13/2000 -0700, you wrote: 
>We're doing the same thing, passing out questionnaires in classrooms. 
>We were approved for a waiver of informed consent since the instruments 
>are anonymous--the student seals their booklet in an unmarked envelope 
>before returning it. 
> 
>We send letters home with each student, with a form that parents can 
>check off if they wish to _decline_ their child's participation. This 
>used to be called 'passive consent,' but our IRB claims consent is like 
>pregnancy--you either follow informed consent or not. So the notes to 
>parents are not, strictly speaking, required; they cannot substitute 
>for informed consent because we do not require them to be returned. 
> 
>You should also have a full, active consent, plan approved; some 
>schools will require it and you might as well have it ready. We get 
>about 10% of the permission slips back from active consent schools. 
>(one attempt; no follow up was budgeted) 
> 
>Note that if this was instead a confidential design (panel, linked 
>data, follow ups, etc) we would have been required to follow full 
>informed consent because the subject matter includes sensitive/illegal 
>acts: drugs, sex, and alcohol. Less sensitive subjects may still be 
>approved for waiver of informed consent in a confidential design. 
> 
>Our experience with a number of school districts has been that there 
>are many different paths to approval--it can come from principals, 
>superintendents, boards, research review committees, etc. 
> 
>Don't know from experience about your phone permission question; but it 
>would seem to me that as long as your instrument (paper, cati data) 
>shows the interviewer asked the parent and received permission you 
>wouldn't have to tape it. Taping and preserving the recordings triggers 
>another set of requirements. 
> 
>Good luck, 
> 
>Shap Wolf 
>Survey Research Laboratory 
>Arizona State University 
>shap.wolf@asu.edu 
> 
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: Richard Day 
>Sent: 13 September 2000 8:50 AM 
>Subject: interviewing youth ages 12-18 
> 
>We are conducting a study of young people ages 12-18 for a government 
>agency. 
> 
>In one study we will interview students in a randomly selected 
>classroom. The survey will be handed out.  We expect that we will need 
>permission from the superintendent and the principal, and certainly 
>notification of the teacher. Do we need permission from each 
>parent/guardian?? 
> 



>In the other study we will be administering the survey via telephone to 
>a sample of another population of youth ages 12-18.  I presume that we 
>need parental/guardian permission.  Can that permission be audio taped? 
>Does it require paper, i.e. mail out the permission form, hope it comes 
>back? 
> 
>thank you in advance. 
> 
>Richard Day 
> 
> 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Wed, 13 Sep 2000 23:32:13 -0700 
From: "Michael O'Neil" <mikeoneil@earthlink.net> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
References: <39BF115F.A660820F@american.edu> 
Subject: Re: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4133.2400 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400 
 
What I find more lacking in these reports is this:  while an individual 
survey  
with a +/- 4% margin of error and a lead of 6 percent 
MIGHT be described as a "dead heat" (although it would far more accurately be  
described as a "probable Gore lead"), when several 
national polls conducted about the same time show essentially the same 
results  
(as I believe they have), the important observation 
is that Gore has a lead.  Most of these organizations seem to subordinate  
journalistic criteria by promoting their own polls and 
downplaying other available polls that could shed light on what is happening. 
 
I guess it is more "all the news WE paid for" than "all the news that fits" 
 
Mike O'Neil 
mike.oneil@alumni.brown.edu 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2000 10:32 PM 
Subject: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
 
 
> Am I confused or is the following quote from CNN an example of what 
> Bennett, Ravitch, et al. have been saying is the failure of our 
> schools to teach arithmetic? 
> 
> What's for sure is the immortality of "Dead Heat."  (See AAPORNET 
> archives.) 



> 
> Albert D. Biderman 
> 
> > Tracking poll: Gore and Bush remain neck-and-neck 
> > From CNN Polling Director Keating Holland 
> > 
> > September 12, 2000 
> > Web posted at: 5:01 p.m. EDT (2101 GMT) 
> > 
> > WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Vice President Al Gore and Texas Gov. George W. 
> > Bush 
remain virtually tied in 
> > the daily CNN/USA Today/Gallup tracking poll as minor party 
> > challengers 
Ralph Nader and Pat 
> > Buchanan lag behind with single-digit support. 
> > 
> > Interviews with 732 likely voters, conducted September 9-11, found 
Gore -- the Democratic nominee for 
> > president -- holding a six-point lead over Republican rival Bush. 
> > Gore 
claimed 48 percent of the survey's 
> > likely voters, while Bush had the support of 42 percent. But with a 
margin of error of plus or minus 4 
> > percent, Gore's advantage is statistically insignificant. 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 14 Sep 2000 09:44:48 -0400 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Eric Plutzer <exp12@psu.edu> 
Subject: Re: AAPORNET digest 1520 
In-Reply-To: <200009140704.AAA21907@usc.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
At 03:04 AM 9/14/00, Nick Panagakis wrote: 
>To: aapornet@usc.edu 
>Subject: Re: margins of error 
> 
>The only problem with the USA Today piece is that I believe they are 
>using 
>the error for 50% estimates in reference to a finding of 77%. 
 
This is not quite right either.  The confidence interval narrows, strictly 
speaking, when the true (UNKNOWN) population proportion moves away from 
.50.  Thus the margin of error of 2.38% applies when the TRUE value is 
.77.  So it is not unreasonable to use .5 as a baseline -- especially for 
questions on emerging issues (like the Firestone/Ford tire controversy) 
when we have no basis for a better null hypothesis. 
 
 
 



Eric Plutzer 
Associate Professor of Political Science & Sociology 
Penn State University http://polisci.la.psu.edu/faculty/plutzer/ 
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Date: Thu, 14 Sep 2000 09:03:51 +0000 
From: Nick Panagakis <mkshares@mcs.net> 
Reply-To: mkshares@mcs.net 
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X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
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This is not my understanding of sample error. 
 
Eric Plutzer wrote: 
 
> At 03:04 AM 9/14/00, Nick Panagakis wrote: 
> >To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> >Subject: Re: margins of error 
> > 
> >The only problem with the USA Today piece is that I believe they are 
> >using the error for 50% estimates in reference to a finding of 77%. 
> 
> This is not quite right either.  The confidence interval narrows, 
> strictly speaking, when the true (UNKNOWN) population proportion moves 
> away from .50.  Thus the margin of error of 2.38% applies when the 
> TRUE value is .77.  So it is not unreasonable to use .5 as a baseline 
> -- especially for questions on emerging issues (like the 
> Firestone/Ford tire controversy) when we have no basis for a better 
> null hypothesis. 
> 
> Eric Plutzer 
> Associate Professor of Political Science & Sociology 
> Penn State University http://polisci.la.psu.edu/faculty/plutzer/ 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 14 Sep 2000 10:18:32 -0400 
From: "Cooney, Brendan" <brendan.cooney@strategyone.net> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: RE: AAPORNET digest 1520 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
Nevertheless, given that the margin of error is greatest at .50, going with a  
more conservative estimate of error may be the safer 
bet in the absence of a specific hypothesis test.  In other words, when in  



doubt, assume the higher error rate. 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Nick Panagakis [mailto:mkshares@mcs.net] 
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2000 5:04 AM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: AAPORNET digest 1520 
 
 
This is not my understanding of sample error. 
 
Eric Plutzer wrote: 
 
> At 03:04 AM 9/14/00, Nick Panagakis wrote: 
> >To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> >Subject: Re: margins of error 
> > 
> >The only problem with the USA Today piece is that I believe they are 
using 
> >the error for 50% estimates in reference to a finding of 77%. 
> 
> This is not quite right either.  The confidence interval narrows, 
> strictly speaking, when the true (UNKNOWN) population proportion moves 
> away from .50.  Thus the margin of error of 2.38% applies when the 
> TRUE value is .77.  So it is not unreasonable to use .5 as a baseline 
> -- especially for questions on emerging issues (like the 
> Firestone/Ford tire controversy) when we have no basis for a better 
> null hypothesis. 
> 
> Eric Plutzer 
> Associate Professor of Political Science & Sociology 
> Penn State University  http://polisci.la.psu.edu/faculty/plutzer/ 
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I have no quarrel with your comment. 
 
But the story said: "About 77% of 1,197 consumers surveyed for the poll said  
they at least would be less likely to buy Firestone 
tires. The question has a margin of error of +/-3 percentage points" which is  
not correct. 
 
"Cooney, Brendan" wrote: 
 
> Nevertheless, given that the margin of error is greatest at .50, going 



> with a more conservative estimate of error may be the safer bet in the 
> absence of a specific hypothesis test.  In other words, when in doubt, 
> assume the higher error rate. 
> 
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Nick Panagakis [mailto:mkshares@mcs.net] 
> Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2000 5:04 AM 
> To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> Subject: Re: AAPORNET digest 1520 
> 
> This is not my understanding of sample error. 
> 
> Eric Plutzer wrote: 
> 
> > At 03:04 AM 9/14/00, Nick Panagakis wrote: 
> > >To: aapornet@usc.edu 
> > >Subject: Re: margins of error 
> > > 
> > >The only problem with the USA Today piece is that I believe they 
> > >are 
> using 
> > >the error for 50% estimates in reference to a finding of 77%. 
> > 
> > This is not quite right either.  The confidence interval narrows, 
> > strictly speaking, when the true (UNKNOWN) population proportion 
> > moves away from .50.  Thus the margin of error of 2.38% applies when 
> > the TRUE value is .77.  So it is not unreasonable to use .5 as a 
> > baseline -- especially for questions on emerging issues (like the 
> > Firestone/Ford tire controversy) when we have no basis for a better 
> > null hypothesis. 
> > 
> > Eric Plutzer 
> > Associate Professor of Political Science & Sociology 
> > Penn State University http://polisci.la.psu.edu/faculty/plutzer/ 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 14 Sep 2000 13:03:19 -0400 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: "Laurie J. Bauman" <bauman@aecom.yu.edu> 
Subject: Study on Child Health in FSU 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"; format=flowed 
 
I'm seeking an individual or organization that would be able to manage a 
small scale household survey of child health in two urban centers in 
Kazakhstan and Kirghizstan, in the Former Soviet Union (FSU). The project 
is currently under development and would probably rely on existing 
professional staff in the FSU for data collection.  Please e-mail me at 
bauman@aecom.yu.edu for more information.  Thanks. 
 
Laurie J. Bauman, Ph.D. 
Professor of Pediatrics 
Albert Einstein College of Medicine 
1300 Morris Park Avenue 
Bronx, NY 10461 
Phone: 718-918-4421 



Fax: 718-918-4388 
E-mail: bauman@aecom.yu.edu 
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Laurie J. Bauman wrote: 
 
>I'm seeking an individual or organization that would be able to 
>manage a small scale household survey of child health in two urban 
>centers in Kazakhstan and Kirghizstan, in the Former Soviet Union 
>(FSU). The project is currently under development and would probably 
>rely on existing professional staff in the FSU for data collection. 
>Please e-mail me at bauman@aecom.yu.edu for more information. 
>Thanks. 
 
You should ask David Johnson <davidjohnson@erols.com>, proprietor of 
the excellent Johnson's Russia List, to post your query. Everyone 
who's seriously interested in the FSU subscribes. 
 
Doug Henwood 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Thu, 14 Sep 2000 13:42:48 -0700 
From: Jim Lemert <jlemert@ballmer.uoregon.edu> 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Cc: jlemert@oregon.uoregon.edu 
Subject: RE: margins of error 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
What the recent thread on margins of error left out is that the total margin  
of error is not the same thing as the margin of 
sampling error. One of my pet peeves with journalists' reporting of polls  
concerns their misleading use of "margin of [sampling] 
error" as if it encompassed all possible error. Jim Lemert Professor emeritus  
Journalism and Communication, Univ. of Oregon (not in 
residence) Mailing address: P.O. Box 2224, Waldport, OR 97394 
email: JLemert@Oregon,UOregon.edu 
phone: (541) 563-2984 
FAX: (541) 563-7101 
 
 -----Original Message----- 
From:       Safir, Adam [mailto:ASafir@ui.urban.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 13, 2000 4:20 AM 
To:   aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject:    RE: margins of error 
 
After reading the thread copied below about reporting the margin of error, I  
found it interesting that in an article yesterday the 



USA Today went to the trouble of reporting the margin of error for each  
question discussed, rather than for the entire survey.  (I'm 
not a daily reader of the USA Today, so I don't know if this is a new 
practice  
or something they've been doing for some time). 
 
 
Poll: Trust in tires falters  
http://www.usatoday.com/money/consumer/autos/mauto830.htm 
 
"The public is wary of Firestone tires - and to a lesser extent Ford 
Explorers  
- after a recall of 6.5 million tires, most on the 
sport-utility vehicle, and reports of at least 88 deaths, a USA  
TODAY/CNN/Gallup Poll shows. 
 
About 77% of 1,197 consumers surveyed for the poll said they at least would 
be  
less likely to buy Firestone tires because of 
coverage of the recall. The question has a margin of error of +/-3 percentage  
points. 
 
Phil Pacsi, Firestone director of consumer tire brand marketing, isn't  
surprised. "Once we get through the recall process, it will 
be our challenge to change those numbers," he said. 
 
The survey found that of 475 people who said they previously would have  
considered buying an Explorer, 44% now said they at least 
would be less likely to buy one. That question has a margin of error of +/-5  
percentage points." 
 
 
 
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: Nick Panagakis [mailto:mkshares@mcs.net] 
>Subject: Re: margins of error 
> 
>I think you should tell your client that political polls seen in the 
>media are intended for a general audience. There is no room for an 
>error table showing not only potential error for the total sample and 
>sub-groups within the sample - but for errors associated with each 
>estimate; i.e., 50%, 40% and 60%, 30% and 70%, etc. 
> 
> 
>Colleen K Porter wrote: 
> 
>> One group of folks wants us to give "the" margin of error at the 
>> bottom of each table we generate.  We tried to explain that the 
>> margin of error is for each estimate in the table--if we talked to 
>> more Blacks than Hispanics, if more people refused to answer a 
>> particular item, then there will be different margins of error.  (We 
>> generally do an appendix in the technical report that has those 
>> numbers.) 
>> 
>> But this client insisted, saying, "The political polls only have one 
>> margin of error in the box for the whole survey, even though they 
>> probably talked to different numbers of people for this or that." 



>> 
>> Are we being too academic?  Any references on how to scientifically 
>> come up with that one magic number? 
>> 
>> Thanks bunches, 
>> 
>> Colleen 
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The margin of error magic Mike O'Neil bemoans gets taken even one step  
further. When Giraldo put five of the latest pres. polls on 
the screen last night that variously had Gore from +4 to +8, he agreed with  
his guest, a Rep. (R), who remarked on how strong a 
candidate Bush was to stay within the margin of error on all these polls even  
after two bad weeks. 
 
Albert D. Biderman 
abider@american.edu 
 
Michael O'Neil wrote: 
 
> What I find more lacking in these reports is this:  while an 
> individual survey with a +/- 4% margin of error and a lead of 6 
> percent MIGHT be described as a "dead heat" (although it would far 
> more accurately be described as a "probable Gore lead"), when several 
> national polls conducted about the same time show essentially the same 
> results (as I believe they have), the important observation is that 
> Gore has a lead.  Most of these organizations seem to subordinate 
> journalistic criteria by promoting their own polls and downplaying 
> other available polls that could shed light on what is happening. 
> 
> I guess it is more "all the news WE paid for" than "all the news that 
> fits" 
> 
> Mike O'Neil 
> mike.oneil@alumni.brown.edu 
> 
> ----- Original Message ----- 
> From: "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
> To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2000 10:32 PM 
> Subject: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
> 
> > Am I confused or is the following quote from CNN an example of what 
> > Bennett, Ravitch, et al. have been saying is the failure of our 



> > schools to teach arithmetic? 
> > 
> > What's for sure is the immortality of "Dead Heat."  (See AAPORNET 
> > archives.) 
> > 
> > Albert D. Biderman 
> > 
> > > Tracking poll: Gore and Bush remain neck-and-neck 
> > > From CNN Polling Director Keating Holland 
> > > 
> > > September 12, 2000 
> > > Web posted at: 5:01 p.m. EDT (2101 GMT) 
> > > 
> > > WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Vice President Al Gore and Texas Gov. George 
> > > W. Bush 
> remain virtually tied in 
> > > the daily CNN/USA Today/Gallup tracking poll as minor party 
> > > challengers 
> Ralph Nader and Pat 
> > > Buchanan lag behind with single-digit support. 
> > > 
> > > Interviews with 732 likely voters, conducted September 9-11, found 
> Gore -- the Democratic nominee for 
> > > president -- holding a six-point lead over Republican rival Bush. 
> > > Gore 
> claimed 48 percent of the survey's 
> > > likely voters, while Bush had the support of 42 percent. But with 
> > > a 
> margin of error of plus or minus 4 
> > > percent, Gore's advantage is statistically insignificant. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> > 
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We have interviewed adolescents by telephone, but the protocol called for an  
initial interview with the parent or guardian.  At the 
end of the adult interview, we asked for permission to interview the sampled  
teen on the same topic [health care experiences]. 
 
Our IRB does not require us to keep a taped copy of the consent given. There  
is a field in the CATI interview for the interviewer to 
indicate whether or not the parent consents to having the child interviewed.   
If yes, attempts are made to talk with the teen. 
 
Good luck! 



 
Trish 
 
Patricia M. Gallagher, PhD 
Center for Survey Research 
University of Massachusetts Boston 
100 Morrissey Blvd. 
Boston MA 02125 
 
617-287-7200 
patricia.gallagher@umb.edu 
 
 
 -----Original Message----- 
From:       Mary Ann Jones [mailto:maj1@is2.nyu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 13, 2000 8:06 PM 
To:   aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject:    RE: interviewing youth ages 12-18 
 
The IRB at my university would be likely to have two problems with proposed 
study: 
first, they would require active consent from the parents, even if it were an  
anonymous survey; secondly, they would take a dim view 
of 
distributing the questionnaire in a class.  It would be viewed as coercive,  
even if it's made clear that participation is voluntary. 
The bar for collecting data from individuals under 18 is set pretty high  
unless it's part of their school curriculum. 
 
 
 
At 10:38 AM 9/13/2000 -0700, you wrote: 
>We're doing the same thing, passing out questionnaires in classrooms. 
>We were approved for a waiver of informed consent since the instruments 
>are anonymous--the student seals their booklet in an unmarked envelope 
>before returning it. 
> 
>We send letters home with each student, with a form that parents can 
>check off if they wish to _decline_ their child's participation. This 
>used to be called 'passive consent,' but our IRB claims consent is like 
>pregnancy--you either follow informed consent or not. So the notes to 
>parents are not, strictly speaking, required; they cannot substitute 
>for informed consent because we do not require them to be returned. 
> 
>You should also have a full, active consent, plan approved; some 
>schools will require it and you might as well have it ready. We get 
>about 10% of 
the 
>permission slips back from active consent schools. (one attempt; no 
>follow up was budgeted) 
> 
>Note that if this was instead a confidential design (panel, linked 
>data, follow ups, etc) we would have been required to follow full 
>informed 
consent 
>because the subject matter includes sensitive/illegal acts: drugs, sex, 
>and alcohol. Less sensitive subjects may still be approved for waiver 



>of informed consent in a confidential design. 
> 
>Our experience with a number of school districts has been that there 
>are many different paths to approval--it can come from principals, 
>superintendents, boards, research review committees, etc. 
> 
>Don't know from experience about your phone permission question; but it 
>would seem to me that as long as your instrument (paper, cati data) 
>shows the interviewer asked the parent and received permission you 
>wouldn't have to tape it. Taping and preserving the recordings triggers 
>another set of requirements. 
> 
>Good luck, 
> 
>Shap Wolf 
>Survey Research Laboratory 
>Arizona State University 
>shap.wolf@asu.edu 
> 
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: Richard Day 
>Sent: 13 September 2000 8:50 AM 
>Subject: interviewing youth ages 12-18 
> 
>We are conducting a study of young people ages 12-18 for a government 
>agency. 
> 
>In one study we will interview students in a randomly selected 
>classroom. The survey will be handed out.  We expect that we will need 
>permission from the superintendent and the principal, and certainly 
>notification of the teacher. Do we need permission from each 
>parent/guardian?? 
> 
>In the other study we will be administering the survey via telephone to 
>a sample of another population of youth ages 12-18.  I presume that we 
>need parental/guardian permission.  Can that permission be audio taped? 
>Does it require paper, i.e. mail out the permission form, hope it comes 
>back? 
> 
>thank you in advance. 
> 
>Richard Day 
> 
> 
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Director, Center for Survey Research 
 
Ohio State University 
 
         The Center for Survey Research at the Ohio State University is 
seeking applicants for the position of Faculty Director.  This is a tenured 
position, with the Director spending approximately 50% time directing the 
activities of the Center for Survey Research, and the remainder as a 
faculty member in one of the academic units of the University.  Thus, 
candidates for the position should have a record of excellence in scholarly 
publications in survey research or methodology, teaching, and service 
appropriate for appointment as a tenured associate or full professor at the 
University.  The specific tenuring unit is open, depending on the research 
and teaching focus of the candidate. 
The Ohio State University Center for Survey Research is a full-service 
survey center conducting telephone, mail and Web/Internet surveys.  The 
Center has an annual budget of approximately 1.5 million dollars, of which 
approximately $250,000 is committed through the University and College of 
Social and Behavioral Sciences in support of its mission to educate and 
train students in survey research methods and to facilitate 
scholarship.  The Center has nine full-time staff members, approximately 30 
part-time staff members, and 100+ part-time interviewers who work in the 
Center's 30 station, networked CATI facility.  A Faculty Associate Director 
and an Operations Director report to the Faculty Director. 
The Center conducts funded surveys supporting research of university 
faculty members and, since November 1996, has conducted the Buckeye State 
Poll in partnership with The Columbus Dispatch, WBNS-TV and the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Cleveland.  In addition, the Center has developed working 
relationships with a number of organizations external to the University, 
including government and non-profit agencies. 
The Center is formally a part of the College of Social and Behavioral 
Sciences, but has faculty associates from a number of other Colleges, and 
provides expertise in survey research to the broader University 
community.  The College of Social and Behavioral Sciences has 9 academic 
units, which include the Departments of Political Science, Economics, 
Sociology, Psychology, Journalism/Communication, Public Policy and 
Management, Anthropology, Geography, and Speech and Hearing Science, as 
well as several additional research units, including the Center for Human 
Resource Research.  Faculty in these academic and research units regularly 
interact in collaborative research efforts, and the new Director will be 
encouraged to stimulate such efforts, and lead the Center for Survey 
Research's future growth and expansion.  A joint appointment in more than 
one of these cognate departments, or in a department that is part of 
another College, may be possible for qualified candidates. 
         In addition to academic credentials appropriate for appointment 
with tenure in the University, previous administrative experience in a 
survey research unit is highly desirable.  Applicants should submit 
curriculum vitae and names of three references to: 
 
Janet M. Weisenberger, Ph.D., Associate Dean 
Chair, Search Committee 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Ohio State University 
1010 Derby Hall 



154 N. Oval Mall 
Columbus, OH 43210 
(614) 688-3167 
(614) 292-9530 (fax) 
jan+@osu.edu (email) 
 
         For full consideration, applications should be received by 
November 30, 2000; however, review of applications will continue until the 
position is filled. 
 
  The Ohio State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action 
Employer. 
Qualified women, minorities, Vietnamera Veterans, disabled veterans and the  
disabled are encouraged to apply. 
 
 
Daniel G. McDonald 
Professor 
School of Journalism and Communication 
3080 Derby Hall 
154 North Oval Mall 
The Ohio State University 
Columbus, OH  43210 
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Subject: Re: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
In-Reply-To: <001c01c01e15$85127620$733bdd18@phoenix.speedchoice.com> 
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  Well said, Mike. This tunnel vision has been a problem from my earliest 
days  
in the news business. 
 
---- 
I guess it is more "all the news WE paid for" than "all the news that fits" 
 
==================================================================== 
Philip Meyer, Knight Chair in Journalism  Voice: 919 962-4085 
CB 3365 Carroll Hall                      Fax: 919 962-1549 
University of North Carolina              Cell: 919 906-3425 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3365                 http://www.unc.edu/~pmeyer 
==================================================================== 
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Subject: RE: interviewing youth ages 12-18 
In-Reply-To: <5309A83D07C5D211A2970000F80836D801E3991A@ems.cc.umb.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
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We have also interviewed 12-17 year olds by phone regarding drug and 
alcohol use.  Our IRB only required that we first talk to the parent and 
describe the study. We then asked if it was OK if we asked the child to 
participate. An entered response of "yes" in the data constituted informed 
consent. 
 
 
At 06:12 PM 9/14/00 -0400, you wrote: 
>We have interviewed adolescents by telephone, but the protocol called 
>for an initial interview with the parent or guardian.  At the end of 
>the adult interview, we asked for permission to interview the sampled 
>teen on the same topic [health care experiences]. 
> 
>Our IRB does not require us to keep a taped copy of the consent given. 
>There is a field in the CATI interview for the interviewer to indicate 
>whether or not the parent consents to having the child interviewed.  If 
>yes, attempts are made to talk with the teen. 
> 
>Good luck! 
> 
>Trish 
> 
>Patricia M. Gallagher, PhD 
>Center for Survey Research 
>University of Massachusetts Boston 



>100 Morrissey Blvd. 
>Boston MA 02125 
> 
>617-287-7200 
>patricia.gallagher@umb.edu 
> 
> 
>  -----Original Message----- 
>From:   Mary Ann Jones [mailto:maj1@is2.nyu.edu] 
>Sent:   Wednesday, September 13, 2000 8:06 PM 
>To:     aapornet@usc.edu 
>Subject:        RE: interviewing youth ages 12-18 
> 
>The IRB at my university would be likely to have two problems with 
>proposed 
>study: 
>first, they would require active consent from the parents, even if it 
>were an anonymous survey; secondly, they would take a dim view of 
>distributing the questionnaire in a class.  It would be viewed as 
>coercive, even if it's made clear that participation is voluntary. 
>The bar for collecting data from individuals under 18 is set pretty 
>high unless it's part of their school curriculum. 
> 
> 
> 
>At 10:38 AM 9/13/2000 -0700, you wrote: 
> >We're doing the same thing, passing out questionnaires in classrooms. 
> >We were approved for a waiver of informed consent since the 
> >instruments are anonymous--the student seals their booklet in an 
> >unmarked envelope before returning it. 
> > 
> >We send letters home with each student, with a form that parents can 
> >check off if they wish to _decline_ their child's participation. This 
> >used to be called 'passive consent,' but our IRB claims consent is 
> >like pregnancy--you either follow informed consent or not. So the 
> >notes to parents are not, strictly speaking, required; they cannot 
> >substitute for informed consent because we do not require them to be 
> >returned. 
> > 
> >You should also have a full, active consent, plan approved; some 
> >schools will require it and you might as well have it ready. We get 
> >about 10% of 
>the 
> >permission slips back from active consent schools. (one attempt; no 
> >follow up was budgeted) 
> > 
> >Note that if this was instead a confidential design (panel, linked 
> >data, follow ups, etc) we would have been required to follow full 
> >informed 
>consent 
> >because the subject matter includes sensitive/illegal acts: drugs, 
> >sex, and alcohol. Less sensitive subjects may still be approved for 
> >waiver of informed consent in a confidential design. 
> > 
> >Our experience with a number of school districts has been that there 
> >are many different paths to approval--it can come from principals, 
> >superintendents, boards, research review committees, etc. 



> > 
> >Don't know from experience about your phone permission question; but 
> >it would seem to me that as long as your instrument (paper, cati 
> >data) shows the interviewer asked the parent and received permission 
> >you wouldn't have to tape it. Taping and preserving the recordings 
> >triggers another set of requirements. 
> > 
> >Good luck, 
> > 
> >Shap Wolf 
> >Survey Research Laboratory 
> >Arizona State University 
> >shap.wolf@asu.edu 
> > 
> >-----Original Message----- 
> >From: Richard Day 
> >Sent: 13 September 2000 8:50 AM 
> >Subject: interviewing youth ages 12-18 
> > 
> >We are conducting a study of young people ages 12-18 for a government 
> >agency. 
> > 
> >In one study we will interview students in a randomly selected 
> >classroom. The survey will be handed out.  We expect that we will 
> >need permission from the superintendent and the principal, and 
> >certainly notification of the teacher. Do we need permission from 
> >each parent/guardian?? 
> > 
> >In the other study we will be administering the survey via telephone 
> >to a sample of another population of youth ages 12-18.  I presume 
> >that we need parental/guardian permission.  Can that permission be 
> >audio taped?  Does it require paper, i.e. mail out the permission 
> >form, hope it comes back? 
> > 
> >thank you in advance. 
> > 
> >Richard Day 
> > 
> > 
 
Ronald E. Langley, Ph.D.                     Phone: (859) 257-4684 
Director, Survey Research Center         FAX: (859) 323-1972 
University of Kentucky                    Pager: 288-5771 
302 Breckinridge Hall               langley@pop.uky.edu 
Lexington, KY  40506-0056 
 
        http://www.rgs.uky.edu/src 
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Subject: thank you aapor 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
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X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300 
 
This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_000B_01C01EF7.8445DBA0 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
 
Thank you to all who kindly resopnded with your advice and experience  
regarding  interviewing young people ages 12-18.  The range of 
experiences, insights and advice was most appreciated. 
 
The sharing of professional experience is just one of the things that makes  
AAPOR such a wonderful organiztion. 
 
------=_NextPart_000_000B_01C01EF7.8445DBA0 
Content-Type: text/x-vcard; 
      name="Richard Day.vcf" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 
Content-Disposition: attachment; 
      filename="Richard Day.vcf" 
 
BEGIN:VCARD 
VERSION:2.1 
N:Day;Richard 
FN:Richard Day 
ORG:Richard Day Research 
TEL;WORK;VOICE:(847)328-2329 ADR;WORK;ENCODING=3DQUOTED-PRINTABLE:;;801 Davis  
Street=3D0D=3D0AThird = Floor;Evanston;Il;60201 
LABEL;WORK;ENCODING=3DQUOTED-PRINTABLE:801 Davis Street=3D0D=3D0AThird =  
Floor=3D0D=3D0AEvanston, Il 60201 
URL: 
URL:http://www.rdresearch.com EMAIL;PREF;INTERNET:rday@rdresearch.com 
REV:20000915T142958Z 
END:VCARD 
 
------=_NextPart_000_000B_01C01EF7.8445DBA0-- 
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  Here's proof enough that the Federal Trade Commission report on 
  the entertainment industry closely mirrors the themes of the nearly 
  six thousand formal challenges to the free circulation of books-- 



  especially in schools and school libraries--over the past ten years. 
  Whether you prefer your censorship bottom-up or top-down, it's going 
  to amount to the same thing, one way or the other. 
                                                 -- Jim 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Compiled by J.R. Beniger, from data Copyright (C) 2000, American 
      Library Association <http://www.ala.org/bbooks/challeng.html> 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 WHAT WE FEARED MOST, OVER THE DECADE JUST ENDED 
 
 Between 1990 and 1999, there were 5,718 challenges to the free 
 circulation of books reported to--or otherwise recorded by--the Office 
 for Intellectual Freedom of the American Library Association.  The 
 reasons for these challenges distribute as follows: 
 
 
      ====================================================== 
                                           Percent 
        Category of Reason for Challenge     Number  of All 
      =====================================  ======  ======= 
 
      Sexually explicit             1,446 20.3 % 
 
      Offensive language                  1,262   17.7 
 
      Unsuited to age group               1,167 16.4 
 
      Occult theme; promoting Satanism      773 10.9 
 
      Violent                               630  8.8 
 
      Homosexual theme; promoting same      497  7.0 
 
      Promoting a religious viewpoint             397    5.6 
 
      Nudity                                297  4.2 
 
      Racism                                245    3.4 
 
      Sex education                         217  3.0 
 
      Anti-family                     193  2.7 
                                    _____  _______ 
 
      TOTAL FOR TABLE (see notes below)   7,124  100.0 % 
 
 
_______ 
 
NOTES 
 
  The number of challenges and the number of reasons for those 
  challenges are not equal because works are often challenged on more 
  than one ground. 



 
  According to the Office for Intellectual Freedom, seventy-one percent 
  of the challenges were to material in schools or school libraries 
  (sometimes in both).  Another twenty-six percent were to material in 
  public libraries.  Almost sixty percent of the challenges were brought 
  by parents, sixteen percent by patrons, and almost ten percent by 
  administrators. 
 
  The Office for Intellectual Freedom does not claim comprehensiveness 
  in recording challenges. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Compiled by J.R. Beniger, from data Copyright (C) 2000, American 
      Library Association <http://www.ala.org/bbooks/challeng.html> 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
******* 
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Subject: Re: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Message-id: <39C23E37.AFDCDEF7@rider.edu> 
MIME-version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.72 [en]C-CCK-MCD {RIDER}  (Win95; I) 
Content-type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit 
X-Accept-Language: en 
References: <39BF115F.A660820F@american.edu>   
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I find it interesting how the news media swings on these things.  It used to  
be that when a candidate was ahead by two points, they 
would say he or she was ahead, regardless of the margin of error.  Now, they  
appear to err on the side of extreme caution. 
Generally, the latter might be preferable, since they now have a little more  
knowledge than before; it would be interesting to see 
how the public reacts to seeing someone ahead by six or so, and the  
commentator saying it's a dead heat. I'm not sure the public 
wouldn't be confused. 
 
Frank Rusciano 
 
"Albert D. Biderman" wrote: 
 
> The margin of error magic Mike O'Neil bemoans gets taken even one step 
> further. When Giraldo put five of the latest pres. polls on the screen 
> last night that variously had Gore from +4 to +8, he agreed with his 
> guest, a Rep. (R), who remarked on how strong a candidate Bush was to 
> stay within the margin of error on all these polls even after two bad 
> weeks. 
> 
> Albert D. Biderman 
> abider@american.edu 



> 
> Michael O'Neil wrote: 
> 
> > What I find more lacking in these reports is this:  while an 
> > individual survey with a +/- 4% margin of error and a lead of 6 
> > percent MIGHT be described as a "dead heat" (although it would far 
> > more accurately be described as a "probable Gore lead"), when 
> > several national polls conducted about the same time show 
> > essentially the same results (as I believe they have), the important 
> > observation is that Gore has a lead.  Most of these organizations 
> > seem to subordinate journalistic criteria by promoting their own 
> > polls and downplaying other available polls that could shed light on 
> > what is happening. 
> > 
> > I guess it is more "all the news WE paid for" than "all the news 
> > that fits" 
> > 
> > Mike O'Neil 
> > mike.oneil@alumni.brown.edu 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
> > To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> > Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2000 10:32 PM 
> > Subject: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
> > 
> > > Am I confused or is the following quote from CNN an example of 
> > > what Bennett, Ravitch, et al. have been saying is the failure of 
> > > our schools to teach arithmetic? 
> > > 
> > > What's for sure is the immortality of "Dead Heat."  (See AAPORNET 
> > > archives.) 
> > > 
> > > Albert D. Biderman 
> > > 
> > > > Tracking poll: Gore and Bush remain neck-and-neck 
> > > > From CNN Polling Director Keating Holland 
> > > > 
> > > > September 12, 2000 
> > > > Web posted at: 5:01 p.m. EDT (2101 GMT) 
> > > > 
> > > > WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Vice President Al Gore and Texas Gov. George 
> > > > W. Bush 
> > remain virtually tied in 
> > > > the daily CNN/USA Today/Gallup tracking poll as minor party 
> > > > challengers 
> > Ralph Nader and Pat 
> > > > Buchanan lag behind with single-digit support. 
> > > > 
> > > > Interviews with 732 likely voters, conducted September 9-11, 
> > > > found 
> > Gore -- the Democratic nominee for 
> > > > president -- holding a six-point lead over Republican rival 
> > > > Bush. Gore 
> > claimed 48 percent of the survey's 
> > > > likely voters, while Bush had the support of 42 percent. But 
> > > > with a 



> > margin of error of plus or minus 4 
> > > > percent, Gore's advantage is statistically insignificant. 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > 
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Television news people are talking heads.  Somebody has got to 
be telling them this is a statistical dead heat.  If not, somebody 
should be telling them it is not. 
 
Date sent:        Fri, 15 Sep 2000 11:20:23 -0400 
Send reply to:    aapornet@usc.edu 
From:             Frank Rusciano <rusciano@rider.edu> 
To:               aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject:          Re: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
 
I find it interesting how the news media swings on these things.  It used to  
be that when a candidate was ahead by two points, they 
would say he or she was ahead, regardless of the margin of error.  Now, they  
appear to err on the side of extreme caution. 
Generally, the latter might be preferable, since they now have a little more  
knowledge than before; it would be interesting to see 
how the public reacts to seeing someone ahead by six or so, and the  
commentator saying it's a dead heat. I'm not sure the public 
wouldn't be confused. 
 
Frank Rusciano 
 
"Albert D. Biderman" wrote: 
 
> The margin of error magic Mike O'Neil bemoans gets taken even one step 
> further. When Giraldo put five of the latest pres. polls on the screen 
> last night that variously had Gore from +4 to +8, he agreed with his 
> guest, a Rep. (R), who remarked on how strong a candidate Bush was to 
> stay within the margin of error on all these polls even after two bad 
> weeks. 
> 
> Albert D. Biderman 
> abider@american.edu 



> 
> Michael O'Neil wrote: 
> 
> > What I find more lacking in these reports is this:  while an 
> > individual survey with a +/- 4% margin of error and a lead of 6 
> > percent MIGHT be described as a "dead heat" (although it would far 
> > more accurately be described as a "probable Gore lead"), when 
> > several national polls conducted about the same time show 
> > essentially the same results (as I believe they have), the important 
> > observation is that Gore has a lead.  Most of these organizations 
> > seem to subordinate journalistic criteria by promoting their own 
> > polls and downplaying other available polls that could shed light on 
> > what is happening. 
> > 
> > I guess it is more "all the news WE paid for" than "all the news 
> > that fits" 
> > 
> > Mike O'Neil 
> > mike.oneil@alumni.brown.edu 
> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
> > To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> > Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2000 10:32 PM 
> > Subject: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
> > 
> > > Am I confused or is the following quote from CNN an example of 
> > > what Bennett, Ravitch, et al. have been saying is the failure of 
> > > our schools to teach arithmetic? 
> > > 
> > > What's for sure is the immortality of "Dead Heat."  (See AAPORNET 
> > > archives.) 
> > > 
> > > Albert D. Biderman 
> > > 
> > > > Tracking poll: Gore and Bush remain neck-and-neck 
> > > > From CNN Polling Director Keating Holland 
> > > > 
> > > > September 12, 2000 
> > > > Web posted at: 5:01 p.m. EDT (2101 GMT) 
> > > > 
> > > > WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Vice President Al Gore and Texas Gov. George 
> > > > W. Bush 
> > remain virtually tied in 
> > > > the daily CNN/USA Today/Gallup tracking poll as minor party 
> > > > challengers 
> > Ralph Nader and Pat 
> > > > Buchanan lag behind with single-digit support. 
> > > > 
> > > > Interviews with 732 likely voters, conducted September 9-11, 
> > > > found 
> > Gore -- the Democratic nominee for 
> > > > president -- holding a six-point lead over Republican rival 
> > > > Bush. Gore 
> > claimed 48 percent of the survey's 
> > > > likely voters, while Bush had the support of 42 percent. But 
> > > > with a 



> > margin of error of plus or minus 4 
> > > > percent, Gore's advantage is statistically insignificant. 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > 
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========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2000 11:35:41 -0400 
From: Larry Mcgill <lmcgill@mediastudies.org> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
I think what we may be seeing here is evidence of a learning curve in the 
news  
media.  Many journalists have now reached a "first 
stage" understanding of what the margin of (sampling) error is, which is a  
step forward from their earlier ignorance of this concept 
altogether.  Eventually, I think (and hope), more journalists will grasp the  
more subtle ideas that "margin of sampling error" is 
not the only source of error in a survey and that when the margin between two  
candidates is less than the margin of sampling error 
it does not mean that the two candidates are, for all intents and purposes,  
tied. 
 
I also think that discussions such as these on AAPORNET have the effect of  
reminding survey researchers that part of their job in 
communicating with the news media is to use every contact with journalists as  
an opportunity to educate them a little more about 
these things.  If everyone who reads AAPORNET were to take a moment to 
clarify  
this (or another) concept the next time they speak to 
a journalist, I think the overall quality of reporting on polls would improve  
at a noticeable pace. 
 
Larry McGill 
Director of Research 
The Freedom Forum 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Frank Rusciano [mailto:rusciano@rider.edu] 



Sent: Friday, September 15, 2000 11:20 AM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
 
 
I find it interesting how the news media swings on these things.  It used to  
be that when a candidate was ahead by two points, they 
would say he or she was ahead, regardless of the margin of error.  Now, they  
appear to err on the side of extreme caution. 
Generally, the latter might be preferable, since they now have a little more  
knowledge than before; it would be interesting to see 
how the public reacts to seeing someone ahead by six or so, and the  
commentator saying it's a dead heat. I'm not sure the public 
wouldn't be confused. 
 
Frank Rusciano 
 
"Albert D. Biderman" wrote: 
 
> The margin of error magic Mike O'Neil bemoans gets taken even one step 
further. 
> When Giraldo put five of the latest pres. polls on the screen last 
> night 
that 
> variously had Gore from +4 to +8, he agreed with his guest, a Rep. 
> (R), 
who 
> remarked on how strong a candidate Bush was to stay within the margin 
> of 
error 
> on all these polls even after two bad weeks. 
> 
> Albert D. Biderman 
> abider@american.edu 
> 
> Michael O'Neil wrote: 
> 
> > What I find more lacking in these reports is this:  while an 
> > individual survey with a +/- 4% margin of error and a lead of 6 
> > percent MIGHT be described as a "dead heat" (although it would far 
> > more accurately be described as a "probable Gore lead"), when 
> > several national polls 
conducted 
> > about the same time show essentially the same results (as I believe 
> > they have), the important observation is that Gore has a lead.  Most 
> > of these organizations seem to subordinate journalistic criteria by 
> > promoting 
their 
> > own polls and downplaying other available polls that could shed 
> > light on what is happening. 
> > 
> > I guess it is more "all the news WE paid for" than "all the news 
> > that 
fits" 
> > 
> > Mike O'Neil 
> > mike.oneil@alumni.brown.edu 



> > 
> > ----- Original Message ----- 
> > From: "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
> > To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
> > Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2000 10:32 PM 
> > Subject: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
> > 
> > > Am I confused or is the following quote from CNN an example of 
> > > what Bennett, Ravitch, et al. have been saying is the failure of 
> > > our 
schools 
> > > to teach arithmetic? 
> > > 
> > > What's for sure is the immortality of "Dead Heat."  (See AAPORNET 
> > > archives.) 
> > > 
> > > Albert D. Biderman 
> > > 
> > > > Tracking poll: Gore and Bush remain neck-and-neck 
> > > > From CNN Polling Director Keating Holland 
> > > > 
> > > > September 12, 2000 
> > > > Web posted at: 5:01 p.m. EDT (2101 GMT) 
> > > > 
> > > > WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Vice President Al Gore and Texas Gov. George 
> > > > W. 
Bush 
> > remain virtually tied in 
> > > > the daily CNN/USA Today/Gallup tracking poll as minor party 
challengers 
> > Ralph Nader and Pat 
> > > > Buchanan lag behind with single-digit support. 
> > > > 
> > > > Interviews with 732 likely voters, conducted September 9-11, 
> > > > found 
> > Gore -- the Democratic nominee for 
> > > > president -- holding a six-point lead over Republican rival 
> > > > Bush. 
Gore 
> > claimed 48 percent of the survey's 
> > > > likely voters, while Bush had the support of 42 percent. But 
> > > > with a 
> > margin of error of plus or minus 4 
> > > > percent, Gore's advantage is statistically insignificant. 
> > > > 
> > > > 
> > > 
> > > 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2000 11:01:38 -0500 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: Don Ferree <gferree@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Subject: Re: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
In-Reply-To: <200009151538.IAA05541@web2.tdl.com> 
References: <39C23E37.AFDCDEF7@rider.edu> 
Mime-Version: 1.0 



Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" 
 
There is a process problem here I think.  Of course, if several polls all 
show  
a lead at the edge of the margin of error, we can in 
fact reject the null hypothesis with a confidence far exceeding the "normal"  
95%.  One problem is that that requires us to treat our 
own work not as a newsworthy event in itself, but formally making  
acknowlegement of what others are doing, to which there are many 
logistical and/or competitive barriers. Another factor is the near universal  
fear of being wrong.  If my final result is such that I 
could be 94.95% sure that (taking my results by 
themselves) the candidates are NOT tied, this may give the best of all 
worlds.   
If the candidate who is ahead in my polls, "wins" by 
a margin less than twice of what is necessary to be "statistically  
significant", then I will say that I was "within the margin of 
error" of the true result, so I should be congratulated.  If the election  
comes close to being a "tie", I can always say, "but I 
told you it was a statistical dead heat".  If, God forbid, the candidate I  
showed as behind actually wins (by less than that same 
magic margin), I can claim that "I said it was too close to call", so the  
surprise result vindicates my poll. 
 
None of this is terribly intellectually honest (not to mention accurate), but  
human nature does after all come into play, especially 
when some will automatically jump into the fray after elections demanding to  
know "why were you wrong?". 
 
Don 
At 08:41 AM 09/15/2000 -0700, you wrote: 
>Television news people are talking heads.  Somebody has got to 
>be telling them this is a statistical dead heat.  If not, somebody 
>should be telling them it is not. 
> 
>Date sent:       Fri, 15 Sep 2000 11:20:23 -0400 
>Send reply to:   aapornet@usc.edu 
>From:            Frank Rusciano <rusciano@rider.edu> 
>To:              aapornet@usc.edu 
>Subject:         Re: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
> 
 
G. Donald Ferree, Jr. 
Associate Director for Public Opinion Research 
University of Wisconsin Survey Center 
1800 University Avenue 
Madison WI 53705 
608-263-3744/262-1688 (V) 608-262-8432 (F) 
gferree@ssc.wisc.edu 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2000 11:47:30 -0500 
From: rasinski@norcmail.uchicago.edu 
Received: from norcmail.uchicago.edu (norcmail.uchicago.edu [128.135.45.4]) 
      by genesis1.norc.uchicago.edu (8.9.3/8.9.3) with SMTP id LAA03917 
      for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Fri, 15 Sep 2000 11:42:58 -0500 
Received: from ccMail by norcmail.uchicago.edu (ccMail Link to SMTP  



R8.30.00.7) 
    id AA969036451; Fri, 15 Sep 2000 11:47:33 -0500 
Message-Id: <0009159690.AA969036451@norcmail.uchicago.edu> 
X-Mailer: ccMail Link to SMTP R8.30.00.7 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Cc: <biladeau-michael@norcmail.uchicago.edu> 
Subject: Job Posting at NORC -- Senior Statistician II 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
Content-Description: "cc:Mail Note Part" 
 
     Senior Statistician II 
 
     The National Opinion Research Center (NORC) at the University of 
     Chicago seeks a senior level statistician or survey methodologist. 
     Responsibilities include (1) design and select samples for 
     large-scale, complex survey-research projects; (2) analyze survey 
     databases and deliver information; (3) develop sampling and analytical 
     sections of proposals; (4) serve as sampling task leader, analysis 
     task leader, and internal consultant in relevant fields of expertise; 
     and (5) conduct research in areas of interest to NORC's clients. 
     Qualifications include a Master's or Ph.D. in field of statistics or 
     social science; 8-10 years experience in positions of increasing 
     responsibility in statistics, survey research methods, or related 
     field, with at least 2 years experience in project management and 
     proposal development; good communication skills; good computer skills; 
     and publication record or other evidence of effectiveness in survey 
     research or similar information-based industry.  Please contact Mike 
     Biladeau (biladeau-mike @norcmail.uchicago.edu) or call 773.256.6258 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2000 13:51:17 -0500 
From: "Cooney, Brendan" <brendan.cooney@strategyone.net> 
To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
So journalists have found a new "scientific" method of gluteal masking? 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Don Ferree [mailto:gferree@ssc.wisc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2000 12:02 PM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
 
 
There is a process problem here I think.  Of course, if several polls all 
show  
a lead at the edge of the margin of error, we can in 
fact reject the null hypothesis with a confidence far exceeding the "normal"  
95%.  One problem is that that requires us to treat our 
own work not as a newsworthy event in itself, but formally making  



acknowlegement of what others are doing, to which there are many 
logistical and/or competitive barriers. Another factor is the near universal  
fear of being wrong.  If my final result is such that I 
could be 94.95% sure that (taking my results by 
themselves) the candidates are NOT tied, this may give the best of all 
worlds.   
If the candidate who is ahead in my polls, "wins" by 
a margin less than twice of what is necessary to be "statistically  
significant", then I will say that I was "within the margin of 
error" of the true result, so I should be congratulated.  If the election  
comes close to being a "tie", I can always say, "but I 
told you it was a statistical dead heat".  If, God forbid, the candidate I  
showed as behind actually wins (by less than that same 
magic margin), I can claim that "I said it was too close to call", so the  
surprise result vindicates my poll. 
 
None of this is terribly intellectually honest (not to mention accurate), but  
human nature does after all come into play, especially 
when some will automatically jump into the fray after elections demanding to  
know "why were you wrong?". 
 
Don 
At 08:41 AM 09/15/2000 -0700, you wrote: 
>Television news people are talking heads.  Somebody has got to 
>be telling them this is a statistical dead heat.  If not, somebody 
>should be telling them it is not. 
> 
>Date sent:       Fri, 15 Sep 2000 11:20:23 -0400 
>Send reply to:   aapornet@usc.edu 
>From:            Frank Rusciano <rusciano@rider.edu> 
>To:              aapornet@usc.edu 
>Subject:         Re: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
> 
 
G. Donald Ferree, Jr. 
Associate Director for Public Opinion Research 
University of Wisconsin Survey Center 
1800 University Avenue 
Madison WI 53705 
608-263-3744/262-1688 (V) 608-262-8432 (F) 
gferree@ssc.wisc.edu 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2000 13:56:51 -0500 
From: "Dr. Ulises Beltran" <ulisesb@mail.internet.com.mx> 
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.61 [en] (Win95; I) 
X-Accept-Language: en 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
References: <39C23E37.AFDCDEF7@rider.edu>  
<4.1.20000915105039.00940700@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit 
 
I have followed this thread with much interest. I think the problem is not  
only if the media reports a "dead heat", but also if this 



is also accurate. 
 
If I understand correctly, the "margin of error" reported is the error 
derived  
from the theoretical design. It is not the standard 
error of the particular estimator for each candidate or of the difference  
between first and second resulting from the actual sample. 
I know that this error is not necessarily larger, but it can be. Would not be  
better to use the standard error of the actual 
estimator instead of the theoretical "margin of error" in these cases. Not  
only because it is more precise, but also because it can 
even happen that this error could be smaller that the other and then one can  
break the dead heat. 
 
Ulises Beltrán 
Survey Research Unit 
Office of the President of Mexico 
ulisesb@mail.internet.com.mx 
 
 
Don Ferree wrote: 
 
> There is a process problem here I think.  Of course, if several polls 
> all show a lead at the edge of the margin of error, we can in fact 
> reject the null hypothesis with a confidence far exceeding the 
> "normal" 95%.  One problem is that that requires us to treat our own 
> work not as a newsworthy event in itself, but formally making 
> acknowlegement of what others are doing, to which there are many 
> logistical and/or competitive barriers. Another factor is the near 
> universal fear of being wrong.  If my final result is such that I 
> could be 94.95% sure that (taking my results by 
> themselves) the candidates are NOT tied, this may give the best of all 
> worlds.  If the candidate who is ahead in my polls, "wins" by a margin less 
> than twice of what is necessary to be "statistically significant", then I 
> will say that I was "within the margin of error" of the true result, so I 
> should be congratulated.  If the election comes close to being a "tie", I 
> can always say, "but I told you it was a statistical dead heat".  If, God 
> forbid, the candidate I showed as behind actually wins (by less than that 
> same magic margin), I can claim that "I said it was too close to call", so 
> the surprise result vindicates my poll. 
> 
> None of this is terribly intellectually honest (not to mention 
> accurate), but human nature does after all come into play, especially 
> when some will automatically jump into the fray after elections 
> demanding to know "why were you wrong?". 
> 
> Don 
> At 08:41 AM 09/15/2000 -0700, you wrote: 
> >Television news people are talking heads.  Somebody has got to be 
> >telling them this is a statistical dead heat.  If not, somebody 
> >should be telling them it is not. 
> > 
> >Date sent:             Fri, 15 Sep 2000 11:20:23 -0400 
> >Send reply to:         aapornet@usc.edu 
> >From:                  Frank Rusciano <rusciano@rider.edu> 
> >To:                    aapornet@usc.edu 
> >Subject:               Re: "Dead Heat" Lives On 



> > 
> 
> G. Donald Ferree, Jr. 
> Associate Director for Public Opinion Research 
> University of Wisconsin Survey Center 
> 1800 University Avenue 
> Madison WI 53705 
> 608-263-3744/262-1688 (V) 608-262-8432 (F) gferree@ssc.wisc.edu 
 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2000 15:28:14 EDT 
From: RoniRosner@aol.com 
Received: from RoniRosner@aol.com 
      by imo-d10.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v28.15.) id 5.6e.30de8b8 (4404) 
       for <aapornet@usc.edu>; Fri, 15 Sep 2000 15:28:14 -0400 (EDT) 
Message-ID: <6e.30de8b8.26f3d24e@aol.com> 
Subject: "SURVEY RESEARCH 101" -- 9/27 NYAAPOR WORKSHOP 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Windows sub 120 
 
PLEASE E-MAIL RoniRosner@aol.com ONLY, NOT AAPORNET, by 19 Sept. 
***************************************************** 
NEW YORK AAPOR presents an All-Day Workshop 
 
Date ............................... Wednesday, 27 September 2000 Continental  
Breakfast ..... 9:00 a.m.-- 9:30 a.m. Presentation 
................... 9:30 a.m. -- 4:00 p.m. Buffet Lunch served: ...... 1:00  
p.m. -- 2 p.m. 
 
Place .............................. The New York Academy of Medicine/Room 21 
                                    1216 Fifth Avenue, entrance on 103rd 
Street 
 
The Academy, an historic landmark, is across from the Central Park  
Conservatory Garden, on Museum Mile.  We suggest taking the #6 to 
96th & Lexington Ave., or any Madison Ave. bus (except #30).  Public parking  
is on Madison @ 105th. 
 
                            SURVEY RESEARCH 101 -- 
                LEARN THE BASICS FROM THE MASTERS 
This all-day workshop, conducted by acknowledged leaders in the field, will  
take both researchers and non-researchers step-by-step 
through the survey research process. 
 
am 
DEFINING THE ISSUES .................... Harry O'Neill, Vice Chairman  
............................................................ 
Roper Starch 
Worldwide 
 
SELECTING THE METHODOLOGY .. Barry Feinberg, Ph.D., Director  
............................................................ Custom 
Research, 



Inc./NY 
 
SELECTING THE SAMPLE ............... Warren Mitofsky, President  
............................................................ 
Mitofsky 
International 
 
ASKING QUESTIONS ....................... Janice Ballou, Director  
........................................................... The 
Eagleton 
Institute 
 
pm 
FIELDING THE SURVEY .................. Mark Schulman, Ph.D., President  
........................................................... 
Schulman, Ronca & 
Bucuvalas, Inc. 
 
ANALYZING THE DATA ................... Zvia Naphtali, Ph.D., Data Manager 
........................................................... The NYC 
Nonprofits Project 
 
REPORTING THE RESULTS ............ Humphrey Taylor, Chairman  
............................................................ The Harris 
Poll 
 
ATTENDANCE IS BY ADVANCE PHONE RESERVATION ONLY. 
E-MAIL RONI ROSNER (RoniRosner@aol.com), or call if you must (212/722-5333). 
 
Return the form below with your cheque by Fri., 22 Sept.  Pre-paid fees are  
below.  Fees at the door are:  $125 (NYAAPOR members), 
$155 (non-members), $90 (NYAAPOR student members), $120 (student non-members,  
HLMs).  Sorry, no refund but you can send someone in 
your place. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
I will attend the NYAAPOR all-day workshop on Wed., 27 Sept. 2000 with 
______  additional guests. 
 
NAME:               ____________________________________ 
OFFICE PHONE: ____________________________________ 
HOME PHONE:   ____________________________________ 
AFFILIATION:     ____________________________________ 
GUEST'S NAME: ____________________________________ 
AFFILIATION:     ____________________________________ 
 
PREPAID FEES: 
NYAAPOR MEMBERS: $95 _____    NONMEMBERS: $125 _____ 
NYAAPOR STUDENT MEMBERS: $70 _____ 
STUDENT NONMEMBERS, HLMs: $85 _____ 
 
     Send form and cheque payable to NYAAPOR by 22 Sept. to: Roni Rosner, 
1235  
Park Avenue, #7C, New York, New York 10128-1759 
 
========================================================================= 
Date: Fri, 15 Sep 2000 18:13:57 -0400 
From: "Richman, Alvin" <richman@pd.state.gov> 



To: "'aapornet@usc.edu'" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Subject: RE: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21) 
Content-Type: text/plain; 
      charset="iso-8859-1" 
 
I believe some of the difficulty in reporting the significance of 
presidential  
election campaign poll results stems from confusion 
about how we are applying the "margin of sampling error."  Is it the sampling  
error around a single proportion (e.g., support for 
Bush or support for Gore) or around the difference between those two  
proportions (i.e., the point spread between Gore and Bush).  If 
we're talking about the latter, are there any relatively easy to communicate  
"rules of thumb" by which to estimate the sampling 
error for the DIFFERENCE between two proportions from the same sample and  
question? 
 
Also, many agree that multiple polls taken over a short period of time can  
more reliably gauge voter preference compared to a single 
poll.  But how much more reliably?  For example, between September 7-13, six  
different pollsters obtained an average preference of 
47% for Gore and 41% for Bush in 4-way matchups.  While a difference of 6  
percentage points might not quite be within the margin of 
error for a single poll, intuitively we feel that a six-poll average of 6  
points (47% Gore vs. 41% Bush) must be real.  But again, 
are there any relatiely simple procedures by which we can make and 
communicate this type of decision? 
 
 
 
Alvin Richman 
Office of Research 
Department of State 
(202) 619-5140 
richman@pd.state.gov 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Michael O'Neil [mailto:mikeoneil@earthlink.net] 
Sent: Thursday, September 14, 2000 2:32 AM 
To: aapornet@usc.edu 
Subject: Re: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
 
 
What I find more lacking in these reports is this:  while an individual 
survey  
with a +/- 4% margin of error and a lead of 6 percent 
MIGHT be described as a "dead heat" (although it would far more accurately be  
described as a "probable Gore lead"), when several 
national polls conducted about the same time show essentially the same 
results  
(as I believe they have), the important observation 
is that Gore has a lead.  Most of these organizations seem to subordinate  
journalistic criteria by promoting their own polls and 
downplaying other available polls that could shed light on what is happening. 



 
I guess it is more "all the news WE paid for" than "all the news that fits" 
 
Mike O'Neil 
mike.oneil@alumni.brown.edu 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Albert D. Biderman" <abider@american.edu> 
To: <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2000 10:32 PM 
Subject: "Dead Heat" Lives On 
 
 
> Am I confused or is the following quote from CNN an example of what 
> Bennett, Ravitch, et al. have been saying is the failure of our 
> schools to teach arithmetic? 
> 
> What's for sure is the immortality of "Dead Heat."  (See AAPORNET 
> archives.) 
> 
> Albert D. Biderman 
> 
> > Tracking poll: Gore and Bush remain neck-and-neck 
> > From CNN Polling Director Keating Holland 
> > 
> > September 12, 2000 
> > Web posted at: 5:01 p.m. EDT (2101 GMT) 
> > 
> > WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Vice President Al Gore and Texas Gov. George W. 
> > Bush 
remain virtually tied in 
> > the daily CNN/USA Today/Gallup tracking poll as minor party 
> > challengers 
Ralph Nader and Pat 
> > Buchanan lag behind with single-digit support. 
> > 
> > Interviews with 732 likely voters, conducted September 9-11, found 
Gore -- the Democratic nominee for 
> > president -- holding a six-point lead over Republican rival Bush. 
> > Gore 
claimed 48 percent of the survey's 
> > likely voters, while Bush had the support of 42 percent. But with a 
margin of error of plus or minus 4 
> > percent, Gore's advantage is statistically insignificant. 
> > 
> > 
> 
> 
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Some may wish to check out this story: 
 
<http://www.abcnews.go.com/sections/tech/DailyNews/onlineresearch000915.html> 
 
>Getting Too Personal 
>Online Research May Impede on People's Privacy Rights 
 
>By Anick Jesdanun 
>The Associated Press 
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Dear Colleagues: 
 
The thread on how to calculate the margin of error over several polls and, in  
particular, what is the margin of error of a "lead" 
has been of interest. I am in South Africa and have not been following 
closely  
but let me add a point or two. 
 
First a reference. The American Statistical Association (ASA)has a series of  
pamphlets entitled, What is a Survey, that covers some 
of what has been discussed quite nicely. One of these pamphlets is on the  
margin of error in polling. It was written by Lynne Stokes 
and Tom Belin. 
 
In the pamphlet, the authors state that the margin of error of a lead can be  
approximated by multiplying the usual margin of error 
by 1.7. Thus in a single poll, with a margin of error of (say)3%, the margin  
of error on the lead would be about 5% -- 1.7 times 3%. 
 
For estimating over multiple polls, there is a 1993 article in Chance, 
another  
ASA publication, that may be worth reviewing. The 
article is by Ansulabehere and Belin and develops mathematically and  
empirically the well-known point that estimates by different 



polling organizations cannot be treated as differing only on sampling error. 
 
Different polls certainly can still be averaged and arguably the average will  
be more stable that the individual polls. Sample size 
needs to be taken into account but, because of the what others have called  
"house effects" the exact way to average requires some 
thought. 
 
For those wishing access to the What Is a Survey series, free copies (one to 
a  
customer) are available from ASA by going to their 
website at <amstat.org> or calling 703-684-1221. 
 
Best to all, Fritz 
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Frank Rusciano wrote: 
 
> I find it interesting how the news media swings on these things.  It 
> used to be that when a candidate was ahead by two points, they would 
> say he or she was ahead, regardless of the margin of error.  Now, they 
> appear to err on the side of extreme caution.  Generally, the latter 
> might be preferable, since they now have a little more knowledge than 
> before; it would be interesting to see how the public reacts to seeing 
> someone ahead by six or so, and the commentator saying it's a dead 
> heat. I'm not sure the public wouldn't be confused. 
> 
> Frank Rusciano 
 
Whether it is more incautious to be misleading by a Type I erroneous 
statement  
or a Type II one depends upon the practical 
significance of a small difference or a departure from a point value.  As 
some  
other replies to my post suggest, the field of 
statistics and the English language together offer a good repertoire for  
expressing an appropriate degree of caution of both kinds. 
Election polling is a hazardous occupation because small differences can be  
extremely important and because there can be many small 
differences to contend with.  The two-party system tends to make elections  
regress toward 50/50 splits.  Popular two-party vote 
spreads in five of the postwar presidential elections were less than 6  
percent.  Small differences are also important because the 
change measures in on-going polling indicate the progress of the campaign.  



Forget about "bandwagon" research. Candidates know, for 
instance: "Show no mo' and they'll sho' be no dough." 
 
Albert Biderman 
abider@american.edu 
 
> 
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    NEWSWEEK POLL: CAMPAIGN 2000 
 
    Press Release 
 
    Gore Holds Lead Among Likely Voters: 52-To 38 Percent; Tops Bush 
    by 20 Points in Ability to Help Seniors Pay for Prescription Drugs 
 
    More Than Two-Thirds Say Limiting Kids' Exposure to Violence in 
    Entertainment Is Very Important; Parents Seen as Mainly Responsible -- 
    Not the Industry Nor Govt. 
 
    SOURCE: Newsweek 
 
 
 NEW YORK, Sept. 16 /PRNewswire/ -- Vice President Al Gore now leads   
Republican presidential opponent Texas Gov. George W. Bush by 
a 14-point  margin (52% to 38%) among likely voters in a four-way race with  
Green  Party candidate Ralph Nader (3%) and Reform 
candidate Pat Buchanan (2%)  in the latest Newsweek Poll. Among registered  
voters, Gore's lead over  Bush is almost as big: 50-38 
percent. In the Newsweek Poll one week ago,  Gore led Bush by eight-point  
margins in both groups: 49- to 41 percent  among likely 
voters and 47- to 39 percent among registered voters. 
 
 Likely voters are identified by past voting history, voting intentions  and  
other factors. Traditionally high in the ranks of 



likely voters are  those 50 and over, a group where Gore now leads 53- to 38  
percent, and  college graduates, who currently favor 
the vice president over Bush by 
 48- to 38 percent. 
 
 In a two-way race, Gore's lead over Bush expands to 56-to 40 percent  among  
likely voters and 54-to 41 percent among registered 
voters, the  poll shows. One week ago, Gore enjoyed an 8-point margin with  
likely  voters (51% vs. 43%) and a 9-point lead among 
registered voters (52% vs.  41%). 
 
 Even though Bush recently provided more details about his prescription  drug  
plan, Gore still leads Bush by 20 percentage points as 
the candidate  seen best able to help seniors pays for prescription drugs 
(52%  
vs. 32%)  and to handle health care generally (53% 
vs. 33%) among registered  voters. 
 
 For the first time in a Newsweek Poll, marginally more see Gore as having   
``strong leadership qualities'' than Bush: 62 percent 
vs. 59 percent. In  May, Bush had a 71-to 44 percent advantage over Gore in  
this quality.  Gore has a 13-point margin over Bush as 
seeming intelligent and 
 well-informed: 80 percent vs. 67 percent. Gore also has big leads over  Bush  
on other characteristics: cares about people like you 
(58% to 44%)  and shares your views on most major political issues (52% to  
44%),  according to the poll which is part of Newsweek's 
political coverage in  the September 25 issue (on newsstands Monday, Sept.  
18). Gore also has a  marginal lead in being seen as 
honest and ethical (57% to 53%). 
 
 On a separate topic, 69 percent of registered voters polled -- and 77   
percent of parents of children aged 5-17 -- say it's very 
important to  limit the violence that children are exposed to on television,  
in movies,  video games and other entertainment media. 
And 70 percent of all of those  polled (71% of parents) say it's the parents  
who are mainly responsible  for limiting the amount of 
violence that children are exposed to in this  media; 11 percent say it's the  
sellers and distributors of the material  who are 
responsible. Only 7 percent say it should be the creators of that  material -
-  
and just 5 percent say it should be the government. 
Majorities of all those polled (52%) and of parents (59%) have a big  problem  
with advertising for R-rated movies and other 
entertainment media  with violent content. Forty-nine percent of those polled  
say taking  under-age children to R-rated movies is a 
big problem because children  are exposed to inappropriate content; 27 
percent  
say it's not a problem  because parents are a pretty 
good judge of which R-rated movies are OK  for their kids to see. 
 
 For this Newsweek Poll, Princeton Survey Research Associates interviewed  by  
telephone a national sample of 853 registered voters, 
of which 580  were likely voters, on September 14-15, 2000. The margin of  
error for  registered voters is plus or minus 4 percentage 
points. The margin of  error for the likely voters sample is plus or minus 5  
percentage points. 
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          AS ELECTORAL VOTE TAKES SHAPE, 
          CAMPAIGNS FOCUS ON PERCEPTIONS 
 
                By ADAM CLYMER 
 
 
            WASHINGTON, Sept. 16 -- Vice President Al Gore, 
            who has erased Gov. George W. Bush's lead in most 
            national polls, has also edged ahead of him in 
            the battle for electoral votes, according to 
            independent and partisan analysts. But despite 
            the postconvention trend in Mr. Gore's favor, 
            enough states are either tossups or held so 
            narrowly that the race remains fiercely 
            competitive. 
 
            The overall picture is almost a mirror image of 
            how things looked before the Republican National 
            Convention, when Mr. Bush held a slim but decided 
            lead in the Electoral College. 
 
            But major states that had leaned Mr. Bush's way, 
            like Florida, Michigan, Missouri and Wisconsin, 



            have since become tossups, according to 
            strategists in both campaigns, as well as 
            postconvention polls and political scientists 
            interviewed around the country. Similarly, 
            earlier tossup states like Minnesota, New Jersey 
            and Pennsylvania are now leaning toward Mr. Gore. 
 
            Both sides are fighting hard in the battleground 
            states. This week, for example, the Bush campaign 
            and the Republican National Committee were buying 
            television time costing $995,000 in Pennsylvania, 
            $719,000 in Michigan and $665,000 in Ohio. 
            Television spending by the Gore campaign and the 
            Democratic National Committee was $763,000 in 
            Pennsylvania, $632,000 in Michigan and $745,000 
            in Ohio. 
 
            Although the campaigns did not disagree sharply 
            about how most states stood, they offered very 
            different interpretations of what the current 
            standings meant. Matthew Dowd, the Bush 
            campaign's internal pollster, said: "This race is 
            right now nationally within one or two points. 
            Electorally, we both are starting out with about 
            the same amount of states in our safe column. 
            Then there are 10 or 12 states that are sort of 
            up for grabs, even, or us up a little in some, or 
            them up in some." 
 
            Tad Devine, a Gore strategist, argued that the 
            trend in Mr. Gore's favor was continuing. "Gore's 
            advantage in critical battlegrounds has grown 
            enormously and is continuing to grow," he said. 
            "I think it's a different world coming out of the 
            convention. The race is much more settled. Voters 
            have a much more serious take on the race." But, 
            he conceded, "It's a long way from Election Day." 
 
            Before the conventions, it was the Bush campaign 
            claiming a lead and the Gore campaign maintaining 
            that there was essentially a dead heat in the 
            contest for the 270 electoral votes that make a 
            majority of the 538 to be cast. 
 
            For now, the vice president appears safe in 10 
            states, with 142 electoral votes, including 
            California, New York and now Connecticut. Eight 
            others, with 97 electoral votes, are leaning his 
            way, with such additions as Washington and Iowa. 
 
            If all those states stayed in Mr. Gore's column, 
            he would have 239 electoral votes, and to win he 
            would need to find 31 others from 10 tossup 
            states with 98 electoral votes. 
 
            Governor Bush holds commanding leads in 17 
            states, but only 3 of them, Indiana, Texas and 



            Virginia, have more than 10 electoral votes. The 
            17 have a total of 132 votes. Six more states, 
            with 69 electoral votes, lean his way, though the 
            margins in some, like Ohio and Colorado, have 
            slipped. 
 
            If Mr. Bush held those 23 states, he would have 
            201 electoral votes. So to win, he would need 69 
            of the 98 votes from those 10 tossup states. 
 
            The financial advantage held by the Republican 
            National Committee over its Democratic 
            counterpart could help him win the tossup states. 
            In some of those states, even ones Democrats 
            think they can win, Democrats are not yet 
            advertising on television. And while the 
            Republican margins are narrow in many states, in 
            some others they are huge. For example, this 
            week's Florida spending showed $1,026,000 backing 
            Mr. Bush and $330,000 on Mr. Gore's side. 
 
            But even as the campaigns put differing emphases 
            on different states as they seek 270 electoral 
            votes, their fortunes in the states are hardly 
            independent of the national trends that have 
            favored Mr. Gore in recent weeks. These include 
            his growing strength in how voters perceive his 
            personal qualities and a deepening advantage over 
            his signature health care issues. 
 
            John Petrocik, chairman of the political science 
            department at the University of Missouri in 
            Columbia, said he thought Mr. Bush's lead in 
            Missouri had declined because "a large component 
            of how you are doing in every given state is how 
            you're doing nationally." 
 
            "What determines whether he carries Missouri does 
            not just happen in Missouri," Mr. Petrocik said. 
 
            One national hazard for the Republicans is the 
            recent, and perhaps exaggerated, sense that Mr. 
            Bush is in trouble. When Republican strategists 
            say of the Bush campaign, as one did this week, 
            "They have to almost draw a royal straight flush 
            to win ^× almost," then followers may get 
            discouraged, too. 
 
            Ed Sarpolus, a Michigan pollster, said one reason 
            for Mr. Bush's decline in that state, and 
            elsewhere in the Midwest, was a growing number of 
            Republicans' "losing confidence in George Bush." 
 
            In The Detroit Free Press today, a poll he 
            conducted reported a Gore lead of 45 percent to 
            37 percent for Mr. Bush. Another factor in Mr. 
            Gore's gains in Michigan has been a sharp drop in 



            support for Ralph Nader of the Green Party. 
 
            But in several important states, Republicans were 
            optimistic that a new emphasis on voter turnout 
            would pull them through. Al Cardenas, chairman of 
            the Florida Republican Party, said his state was 
            a tossup. "I didn't feel that way a few months 
            ago," Mr. Cardenas said. And though he said the 
            state could go either way, he argued that the 
            Republicans' advantage lay in "a much better 
            ground operation, a much more comprehensive 
            ground attack in terms of our phone banks and 
            absentee ballots." 
 
            In Wisconsin, Rod Hise, executive director of the 
            State Republican Party, insisted that party 
            members "haven't been as excited, enthusiastic 
            and energetic as they are about this one for a 
            very long time." 
 
            "The opportunity that Republicans in Wisconsin 
            have to contribute to a Bush victory in November 
            has really electrified the grass roots of our 
            party here," Mr. Hise said. "The foot soldiers 
            are ready for battle. That is a dynamic that has 
            not always been the case." 
 
            But if Mr. Hise was encouraged, so was Senator 
            Russell D. Feingold, Democrat of Wisconsin. Mr. 
            Feingold said, "This surge since the convention 
            has really got me far more optimistic." 
 
            "We've made up enormous ground," he said. 
            Agreeing with Mr. Hise that the race was even in 
            Wisconsin, Mr. Feingold argued that Mr. Gore had 
            come through much better as a person, and was 
            helped by health care issues and his emphasis on 
            Social Security over tax cuts ^× positions 
            "clearly in tune with most Wisconsinites." 
 
            Two battleground states that appear to have 
            shifted sharply are New Jersey and Pennsylvania. 
            Although Chuck Haytaian, the Republican state 
            chairman in New Jersey, predicted a narrow Bush 
            victory "by 25,000 votes," an independent 
            pollster, Cliff Zukin of Rutgers University, said 
            he thought the state was leaning strongly to Mr. 
            Gore. 
 
            Mr. Zukin, director of the Star- Ledger Eagleton 
            Rutgers poll, said that at the Democratic 
            National Convention and later, Mr. Gore "was 
            sounding populist themes which resonate well in 
            New Jersey." 
 
            Though much attention in the presidential race 
            has been paid to the battles for large 



            electoral-jackpot states like Florida and 
            Michigan, the candidates have not ignored the 
            rest of the country. Following are examinations 
            of the status of the campaign in several states 
            where the race is considered close. 
 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
            Close Calls in Oregon 
            And Washington 
 
            Though voters in Oregon and Washington State 
            rejected Mr. Bush's father in both 1988 and 1992 
            and gave President Clinton a wide margin of 
            victory four years ago, the Texas governor has 
            repeatedly said he expects the Pacific Northwest 
            to be highly competitive. 
 
            The latest polls agree, showing Mr. Bush barely 
            behind Mr. Gore in Washington and essentially 
            even with him in Oregon. 
 
            Mr. Bush has made repeated visits to the 
            Northwest, most recently last week, in which he 
            criticized Mr. Gore's environmental record but 
            also reiterated his staunch opposition to 
            proposals to help salmon runs by breaching dams 
            in eastern Washington. Such proposals are favored 
            by many environmentalists but are anathema in 
            many communities in the affected region. 
 
            Mr. Bush could be helped by a variety of factors, 
            one of which is the strong popularity in some 
            Northwestern cities of Mr. Nader, who drew 10,000 
            people to a rally in Portland, Ore., recently and 
            who, most analysts say, draws many more left- 
            leaning voters from Mr. Gore than he does from 
            Mr. Bush. 
 
            In Washington State, Mr. Bush could be helped by 
            a strong turnout for Mr. Nader, by his stand on 
            dams that could energize a vote in parts of 
            eastern Washington, and perhaps even by lingering 
            resentment in the home state of Microsoft to the 
            federal government's antitrust case against the 
            software giant. 
 
            A poll of 500 Washington voters taken for KING-TV 
            in Seattle last week indicated that Mr. Gore was 
            at 45 percent, Mr. Bush at 41 percent, Mr. Nader 
            at 5 percent and Patrick J. Buchanan of the 
            Reform Party at 1 percent, with the rest 
            undecided. The survey had a margin of sampling 
            error of 4 percentage points. 
 
            A separate Washington State survey by Moore 
            Information of Portland, which has polled for 



            many Republican candidates in the region, found 
            Mr. Gore at 44 percent, Mr. Bush at 43 percent 
            and Mr. Nader at 4 percent. 
 
            That poll also was of 500 voters, with a margin 
            of sampling error of 4 percentage points. But a 
            Democratic pollster, Mark Mellman, conducting a 
            regular tracking survey of 200 voters for an 
            upcoming United States Senate primary, found Mr. 
            Gore in the lead by roughly 10 points. 
 
            In Oregon, a poll taken this week for The 
            Oregonian and KATU-TV showed Mr. Nader at 8 
            percent, leaving Mr. Gore with 42 percent, 
            virtually tied with Mr. Bush at 41 percent. About 
            8 percent of those surveyed were undecided, and 
            the support for Mr. Buchanan was negligible. 
 
                                      -- SAM HOWE VERHOVEK 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
            Gun Plan Shows Bush 
            Isn't Solid in Colorado 
 
            One of the early signs that Colorado's eight 
            electoral votes may no longer be a sure bet for 
            Mr. Bush is a ballot initiative to require 
            background checks of those buying guns at weekend 
            shows. 
 
            Sponsors collected more than 85,000 signatures 
            supporting the measure, which Republicans have 
            historically opposed as more gun control, and it 
            is expected to win overwhelmingly in November. 
 
            Democrat pollsters have also begun to see enough 
            growing support for Democratic candidates for the 
            State Senate, which Republicans have controlled 
            for 40 years, that Democratic leaders say they 
            believe they can overcome the current five- seat 
            margin. 
 
            Then, said the Democrats' state party chairman, 
            Tim Knaus, Mr. Gore's message on growth, 
            environment, education and the economy began to 
            catch on, and all of a sudden the presidential 
            race in the state appears to be a dead heat. 
 
            The latest statewide poll, conducted this month 
            for The Rocky Mountain News and KCNC, the CBS 
            affiliate in Denver, found that Mr. Gore had 
            closed the advantage Mr. Bush held in July, 45 
            percent to 31 percent, to a virtual tie of 43 to 
            40, with Mr. Gore inside the margin of error of 4 
            percentage points. 
 
            "That was huge news," Mr. Knaus said. "I was 



            actually taken aback by how much momentum there 
            was. I had been hoping we were within 10 points." 
 
            Gov. Bill Owens, who is serving as Mr. Bush's 
            state campaign chairman, said he did not believe 
            the poll and pointed to another, conducted by a 
            firm that he and other Colorado Republicans use, 
            that showed Mr. Bush with a lead "above 10 
            points." 
 
            Yet, he conceded: "The race has obviously 
            narrowed, and Governor Bush has had some 
            difficult weeks. But campaigns run in cycles and 
            after a tough month that left us essentially 
            even, we have a nice base to go back up." 
 
            Colorado has recently shown an independent streak 
            in presidential elections, supporting Bill 
            Clinton over President Bush in 1992 by 4 
            percentage points and Bob Dole over Mr. Clinton 
            four years later by 2 points in a race in which 
            third-party candidates won 10 percent of the 
            vote. 
 
            But as one measure of the apparent shift back, 
            the Democrats are investing more capital in 
            Colorado, with Mr. Gore's running mate, Senator 
            Joseph I. Lieberman of Connecticut, visiting 
            today, to be followed by Mr. Gore's daughter 
            Kristen next week. And talks are under way to 
            bring in Mr. Gore. 
 
            Mr. Owens said he welcomed the visits. "I'm 
            confident enough Coloradans will support Governor 
            Bush," he said. "So every dollar they spend here 
            takes it out of states they have a better chance 
            of winning." 
                                           -- MICHAEL JANOFSKY 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
            Stiff Fight to Sway 
            New Mexico Voters 
 
            New Mexico has been a reliable national 
            bellwether in presidential politics. In every 
            presidential race except one since it became a 
            state in 1912, New Mexico has supported the 
            winner, often close to the margin as the nation 
            as a whole. The lone exception came in 1976 when 
            the state backed Gerald R. Ford. 
 
            This may help explain why both Mr. Gore and Mr. 
            Bush already have both visited this state with 
            only five electoral votes ^× and likely will come 
            again before Election Day. 
 
            This weekend, The Albuquerque Journal is 



            scheduled to release a poll that declares the 
            race a statistical tie. The poll of 553 likely 
            and registered voters gave Mr. Bush 43 percent 
            and Mr. Gore 42 percent, with 11 percent 
            remaining undecided. The poll, conducted by 
            Research and Polling Inc., was taken from Sept. 
            7- 13. Neither Mr. Bush nor Mr. Gore has an 
            apparent reason for claiming momentum; a March 
            poll found the two candidates tied. 
 
            Mr. Bush has courted Hispanic voters 
            aggressively, and New Mexico would seem fertile 
            ground for this appeal, since Hispanic residents 
            make up about 41 percent of the state's 
            population. But The Journal poll shows Mr. Gore 
            with a lead among Hispanics, 57 percent to 25 
            percent. 
 
            "The Hispanic vote is critical for any Democratic 
            presidential candidate to win here, and by a good 
            margin, too," said F. Chris Garcia, a University 
            of New Mexico political science professor, who 
            noted that a strong Hispanic showing carried Mr. 
            Clinton to victory in 1992 and 1996. 
 
            Mr. Garcia cited issues such as health care, 
            education and Social Security as those important 
            to voters but noted that no single issue 
            seemingly stands out. There are about 918,000 
            registered voters (out of a state population of 
            1.7 million), with about 54 percent as Democrats, 
            33 percent as Republicans and the rest affiliated 
            with other parties. Still, Mr. Garcia said the 
            state was slowly becoming more conservative. 
 
                                                -- JIM YARDLEY 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
            By All Standards 
            It's Close in Missouri 
 
            In the world of politics, Missouri is a curious 
            hybrid. 
 
            It has two major cities: Kansas City with a 
            Western flavor, St. Louis with an Eastern edge. 
            It has large rural areas that resemble the Deep 
            South. And it has fast-growing suburbs. 
 
            Missouri, with a Democratic governor and two 
            Republican senators, tends to seesaw in 
            presidential contests. In all but one election 
            since 1900, the state has voted for the winning 
            presidential candidate. (The exception was 1956, 
            when Missouri went for Adlai Stevenson over 
            Dwight D. Eisenhower.) 
 



            "I don't know whether to say we're a bipartisan 
            state or simply ambivalent," said James W. Davis, 
            a political science professor at Washington 
            University in St. Louis. 
 
            But even by these standards, this contest for 
            Missouri's 11 electoral votes is looking like a 
            very close call, polls suggest. 
 
            One poll, taken by Zogby International and 
            published on Sept. 10 in The St. Louis 
            Post-Dispatch, showed Mr. Gore with a slight lead 
            ^× 45 percent to Mr. Bush's 40 percent. But with 
            a margin of sampling error of 4 percentage 
            points, that lead is decisively soft. 
 
            "Bush, I think, isn't regarded worse than he 
            was," Professor Davis said. "He hasn't come down 
            so much as Gore has come up." 
 
            In the poll, Mr. Gore's strongest support was in 
            St. Louis. Outside the cities, he and Mr. Bush 
            were statistically tied. 
 
            The candidates or their running mates have been 
            visiting Missouri almost once a week. 
 
            The issues on the minds of Missourians are not 
            too different from those preoccupying other 
            voters. Education, health care and Social 
            Security are most important, with farmers worried 
            about agricultural policy. 
 
            John Hancock, the executive director of the State 
            Republican Party, said he was optimistic, partly 
            because much of Missouri is still quite rural, 
            and Democrats have trouble in rural states, he 
            said. 
 
            Roy Temple, executive director of the Missouri 
            Democratic Party, said the suburbs were the real 
            battleground. Mr. Gore is "aggressively 
            campaigning here and I think that's making a 
            difference," he said. 
 
            Politics is certainly on the brain in Missouri 
            this year. There is a tight Senate race between 
            the Republican incumbent, John Ashcroft, and Gov. 
            Mel Carnahan. There are contests for governor, 
            two Congressional seats and four other state 
            offices. 
 
            And with the presidential race, "as neck and neck 
            as it is," Mr. Davis said, "everyone might think 
            that their vote might make a difference." 
 
                                          -- PAM BELLUCK 



            __________________________________________________ 
 
            Georgia Could Be 
            Big Test for Bush 
 
            Georgia has not spent much time this year on 
            anyone's list of hotly competitive states, but 
            its unusual demographics could make it an 
            important testing ground for Mr. Bush's ability 
            to hold on to his base. Though Mr. Bush is still 
            ahead here, his lead is narrow, and political 
            professionals say there is no better place to 
            gauge his national strength in the weeks ahead. 
 
            "If Georgia turns out to be close, that means 
            Gore will win nationally," said Bobby Kahn, chief 
            of staff for Gov. Roy E. Barnes and a leading 
            Democratic strategists in the state. 
 
            The state has always been comfortable with 
            centrist Democrats like Mr. Barnes and Senator 
            Max Cleland, but like the rest of the South, it 
            remains suspicious of Democratic presidential 
            tickets. While Georgia did vote for Bill Clinton 
            in 1992, that was mostly because Ross Perot drew 
            support away from George Bush; four years later, 
            Mr. Clinton drew more votes than in 1992, but was 
            narrowly beaten by Bob Dole for the state's 13 
            electoral votes. 
 
            This teetering political balance is sustained by 
            three distinct voting groups: African-Americans 
            in Atlanta and a few smaller cities, who vote 
            Democratic; suburbanites, many of them newcomers, 
            in the growing rings around Atlanta, who tend to 
            be Republican but will support centrist 
            Democrats, and rural voters, who are less tied to 
            party affiliations. 
 
            Black voters in Georgia tend to be better 
            organized than in other Southern states, and 
            their turnout, along with that of white suburban 
            women, will be the key to the outcome, pollsters 
            say. Two polls taken for each of the major 
            parties since the convention showed Mr. Bush with 
            leads of 6 and 7 percentage points, but both were 
            fairly conservative with their estimates of black 
            turnout. Both parties acknowledge that if black 
            turnout is higher than it was for Mr. Barnes's 
            election in 1998, the race will be much closer. 
 
            As a result, the Democrats will be concentrating 
            on getting out black voters, hoping that the 
            former Democratic Gov. Zell Miller's popular 
            Senate candidacy will bring along suburbanites. 
            Mr. Bush has already begun running television 
            advertisements in the state's largest markets, 



            unlike Mr. Gore; but both sides are expected to 
            spend a considerable amount of money and time in 
            the state beginning next month. 
                                            -- DAVID FIRESTONE 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
            Poll Finds Dead Heat 
            In New Hampshire 
 
            New Hampshire could fall either way. Mr. Bush had 
            been leading slightly in recent months, but the 
            latest poll by the University of New Hampshire 
            Survey Center has Mr. Bush and Mr. Gore tied at 
            42 percent. About 10 percent said they preferred 
            other candidates and 6 percent remained 
            undecided. 
 
            Historically, the state had been a good bet for 
            Republican presidential candidates, until Mr. 
            Clinton was victorious here twice. The governor, 
            Jeanne Shaheen, is a Democrat in her second term, 
            and made Mr. Gore's short list of possible 
            running mates. Still, 37 percent of registered 
            voters are Republicans, compared with 27 percent 
            who are Democrats. 
 
            Mr. Bush probably has uncomfortable memories of 
            New Hampshire because of his stinging loss to 
            Senator John McCain in the primary in February, 
            but polls indicate he has won back most of those 
            Republican votes. The polls show that each 
            candidate can count on about three- quarters of 
            his party's registered voters and will need to 
            secure the rest, as well as win over a 
            substantial number of independents, to prevail. 
            New Hampshire residents like to vote, usually 
            insuring a good turnout. 
 
            In the last few weeks, each candidate made his 
            first campaign visit to New Hampshire since the 
            primaries, and both made appearances at public 
            schools. Voters in the state are particularly 
            concerned with the local issue of education 
            financing, as was made clear by the contentious 
            debates that led up to Tuesday's statewide 
            primaries. Taxes are, as always here, a biting 
            concern. 
 
            New Hampshire is by far Bush's best chance of a 
            victory in New England, and in recent weeks he 
            has been running more ads here than his 
            competition. 
                                   -- JULIE FLAHERTY 
 
            __________________________________________________ 
 
                Copyright 2000 The New York Times Company 



            __________________________________________________ 
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I regret to inform you that Steve Manners, an AAPOR member at the University  
of Pittsburgh, passed away Friday September 15th of a 
heart attack.  Steve was a friend of mine and I know we will all miss him  
terribly.  Our thoughts go out to his wife Bunny and his 
family during this difficult time. 
 
 
========================================================================= 
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AAPOR Colleagues-- 
 
We currently have a federal client who is very unhappy about a response rate  
we are achieving on a study, and I was wondering if 
anyone out there could give me some advice. 
 
The study is to be administered monthly, within a one week time period, to a  
national random sample of persons aged 16 and over. 
The sample is identified using random digit dialing and next birthday method  
to select the eligible household member.  Of course, 
juveniles have to have parental consent before we interview them.  We are  
obligated to deliver 1,000 completed interviews each month 
within that seven day period.  Interviews average about 20 minutes 
 
Our big problem is response rate.  Our usual response rates are usually much  
higher, but we have time to "work" the respondents. Our 
response rate for numbers screened eligible or not yet determined whether  
eligible or not is as follows: 
 
20%   Complete 
48%   Refuse 



5%    Language (English only) 
18%   Selected respondent not eligible within 7 day period 
10%   Household status of number not determined 
 
My two questions are: 
 
1) Is this an unreasonable response rate given the rapid turnaround?  Is the  
refusal rate unreasonable for cold calling and lack of 
time to do any type of refusal conversion or working the "not availables"?   
What type of response rates do others get in similar 
situations? 
 
2)  Does anyone have any suggestions on what we can do to improve 
performance? 
 
Responses/Suggestions/References would be greatly appreciated. 
 
Joan Cwi 
Battelle 
cwijs@battelle.org 
410.372.2703 
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I am trying to use Perseus for the Web 3.0 and am experiencing problems  
setting up the database. The program worked well for 
formating and distributing the questionnaires, but despite the help given by  
the people at Perseus it was impossible to make the 
program open any database or create a new one. I follow all the steps  
suggested by the helpers at Perseus but nothing seems to work. 
Does anyone had the same problem with this soft? Does anyone know what can I  
do? TIA. 
 
Leandro Batista 
University of São Paulo, Brazil 
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X-Sender: lavrakas.1@postbox.acs.ohio-state.edu 
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 2.1.2 
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To: aapornet@usc.edu 
From: "Paul J. Lavrakas, Ph.D." <lavrakas.1@osu.edu> 
Subject: Leadership transition at OSU Center for Survey Research 
 
 
I am very pleased to announce that AAPOR member, Dr. Gerald (Jerry) Kosicki,  
has agreed to serve as Interim Faculty Director of the 
Ohio State U. Center for Survey Research for 2000/2001. Jerry completed his  
PhD work at University of Wisconsin-Madison in the 1980s 
has been a professor at Ohio State University since 1987. He is a former  
journalist and newspaper editor, and is the author of many 
articles and chapters on political communication, media effects, and the  
relationship between communication and public opinion. He 
has taught primarily graduate and undergraduate social science and survey  
research methods. 
 
For the past two years, Jerry has been the co-principal investigator of the  
Buckeye State Poll, which is the monthly RDD survey of 
Ohioans that our Center conducts in partnership with the Columbus Dispatch,  
WBNS-TV, and the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland. In 
taking on the faculty leadership of the Center, Jerry has also agreed to 
serve  
as the Principal Investigator for the Buckeye State 
Poll starting in October, after I finish my last month at OSU. 
 
It is my opinion that Jerry is the ideal person at Ohio State to  
simultaneously take on these two roles at the Center in this 
transitional year, and the Center is very fortunate that he has agreed to  
serve in these capacities. 
 
I am also very please to announce that AAPOR member, Dr. Erik R. Stewart, has  
been promoted to the new position of Director of 
Operations at the Center.  Erik joined the center's leadership team in March,  
1997, as Assistant Director of Operations.  Since then 
he also has held an appointment as adjunct Assistant Professor of Human  
Development and Family Science in the College of Human 
Ecology.  Prior to his employment at OSU, Erik worked clinically,  
administratively and in research capacities in Ohio's Mental 
Health, Alcohol and Drug Addiction system since the early 1980's.  
Immediately  
prior to assuming his position with the Center in 
1997, he spent five years serving as the Director of Planning and Evaluation  
for a multi-county public service board in Ohio.  He 
received his doctorate in the early 1990s in Family Relations and Human  
Development at Ohio State. 
 
Jerry, Erik and our Associate Faculty Director, Prof. Elizabeth A. Stasny (of  
OSU's Statistics Dept.), will be working together as 
the leadership team to help the Center continue to grow in this, its fifth  
year of existence.  I am confident that they will be very 
successful in their efforts. 
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The Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) is looking for references and experts  
on panel survey sampling, questionnaire design, and 
analysis, especially in the area of employee attitudes, intentions, and  
behaviors such as turnover.  DMDC is looking both for 
experts to work in a consulting and advisory role, and for permanent  
employees.  Please send statements of interest and 
recommendations to the address listed below.  If you know of recent or 
ongoing  
work in these areas, please send that information as 
well to the address listed below. 
 
Traditional large-scale personnel surveys in the Department of Defense (DoD)  
have used paper surveys mailed to individuals.  These 
surveys are large to be cost-effective and have had to remain in the field 
for  
3-6 months to allow a highly mobile employee 
population to be found and have time to respond.  While not all employees  
(military and civilian) have had access to the Internet, 
the Internet offers potential as a way to stay connected to a panel recruited  
through traditional postal contacts.  Turnover in the 
population also has to be considered with about 16% of the military force  
replaced each year.  DMDC wants to consider methodological 
issues in designing a prototype Internet panel survey to track employees'  
attitudes, intentions, and behaviors. 
 
DMDC is the most comprehensive repository of personnel, manpower, training,  
and financial data in DoD.  DMDC surveys are conducted 
in support of DoD management of a large and diverse employee population.   
Survey data are used for program evaluation purposes and 
to understand better the effects of policies and programs on various DoD  
populations, e.g., military members, spouses of military 
members, civilian employees, and retirees.  Survey topics in the last five  
years have included compensation, sexual harassment, job 
satisfaction, racial/ethnic harassment and discrimination, financial 
(banking) services, schools, career decisions, retention/separation, family  
benefits, family support, and other quality of life 
issues.  DMDC works with internal DoD clients to design, plan, and analyze  
surveys.  Some design and analysis work is contracted out 
and monitored by DMDC project officers.  For further information on DMDC  
surveys please see 
http://www.dmdc.osd.mil/surveys/index.html 
 



Timothy W. Elig, Ph.D. 
Chief, Survey and Program Evaluation Division 
Defense Manpower Data Center 
1600 Wilson Blvd., Suite 400 
Arlington, VA 22209-2593 
 
703.696.5858 (DSN 426-5858) 
eligtw@osd.pentagon.mil 
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Major League Ariticle...................... 
 
 
 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "James Beniger" <beniger@rcf-fs.usc.edu> 
To: "AAPORNET" <aapornet@usc.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, September 16, 2000 2:05 PM 
Subject: ADAM CLYMER, NYT: As Electoral Vote Takes Shape... 
 
 
> 
> 
> 
>             __________________________________________________ 
> 
>                 Copyright 2000 The New York Times Company 
>             __________________________________________________ 
> 
>      www.nytimes.com/2000/09/17/politics/17ELEC.html 
> 
>           September 17, 2000 
> 
> 
>     AS ELECTORAL VOTE TAKES SHAPE, 
>     CAMPAIGNS FOCUS ON PERCEPTIONS 
> 
>           By ADAM CLYMER 
> 
> 
>             WASHINGTON, Sept. 16 -- Vice President Al Gore, 
>             who has erased Gov. George W. Bush's lead in most 
>             national polls, has also edged ahead of him in 



>             the battle for electoral votes, according to 
>             independent and partisan analysts. But despite 
>             the postconvention trend in Mr. Gore's favor, 
>             enough states are either tossups or held so 
>             narrowly that the race remains fiercely 
>             competitive. 
> 
>             The overall picture is almost a mirror image of 
>             how things looked before the Republican National 
>             Convention, when Mr. Bush held a slim but decided 
>             lead in the Electoral College. 
> 
>             But major states that had leaned Mr. Bush's way, 
>             like Florida, Michigan, Missouri and Wisconsin, 
>             have since become tossups, according to 
>             strategists in both campaigns, as well as 
>             postconvention polls and political scientists 
>             interviewed around the country. Similarly, 
>             earlier tossup states like Minnesota, New Jersey 
>             and Pennsylvania are now leaning toward Mr. Gore. 
> 
>             Both sides are fighting hard in the battleground 
>             states. This week, for example, the Bush campaign 
>             and the Republican National Committee were buying 
>             television time costing $995,000 in Pennsylvania, 
>             $719,000 in Michigan and $665,000 in Ohio. 
>             Television spending by the Gore campaign and the 
>             Democratic National Committee was $763,000 in 
>             Pennsylvania, $632,000 in Michigan and $745,000 
>             in Ohio. 
> 
>             Although the campaigns did not disagree sharply 
>             about how most states stood, they offered very 
>             different interpretations of what the current 
>             standings meant. Matthew Dowd, the Bush 
>             campaign's internal pollster, said: "This race is 
>             right now nationally within one or two points. 
>             Electorally, we both are starting out with about 
>             the same amount of states in our safe column. 
>             Then there are 10 or 12 states that are sort of 
>             up for grabs, even, or us up a little in some, or 
>             them up in some." 
> 
>             Tad Devine, a Gore strategist, argued that the 
>             trend in Mr. Gore's favor was continuing. "Gore's 
>             advantage in critical battlegrounds has grown 
>             enormously and is continuing to grow," he said. 
>             "I think it's a different world coming out of the 
>             convention. The race is much more settled. Voters 
>             have a much more serious take on the race." But, 
>             he conceded, "It's a long way from Election Day." 
> 
>             Before the conventions, it was the Bush campaign 
>             claiming a lead and the Gore campaign maintaining 
>             that there was essentially a dead heat in the 
>             contest for the 270 electoral votes that make a 
>             majority of the 538 to be cast. 



> 
>             For now, the vice president appears safe in 10 
>             states, with 142 electoral votes, including 
>             California, New York and now Connecticut. Eight 
>             others, with 97 electoral votes, are leaning his 
>             way, with such additions as Washington and Iowa. 
> 
>             If all those states stayed in Mr. Gore's column, 
>             he would have 239 electoral votes, and to win he 
>             would need to find 31 others from 10 tossup 
>             states with 98 electoral votes. 
> 
>             Governor Bush holds commanding leads in 17 
>             states, but only 3 of them, Indiana, Texas and 
>             Virginia, have more than 10 electoral votes. The 
>             17 have a total of 132 votes. Six more states, 
>             with 69 electoral votes, lean his way, though the 
>             margins in some, like Ohio and Colorado, have 
>             slipped. 
> 
>             If Mr. Bush held those 23 states, he would have 
>             201 electoral votes. So to win, he would need 69 
>             of the 98 votes from those 10 tossup states. 
> 
>             The financial advantage held by the Republican 
>             National Committee over its Democratic 
>             counterpart could help him win the tossup states. 
>             In some of those states, even ones Democrats 
>             think they can win, Democrats are not yet 
>             advertising on television. And while the 
>             Republican margins are narrow in many states, in 
>             some others they are huge. For example, this 
>             week's Florida spending showed $1,026,000 backing 
>             Mr. Bush and $330,000 on Mr. Gore's side. 
> 
>             But even as the campaigns put differing emphases 
>             on different states as they seek 270 electoral 
>             votes, their fortunes in the states are hardly 
>             independent of the national trends that have 
>             favored Mr. Gore in recent weeks. These include 
>             his growing strength in how voters perceive his 
>             personal qualities and a deepening advantage over 
>             his signature health care issues. 
> 
>             John Petrocik, chairman of the political science 
>             department at the University of Missouri in 
>             Columbia, said he thought Mr. Bush's lead in 
>             Missouri had declined because "a large component 
>             of how you are doing in every given state is how 
>             you're doing nationally." 
> 
>             "What determines whether he carries Missouri does 
>             not just happen in Missouri," Mr. Petrocik said. 
> 
>             One national hazard for the Republicans is the 
>             recent, and perhaps exaggerated, sense that Mr. 
>             Bush is in trouble. When Republican strategists 



>             say of the Bush campaign, as one did this week, 
>             "They have to almost draw a royal straight flush 
>             to win ^× almost," then followers may get 
>             discouraged, too. 
> 
>             Ed Sarpolus, a Michigan pollster, said one reason 
>             for Mr. Bush's decline in that state, and 
>             elsewhere in the Midwest, was a growing number of 
>             Republicans' "losing confidence in George Bush." 
> 
>             In The Detroit Free Press today, a poll he 
>             conducted reported a Gore lead of 45 percent to 
>             37 percent for Mr. Bush. Another factor in Mr. 
>             Gore's gains in Michigan has been a sharp drop in 
>             support for Ralph Nader of the Green Party. 
> 
>             But in several important states, Republicans were 
>             optimistic that a new emphasis on voter turnout 
>             would pull them through. Al Cardenas, chairman of 
>             the Florida Republican Party, said his state was 
>             a tossup. "I didn't feel that way a few months 
>             ago," Mr. Cardenas said. And though he said the 
>             state could go either way, he argued that the 
>             Republicans' advantage lay in "a much better 
>             ground operation, a much more comprehensive 
>             ground attack in terms of our phone banks and 
>             absentee ballots." 
> 
>             In Wisconsin, Rod Hise, executive director of the 
>             State Republican Party, insisted that party 
>             members "haven't been as excited, enthusiastic 
>             and energetic as they are about this one for a 
>             very long time." 
> 
>             "The opportunity that Republicans in Wisconsin 
>             have to contribute to a Bush victory in November 
>             has really electrified the grass roots of our 
>             party here," Mr. Hise said. "The foot soldiers 
>             are ready for battle. That is a dynamic that has 
>             not always been the case." 
> 
>             But if Mr. Hise was encouraged, so was Senator 
>             Russell D. Feingold, Democrat of Wisconsin. Mr. 
>             Feingold said, "This surge since the convention 
>             has really got me far more optimistic." 
> 
>             "We've made up enormous ground," he said. 
>             Agreeing with Mr. Hise that the race was even in 
>             Wisconsin, Mr. Feingold argued that Mr. Gore had 
>             come through much better as a person, and was 
>             helped by health care issues and his emphasis on 
>             Social Security over tax cuts ^× positions 
>             "clearly in tune with most Wisconsinites." 
> 
>             Two battleground states that appear to have 
>             shifted sharply are New Jersey and Pennsylvania. 
>             Although Chuck Haytaian, the Republican state 



>             chairman in New Jersey, predicted a narrow Bush 
>             victory "by 25,000 votes," an independent 
>             pollster, Cliff Zukin of Rutgers University, said 
>             he thought the state was leaning strongly to Mr. 
>             Gore. 
> 
>             Mr. Zukin, director of the Star- Ledger Eagleton 
>             Rutgers poll, said that at the Democratic 
>             National Convention and later, Mr. Gore "was 
>             sounding populist themes which resonate well in 
>             New Jersey." 
> 
>             Though much attention in the presidential race 
>             has been paid to the battles for large 
>             electoral-jackpot states like Florida and 
>             Michigan, the candidates have not ignored the 
>             rest of the country. Following are examinations 
>             of the status of the campaign in several states 
>             where the race is considered close. 
> 
>             __________________________________________________ 
> 
>             Close Calls in Oregon 
>             And Washington 
> 
>             Though voters in Oregon and Washington State 
>             rejected Mr. Bush's father in both 1988 and 1992 
>             and gave President Clinton a wide margin of 
>             victory four years ago, the Texas governor has 
>             repeatedly said he expects the Pacific Northwest 
>             to be highly competitive. 
> 
>             The latest polls agree, showing Mr. Bush barely 
>             behind Mr. Gore in Washington and essentially 
>             even with him in Oregon. 
> 
>             Mr. Bush has made repeated visits to the 
>             Northwest, most recently last week, in which he 
>             criticized Mr. Gore's environmental record but 
>             also reiterated his staunch opposition to 
>             proposals to help salmon runs by breaching dams 
>             in eastern Washington. Such proposals are favored 
>             by many environmentalists but are anathema in 
>             many communities in the affected region. 
> 
>             Mr. Bush could be helped by a variety of factors, 
>             one of which is the strong popularity in some 
>             Northwestern cities of Mr. Nader, who drew 10,000 
>             people to a rally in Portland, Ore., recently and 
>             who, most analysts say, draws many more left- 
>             leaning voters from Mr. Gore than he does from 
>             Mr. Bush. 
> 
>             In Washington State, Mr. Bush could be helped by 
>             a strong turnout for Mr. Nader, by his stand on 
>             dams that could energize a vote in parts of 
>             eastern Washington, and perhaps even by lingering 



>             resentment in the home state of Microsoft to the 
>             federal government's antitrust case against the 
>             software giant. 
> 
>             A poll of 500 Washington voters taken for KING-TV 
>             in Seattle last week indicated that Mr. Gore was 
>             at 45 percent, Mr. Bush at 41 percent, Mr. Nader 
>             at 5 percent and Patrick J. Buchanan of the 
>             Reform Party at 1 percent, with the rest 
>             undecided. The survey had a margin of sampling 
>             error of 4 percentage points. 
> 
>             A separate Washington State survey by Moore 
>             Information of Portland, which has polled for 
>             many Republican candidates in the region, found 
>             Mr. Gore at 44 percent, Mr. Bush at 43 percent 
>             and Mr. Nader at 4 percent. 
> 
>             That poll also was of 500 voters, with a margin 
>             of sampling error of 4 percentage points. But a 
>             Democratic pollster, Mark Mellman, conducting a 
>             regular tracking survey of 200 voters for an 
>             upcoming United States Senate primary, found Mr. 
>             Gore in the lead by roughly 10 points. 
> 
>             In Oregon, a poll taken this week for The 
>             Oregonian and KATU-TV showed Mr. Nader at 8 
>             percent, leaving Mr. Gore with 42 percent, 
>             virtually tied with Mr. Bush at 41 percent. About 
>             8 percent of those surveyed were undecided, and 
>             the support for Mr. Buchanan was negligible. 
> 
>               -- SAM HOWE VERHOVEK 
>             __________________________________________________ 
> 
>             Gun Plan Shows Bush 
>             Isn't Solid in Colorado 
> 
>             One of the early signs that Colorado's eight 
>             electoral votes may no longer be a sure bet for 
>             Mr. Bush is a ballot initiative to require 
>             background checks of those buying guns at weekend 
>             shows. 
> 
>             Sponsors collected more than 85,000 signatures 
>             supporting the measure, which Republicans have 
>             historically opposed as more gun control, and it 
>             is expected to win overwhelmingly in November. 
> 
>             Democrat pollsters have also begun to see enough 
>             growing support for Democratic candidates for the 
>             State Senate, which Republicans have controlled 
>             for 40 years, that Democratic leaders say they 
>             believe they can overcome the current five- seat 
>             margin. 
> 
>             Then, said the Democrats' state party chairman, 



>             Tim Knaus, Mr. Gore's message on growth, 
>             environment, education and the economy began to 
>             catch on, and all of a sudden the presidential 
>             race in the state appears to be a dead heat. 
> 
>             The latest statewide poll, conducted this month 
>             for The Rocky Mountain News and KCNC, the CBS 
>             affiliate in Denver, found that Mr. Gore had 
>             closed the advantage Mr. Bush held in July, 45 
>             percent to 31 percent, to a virtual tie of 43 to 
>             40, with Mr. Gore inside the margin of error of 4 
>             percentage points. 
> 
>             "That was huge news," Mr. Knaus said. "I was 
>             actually taken aback by how much momentum there 
>             was. I had been hoping we were within 10 points." 
> 
>             Gov. Bill Owens, who is serving as Mr. Bush's 
>             state campaign chairman, said he did not believe 
>             the poll and pointed to another, conducted by a 
>             firm that he and other Colorado Republicans use, 
>             that showed Mr. Bush with a lead "above 10 
>             points." 
> 
>             Yet, he conceded: "The race has obviously 
>             narrowed, and Governor Bush has had some 
>             difficult weeks. But campaigns run in cycles and 
>             after a tough month that left us essentially 
>             even, we have a nice base to go back up." 
> 
>             Colorado has recently shown an independent streak 
>             in presidential elections, supporting Bill 
>             Clinton over President Bush in 1992 by 4 
>             percentage points and Bob Dole over Mr. Clinton 
>             four years later by 2 points in a race in which 
>             third-party candidates won 10 percent of the 
>             vote. 
> 
>             But as one measure of the apparent shift back, 
>             the Democrats are investing more capital in 
>             Colorado, with Mr. Gore's running mate, Senator 
>             Joseph I. Lieberman of Connecticut, visiting 
>             today, to be followed by Mr. Gore's daughter 
>             Kristen next week. And talks are under way to 
>             bring in Mr. Gore. 
> 
>             Mr. Owens said he welcomed the visits. "I'm 
>             confident enough Coloradans will support Governor 
>             Bush," he said. "So every dollar they spend here 
>             takes it out of states they have a better chance 
>             of winning." 
>                                          -- MICHAEL JANOFSKY 
>             __________________________________________________ 
> 
>             Stiff Fight to Sway 
>             New Mexico Voters 
> 



>             New Mexico has been a reliable national 
>             bellwether in presidential politics. In every 
>             presidential race except one since it became a 
>             state in 1912, New Mexico has supported the 
>             winner, often close to the margin as the nation 
>             as a whole. The lone exception came in 1976 when 
>             the state backed Gerald R. Ford. 
> 
>             This may help explain why both Mr. Gore and Mr. 
>             Bush already have both visited this state with 
>             only five electoral votes ^× and likely will come 
>             again before Election Day. 
> 
>             This weekend, The Albuquerque Journal is 
>             scheduled to release a poll that declares the 
>             race a statistical tie. The poll of 553 likely 
>             and registered voters gave Mr. Bush 43 percent 
>             and Mr. Gore 42 percent, with 11 percent 
>             remaining undecided. The poll, conducted by 
>             Research and Polling Inc., was taken from Sept. 
>             7- 13. Neither Mr. Bush nor Mr. Gore has an 
>             apparent reason for claiming momentum; a March 
>             poll found the two candidates tied. 
> 
>             Mr. Bush has courted Hispanic voters 
>             aggressively, and New Mexico would seem fertile 
>             ground for this appeal, since Hispanic residents 
>             make up about 41 percent of the state's 
>             population. But The Journal poll shows Mr. Gore 
>             with a lead among Hispanics, 57 percent to 25 
>             percent. 
> 
>             "The Hispanic vote is critical for any Democratic 
>             presidential candidate to win here, and by a good 
>             margin, too," said F. Chris Garcia, a University 
>             of New Mexico political science professor, who 
>             noted that a strong Hispanic showing carried Mr. 
>             Clinton to victory in 1992 and 1996. 
> 
>             Mr. Garcia cited issues such as health care, 
>             education and Social Security as those important 
>             to voters but noted that no single issue 
>             seemingly stands out. There are about 918,000 
>             registered voters (out of a state population of 
>             1.7 million), with about 54 percent as Democrats, 
>             33 percent as Republicans and the rest affiliated 
>             with other parties. Still, Mr. Garcia said the 
>             state was slowly becoming more conservative. 
> 
>                                               -- JIM YARDLEY 
>             __________________________________________________ 
> 
>             By All Standards 
>             It's Close in Missouri 
> 
>             In the world of politics, Missouri is a curious 
>             hybrid. 



> 
>             It has two major cities: Kansas City with a 
>             Western flavor, St. Louis with an Eastern edge. 
>             It has large rural areas that resemble the Deep 
>             South. And it has fast-growing suburbs. 
> 
>             Missouri, with a Democratic governor and two 
>             Republican senators, tends to seesaw in 
>             presidential contests. In all but one election 
>             since 1900, the state has voted for the winning 
>             presidential candidate. (The exception was 1956, 
>             when Missouri went for Adlai Stevenson over 
>             Dwight D. Eisenhower.) 
> 
>             "I don't know whether to say we're a bipartisan 
>             state or simply ambivalent," said James W. Davis, 
>             a political science professor at Washington 
>             University in St. Louis. 
> 
>             But even by these standards, this contest for 
>             Missouri's 11 electoral votes is looking like a 
>             very close call, polls suggest. 
> 
>             One poll, taken by Zogby International and 
>             published on Sept. 10 in The St. Louis 
>             Post-Dispatch, showed Mr. Gore with a slight lead 
>             ^× 45 percent to Mr. Bush's 40 percent. But with 
>             a margin of sampling error of 4 percentage 
>             points, that lead is decisively soft. 
> 
>             "Bush, I think, isn't regarded worse than he 
>             was," Professor Davis said. "He hasn't come down 
>             so much as Gore has come up." 
> 
>             In the poll, Mr. Gore's strongest support was in 
>             St. Louis. Outside the cities, he and Mr. Bush 
>             were statistically tied. 
> 
>             The candidates or their running mates have been 
>             visiting Missouri almost once a week. 
> 
>             The issues on the minds of Missourians are not 
>             too different from those preoccupying other 
>             voters. Education, health care and Social 
>             Security are most important, with farmers worried 
>             about agricultural policy. 
> 
>             John Hancock, the executive director of the State 
>             Republican Party, said he was optimistic, partly 
>             because much of Missouri is still quite rural, 
>             and Democrats have trouble in rural states, he 
>             said. 
> 
>             Roy Temple, executive director of the Missouri 
>             Democratic Party, said the suburbs were the real 
>             battleground. Mr. Gore is "aggressively 
>             campaigning here and I think that's making a 



>             difference," he said. 
> 
>             Politics is certainly on the brain in Missouri 
>             this year. There is a tight Senate race between 
>             the Republican incumbent, John Ashcroft, and Gov. 
>             Mel Carnahan. There are contests for governor, 
>             two Congressional seats and four other state 
>             offices. 
> 
>             And with the presidential race, "as neck and neck 
>             as it is," Mr. Davis said, "everyone might think 
>             that their vote might make a difference." 
> 
>             -- PAM BELLUCK 
>             __________________________________________________ 
> 
>             Georgia Could Be 
>             Big Test for Bush 
> 
>             Georgia has not spent much time this year on 
>             anyone's list of hotly competitive states, but 
>             its unusual demographics could make it an 
>             important testing ground for Mr. Bush's ability 
>             to hold on to his base. Though Mr. Bush is still 
>             ahead here, his lead is narrow, and political 
>             professionals say there is no better place to 
>             gauge his national strength in the weeks ahead. 
> 
>             "If Georgia turns out to be close, that means 
>             Gore will win nationally," said Bobby Kahn, chief 
>             of staff for Gov. Roy E. Barnes and a leading 
>             Democratic strategists in the state. 
> 
>             The state has always been comfortable with 
>             centrist Democrats like Mr. Barnes and Senator 
>             Max Cleland, but like the rest of the South, it 
>             remains suspicious of Democratic presidential 
>             tickets. While Georgia did vote for Bill Clinton 
>             in 1992, that was mostly because Ross Perot drew 
>             support away from George Bush; four years later, 
>             Mr. Clinton drew more votes than in 1992, but was 
>             narrowly beaten by Bob Dole for the state's 13 
>             electoral votes. 
> 
>             This teetering political balance is sustained by 
>             three distinct voting groups: African-Americans 
>             in Atlanta and a few smaller cities, who vote 
>             Democratic; suburbanites, many of them newcomers, 
>             in the growing rings around Atlanta, who tend to 
>             be Republican but will support centrist 
>             Democrats, and rural voters, who are less tied to 
>             party affiliations. 
> 
>             Black voters in Georgia tend to be better 
>             organized than in other Southern states, and 
>             their turnout, along with that of white suburban 
>             women, will be the key to the outcome, pollsters 



>             say. Two polls taken for each of the major 
>             parties since the convention showed Mr. Bush with 
>             leads of 6 and 7 percentage points, but both were 
>             fairly conservative with their estimates of black 
>             turnout. Both parties acknowledge that if black 
>             turnout is higher than it was for Mr. Barnes's 
>             election in 1998, the race will be much closer. 
> 
>             As a result, the Democrats will be concentrating 
>             on getting out black voters, hoping that the 
>             former Democratic Gov. Zell Miller's popular 
>             Senate candidacy will bring along suburbanites. 
>             Mr. Bush has already begun running television 
>             advertisements in the state's largest markets, 
>             unlike Mr. Gore; but both sides are expected to 
>             spend a considerable amount of money and time in 
>             the state beginning next month. 
>                                           -- DAVID FIRESTONE 
>             __________________________________________________ 
> 
>             Poll Finds Dead Heat 
>             In New Hampshire 
> 
>             New Hampshire could fall either way. Mr. Bush had 
>             been leading slightly in recent months, but the 
>             latest poll by the University of New Hampshire 
>             Survey Center has Mr. Bush and Mr. Gore tied at 
>             42 percent. About 10 percent said they preferred 
>             other candidates and 6 percent remained 
>             undecided. 
> 
>             Historically, the state had been a good bet for 
>             Republican presidential candidates, until Mr. 
>             Clinton was victorious here twice. The governor, 
>             Jeanne Shaheen, is a Democrat in her second term, 
>             and made Mr. Gore's short list of possible 
>             running mates. Still, 37 percent of registered 
>             voters are Republicans, compared with 27 percent 
>             who are Democrats. 
> 
>             Mr. Bush probably has uncomfortable memories of 
>             New Hampshire because of his stinging loss to 
>             Senator John McCain in the primary in February, 
>             but polls indicate he has won back most of those 
>             Republican votes. The polls show that each 
>             candidate can count on about three- quarters of 
>             his party's registered voters and will need to 
>             secure the rest, as well as win over a 
>             substantial number of independents, to prevail. 
>             New Hampshire residents like to vote, usually 
>             insuring a good turnout. 
> 
>             In the last few weeks, each candidate made his 
>             first campaign visit to New Hampshire since the 
>             primaries, and both made appearances at public 
>             schools. Voters in the state are particularly 
>             concerned with the local issue of education 



>             financing, as was made clear by the contentious 
>             debates that led up to Tuesday's statewide 
>             primaries. Taxes are, as always here, a biting 
>             concern. 
> 
>             New Hampshire is by far Bush's best chance of a 
>             victory in New England, and in recent weeks he 
>             has been running more ads here than his 
>             competition. 
>      -- JULIE FLAHERTY 
> 
>             __________________________________________________ 
> 
>                 Copyright 2000 The New York Times Company 
>             __________________________________________________ 
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> > 
> >     AS ELECTORAL VOTE TAKES SHAPE, 
> >     CAMPAIGNS FOCUS ON PERCEPTIONS 
> > 
> >           By ADAM CLYMER 
> > 
> > 
> >             WASHINGTON, Sept. 16 -- Vice President Al Gore, 
> >             who has erased Gov. George W. Bush's lead in most 
> >             national polls, has also edged ahead of him in 
> >             the battle for electoral votes, according to 
> >             independent and partisan analysts. But despite 
> >             the postconvention trend in Mr. Gore's favor, 
> >             enough states are either tossups or held so 
> >             narrowly that the race remains fiercely 
> >             competitive. 
> > 
> >             The overall picture is almost a mirror image of 
> >             how things looked before the Republican National 
> >             Convention, when Mr. Bush held a slim but decided 
> >             lead in the Electoral College. 
> > 
> >             But major states that had leaned Mr. Bush's way, 
> >             like Florida, Michigan, Missouri and Wisconsin, 
> >             have since become tossups, according to 
> >             strategists in both campaigns, as well as 
> >             postconvention polls and political scientists 
> >             interviewed around the country. Similarly, 
> >             earlier tossup states like Minnesota, New Jersey 
> >             and Pennsylvania are now leaning toward Mr. Gore. 
> > 
> >             Both sides are fighting hard in the battleground 
> >             states. This week, for example, the Bush campaign 
> >             and the Republican National Committee were buying 
> >             television time costing $995,000 in Pennsylvania, 
> >             $719,000 in Michigan and $665,000 in Ohio. 
> >             Television spending by the Gore campaign and the 
> >             Democratic National Committee was $763,000 in 
> >             Pennsylvania, $632,000 in Michigan and $745,000 
> >             in Ohio. 
> > 
> >             Although the campaigns did not disagree sharply 
> >             about how most states stood, they offered very 
> >             different interpretations of what the current 
> >             standings meant. Matthew Dowd, the Bush 
> >             campaign's internal pollster, said: "This race is 
> >             right now nationally within one or two points. 
> >             Electorally, we both are starting out with about 
> >             the same amount of states in our safe column. 
> >             Then there are 10 or 12 states that are sort of 
> >             up for grabs, even, or us up a little in some, or 
> >             them up in some." 
> > 



> >             Tad Devine, a Gore strategist, argued that the 
> >             trend in Mr. Gore's favor was continuing. "Gore's 
> >             advantage in critical battlegrounds has grown 
> >             enormously and is continuing to grow," he said. 
> >             "I think it's a different world coming out of the 
> >             convention. The race is much more settled. Voters 
> >             have a much more serious take on the race." But, 
> >             he conceded, "It's a long way from Election Day." 
> > 
> >             Before the conventions, it was the Bush campaign 
> >             claiming a lead and the Gore campaign maintaining 
> >             that there was essentially a dead heat in the 
> >             contest for the 270 electoral votes that make a 
> >             majority of the 538 to be cast. 
> > 
> >             For now, the vice president appears safe in 10 
> >             states, with 142 electoral votes, including 
> >             California, New York and now Connecticut. Eight 
> >             others, with 97 electoral votes, are leaning his 
> >             way, with such additions as Washington and Iowa. 
> > 
> >             If all those states stayed in Mr. Gore's column, 
> >             he would have 239 electoral votes, and to win he 
> >             would need to find 31 others from 10 tossup 
> >             states with 98 electoral votes. 
> > 
> >             Governor Bush holds commanding leads in 17 
> >             states, but only 3 of them, Indiana, Texas and 
> >             Virginia, have more than 10 electoral votes. The 
> >             17 have a total of 132 votes. Six more states, 
> >             with 69 electoral votes, lean his way, though the 
> >             margins in some, like Ohio and Colorado, have 
> >             slipped. 
> > 
> >             If Mr. Bush held those 23 states, he would have 
> >             201 electoral votes. So to win, he would need 69 
> >             of the 98 votes from those 10 tossup states. 
> > 
> >             The financial advantage held by the Republican 
> >             National Committee over its Democratic 
> >             counterpart could help him win the tossup states. 
> >             In some of those states, even ones Democrats 
> >             think they can win, Democrats are not yet 
> >             advertising on television. And while the 
> >             Republican margins are narrow in many states, in 
> >             some others they are huge. For example, this 
> >             week's Florida spending showed $1,026,000 backing 
> >             Mr. Bush and $330,000 on Mr. Gore's side. 
> > 
> >             But even as the campaigns put differing emphases 
> >             on different states as they seek 270 electoral 
> >             votes, their fortunes in the states are hardly 
> >             independent of the national trends that have 
> >             favored Mr. Gore in recent weeks. These include 
> >             his growing strength in how voters perceive his 
> >             personal qualities and a deepening advantage over 
> >             his signature health care issues. 



> > 
> >             John Petrocik, chairman of the political science 
> >             department at the University of Missouri in 
> >             Columbia, said he thought Mr. Bush's lead in 
> >             Missouri had declined because "a large component 
> >             of how you are doing in every given state is how 
> >             you're doing nationally." 
> > 
> >             "What determines whether he carries Missouri does 
> >             not just happen in Missouri," Mr. Petrocik said. 
> > 
> >             One national hazard for the Republicans is the 
> >             recent, and perhaps exaggerated, sense that Mr. 
> >             Bush is in trouble. When Republican strategists 
> >             say of the Bush campaign, as one did this week, 
> >             "They have to almost draw a royal straight flush 
> >             to win ^x almost," then followers may get 
> >             discouraged, too. 
> > 
> >             Ed Sarpolus, a Michigan pollster, said one reason 
> >             for Mr. Bush's decline in that state, and 
> >             elsewhere in the Midwest, was a growing number of 
> >             Republicans' "losing confidence in George Bush." 
> > 
> >             In The Detroit Free Press today, a poll he 
> >             conducted reported a Gore lead of 45 percent to 
> >             37 percent for Mr. Bush. Another factor in Mr. 
> >             Gore's gains in Michigan has been a sharp drop in 
> >             support for Ralph Nader of the Green Party. 
> > 
> >             But in several important states, Republicans were 
> >             optimistic that a new emphasis on voter turnout 
> >             would pull them through. Al Cardenas, chairman of 
> >             the Florida Republican Party, said his state was 
> >             a tossup. "I didn't feel that way a few months 
> >             ago," Mr. Cardenas said. And though he said the 
> >             state could go either way, he argued that the 
> >             Republicans' advantage lay in "a much better 
> >             ground operation, a much more comprehensive 
> >             ground attack in terms of our phone banks and 
> >             absentee ballots." 
> > 
> >             In Wisconsin, Rod Hise, executive director of the 
> >             State Republican Party, insisted that party 
> >             members "haven't been as excited, enthusiastic 
> >             and energetic as they are about this one for a 
> >             very long time." 
> > 
> >             "The opportunity that Republicans in Wisconsin 
> >             have to contribute to a Bush victory in November 
> >             has really electrified the grass roots of our 
> >             party here," Mr. Hise said. "The foot soldiers 
> >             are ready for battle. That is a dynamic that has 
> >             not always been the case." 
> > 
> >             But if Mr. Hise was encouraged, so was Senator 
> >             Russell D. Feingold, Democrat of Wisconsin. Mr. 



> >             Feingold said, "This surge since the convention 
> >             has really got me far more optimistic." 
> > 
> >             "We've made up enormous ground," he said. 
> >             Agreeing with Mr. Hise that the race was even in 
> >             Wisconsin, Mr. Feingold argued that Mr. Gore had 
> >             come through much better as a person, and was 
> >             helped by health care issues and his emphasis on 
> >             Social Security over tax cuts ^x positions 
> >             "clearly in tune with most Wisconsinites." 
> > 
> >             Two battleground states that appear to have 
> >             shifted sharply are New Jersey and Pennsylvania. 
> >             Although Chuck Haytaian, the Republican state 
> >             chairman in New Jersey, predicted a narrow Bush 
> >             victory "by 25,000 votes," an independent 
> >             pollster, Cliff Zukin of Rutgers University, said 
> >             he thought the state was leaning strongly to Mr. 
> >             Gore. 
> > 
> >             Mr. Zukin, director of the Star- Ledger Eagleton 
> >             Rutgers poll, said that at the Democratic 
> >             National Convention and later, Mr. Gore "was 
> >             sounding populist themes which resonate well in 
> >             New Jersey." 
> > 
> >             Though much attention in the presidential race 
> >             has been paid to the battles for large 
> >             electoral-jackpot states like Florida and 
> >             Michigan, the candidates have not ignored the 
> >             rest of the country. Following are examinations 
> >             of the status of the campaign in several states 
> >             where the race is considered close. 
> > 
> >             __________________________________________________ 
> > 
> >             Close Calls in Oregon 
> >             And Washington 
> > 
> >             Though voters in Oregon and Washington State 
> >             rejected Mr. Bush's father in both 1988 and 1992 
> >             and gave President Clinton a wide margin of 
> >             victory four years ago, the Texas governor has 
> >             repeatedly said he expects the Pacific Northwest 
> >             to be highly competitive. 
> > 
> >             The latest polls agree, showing Mr. Bush barely 
> >             behind Mr. Gore in Washington and essentially 
> >             even with him in Oregon. 
> > 
> >             Mr. Bush has made repeated visits to the 
> >             Northwest, most recently last week, in which he 
> >             criticized Mr. Gore's environmental record but 
> >             also reiterated his staunch opposition to 
> >             proposals to help salmon runs by breaching dams 
> >             in eastern Washington. Such proposals are favored 
> >             by many environmentalists but are anathema in 



> >             many communities in the affected region. 
> > 
> >             Mr. Bush could be helped by a variety of factors, 
> >             one of which is the strong popularity in some 
> >             Northwestern cities of Mr. Nader, who drew 10,000 
> >             people to a rally in Portland, Ore., recently and 
> >             who, most analysts say, draws many more left- 
> >             leaning voters from Mr. Gore than he does from 
> >             Mr. Bush. 
> > 
> >             In Washington State, Mr. Bush could be helped by 
> >             a strong turnout for Mr. Nader, by his stand on 
> >             dams that could energize a vote in parts of 
> >             eastern Washington, and perhaps even by lingering 
> >             resentment in the home state of Microsoft to the 
> >             federal government's antitrust case against the 
> >             software giant. 
> > 
> >             A poll of 500 Washington voters taken for KING-TV 
> >             in Seattle last week indicated that Mr. Gore was 
> >             at 45 percent, Mr. Bush at 41 percent, Mr. Nader 
> >             at 5 percent and Patrick J. Buchanan of the 
> >             Reform Party at 1 percent, with the rest 
> >             undecided. The survey had a margin of sampling 
> >             error of 4 percentage points. 
> > 
> >             A separate Washington State survey by Moore 
> >             Information of Portland, which has polled for 
> >             many Republican candidates in the region, found 
> >             Mr. Gore at 44 percent, Mr. Bush at 43 percent 
> >             and Mr. Nader at 4 percent. 
> > 
> >             That poll also was of 500 voters, with a margin 
> >             of sampling error of 4 percentage points. But a 
> >             Democratic pollster, Mark Mellman, conducting a 
> >             regular tracking survey of 200 voters for an 
> >             upcoming United States Senate primary, found Mr. 
> >             Gore in the lead by roughly 10 points. 
> > 
> >             In Oregon, a poll taken this week for The 
> >             Oregonian and KATU-TV showed Mr. Nader at 8 
> >             percent, leaving Mr. Gore with 42 percent, 
> >             virtually tied with Mr. Bush at 41 percent. About 
> >             8 percent of those surveyed were undecided, and 
> >             the support for Mr. Buchanan was negligible. 
> > 
> >               -- SAM HOWE VERHOVEK 
> >             __________________________________________________ 
> > 
> >             Gun Plan Shows Bush 
> >             Isn't Solid in Colorado 
> > 
> >             One of the early signs that Colorado's eight 
> >             electoral votes may no longer be a sure bet for 
> >             Mr. Bush is a ballot initiative to require 
> >             background checks of those buying guns at weekend 
> >             shows. 



> > 
> >             Sponsors collected more than 85,000 signatures 
> >             supporting the measure, which Republicans have 
> >             historically opposed as more gun control, and it 
> >             is expected to win overwhelmingly in November. 
> > 
> >             Democrat pollsters have also begun to see enough 
> >             growing support for Democratic candidates for the 
> >             State Senate, which Republicans have controlled 
> >             for 40 years, that Democratic leaders say they 
> >             believe they can overcome the current five- seat 
> >             margin. 
> > 
> >             Then, said the Democrats' state party chairman, 
> >             Tim Knaus, Mr. Gore's message on growth, 
> >             environment, education and the economy began to 
> >             catch on, and all of a sudden the presidential 
> >             race in the state appears to be a dead heat. 
> > 
> >             The latest statewide poll, conducted this month 
> >             for The Rocky Mountain News and KCNC, the CBS 
> >             affiliate in Denver, found that Mr. Gore had 
> >             closed the advantage Mr. Bush held in July, 45 
> >             percent to 31 percent, to a virtual tie of 43 to 
> >             40, with Mr. Gore inside the margin of error of 4 
> >             percentage points. 
> > 
> >             "That was huge news," Mr. Knaus said. "I was 
> >             actually taken aback by how much momentum there 
> >             was. I had been hoping we were within 10 points." 
> > 
> >             Gov. Bill Owens, who is serving as Mr. Bush's 
> >             state campaign chairman, said he did not believe 
> >             the poll and pointed to another, conducted by a 
> >             firm that he and other Colorado Republicans use, 
> >             that showed Mr. Bush with a lead "above 10 
> >             points." 
> > 
> >             Yet, he conceded: "The race has obviously 
> >             narrowed, and Governor Bush has had some 
> >             difficult weeks. But campaigns run in cycles and 
> >             after a tough month that left us essentially 
> >             even, we have a nice base to go back up." 
> > 
> >             Colorado has recently shown an independent streak 
> >             in presidential elections, supporting Bill 
> >             Clinton over President Bush in 1992 by 4 
> >             percentage points and Bob Dole over Mr. Clinton 
> >             four years later by 2 points in a race in which 
> >             third-party candidates won 10 percent of the 
> >             vote. 
> > 
> >             But as one measure of the apparent shift back, 
> >             the Democrats are investing more capital in 
> >             Colorado, with Mr. Gore's running mate, Senator 
> >             Joseph I. Lieberman of Connecticut, visiting 
> >             today, to be followed by Mr. Gore's daughter 



> >             Kristen next week. And talks are under way to 
> >             bring in Mr. Gore. 
> > 
> >             Mr. Owens said he welcomed the visits. "I'm 
> >             confident enough Coloradans will support Governor 
> >             Bush," he said. "So every dollar they spend here 
> >             takes it out of states they have a better chance 
> >             of winning." 
> >                                          -- MICHAEL JANOFSKY 
> >             __________________________________________________ 
> > 
> >             Stiff Fight to Sway 
> >             New Mexico Voters 
> > 
> >             New Mexico has been a reliable national 
> >             bellwether in presidential politics. In every 
> >             presidential race except one since it became a 
> >             state in 1912, New Mexico has supported the 
> >             winner, often close to the margin as the nation 
> >             as a whole. The lone exception came in 1976 when 
> >             the state backed Gerald R. Ford. 
> > 
> >             This may help explain why both Mr. Gore and Mr. 
> >             Bush already have both visited this state with 
> >             only five electoral votes ^x and likely will come 
> >             again before Election Day. 
> > 
> >             This weekend, The Albuquerque Journal is 
> >             scheduled to release a poll that declares the 
> >             race a statistical tie. The poll of 553 likely 
> >             and registered voters gave Mr. Bush 43 percent 
> >             and Mr. Gore 42 percent, with 11 percent 
> >             remaining undecided. The poll, conducted by 
> >             Research and Polling Inc., was taken from Sept. 
> >             7- 13. Neither Mr. Bush nor Mr. Gore has an 
> >             apparent reason for claiming momentum; a March 
> >             poll found the two candidates tied. 
> > 
> >             Mr. Bush has courted Hispanic voters 
> >             aggressively, and New Mexico would seem fertile 
> >             ground for this appeal, since Hispanic residents 
> >             make up about 41 percent of the state's 
> >             population. But The Journal poll shows Mr. Gore 
> >             with a lead among Hispanics, 57 percent to 25 
> >             percent. 
> > 
> >             "The Hispanic vote is critical for any Democratic 
> >             presidential candidate to win here, and by a good 
> >             margin, too," said F. Chris Garcia, a University 
> >             of New Mexico political science professor, who 
> >             noted that a strong Hispanic showing carried Mr. 
> >             Clinton to victory in 1992 and 1996. 
> > 
> >             Mr. Garcia cited issues such as health care, 
> >             education and Social Security as those important 
> >             to voters but noted that no single issue 
> >             seemingly stands out. There are about 918,000 



> >             registered voters (out of a state population of 
> >             1.7 million), with about 54 percent as Democrats, 
> >             33 percent as Republicans and the rest affiliated 
> >             with other parties. Still, Mr. Garcia said the 
> >             state was slowly becoming more conservative. 
> > 
> >                                               -- JIM YARDLEY 
> >             __________________________________________________ 
> > 
> >             By All Standards 
> >             It's Close in Missouri 
> > 
> >             In the world of politics, Missouri is a curious 
> >             hybrid. 
> > 
> >             It has two major cities: Kansas City with a 
> >             Western flavor, St. Louis with an Eastern edge. 
> >             It has large rural areas that resemble the Deep 
> >             South. And it has fast-growing suburbs. 
> > 
> >             Missouri, with a Democratic governor and two 
> >             Republican senators, tends to seesaw in 
> >             presidential contests. In all but one election 
> >             since 1900, the state has voted for the winning 
> >             presidential candidate. (The exception was 1956, 
> >             when Missouri went for Adlai Stevenson over 
> >             Dwight D. Eisenhower.) 
> > 
> >             "I don't know whether to say we're a bipartisan 
> >             state or simply ambivalent," said James W. Davis, 
> >             a political science professor at Washington 
> >             University in St. Louis. 
> > 
> >             But even by these standards, this contest for 
> >             Missouri's 11 electoral votes is looking like a 
> >             very close call, polls suggest. 
> > 
> >             One poll, taken by Zogby International and 
> >             published on Sept. 10 in The St. Louis 
> >             Post-Dispatch, showed Mr. Gore with a slight lead 
> >             ^x 45 percent to Mr. Bush's 40 percent. But with 
> >             a margin of sampling error of 4 percentage 
> >             points, that lead is decisively soft. 
> > 
> >             "Bush, I think, isn't regarded worse than he 
> >             was," Professor Davis said. "He hasn't come down 
> >             so much as Gore has come up." 
> > 
> >             In the poll, Mr. Gore's strongest support was in 
> >             St. Louis. Outside the cities, he and Mr. Bush 
> >             were statistically tied. 
> > 
> >             The candidates or their running mates have been 
> >             visiting Missouri almost once a week. 
> > 
> >             The issues on the minds of Missourians are not 
> >             too different from those preoccupying other 



> >             voters. Education, health care and Social 
> >             Security are most important, with farmers worried 
> >             about agricultural policy. 
> > 
> >             John Hancock, the executive director of the State 
> >             Republican Party, said he was optimistic, partly 
> >             because much of Missouri is still quite rural, 
> >             and Democrats have trouble in rural states, he 
> >             said. 
> > 
> >             Roy Temple, executive director of the Missouri 
> >             Democratic Party, said the suburbs were the real 
> >             battleground. Mr. Gore is "aggressively 
> >             campaigning here and I think that's making a 
> >             difference," he said. 
> > 
> >             Politics is certainly on the brain in Missouri 
> >             this year. There is a tight Senate race between 
> >             the Republican incumbent, John Ashcroft, and Gov. 
> >             Mel Carnahan. There are contests for governor, 
> >             two Congressional seats and four other state 
> >             offices. 
> > 
> >             And with the presidential race, "as neck and neck 
> >             as it is," Mr. Davis said, "everyone might think 
> >             that their vote might make a difference." 
> > 
> >             -- PAM BELLUCK 
> >             __________________________________________________ 
> > 
> >             Georgia Could Be 
> >             Big Test for Bush 
> > 
> >             Georgia has not spent much time this year on 
> >             anyone's list of hotly competitive states, but 
> >             its unusual demographics could make it an 
> >             important testing ground for Mr. Bush's ability 
> >             to hold on to his base. Though Mr. Bush is still 
> >             ahead here, his lead is narrow, and political 
> >             professionals say there is no better place to 
> >             gauge his national strength in the weeks ahead. 
> > 
> >             "If Georgia turns out to be close, that means 
> >             Gore will win nationally," said Bobby Kahn, chief 
> >             of staff for Gov. Roy E. Barnes and a leading 
> >             Democratic strategists in the state. 
> > 
> >             The state has always been comfortable with 
> >             centrist Democrats like Mr. Barnes and Senator 
> >             Max Cleland, but like the rest of the South, it 
> >             remains suspicious of Democratic presidential 
> >             tickets. While Georgia did vote for Bill Clinton 
> >             in 1992, that was mostly because Ross Perot drew 
> >             support away from George Bush; four years later, 
> >             Mr. Clinton drew more votes than in 1992, but was 
> >             narrowly beaten by Bob Dole for the state's 13 
> >             electoral votes. 



> > 
> >             This teetering political balance is sustained by 
> >             three distinct voting groups: African-Americans 
> >             in Atlanta and a few smaller cities, who vote 
> >             Democratic; suburbanites, many of them newcomers, 
> >             in the growing rings around Atlanta, who tend to 
> >             be Republican but will support centrist 
> >             Democrats, and rural voters, who are less tied to 
> >             party affiliations. 
> > 
> >             Black voters in Georgia tend to be better 
> >             organized than in other Southern states, and 
> >             their turnout, along with that of white suburban 
> >             women, will be the key to the outcome, pollsters 
> >             say. Two polls taken for each of the major 
> >             parties since the convention showed Mr. Bush with 
> >             leads of 6 and 7 percentage points, but both were 
> >             fairly conservative with their estimates of black 
> >             turnout. Both parties acknowledge that if black 
> >             turnout is higher than it was for Mr. Barnes's 
> >             election in 1998, the race will be much closer. 
> > 
> >             As a result, the Democrats will be concentrating 
> >             on getting out black voters, hoping that the 
> >             former Democratic Gov. Zell Miller's popular 
> >             Senate candidacy will bring along suburbanites. 
> >             Mr. Bush has already begun running television 
> >             advertisements in the state's largest markets, 
> >             unlike Mr. Gore; but both sides are expected to 
> >             spend a considerable amount of money and time in 
> >             the state beginning next month. 
> >                                           -- DAVID FIRESTONE 
> >             __________________________________________________ 
> > 
> >             Poll Finds Dead Heat 
> >             In New Hampshire 
> > 
> >             New Hampshire could fall either way. Mr. Bush had 
> >             been leading slightly in recent months, but the 
> >             latest poll by the University of New Hampshire 
> >             Survey Center has Mr. Bush and Mr. Gore tied at 
> >             42 percent. About 10 percent said they preferred 
> >             other candidates and 6 percent remained 
> >             undecided. 
> > 
> >             Historically, the state had been a good bet for 
> >             Republican presidential candidates, until Mr. 
> >             Clinton was victorious here twice. The governor, 
> >             Jeanne Shaheen, is a Democrat in her second term, 
> >             and made Mr. Gore's short list of possible 
> >             running mates. Still, 37 percent of registered 
> >             voters are Republicans, compared with 27 percent 
> >             who are Democrats. 
> > 
> >             Mr. Bush probably has uncomfortable memories of 
> >             New Hampshire because of his stinging loss to 
> >             Senator John McCain in the primary in February, 



> >             but polls indicate he has won back most of those 
> >             Republican votes. The polls show that each 
> >             candidate can count on about three- quarters of 
> >             his party's registered voters and will need to 
> >             secure the rest, as well as win over a 
> >             substantial number of independents, to prevail. 
> >             New Hampshire residents like to vote, usually 
> >             insuring a good turnout. 
> > 
> >             In the last few weeks, each candidate made his 
> >             first campaign visit to New Hampshire since the 
> >             primaries, and both made appearances at public 
> >             schools. Voters in the state are particularly 
> >             concerned with the local issue of education 
> >             financing, as was made clear by the contentious 
> >             debates that led up to Tuesday's statewide 
> >             primaries. Taxes are, as always here, a biting 
> >             concern. 
> > 
> >             New Hampshire is by far Bush's best chance of a 
> >             victory in New England, and in recent weeks he 
> >             has been running more ads here than his 
> >             competition. 
> >      -- JULIE FLAHERTY 
> > 
> >             __________________________________________________ 
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Date: Wed, 20 Sep 2000 08:19:35 -0400 
From: "Jack Marcum" <JackM@ctr.pcusa.org> 
To: <AAPORNET@usc.edu> 
Subject: Perceptions of U.S. Racial Ethnic Composition 
 
Can someone point me to a survey that has asked Americans their perceptions 
of  
the percentage of the U.S. population that are 
African American, Asian American, etc.?  I recall reading results of this 
type  
some years ago, but I haven't been able to put my 
finger on them. 
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Associate for Survey Research, Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Administrator, 
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Research Services, Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) 
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